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i. 
PON'ACE 
All the articles on, and references to, Lewis which I have 
consulted are listed in the Bibliography. 
As for as I am aware, there has been no previous full-length 
treatment of Lewis's fiction. the most complete study of his thought 
known to me is Chad Walsh's C. 9 . Lewis; Apostle to the Skeptics (1949) , 
which deals, often briefly, with Lewis's fiction, though not, of course, 
with 'The Chronicles of Narnia' and Till We Have Faces, As indicated 
at several points in the thesis ,I find myself in general agreement with 
Chad Walsh, whose book I was not able to utilize until revising my first 
version. 
John Wain's recent autobiography, Sprightly Rt iinß (1962), 
appeared in time for me to quote its account of Lewis's views on 
romance (Dhopter XIX of this thesis ), but too late for me to supplement 
my brief description of Levis In life at Oxford (Chapter II of the thesis ). 
It gives a fascinating account of Lewis and his circle in wartime Oxford. 
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1. 
CHAP TIR I 
THIS FOBIGºTIVS MAW 
Clive Staples Lewis was born at Belfast on 29th November, 1898, 
the second son of a solicitor and a clergyman's daughter. His father's 
ancestors had been Welsh farmers; his mother came from a long line of 
'clergymen, lawyers, sailors and the like', 
Lewis has told his own story in Surprised by Joy, a spiritual 
autobiography which provides an indispensable account of his development. 
It traces the formation of the religious convictions that underlie all 
his work - critical,, apologetic and f io tional . Like Augustine's 
Confessions, it is concerned primarily with his conversion to Christianity, 
but it contains more autobiographical details then can well be summarised 
in a brief account. 
Two strains in Lewis's temperament, the romantic and the rational, 
may be traced to his ancestry. 
My father's people were true Welshmen, sentimental , 
passionate and rhetorical, easily moved both to anger and to 
tenderness; men who laughed and cried a great deal and who had 
not much of the talent for happiness . The Hamilton. were a 
cooler race. Their minds were critical and ironic and they had 
the talent for happiness in a high degree - went straight for 
it as experienced travellers go for the best seat in a train. 
From my earliest years I was aware of the vivid contrast 
between my mother's cheerful and tranquil affection and the ups 
and downs of my father's emotional life, and this bred in me 
long before I was old enough to give it a name a certain dis- 
trust or dislike of emotion as something uncomfortable and 
embarrassing and even dangerous ,2 
Lewis's story shows how a critical mind and certain deeply felt intui. 
2. 
time were reconciled in Christianity.. A 'certain distrust' of the 
more powerful human emotions lingers on in his f is tion . Only with The 
Four Loves (1960) does his treatment of human affections and passions 
achieve a satisfying width and balance. 
Lewis 'a early years may be divided between a predominantly 
happy childhood and outwardly unhappy schooldays. Thanks to good 
parents end a kind narse his childhood, apart from nightmares occasioned 
by a fear of insects, was 'a period of humdrum, prosaic happiness' . The 
only aesthetio experiences, 'already incurably romantic, not formal', 
were aroused by his brother's toy garden and the low line of the 
Castlereagh Hills seen from nursery windows, 'They were not for off 
but they were, to children, quits unattainable. They taught as longing - 
SebWUQht: made ms for good or ill, and before I was six years old, a 
votary of the Blue Flower. 
3 
When Lewis was seven his family moved to the 'New House', of 
which the features may be traced in 'The Chronicles of Narnia' , where 
his voracious appetite for books and his taste for romantic scenery 
were both gratified. Receiving education from his mother and a gover- 
ness, he had still, with the removal of his brother to boarding school, 
plenty of solitude. An 'extreme manual clusminess' prevented his from 
enjoying hobbies and sports, so he took to composing, and illustrating, 
stories set in an imaginary 'Animal Land'. This was an outlet for 
'invention', not 'fantasy', and in the holidays his brother shared in 
its development. Through Animal Land, he says, 'I was training myself 
3" 
to be a novelist.... not a poet.... there was no poetry, even no romance, 
in it. It was almost astonishingly prosaic' . The significant imagina- 
tive experiences , oomparable to those of Traherne and Wordsworth, were 
of another kind. 
They same to his through three oddly diverse objects - the memory 
of his brother's toy garden, the 'Idea of Autumn' in Beatrix Potter's 
Squirrel Nutkin, and the northern magic of Temper's Drape. The quality 
they bad in common was 'that of on unsatisfied desire which is itself 
more desirable than any other satisfaction. I call it Joy, which is 
here a technical term and must be sharply distinguished both from 
Happiness and from Pleasure. " .. I doubt whether anyone who has tasted it 
would ever, if both were in his power, ezchange it for all the pleasures 
in the world. ' 'Joy' was to prove the supreme influence on his life, 
and is the key to all his work. 
His mother's death brought this childhood period to an end. To 
his distaste for all the flummery of the funeral, he traces a defect 
he has never fully overcome - *a distaste for all that is public,, all 
that belongs to the collective; a boorish inaptitude for formality'. 
The subsequent period at prep, school in 32gland was extremely 
=pleasant* Lewis heads his account of it 'Concentration Camp' , and 
labels the strange establishment at which he was a boarder, 'Bslsen'. 
The curriculum was narrow and monotonous; the facilities for reorea- 
tion slight. Some of the innumerable eanings administered by 'Oldie', 
its tyrsnnioal and half-samaße headmaster, are among the memories be 
4. 
'could willingly dispense with' . Yet just as his mother's death had 
drawn Lewis and his brother together, so oppression knit the boarders 
at oldie's into a company of friends, 'To this day' he writes 'the 
vision of the world which comes most naturally to me is one in which 
"we two" or "we few" (and in a some "we happy few") stand together 
against something stronger and larger. ' 
At home he and his brother were increasingly ill at ease with 
their demonstrative, humorous, but temperamental father, in whose 
disciplinary harangues a 'fatal bent towards dramatisation and rhetoric 
(I speak of it the more freely since I inherit it) produced a pathetic 
yet oomie result' 
: Among the uncles , aunts , and other relatives with 
whom they mixed Lewis preferred the objective and serene Hamilton to 
the warm but mercurial Lawises. B. regarded even more highly the 
handsome, hospitable and gracious family of Sir W . 11., Lady S. (leis 
mother's cousin) and their three 'grown-up' daughters. From them 
Lewis learned; 'whatever I know (it is not much) of courtesy and savoir 
faire' 5 But the round of social engagements (outside this family) with 
its interminable dames and vapid conversation seemed unprovoked peree- 
oution to a clumsy, imaginative boy. 
After oldie's demise Lewis spent a term at an Irish school, 
'Campbell' , (vomething like the Buglish schools in the are before Arnold) 
and was then sent in January 1911 to 'Wyvera' CMalv. r. 7 - first to 
'Chartres' the preparatory school and then, at the end of the summer 
tare of 1913, to the College. 
5" 
His judgment on the ethos and organization of his public school, 
like that of many other imaginative writers, is decidedly adverse. The 
oompulsory games, and the fagging system with 'its elaborate mechanism..., 
for protecting the strong against the weak' 
; 
stole precious hours from 
reading and prep, and were wearisome to body and spirit. There was 
rarely any privacy. His picture of 'Coll' ee a homo-sexual society 
based on a highly-developed system of 'Bloods' and 'Tarts' is startling, 
end has been queried by Lord Hailshasý Yet Derek Versehoyle's account 
in The Old dohoolsbear* out this picture, as well as the other points 
Lewis makes* 
Lewis's life at 'Wyvern' lasted until the summer of 1914, but it 
is time to trace his inner development to this point. 
In his earlier years religion was a thing diatinot from his 
deepest imaginative interests. The impression that he was 'brought up 
in a strict and vivid Puritanism' is mistaken; he was merely 'taught 
the usual things and made to may my prayers and in due time taken to 
church' 
9 His father's approach to religion was different from that 
which later became his owns 
The charm of tradition and the verbal beauty of Bible and 
Prayer Book (all of them for as late and acquired testes) 
were his natural delight, and it would have been hard to 
find an equally intelligent man who cared so little for 
metaphysios. 9 
His mother's illness case eben he ass too young for the prayers he 
offered for her reoovery, and their negative result, to have muoh 
religious significance. 
6. 
Attendance at an 'Anglo-Catholic' church whilst at Oldie's first 
led to effective belief, characterised by an element of fear which, be 
says, was not unwholesome, sine 'I began seriously to pray and to read 
my Bible and to attempt to obey my conscience. ' 
10 
At Chartres this faith slowly disintegrated. The matron, 'Miss 
C .', though kind and well-meaning, was unfortunately floundering in the 
mazes of spiritualistic and Theosophie speculation, and her conversation 
inadvertently aroused in him a 'passion for the Occult'. Gradually his 
creed dissolved in speculation, passing 'from the tyrannous noon of 
revelation' into the 'cool evening twilight of Higher Thought'. This 
was the more welcome in that his over-earnest striving for 'realisation' 
had made his prayers a painful discipline. Contributory factors were 
the dismissal of ancient religions by his classical textbooks as sheer 
delusion ßhristianity being an arbitrary exception), and an ingrained 
strain of pessimism which he traces to his innate clumsiness. Beading 
in astronomy added, incongruously, to his occultist fannies an ahteist- 
ioal 'Argument from Undesiga' . 
Then, from 'Pogo' ,a young, flashy master just down from University, 
came pathetic aspirations after 'knuttery' and sophistication. 'What 
attacked me through Pogo' he writes 'was not the Flesh (I had that of 
my own) but the Worlds the desire for glitter, swagger, distinction, 
the desire to be in the know. ' 11 Neither the World nor the Flesh at this 
time produced short 
It took me es long to soquire inhibitions es others (they say) 
have takes to get rid of then. that is why I of ten , find my. self at such Bross-purposes with the modern worlds I hams 
been a converted Pagan living among apostate Puritans jl 
7" 
The effect of 'Wyvern' , he says., was to make him an intellectual 
prig, and to intensify his innate tendency to resent any kind of'inter- 
ferenoe' - 'I hotly demanded not to be interrupted. ' 
72 
Meanwhile, within, had come a 'Personal Renaissance', a 're- 
awakening' from imaginative sleep. For Lewis, the step from prossie 
boyhood into what Keats once finely called the 'Chamber of Maiden 
Thought' came with the re. emergenoe of his childhood 'Joy'. Neither 
his tests for adventurous novels nor his first appreciation of poetry 
(through the reading of Sohrab and Rustum by his form-master at 
Campbell) had re-awakened Joy which, he claims, 'is distinct.... even 
from aesthetic pleasure'. 
The change oasts suddenly, whilst he was at Chartres,, when, one 
day, he picked up a periodical in the schoolroom. linos Joy is the major 
theme of his life and work, his reaction to what he read must be quoted 
at length: 
What I had read was the words Siegfried and the Twilight 
of the Gods . What I had seen was one of Arthur Raokham's 
illustrations to that volume. I had never heard of Wagner, 
nor of Siegfried. I thought the Twilight of the Gods meant 
tits twilight in which the gods lived . Bow did I know, at 
once and beyond question, that this was no Celtic,, or 
silvan, or terrestrial twilight? But so it was, Pure 
ONorthernness" engulfed met a vision of huge, clear spaces 
hanging above the Atlantis in the endless twilight of 
Northern summer, remoteness, severity.... and almost at the 
same moment I knew that I had met this before, long, long 
ago (it hardly seems longer now) in Temaer's Drava, that 
Siegfried (whatever it sight be) belonged to the some 
world as Balder and the sunward-sailing arenes. And with 
that plunge bank into my own past there arose at once, 
almost Ills heartbreaks, the memory of Joy itself, the know- 
lodge that I had once had what I had now lacked for years, 
that I was returning at last from exile and desert lands to 
my own country; and the distance of the Twilight of the 
Be 
Gods and the distance of my own past Joy, both unattainable, 
flowed together into a single, unendurable sense of desire 
and loss, which suddenly beoams one with the lose of the 
whole experience, which, as I now stared round that dusty 
schoolroom like a man recovering from unconsciousness, had 
already vanished, had eluded me at the very moment when I 
could first say It in, And at once I knew (with fetal 
knowledge) that t-have it again" was the supreme and only 
important object of desire. 
Inspired by nothing more than this and the synopses of Wagner's 
operas in gramophone catalogues, he wrote three books of 'a heroic poem 
on the Wagnerian version of the Niblung story' 
1,3 
Subsequently he 
revelled in Wagner's RLux, and purchased Siegfried and the Twilight of 
the Gods for himself. The experience seemed more important than 
religion, and led to an appreciation of Nature and an intensive study 
of Norse mythology. This was the true 'inner life' . By its side 
'Animal Land', which he continued to transfers and elaborate, helped by 
his brother, was an 'outer' interest. 
At 'Wyvern' his growing taste for literature owed much to his 
teacher, the courteous and honey-tongued 'Smewgy' . tkrder his teaching 
he enjoyed äarace's Odes, Aeaeid IV and $uripides' Beaebee , and wee led 
to read Stephens's croak of Gold. In the school library he discovered 
IkLlton, Yeats and Celtic mythology t 
I felt keenly the difference between the stony and fiery 
sublimity of Asgard, the green, leafy, amorous , and elusive 
world at Crusehan and the Red Branch and Tir-nan-Ogg, the 
harder # more defiant, sun-bright beauty of Olympus. 4- 
Among other verses, he composed a tragedy, Loki Bound , which reflected 
his pessimistic philosophy sad hatred at authority. 
Joy 00-existed, but did not mix, with the hated externals of life 
9" 
at Wyvern, from which release name when Le'wia 'a father sent him, soon 
of ter the outbreak of war,, to his own former tutor , Yr . Kirkpatrick, at 
Great Bookham in Surrey. 
From the forthright Ulsterman, 'Kirk. ',, a rationalist of the old 
school, and a formidable dialectician, he received a tough training in 
reasoned argument which he relished like 'red beet or strong beer'. 
Nov he revelled in new fields of literature. Homer was opened up to 
his,, along with other Greek and Latin classics; Yrs. Kirkpatrick 
taught him French; from London there o ame by post a constant stream of 
good books, Frequent walks led to a strong appreciation of the Surrey 
countryside. Levis's priggery was demolished but his mental powers 
expanded. '8mewgyIand Kirk', he writes, 'were my two greatest teachers. 
Roughly, one might say (in medieval language) that Smmwgy taught se 
Grammar and Rhetoric and Kirk taught me Dislectio.... Yy debt to his is 
very great.... '15 He appears, slightly disguised, as the Scotsman, 
YePhee, in the planetary romances. 
In the Bookhaa period (1914-16). with its frequent trips to 
Irelsad, Lewis developed a great friendship with 'Arthure , 
1ý 
a neigh- 
bouring boy who shared his enthusiasm for the Norse legends. Prom his 
be acquired a taste for the Bnglish novelists - Scott, the Brontss, 
Jens Austen - and oars to share something of his enthusiasm for ' Horns- 
linens' in books sad in Nature. 
His old low* for the Irish landscape expanded and deepened. He 
exulted in the lines of the far-off Antrim plateau, the austere chars of 
the Holywood Hills, and the southward prospect, across the chequered 
10. 
'plain' of County Down to the blue mountains of Mourne. He describes 
the northward prospect across Belfast Lough es, 'one of those great 
contrasts which have bitten deeply into my mind - Niflhein and Asgard, 
Britain and Logrea, Hand omit and Harandra, sir and ether, the low 
i 
world and the high'. Ssverel peaeages in the planetary romances, and 
elsewhere, attest this impression. 
It was a happy time* A congenial social circle, Arthur's friend- 
ships the company - of Tim, the family dog, and the 'discovery' of William 
Morris, all contributed to 'Fortune's Smile' . 
i8 
Yet Joy was a less frequent visitant. Norse mythology, now 
intensively studied s rarely brought the old thrill. It o eme , rather, 
as the 'memory' of former longing. Mow, Lewis believer that these 
'memories' at longing are identical with the longing itself, that, for 
instance, Wordsworth's 'sense of the loss of vanished vision.... was 
itself vision of the some kind, if only he could have believed it', 
He believes, too, that such imaginative espsrience 'reflects', or is 
an 'image' , of spiritual reality, though distinct from it. At the time 
he consciously sought the thrill, not realising it to be a by-product 
of disinterested contemplation, of 'longing' fixed oa some external 
'object'. Yet his misguided pursuit showed Joy to be distinct from 
erotioisa, or any other substitute. (This later became the central 
argument of The Pilgrim's Regress). 
Lewis's imagination and intellect were now sharply opposed - 'on 
the one aide a many-islanded sea of poetry and myth; on the other a 
glib and shallow "rationalism"'. Consistently held, pessimiatie 
11. 
scepticism might seem to invalidate the imagination, but one factor 
supremely commanded its it supported Lewis's hatred of authority and 
' Interference' It of which Christianity with its 'transcendental Inter- 
ferer' seemed the extreme embodiment. 
Two new experiences imperilled this materialistic 'faith' . Pirat, 
in Yeats and Maeterlinck, Levis found two writers , non-Christians , who 
rejected Materialism and leaned to Theosophy and Magic. Suddenly the 
old occultist lore learned at Chartres returned like a 'ravenous lust',, 
smarting an attraction by its comprehensive unorthodomy, its esoteric 
appeal, and its promise of a renewal of 'Joy' . Yet 'the magical con- 
clusion was just as irrelevant to Joy as the erotic conclusion' - 'the 
Flesh and the Devil, though they could still tempt, could no longer 
offer me the supreme bribe .... And the World had never even pretended to 
have it' . 
The second experience was the momentous discovery, on Leatherhead 
Station, of George MacDonald' a Phantom tes sa Paärie Romancis', a find 
which was to have lasting consequences . 
Lewis is first account of this experience is given in his intro- 
duction to George MacDonalds An Anthologr. He depicts it as the 
crossing of a great frontier, as the first step on the path which led 
to his coavsrsion. In Phantastes he first saw reflected 'the quality 
of the real universe, the divine, magical, terrifying and acetetio 
reality in which we all live' 
:9 iir met, without ]wowing it, real 
'goodness' . In Surprised by Joy he brings out even more elearly the 
link between Phantsstes sad his earlier intuitions. 
12. 
The woodland journeyiags in that story, the ghostly enemies , 
the ladies both good and evil, were aloes enough to my 
habitual imagery to lure me on without the perception of a 
change. It is as if I were carried sleeping across the 
frontier, or as if I had died in the old country and could 
never remember how I csmr alive in the new .... I did not yet know (and I was long in learning) the now of the now 
quality, the bright shadow, that rested on the travels of 
Anodos. I do now. It was Holiness. For the first time 
the song of the sirens sounded like the voice of my mother 
or my nurse .... ia this new region all the confusions that had hitherto perplexed my search for Joy were disarmed, 
Thsrs was no temptation to confuse the scenes of the tale 
with the light that rested upon them, or to suppose that 
they were put forward as realities , or even to dream that if they had been realities and I could reach the woods 
where Anodes journeyed I should thereby come a step nearer 
to my desire. Yet, at the same time., never had the wind 
of Joy blowing through any story been less separable from 
the story itself .... Thus , when the great momenta cams .... I found the light shining on those woods and cottages, and 
then on my own past life, and on the quiet room where I not 
and on my old teacher where he nodded above his little 
Tactus . For I now perceived that while the air of the now 
region made all my erotic and magical perversions of Joy 
look like sordid trumpery, it had no such disenchanting 
power over the bread upon the table or the coals in the 
grate. That was the marvel. Up till now each visitation 
of Joy had left the common world momentarily a desert - 'The first touch of the earth went nigh to kill" .... But now I saw the bright shadow coming out of the book into the 
real world and resting there, transforming all common things 
end yet itself unchanged .... That night my imagination was , in a certain sense, baptised; the rest of me, not 
unnaturally, took longer. 20 
In YaeDonsld, Lewis had discovered his imaginative and spiritual 
'looter*, Much later (he is not precise about dates) he was to derive 
essential elements of his fsith from YaaDonald'a Unspoken Sermons, to 
which he acknowledges a debt 'almost as great as one man can owe to 
another' . For the time being, MacDonald's appeal was to imagination 
rather than to intellect or conscience. 
This link between conversion and the reading of an imaginative 
13. 
work is unusual, perhaps, but not unique. The French poet, Paul Claudel, 
attributed a similar decisive change in his outlook to a reeding of 
Rimbaud's Illuminations and Una B cis on on Snf er . 'For the first time ,' 
he wrote in Ma Conversion, 'these books opened up a fissure in my 
materialistic outlook and gave me a lively and almost physical impression 
of the supernatural. But my habitual state of suffocation and of despair 
remained the memo*' 
21 Lewis 's experience was much like this, but whereas 
Claudel's subsequent move towards faith occupied four years Lewis's 
occupied some thirteen years. 
Late in 1916 Lewis passed his scholarship examination at Oxford, 
was elected by University College, but returned to Kirk to prepare for 
Responsions. Owing to his weakness in arithmetic, he 'ploughed' 
Responsions at Nester but, noteithatending, was admitted to University 
in the summer term, one of a small, but subsequently distinguished 
company. After training in the University 0J ß ., he was aalled up, 
trained, commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Somerset Light Infantry, 
arrived in the front line on his nineteenth birthday (November 1917) and 
served there until he received a 'Blighty' wound in April 1918. 
Whilst in hospital in the winter of 1917.18 he read C. K. Chesterton, 
enjoying him for his humour, his dialectic and his 'goodness' I. 'For the 
critics who think Chesterton frivolous or 0paradoxiealW, ' he writes, 'I 
have to work hard to feel even pity.... ' end goes on, 'In reading 
Chesterton, as in reading Kso3Donald, I did not know what I wes letting 
myself in for. A young mac who wishes to remain a sound Atheist cannot 
be too careful of his reading' 22 
14. 
In his own battalion, Johnson, a scholar of Queen's, imaginative, 
intellectual, and 'a men at conscience', provided the raw subaltern with 
a model of the "severer virtuestl 
23 
During convalescence, a reading of 
Bergson, beside setting philosophical speculations in notion, expanded 
Lewis's aesthetic tastes, teaching him 'to relish energy, fertility, and 
urgency' 324- 
1 became capable of appreciating .... all the resonant, dog- 
matic, flaming, unanswerable people like Beethoven, Titian 
(in his mythological pictures), Goethe, Dunbar, Pindar, 
Christopher Wren, and the more exultant Psalms . 
24 
in January., 1919, 'demobbed , he returned to Oxford . 
The closing chapters of Surprised by (which of necessity, he 
says, suppress 'one huge and complex episode' in which his 'earlier 
hostility to the emotions wss very fully and variously avenged' )2öon- 
oentrate on the stages in a spiritual revolution. Not all these stages 
are easy to follow. An account of one's own conversion cannot be as tidy 
and logical as a book of apologetics, There is a factor that eludes 
complete explanation. Some steps remain obscure to the sea himself - 
more to the outsider. With Lewis there is the additional difficulty, 
as Lord Haiisham has noted, that his intellectual bridge (Hegelian, or 
idealistic philosophy) has since vanished from the contemporary seen. 
Lewis found many friends at Oxford -AS. Hamilton Jeakin, Owen 
Barfield and A. C. Harwood among them - all of whom shared Johnson's 
standards and exerted the same Influence , for they 'believed, and acted 
on the belief, that veracity, public spirit, chastity, and sobriety 
were obligatory'. 
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Intellectually, he was assuming a 'Die's Look' , in which 'There was 
to be no more pessimism, no more self-pity, no flirtations with any 
idea of the supernatural, no romantic delusions'. Acquaintance with 
'an old, dirty, gabbling, tragic, Irish person' , without faith, but with 
a fierce and oonsumiag interest in 'survival' , and days spent with a 
friend, a former dabbler in various cults, who was going mad, and roved 
of devils and Hall, seemed dreadful warnings. Freudian psychology was 
welcomed for providing a subjective explanation of 'Fantasy' as 'wishful 
thinking' . Less clearly, Bergson's argument for 'necessary existence' 
encouraged an attitude of 'acceptance' ,a sort of 'Stoical Monism' . 
Gradually, over a period of years, unhappiness and anxiety clouded 
this peace. Dlsrwood and Barfield shocked his by turning to Steiner and 
the Anthroposophists. This was 'arrant nonsense', it was downright 
' medieval' , and a long 'war' with Barfield ensued . Barfield 's beliefs 
never attracted him, but the controversy destroyed two elements in his 
thought. First it demolished his 'chronological snobbery' - 'the un- 
critical acceptance of the intellectual climate oosmon to our own age 
and the assumption that whatever has gone out of date is on that account 
discredited'. Secondly it revealed the incompatibility of his 'realism' 
with assumptions about the objective validity of intellectual, moral 
and aesthetic judgments. Thoroughgoing materialism demands a 
'Behaviouristic theory of logic, ethics and aesthetics', but Lewis could 
never fore* his mind into the shape required for this. Finally, he 
abandoned realism and turned to the current Idealism (whose dependence 
on Theism was at first concealed), 
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At that time the English Hegelian, he says., enabled one to have 
'all the convenience of Theism, without believing in God' I. The 
Absolute was impersonal, demanding neither sacrifice, fear, nor obedience. 
Yet its evocation of "desire without hope" had religious values 'it is 
more important', writes Lewis 'that Heaven should exist than that any of 
us should reach it' 
2S 
In 1922 he finished Greats and, failing to find a philosophical 
post, spent a fourth year by reading English. A new friend, Nevill 
Coghill, distinguished by oddly 'archaic' virtues, proved to be a 
Christian. This was disturbing. So, too, was the fact that, 
increasingly, the writers he most enjoyed - MacDonald, Chesterton, 
Johnson, Spenser, Milton - had also been Christians, whilst writers 
theoretically nearer to his own position lacked the 'roughness and 
density of life' . Then he was deeply moved by Langland and intrigued 
by Herbert, but he clung to the theory that 'Christian myth' was a 
popular guise for mediating Absolute Idealism to the unphilosophiaal. 
After a temporary lectureship he was elected a fellow of Magdalen 
in 1925, where, from among many helpful colleagues, he made two par- 
ticular friends , H. V. V . Dyson and J .R .R. Tolkien - both Christians . 
'My Adversary' he writes 'began to make his final moves', 
Through the 'world's end imagery' of Euripides' Hippolytus, joy 
triumphantly reasserted itself, and $ new intellectual understanding of 
its nature came via Alexander's theory of 'Enjoyment' and 'Contempla- 
tion' . Introspection would never discover Joy itself for our mental 
contents are 'not the wave but the wave's imprint on the send' t 
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All the value lay in that of whioh joy wee the desiring. 
And that object, quite clearly, was no state of my own 
mind or body at all. 
It was 'the naked other. ... unknown, undefined, desired' . 
When Joy was linked to Idealise it began to transform it. The 
Absolute tended towards Berkeley's'God'. Then, Chesterton's Eyerlý 
Man presented a convincing Christian interpretation of history. Finally, 
a life-long atheist casually remarked to his that "'the evidence for the 
hiatorieity of the Gospels was really surprisingly good"', and that 
Prayer's remarks about the Dying God lade it slsce t look "**a if it had 
really happened ones"'. 
Lewis had lost the initiative - 'a philosophical theorem' had 
become to living presence' - and the Divine Adversary was inexorable s 
That which I greatly feared had at last come upon me. In 
the Trinity Term of l929 I gave in, and admitted that God 
was God, and knelt and prayed t perhaps, that night, the 
most dejected and reluctant convert in all Bngland. 26 
This obedience to Theism lasted for nearly a year, Lewis thinks, 
before leading to belief in the Incarnation or a future life. Interest 
in introspection for its own sake yielded to practical self -examination. 
Church-going, at first symbolical and provisional, a correspondence with 
his former pupil Griffith, and a re-examination of Pagan myth were new 
factors. The uniqueness and comprehensiveness of Christ asserted them- 
selves, The Incarnation became real, On a drive to Whipsnade Zoo 
Lewis, almost unemotionally, reached the conviction that 'Jesus Christ 
is the Bon at God1.27 
In these 'closing chapters, Lewis concentrates almost exclusively 
an his spiritual progress. Yet he can supply less psychological detail 
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than in the earlier stages. Ha attributes this to a falling-off in 
the habit of introspection. Ha became lees interested in him. 
Perhaps, also, he felt that a more detailed treatment would merely 
duplicate, inadequately, the arguments of his religious books . 
There are unusual features in Lewis's conversion. Perhaps few 
people move in the direction of Christian faith by so many conscious 
and clearly defined stages. Either there is a more dramatic reversal 
of attitude or a slow re-orientation hard to resolve into particular 
moves. Yet there uss nothing coldly intellectual about Lewis's interior 
transformation. Deep and powerful intuitions impelled end controlled 
it at every stage. They give his eaperienee an appeal both to sind sad 
feeling which is rare. It has something of the emotional and intellect- 
ual passion of st. Augustine's progress from Cioeronien philosophy, 
through the teaching of the Maniohees, to orthodom Christianity. There 
is an awareness of spiritual power at work which Lewis finds but 
expressed in YaoDonald's references to God's 'inexorable love' . 
It has been necessary to dwell at length on Lewis's conversion, 
sines it intimately offsets nearly every book or article he has since 
written. Pee writers of real imagination have been so inescapably 
didactic. Nov specifically Christian writers have displayed so such 
imagination. The fusion of imagination and belief , rare in this age, 
gives Lewis's fiction its distinctive value. 
since 1954 Lewis has been Professor of Medieval and Renaissance 
English at Cambridge, a chair specially created for his, In his 
inaugural lecture, De Descriptions Tesporus, he noted how the title of 
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his appointment recognised his own view that there is no 'Great 
Divide' between the Medieval and Renaissance periods. H. went on to 
examine the claims to pre-eminence of other periods of change, and 
cams to the conclusion that if there is such a thing as the Great 
Divide it lies between ourselves and the early nineteenth century. In 
politics, and even more in art, there have been radical changes. In 
religion there has been a vast 'un-ohris toning of Europe' . Finally, 
the 'birth of machines' has introduced a period of constant and rapid 
change which has transforsed our basic assumptions. In this situation, 
he views himself , with wry humour, es the 'spokesman of did Western 
culture', and presents himself , with an underlying seriousness, as a 
specimen of 'Old Western' man. 
How this role shows itself in his fiotion will be the subject 
of the next chapter. 
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many stages of Levis's spiritual progress are reflected in his 
subsequent works; most directly and comprehensively in The Pilgrim's 
Re ess (1933), the first fruit of his conversion, where the defence of 
'Reason, Romantieism and Christianity' recapitulates much of his early 
life. This allegory is the culmination of his early years and a com- 
pendium of subjects for later development. Most of him subsequent 
themes are to be found here, or in the experiences recorded in Surprised 
by Joy . 
/wrong omissions from Levis's ova record is the fast that he had 
gained Pirsts in Ibn. Mods., Greats and English before lecturing for a 
year at University College and then becoming Fellow and Tutor of 
magdslen College. (Hs was to remain there until 1934, so that academic 
life at ford is the background to most of his writing career. ) In 
1926 he published, wader the pseudonym of Clive Hamilton, a heroic poem 
in nine cantos which reveals his intellectual and imaginative position 
at the point when the 'mew Look' had not been completely shaken said 
prior to the 'final moves' recorded above. It reflects his rebellion 
against authority, his encounter with, and rejection of , Yeats's 
occultism, and (apparently) something of the experience, presumably of 
disappointment in love, alluded to in Surprised by Joy. Something more 
will be said of D mer in chapter three. 
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Lewis's life over the pest thirty years has centred on his books 
and his friends , of whoa (for one who earlier asked for nothing better 
than to be 'left alone') he has had a wide circle. 
His books fall into the three broad categories (all richly inter- 
related) of literary criticism, religious works and 'fantastic' fiction. 
His first, and perhaps greatest, success in scholarship and 
literary criticism was The Allegory of Low, which wan the Hawthornden 
prize for 1936. In it, all his 'chronological snobbery'I has vanished, 
end he assumes his distinctive role as a critic, that of an interpreter 
to our own age of the values and achievements ut the Middle Ages and 
Reaaissanee " 'A man's life of any worth is a perpetual allegory' , and 
Lewis 'a own cogitations an 'Joy' , on Idealism, an the aignificonce of 
erotic, occult and aesthetic experience had peculiarly fitted his for 
this task, whilst The Pilgrim's Regress had given him inside experience 
of the allegorical method. The significantly entitled Rehsbilitatiata 
(1938)8, a collection of critical essays, revealed more of his testes and 
viewpoints. Along with appreciations of Shelley and William Morris are 
essays defending popular taste, attempting to probe the nature of meta- 
phor g and discussing the relation of literature to Christianity. 
Christian doctrines opposed to the modern glorification of 'personality' 
also underlie The Personal Heresy (1939) ,a controversy with E J[ Jui . 
Tillyard. 
A Pref soe to 'Paradise Lost' (1942) was a notable salvo in the 
modern battle over Milton , It acknowledged the influence of Charles 
Willmar . ad, in defsOding the Poem, made out an unfashionable ease for 
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the 'high style' of secondary epic , and elaborated the spiritual and 
psychological conception of 'hierarchy' . 
The fruit of Lewis's study of 'renaissance' literature (a term 
which he has sought to devalue) is found in Axaish Literature in the 
Sixteenth Century, Excluding Drama (1954) where his gift for making the 
unfashionable interesting meets its severest challenge, His essays , 
many of which have recently been collected under the title They Asked 
for a Paper, always make their point with clarity, grace and force, 
whether it be a rebuff to psycho-analytical intrusion into literary 
criticism, a defence of Addison's platitudes, or an analysis of 
'&ipling's World'. 
At (*f ord, Lewis's lectures # like those of Charles William, 
attracted an audience outside the circle of those taking English 
literature as a subject. Thomas Corbishley, in an appreciation mainly 
concerned with the religious works; pays this tribute to his power to 
make literature eaxoitingt 
Reoarkable as are the achievements of the English School 
at Oxford there can be little doubt that Mr, Lewis has 
been one of its brightest ornament' both in his published 
works, *, . and also in his immensely successful lectures, 
Be shows a range of knowledge and a depth of penetration 
never surpassed, and not often equalled by his colleagues. 
During the years immediately aster the end of the war no 
lecturer in any School attracted a larger and more varied 
audience. Nor incidentally, in the more intimate circles 
of Senior Comm Boor has Orford known many wittier or 
awe urbane talkers .3 
A sparkling impression of Lewis 's matmer and method is given by 
Kenneth Tynan in bis book of shares tor sketobes, Person& Grots: t- After 
defining his es 'a legislator, a direct descendant of the robust 
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Macaulay school of literary oriticism'L' Tynan goes on: 
His principal intellectual weapon is gusto.... He has 
revivified the Middle Ages for many generations of Oxford 
undergraduates by presenting mediaeval studies as a con- 
troversial topic for immediate debate, on which the 
closure has not yet been enforced,, His faults , like those 
of Sarah Bernhardt, cry to Heaven, when he is not there. 
For one thing, too many of his arguments rely on crafty 
analogy; for another his passion for ritual art ("applied 
art", as he palls it) is such that one sometimes wonders 
by what right lyric poetry ever cane into existence at all; 
end for a third, he is likely to spend so long explaining 
what Statics was not trying to do in The Thebaid that the 
poem's positive virtues become clouded an impenetrable 
smoke-soreen of negatives. But in a non-stop intellectual 
circus a few bad turns can be excused. When he is talking 
about something he loves (Milton, perhaps, or Amends Roo), 
his erudition never foils to coruscate. He has more know- 
ledge available at his finger-tips than anyone I have ever 
known** so 5 
A constant companionship with Charles Williams, and the circle 
that gathered round him, marked the years from 1939 to 1947' Lewis's 
Allegory of Lore and William 'a novel The Place of the Lion had first 
brought them, together, and an immediate friendship had sprung up which 
depended on ooossiomal meetings until Williams's removal to Oxford in 
1939 allowed it to flourish. Lewis , his brother W. H. Lewis , and the 
other contributors to the memorial volume to W illisms 
7. 
Dorothy Sayers, 
J. B.. Tolkien. , A. O. Barfield and G. Mathew - also not Williams 
regularly as am informal literary oirele: 
He read us his manuscripts and we read him onrsz we 
smoked, talked, argued, and drank together.... His All 
billows' Ivs and my own Perelandra (am, well as Promisor 
T sun s unf inks hed se q to the Hobbit) had all been 
read aloud, each chapter as it was writ-ten. They owe a 
good deal to the hard-bitting criticism of the circle. 
The probleeof narrative as such - seldom heard of in 
modern critical writi, nge -were constantly before our minds .9 
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One would like to ]mow more of these discussions, for Williams, 
Lewis and Tolkien were all at an interesting stage at their literary 
development. In All Hallows' S'ºvs, Williams showed a maturity of thought 
and a mastery of technique, that gave this novel, the last of his super. 
natural thrillers, a peculiar interest. Chad Walsh9rightly links its 
principal oharaeter, the magician Siam Leclerc, with the malevolent 
scientific organization in Lewis's That Hideous Strength. Other elements 
in Lewis's novel may be traced to Williams's Arthurian posse. Perelandra 
owes little to Williams or Tolkien for its substance, but its perfection 
of form end imagery perhaps shows the benefit of writing for a group of 
sympathetic, but critical fellow-practitioners. Tolkien's sequel to 
The Hobbit, a children's fantasy now soundly established as a classic 
of its kind, was to appear later as the adult trilogy The Lord of the 
Vin_. )[any fruitful comparisons can be made between this original blend 
of folklore, legend and epic, and Lewis's stories for children. 
Lewis 's tribute to Williams in his preface to the memorial volume 
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wes shortly afterwards supplemented by s study of his later poem , 
Taliessin through Loaves and The Region of the Summer Stars, and there 
are appreciative references to bin elsewhere. 
Lewis also participated in another intelleetual discussion group, 
the Oxford Sooratie Club, which not every Monday in tern. Here Christiana 
gad }1 , mats discussed their differences . Two papers read by Levis t 
$ is Theology Poetry? ' (1944) , and 'on Obstinacy in Belief ' (1950 , are 
reprinted in They Asked for a Paver. 
There Wes nothing outwardly remarkable about Lewis's life at this 
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time. Chad Walsh, who met him frequently in the summer of 1948, 
emphasises the quiet, steady routine of the don and scholar, broken 
only by regular gatherings with friends and relatives. Another writer 
pictures him 'sitting up till the smell hours in someone's college 
room, talking nonsense, poetry, theology, metaphysics over beer, tea 
and pipes' 
it In verses written in 1939, Lewis pictures himeelf in a 
Berkshire pub talking of dragons with Tolkien *Q This homely, informal 
aspect of his character does not come out strongly in his writings 
before the children's stories of the 1950'x, but the numerous dedica- 
tions in his books,, and the fine eulogy on friendship in The Four Loves , 
reflect the width and warmth of his friendships. 
On Sundays Lewis would sometimes preach in the Q. ford churches, 
Congregational as well es Anglican. One of his most notable sermons, 
'The Weight of Glory', wan later published in Transposition and Other 
Addresses (1949). As a churchman he has never wandered from a middle- 
of -the-road Anglicanism, but confesses , half humorously, to finding 
Hymns Ancient and Modern a more trial to his literary taste. In a mood 
of spiritual stock-taking he deprecates his 'congenital preference for 
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safe investments and limited liabilities' and confesses himself one of 
those 'whose imagination far exceeds their obedience' :4 This penitential 
note is such less evident in Lewis 's works , however, then in the poems 
and essays of his fellow Anglican, T. 9. Eliot. He is more concerned to 
stress Christian joy. Kenneth Tynan refers to his quaintly as combining 
the manner of Friar Tuck with the mind of St. Augustine' .5 
To students at Oxford, Lewis's views mat have provided a strong 
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and piquant contrast with those of the philosophers who have dominated 
the University since the war. Logical Fositivism and linguistic analysis 
were making a complete break with the kind of Idealist metaphysics which 
occupied the philosophers of Lewis 'a youth. Lewis has devoted more time 
to attacking Behaviourist psychology and the more destructive assertions 
of the Freudians than to taoxling the polite scepticism of this new 
philosophy, but there is an interesting treatment of linguistic analysis 
in, of all places , his children's story The Silver Chair, 
1b 
By 1945 Lewis was well-known for his expositions of Christian 
doctrine, first in The Problem of Pain (1940), and then supremely in 
The Screwtape Letters (1942) # which soon became a best-seller. Simpler 
in style, the series of talks first given on the radio. and then pub- 
lished separately as Broadcast Talks (1942) , Christian Behaviour (1943) 
and Beyond Personality (1944) (collected as Yere Christianity (1952) ) 
show that he could modiste Christian doctrine and ethics to an even 
wider public. During the war, he also gave numerous lectures on theology 
atRk J1 . bases . As a populariser he shared some of the virtues and 
idiosyncrasies of CA Ae Joed. Perhaps the war years were especially 
favourable to such popularisation of theology and philosophy. 
The Great Divorce (1945) has not won the f am of Scrýpf but 
contains scenes as memorable as any Lewis has written. I discuss both 
these works in my study of the fiction, for though they are avowedly 
didactic they are genuine products of the imagination and warrant 
serious attention on their aesthetic merits alone. 
Yisoelleneous addresses and sermons of this period were collected 
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in Transposition (1949). All contain some insight, doctrine or theme 
central to Levin's life and thought and frequently supply some illumina- 
ting footnote to, or commentary on, the fiction. Yirr (1947) has 
its technical passages , but most of it is brightened by vivid analogy 
and characteristically witty or imaginative digressions. 
Levin's fiction, which is the subject of this study, falls into 
three groups., the first of which, less clearly defined then the other 
two, consists of four worm in which the religious purpose is more 
immediately apparent. The Pilgrim's Regress. Sores and TheGreat 
Diý_ have already been introduced; Till We Piave Faces (1956) is 
more novelistic in form sod res tric ted in scope, but is just as firmly 
centred on a religious theme. 
Next come the planetary romances ,s till less widely known than 
Lewis is other works . Out of the silent Planet, the story of a voyage 
to Kars, appeared in 1938. Its sequel, Perelandra, (later republished 
as Voyage to Venus) , followed in 1943. That Hideous Strength completed 
the trilogy in 1945 with a long romance differing in several respects 
from its predecessors . 
The Lion. the Witch and the Wardrobe (1950) announced Lewis 'a 
unexpected entry into the field of children's books, and * The Chronicles 
of NarniO, which continued to appear in the six succeeding years, now 
constitute a coherent world of fantasy which, like MeoDonald$a tales, 
appeal to young end old alike. The award of the Carnegie Madsl to The 
Last Battle (1957), the final story of Nsrnia, reoogpised the odditim 
of a new name to the classic roll of writers for children. 
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In December 1956 Lewis, who had always been thought of as a 
confirmed bachelor, married an American authoress to whose sons s, David 
and Douglas Gresham, he had dedicated The Horse and his Boy (1954), 
Joy Davidman, born in 1915 of Jewish parents, had come to England with 
her two sons in 1953. In 1954 she had worked on the proofs of Levis $a 
English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, end when she brought out 
her own book, Smoke on the Mountains, An Interpretation of the Ton 
Commandments , in February 1955, it carried a foreword by Levis. From 
it we learn that Joy Davidson 'first came before the public as the 
poetess of Letter to a Comrade, which won the Yale Series of Younger 
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Poets award for 1938' .7 For information regarding this Communist period 
Lewis refers us to her sassy 'The Longest Way Round' in Dr. Soper's 
collection These Found the Way (1951). Bs then continues $ 
The adult convert to Christianity is of course a 
oharacteris tic figure at our age. Joy Davidman is one 
who core to us from the second generation of unbelief; 
her parents, Jewish in blood, "rationalists" by convic- 
tion. This makes her approach extremely interesting to 
the reclaimed epos tates of my own generation; the 
daring paradates of our youth were the stale platitudes 
of hers . 
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Lavinia next novel, ; till We Have Paces (September 1956), was dedicated 
to Joy Davidman. Its theme of 'dark idolatry and pale enlightenment' 
may have crystallised during his recent study of her Smoke on the 
Mountain. 
Till We Have Faces remains Levis's latest work of fiction; sines 
1956 his publications have been either religious or academic. Retlee- 
tioos on the Psalms (1958);, his first religious work after a break of 
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ten years, contains less apologetics and more devotional exposition 
then Mirsoes. A mellower note is also evident in The Pour Loves (1960), 
a discursive, personal treatment of Affection, Friendship, Eros and 
Charity which contains Lewis is maturest thoughts on human relationships . 
Studies in Words (1960), is a scholarly work on semantics in which 
certain important words , such as 'Nature' , 'Conecienoe' and 'Wit' , are 
studied 'for the light they throw on ideas and sentiments'. 
An Experiment in Criticism (1961) is a kind of literary credo 
which clarifies and develops views scattered through earlier essays. 
It is a plea for a catholic and sympathetic approach to literature of 
diverse kinds. Lewis is concerned at the tendency of 'the Vigilant 
school of critics' to narrow the field of literature, to restrict the 
list of approved authors, end, in general, to regard criticism as 'a 
form of social and ethioai hygiens'; 
$ He thinks that modern criticism 
is in danger of coming between the reader and the book. The chapters an 
Myth, Fantasy and Realises provide a good introduction to Lewis is own 
fiction. The reader who can respond sympathetically to the view 
expressed here will not find Lewis's fiotion strange or repellent. 
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CHAPTER III 
TSS PILGRIY'S REGBESS 
The Pilgrim's Regress: An Allegorical Apology for Christianity, 
Reason end Romantioisä ass published in 1933 in Levis's thirty-fifth 
year. It has never proved as popular as his later books and the reasons 
are not hard to find. The form is difficult, the thought is often 
obscure, and the treatment of the these is too inclusive and too 
detailed. Nevertheless, it holds a special interest as containing the 
first treatment of themes to be taken up and developed more effectively 
in later works. 
The key is the literary first-fruit, of Lewis 's conversion 
to Christianity in 1929, and corresponds, biographically and controver- 
sially to G S. Chesterton's Orthodoxy, written at the same age, Maisie 
Ward, Chesterton's biographer, describes this book as 'the story of how 
one man discovered Orthodezy as the only answer to the riddle of the 
Universe' 
2 The ease may be said of the Regreasq though weight must be 
given to the quolifiostion made by Lewis in his prefsoe to the third 
edition t 
In this preface the sutobiogrsphioal element in John has 
had to be stressed because the source of the obscurities 
lay there. But you must not assume that everything in 
the book is autobiographical. I vas attempting to 
generalise, not to tell people about my own life. 3 
$0, for instance, John's childhood in Puritanic (ßk. 1) is not s 
reflection of anything puritsniosl in Lewia'u own upbringing, as 
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Surprised by Joy makes quite clear. Yet, in general, the spiritual 
pilgrimage which the book records is a recapitulation of Lewis is own 
experience. It is the chart of his inner progress recorded,, like 
Dante's, in the 'mid way of life'. 
It was not his first essay in spiritual autobiography, however, 
for in Dn r; a narrative poem published in 1926 under the pseudonym of 
Clive Hamilton, he had recorded an earlier stage in his development. 
It is true, as Chad Walsh says, that Lewis has 'never found himself as 
a poet'; but this poem, written in a rims royal akin to that of 
Yasefield'a Dauber, can still be enjoyed. The traditional versification 
is melodious and varied, with a distinctive use of pauses end short 
phrases .T ha texture is enlivened by colloquialism ,a flow of vivid 
similes lend clear, colourful 
imagery. As a story it holds the attention 
throughout. As evidence for Lewis'. intellectual development it is 
indispensable. 
Dymsr, its hero, rejects the tyrannic State which has regimented 
his sad, asserting his youthful energies, strikes a violent blow for 
freedom. His affirmation of energy, beauty and joy leads his to 
happiness when, wandering in a dark temple p he finds a mysterious bride. 
His attempts to re-discover her are repelled, and his depression is 
intensified when he discovers what anarchy and suffering his rebellion 
against the City unleashed. 
In his preface to the 1950 reprint Lewis comments 
W hero was to be a man escaping from illusion. He begins 
by egregiously supposing the universe to be his friend and 
seems for a ties to find confirmation of his belief.... Fate sink. into despair and gives utterance to the 
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pessimism which had, on the whole, been my own view about 
six years earlier. Hunger and a shook of real danger 
bring him to his senses and he at last accepts reality. 
But just as he is setting out on the new and soberer life, 
the shabbiest of all bribes is offered him; the false 
promise that by magic or invited illusion there may be a 
short out beck to the one happiness he remembers, B. 
relapses and swallows the bait, but he has grown too 
mature to be really deceived. He finds that the wish- 
fulfilment dream leads to the fear-fulfilment dream, 
recovers himself, defies the Magician who had tempted 
him, and faces his destiny.? 
The element that links this poem to The ]Pilgrim's Regress is 
Dymer's bitter attack (armed with the Freudian weapon of 'wishful 
thinking') on all attempts to derive philosophical truths from 'romantic 
longing'. This thesis, that 'longing' is subjective, is recanted in 
The Pil im's Regress. Lewis finally accepts his youthful intuitions 
as real evidence of the spiritual world. In the preface already quoted 
he solutes, across the gulf of his rebellious twenties, the boy whose 
'immortal longings' had at lest led his to belief. 
From at least the age of six, romantic longing 
Sehnsucht - had played on unusually central part in my 
expewos. Such longing is in itself the very reverse 
of wishful thinkingt it is more like thoughtful wishing. 8 
Dymer's quest for the souree of his 'romantic longing' led his 
into the blind alleys of the erotic and the occult, escaping from which 
he refused to be 'taken in' again and adopted a stoical pessimism. The 
religious answer was ruled out. The Pilgrim's Begone shows how Reason 
cams to the aid of 'Romanticism' to negate this negation. It derives 
its f ores from this struggle witch a former self. 'But then the key to 
my books; writes Lewis, 'is Donna's maxim, r? he heresies that men leave 
are hated most. The things that I assert most vigorously are those 
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that I resisted long and accepted late. '9 
In coming to grips with The Pilgrim's Regress, the literary critic 
faces the peculiar 'difficulty' that Lewis, in his preface to the third 
edition, has done a large part of his work for him - that of promoting 
understanding. Now if the preface were a piece of self-advertisement, our 
natural repugnance to a work which its author needs to 'explain' might 
lead us to discount it, but its frankly apologetic tone is disarming. 
' On rer-reading this book ten years other I wrote it, ' Lewis begins , 'I 
find its chief faults to be those two which I myself least easily forgive 
in the books of other mens needless obscurity, and an uncharitable 
temper. ' 
to 
The preface seeks to mitigate the first of these faults. 
If the book. were poetical, or dreamily symbolic - like Phantastes 
for instance " Levis's interpretation might be rejected as a rationaliss- 
tion, but when the work has the inevitable self-awareness of allegory, 
and the author has an intellect closely harnessed to his imagination, 
it would be perverse to ignore the 'crib' provided. To discount the 
prof ace, and the page headings which expound the text, and seek some 
quits different interpretation would be like discounting Bunyan's marginal 
scripture references in Pilgrim's Progress , 
Ot course, Levis's explanatory apparatus is not exhaustive, and 
he himself expresses the hope that parts of his book may transcend it: 
.... wherever the symbols are best, the key is least adequate. For when allegory is at its best, it approaches myth, which 
morst be grasped with the imagination, not with the intellect. 
Conversely, the reader slay rightly complain of any episode that fails to 
give vital embodiment to the intention. 
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This intention, as stated by Lewis , is , briefly, as f ollows . 
The core of the book is an 'intense longing' or Desire - 'a partioular 
recurrent experience which dominated my childhood and adolescence and 
which I hastily called 'Romantic' because inanimate nature and 
marvellous literature were among the things that evoked it'. This 
'intense longing' is, in fact, the same 'Joy' that played such an 
important part in Lewis'. development. 
In his allegory Lewis is concerned with "a peculiar mieten y about 
the object at this Desire' and with the mistaken identifications - 
nostelgio, erotic, aesthetic, oooult, intellectual - into which the 
rind fells. The 'sole merit' he claims for his book 'is that it is 
written by one who has proved them all to be wrong' . After ezesinfag 
them one by one he continuesi 
It appeared to we therefore that if a man diligently 
followed this desire, pursuing the false objects until 
their falsity appeared and then resolutely abandoning 
then, he suet come out at last into the clear knowledge 
that the human soul was lade to enjoy some object that 
is never fully given - nay, cannot even be imagined se 
given - in our present mode of subjective and spatio. 
temporal experienoe. 
The lure at these 'false ploriaels' , and 'the dark ways' through which 
the pursuit of this leads us', form the nubs tacos of the story, 
This lived dioleetie, and the merely argued dialeotie 
of my philosophical progress, seemed to have converged 
on one goal; aooordiagly I tried to put them both into 
my allegory which thus beaus a defence of Romantioiam 
(in my pesuliar sense) as well as of Reason and 
Christianity . 
Lswis therefore, found hiWelf engaged in a battle on two front.: 
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a battle against the oounter"Romantios and against the sub-Romantics 
who, whilst opposed to each other, seemed united in their 'oommon 
enmity to "immortal longings"' From this arose his twentieth century 
version of the 'Holy War' and the 'Pilgrim's Progress' . 
It is interesting to pause here and note the book's parallels to 
(or inversions of) The Pilgrim's Progress with which its title firmly 
links it. 
Pilgrim, then, longs to lose his burden of sing John to find 
the source of 'sweet desire' . The one flies from the City of Destruction 
to seek Yount Zion; the other leaves Puritanic to find his island. 
pilgrim has Christian for company, John has Vertue; Mr . Worldly Wiseman 
sidetracks Pilgrim, John L detained by Yr. Sensible. Slough, hill and 
dungeon impede Pilgrim's progress; dungeon, mountain and canyon hold 
up John's . In both books the narrative style is plain, both are in the 
form of a 'dream' , both have a picaresque fulness of character and 
incident, and record a spiritual history in an allegorical form. 
Yet there are important differences. From the beginning pilgrim 
sets out on the 'narrow way' of the Christian life which will lead hin 
to Heaven. John follows (or strays from, ) the middle road which will 
bring his to the Christian life. Pilgrim's first mentor is Evangelist; 
John's is Reason who (along with Vertue) can only take him as far as 
the canyon which separates him from God. Only in Book Nine does he 
surrender to the Divine Power which alone can take him across. 
Pinally, the proportion of primary experience to philosophising 
about experience differs in the tso books, The Pilgrim's Progress is 
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nearer to the primary emotions of Sveryman. John'a progress from 
'popular realism' via Idealism, Pantheism and theism to Christianity 
is, as Lewis later recognises, a 'road very rarely trodden'" It 
follows the unusual route taken by Lewis himself. 
The thought is inseparably linked with the allegorical form, in 
the understanding of which such help may be derived from The Allegory 
ofLLoyt. Whether this academic study was a result, or a cause, of Lewis's 
choice of allegory as the vehicle for his spiritual manifesto is an 
interesting, but not important, question. 
In Lewis's own term, his artistic problem was to 'invent 
viii.. bilia' 
13 
to express the 'immaterial facts' of his experiences of 
'longing' and his search for its true object. For this he preferred 
the traditional representation of the journey to that of the pitched 
battle - The Pilgrim's Progress being superior artistically to The 
i1, ly War. He had noted this superiority of the journey form in The 
Allegory of Love: 
The journey has its ups and downs, its pleas out resting.. 
places enjoyed for a night and, then abandoned, its 
unexpected meetings , its rumours of dangers ahead , and , 
above all p the sense of its goals, at first distant and 
dimly heard of, but growing nearer at every turn of the 
road. Now this represents for more truly than any coa- 
bat in a champ elm. the perennial strangeness, the 
adventurousness, and the sinuous forward movement of 
the inner life. i4 
Neat, this journeying necessitates 'some sort of visionary geo- 
graphy', As Lewis says of the allegoristt 
.... before he has finished he will find himself making 
an imaginary country whose allegorical preteat justifies 
it in being rather more imaginary than the countries in 
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romance, being grounded not in Britain or Frenoe.... but 
in the nwah wider and more indefinite realities of. inner 
experience. 15 
Lewis's awn allegory has an unusually elaborate mental landscape. 
His passion for cartography (seen in 'Animal Land' and Narnia) leads 
him to produce a map of John's travels extending for on tither side of 
his actual route. Indeed,, in the picture of an opposed North and South,, 
something of the spatial emphasis of the 'pitched battle' is ooslbined 
(not always happily) with the linear progression of the journey. 
As pointed out earlier, Lewis's allegory is more dependent on 
contemporary events and opinions than Pilgrim's Progress, and in that 
some requires more elucidation. In his preface of 1943 he relates it, 
sore clearly than in the book, to the intellectual movements of the 
'twenties' s 
The different intellectual movements of that time were 
hostile to one another; but the one thing that seemed 
to unite them all was their ooomon enmity to 'immortal 
longings'. The direct attack carried out on them from 
below by those who followed Freud or D. H. Lawreno e, I 
think I could have borne with sons temper; what put me 
out of pstienoe was the scorn which claimed to be from 
above, and which was voiced by the Aoeriean 'Humanists' , the Neo-8oholss tics , and some who wrote for The 
Criterion, These people seemed to me to be oondeoning 
what they did not underatsnd. i° 
The description of Romanticism as 'spilled religion' annoyed him. It 
had, he believed, led him to the Faith. 
From this double quarrel with the counter-Romantics on the one 
hand and the sub-8omentios on the other, came the main features of Levis's 
allegorical landscape - 'the barren, aching rooks of its 'North', the 
foetid swamps of its 'South's and between them the Road on which aloe. 
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maA]cind oaa safely Valk'. 
17 
0 
Louis's prof see works out this antithesis in the realms of nature, 
art, psychology and philosophy. Its application to theology will servo 
as an illustration* 
In Theology also there is a North end South. The one arias 
'Derive out the bondmaid's son" ,v and 
the other 'Quench not 
the smoking fleas' . The one exaggerates the distinctness 
between Grace and Nature into a sheer opposition and by 
vilifying the higher levels of Nature (the real praeparstio 
evan e lies inherent in certain immediately sub-Cbriati 
experiences) makes the may hard for those who are at the 
point of coming in, The other blurs the dis tino tion alto- 
got 1 rI flatters more kindliness into thinking it is 
charity and vague optiaiems or pantheism. into thinking 
that they are faith, and makes the way out fatally easy 
and impereeptible for the budding apostate. 18 
This North4outh antithesis has an imaginative appeal and oon- 
siderable philosophical utility, but is apt to introduce oonfusions of 
its own. The lumping together of D. H. Lawrenos and the Surrealists, 
for example, is indiscriscinate. Anne Bidlert9taires Lewis to teak for a 
similar sweeping blow at Lawrence in his oomosntery on Charles Williams'. 
Arthurian Torso 
?0 
A &ore general weakness is that the placing of many thinkers am 
the North. 8outh scale seer rather arbitrary. Only when certain elements 
in their outlook are stressed at the expense of others, or they are 
viewed from, a particular angle, does it slake acme. It is not really 
clear, for example, why the Idealist philosophers are placed for South. 
The extrere at totalitarian diotatordbip are not entirely 'northern' , 
as the preface admits. Claptrap is north of the road, so that the sudden 
intrusion of 'primitivism' (Book 3, Chapter 2) has t4 be covered by the 
bald device of heading the chapter 'A South Wind'. 
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The doctrine of the 'golden mean' which, to some extent, the 
soheme implies is subject to another unfortunate , but natural misinter- 
pretation. It can be taken as recommending a cautious and selfish 
moderation, a hedonistic pursuit of what best ensures happiness. This 
misunderstanding is neatly, but perhaps belatedly, corrected in the 
narrative itself by Virtue's retort to Mr. 8ensiblet 
'I also was brought up an Aristotle. But I think my text 
gust have differed from yours. In mine, the doctrine of 
the Mean does not beer the sense you have given it at all. 
He specially says that there is no excess of goodness. 
You cannot go too for in the right direction. The line 
that we should follow may start from a middle point in 
the bass of a triangles but the further off the apex is, 
the better, ' 21 
John's duty is not to station himself between North and South, but to 
push forward along the middle road, 
even so, the explanation is not entirely satisfying. The scheme 
still seers closer to the pagan conception of virtue as a careful 
balance, a calm equilibrima, then to the Christian conception of a 
strenuous co-azistenoe and reconciliation of extreme.. Chesterton, in 
a chapter of Orthodcay entitled 'The Paradoxes of Christianity' , has 
made clear the distinction between Pagan and Christian ethics through 
a series of brilliant illustrations. After accepting, provisionally,, 
Aristotle's doctrine at balsa.., he remarks 
But granted that we have, all to keep a balance, the real interest comes in with the question of hoc that balance 
can be kept. That was the problem which Paganism tried 
to solves that was the problem which I think Christianity 
solved and solved Sa a very strange wray. 
Paganism declared that virtue was in a balance= 
Christianity declared it ism in a conflicts the collision 
of two passions apparently opposite. of course they wean 
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not really inooneietent; but they were euch that it weis 
hard to hold aidoultaneoualy. 
Be goes on to show how conflicting passions are reconciled in 
the Christian view of courage, humility, charity and liberty. Hie 
colourful illustrations hove an excitement and profundity lacking in 
John's earlier adventures* 
Of course, Lewis, who had read Chesterton with enjoyment and 
approval, seeks to distinguish pagan virtue from Christianity. His 
travellers can go far along the road by their own effort, but nothing 
they can do for themselves will carry them across the Canyon. Teohni- 
oally, their early journey is merely an approach to the Christian life, 
not the life itself . That comes with their regress through the land 
after their conversion. Unfortunately, this is not always clear to the 
reader's imagination. 
Yet the scheme has its value, and often assists Lewis to state 
his views on human nature with clarity and force. It is most salutary, 
perhaps, in its balanced treatment of the role of `feeling' in human 
life: 
We wars made to be neither oerebral men nor visoeral men, 
but Yen. Not boosts nor angels but Yen " things of onus 
rstionol and onimsl022 
Men's 'middle atate' It a ooatonplace of Medieval and Renaissanoe theolo- 
gians and moralists, is given a new relevance. 
This Is on ezspple of hoe allegory oen vitalise 'truth which 
platitude conceals', and oosesionally the scheme supports Levis's other 
assertion that there are 'Intangibles which only allegory can fix and 
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reticenoes which only allegory can overcome'. The scene 'where Vertue 
falls silent and listless, sick with contradictions and uncertainties, 
has a pathetic significance eluding plain psychological statement. 
Sometimes the allegory conveys moments of fear, anger and shams, moods 
at apprehension and ecstasy, which defeat rational exposition and are 
distorted by paraphrase. 
The story of John's pilgrimage is not unusually long, but with 
its ten Books and its seventy-nine chapters, each containing some new 
incident, character or ides, it does not invite an unbroken summary. 
The following account combines a broad survey with some specimens of 
its technique. 
The three basic elements in John's experience are given in the 
first two chapters . Born in Puritanic, he is tormented by confusing 
rules imposed an him by his hypocritical elders. Escape comes one day 
when, wandering for from home, he hears a strange, compelling sound 
very sweet and very short, as if it were one plucking of 
$ string or one note of a bell , and after it s fulls 
clear voice - and it sounded so high and strenge that he 
thought it was very far away, further than a star. The 
voirse said s, cow. 
Lewis's childhood glimpses of Joy obviously lie behind this 
episode. Just as he stood beside a current bush in summer, remembering 
with intense desire the longing that had overpowered him years before 
at the sight of his brother's toy garden, so John stands in a wood full 
of primroses striving to recapture an earlier momiant of similar longing. 
While be strained to grasp it, there came to him from 
beyond the wood a sweetness and a pang so piercing that instantly he forgot his father's hoes e, and his mother,, 
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and the fear of the Landlord, and the burden of the rules. 
The'Landlord' (God )# the 'rules' (the Law )s and also the 'black 
hole' (Hell) are the unattractive guise which religion had assumed for 
John. But this,, and the humbug and formalism of his elders s had not 
saved him from feeling guilty for having broken the moral law. 
The truth, or falsity, of religious teaching, and the source of 
'Sweet Desire', occupy John's thoughts, and provide the substance of 
the story . 
The voice of 'Sweet Desire' , from beyond this worlds is p unfort- 
unately, at once confused with John's own fantasies s 
It seemed to him that .... he had seen a Calm sea, and in 
that sea an island, where the smooth turf sloped down 
unbroken to the bays, and out of the thickets peeped 
the pale, small-breasted Dreads, wise like gods, uncon- 
scious of themselves like beasts, and tall enchanters, 
bearded to their feet, sat in green chairs among the 
f ores is . 
23 
Subsequently John is seduced by the 'brown girl' (lust), but she proves 
no answer to his 'longing'. He sets out westward to look for his Island 
and has the misadventures expected of the innocent at large in the world. 
In Book Two be meta Mr. Enlightenment (old-fashioned Rationalism) 
who 'explains away' his religious beliefs, Vertue, who has self-imposed 
rules of his owns Media Halfways (Romantic Love ), and her father, Mr. 
Halfway, (aesthetic experience) . Gus Halfways (the 'modern' literary 
movement) whisks bin away from experiences which, whatever value they 
may have, are no substitute for his island. 
Concealed literary quotation is neatly used as a shorthand. 
with Stevenson, Vertue thinks that 'to travel hopefully is better than 
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to arrive'; Ned is has her fashionable quotation from Donne; Mr. 
Hslfways strives to believe with Keats that 'What the imagination 
seises as beauty oust be truth, whether it existed before or not' . 
These sketches are not unsympathetic except for the satirical 
exposure of the gaps in Mr, Enlightenment's arguments . 
Book Three brings the 'twenties under satirical review, hitting 
out first at their intellectual and poetic 'cleverness' and then at 
their flirtation with the primitive. African drums are no answer to 
John's Desire, but his gauche frankness is ill reoeiveds 
' .... l thought that you ob jeoted to lir . Halfway. ' singing 
beeause it led to brown girls in the end. ' 
'SO wo do "I 
'Wall, why is it better to lead to black girls in the 
beginning? ' 24. 
John is told that he has not yet acquired the ability 'to distinguish 
between art and pornography' - he is 'full of inhibitions and every- 
thing he soya is only a rationalisation of them' 
.24 
With some further incident. this leads naturally to John's 
encounter with Sigiasand Enlightenment (Freudianism). He is soon cap- 
tive, in a new 'black hole', to this manifestation of the Zeitgeist, 
with its doctrine of 'wish fulfilment' , its 'complexes' , and its 
reduction of higher experisnaea to a lowest oomaron denominator. There 
are nest, exhilarating touches of satire : The victim of Freudian sub- 
jectivism is parodied in Master Parrot, who defines argument as 'the 
attempted rationalisation of the arguer's desires'. His instructor is 
delighted by his pupil's propose and proceeds to eateshise him: 
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'Nowt what is the proper answer to on argument 
proving the existence of the Landlord? ' 
The proper answer iss "You g &y that because you are 
a Steward "' 
'Good boy. But hold your head up. That's right. 
And what is the answer to an argument proving that Itr. 
Phally's song, are just as brown as W, Helfways' 4' 
'Them are two only generally necessary to damnation', 
said Master Parrot. 'The first is # "You say that because 
you are a Puritanien, and the second is, You say that 
because you are a sensualist. "' 
'Good. Nov just one more. What is the answer to an 
argument turning an the belief that two and two make four? ' 
'The answer is, *You may that beosuse you ore a msthe- 
a stioisn. t 25 
From all this John is eventually rescued by Besson, Milton'. 'sun- 
bright virgin clad in complete steel' , but the sword with which she 
strikes his shackles from him is two-edged. Her austere logic leads up 
to the point that for the Giant (the Spirit of the Age) and bis subject. 
' disbelief in the Landlord is a wish«tulfilment dresm' 
. °At this John 
turns sulky and , at the high road , parts from her, 
The first four books bring John and his companion Vertue to the 
Canyon which separates this world from the divine country. Their 
attempts to find a way across the Canyon form the basis of books five 
to seven. 
The interest at the figures and landscape, and the success of 
the significosio, very. Mother Xirk, whose offer of help Is declined, is 
an unsat3sfaetory figure suggesting, as Lewis sdisits , something too soole- 
s ins tieal or Roman f oar the 'mare Christianity' intended, Her unottr es - 
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tiveness perhaps reflects the mood of Jobe and Vertue, but she looks 
solidity and suggestiveness whilst her parable of the Fall is a more 
sketch for Perelandra. Insteaces of the lack of charity oomf eased in 
the preface are found in the placing of Mr. Brood (the 'modernist' 
Churchman) and W. Neo-Angular (Barthien, or neo-soholastie theology) 
on this side of the canyon. Nor is the letter figure, with his com- 
panions Humanist and Neo-Classical, vividly realised. Savage, the 
heroic nihilist whor Vertue visits in the for North, makes more impact 
with his Neitsshean rhetoric and grim Nordic glee. 
This section ends with Jobz's sojourn in the house of Wisdom 
(Metaphysics and Idealist Philosophy) placed, with dubious propriety, 
in the far South. Straight philosophical exposition here rues to 
excessive length as Lewis traces his own progress, Its artistic appeal 
is limited but it has a curious doeuaaentsry interest ss a relic of the 
 etaphysica of Green, Bradley and Bosonqust; 
7 
Satire is directed at this, and other philosophical positions, 
becs*e of their concealed and disowned dependence upon the oooman 
cultural heritage and the toil of the underprivileged. 
W, Sensible, the Epicurean, is undoubtedly the ripest and richest 
of the characters encountered . Bis portrait, drawn in lines of 
perennial truth and flecked with aesthetic, sceptical, and classical hues, 
glowingly evokes the precarious serenity of the Bightwenth Century. It 
is a portrait worthy of peacock. He regards John's Island not as a clue 
to reality but as an aesthetic experience: 
Who has not folt Bartal loagiap at ths longthonitag 
of tho ah"oo or tin turting of the lost? Who has not 
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stretched out his hands for the ulterior shore? It ego 
in Aroadia2 We have all been fools once - aye, and are 
glad to home been foals too, But our imaginations, like 
our appetites, used discipline: not, heaven help us, in 
the interest of any transoendental ethic, but in the 
interests of our awn solid good. 
Be deoosates this tins of enjoying our intuitions without taking them 
too seriously, but Vertue is unimpressed and asks him if he knows of any 
wsy across the Canyon: 
11 do not',, said their host, 'for I have never made 
inquiries. The proper study of mankind is man, and I 
have always left useless speculations alone. Suppose 
that there were a way across, to what purpose should I 
use it? Why should I scramble down this side and up the 
other to find after my labours the some soil still 
beneath me and the same heaven above? It would be 
laughable to suppose that the country beyond the gorge 
can be any different from the country an this side of it. 
Eadem aunt oenis s! er, Nature had already done all she 
oa for our oagort and amusement, and the man who does 
not find content at hooka will seek it vainly abroad. 
Confound that fellow: Drudge it Will you bring us our 
supper or do you prefer to have every bone in your body 
broken? ' 28 
The balance and antithesis, the smooth phrasing, careful collo- 
quisliams and ehoise quotation, delightfully embody the airy detachment 
and exquisite selfishness of a lase noble Bpiourus. John's restless 
longing and Vertus'a severe conscience and relentless logic provide the 
perfect foil. The long-suffering Drudge in an ironic reminder of the 
parasitic nature of this 'religion of all sensible men'. Neither 
Romanticise, lesson nor Justice are satisfied by mare 'bon a ens '. 
Mr. Broad, 8ensible'a southern neighbour, is a complementary 
figure drawn on a smaller scale, a comfortable ecclesiastic rho is a 
forerwmer of tiw clergyuu in The Great Divorce. The setting in which 
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he is pieced is finely matched with his character and si®nifiesaio. 
The details are delightfully in keeping, 
Maidservants in snowy aprons opened the long windows of 
the library and come over the grass carrying tables and 
trays, the silver eeapot and the stand of *ekes. There 
was honey for tee. 
9 
Books seven, eight and nine, concerned with the crossing of the 
Canyon, retrace the course of Lewis's spiritual progress as told later 
in Surprised by Joy. For a time 'The doctrine of the Absolute ... Covers 
more of the facts than any doctrine John has yet encountered. ' 
3oln 
theory, it is an austere, noble creed, denying Hope whilst valuing 
Desire. But it has two fetal weaknesses % it secretly derives its 
inspiration from Revealed Religion (which it affects to patronise), and 
one cannot live by it, or, if one makes the sttempt, it threatens to 
change beak into the Landlord and the Rules. 
Wisdom's House lies A. the bottom of the Canyon; but a narrow 
chasm separates it from the farther side. Vertue, broken by his 
failures, has derived from Wisdom's tuition the desperate resolve to 
practise a savage asceticism which will weaken, if it cannot sever, the 
cords which bind immortal Spirit to corrupt mortality. Despairingly, 
John follows his North, spurned as a weakling, until, where the chasm 
widens and the valley bottom narrows, he clings to a fearful ledge on 
the Canyon's eastern wall. He is betrayed into prayer and into 
accepting Christ's aid, but then shrinks from the logic of his move 
'like some small animal caught up in a giant's hand and held beneath a 
magnifying glens' 031 
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He shelters in the save of the Hermit (History) who interprets 
his experiences (Bk. 8 , Chaps . 7-10) , explaining the relationship of his 
'island' (one of the 'good pictures' the Landlord sends to the pagans) 
to the Rules of the Shepherd People NO Revelation to Israel) and to 
the Roods (the Morel Law). 
In this eighth book the satirical element falls away, and a 
heightened mood first finds expression in outbursts of song. The first 
of theme, ' He whom I bow to only knows to whom I bow' 
; seems to mark 
the invasion of the temporal by the sternal. Man's search for God is 
now felt as God's search for Man. 
Book Nine records the final, painful stages of John's progress. 
There is no life without death. Like MacDonald's Lilith, John, and 
yer tue his alter ggo, must 'let go' of self , and,, under Mother Kirk's 
directions, plunge into the pool of death and re-birth. The wraith. 
of John's old sequsintanoes make a lost effort to dissuade him, but 
f aiZ . Through the dark tunnel of re-making he reaches the farther side , 
and led by celestial guides eventually sees,, across the straits., his 
island. John has come almost full circle, and bin island is revealed 
as the reverse side of the Landlord's 'Eastern ]fountains . 
This is the turning point of the story, and the surprise it 
springe is both ingenious and, in terms of Lewis's allegorical geography, 
satisfying. The basic idea probably eons from the preface to The Zver- 
lastin Van (192 ), where Chesterton writes 
There are two ways of getting how, and one of them is to 
stay there. the other As to walk right round the whole 
world till we come bask to the same place... 033 
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John had never expected to find a connection between his romantic 
longings and the religious doc tr inea of his elders, yet the mountains 
he sees morose the straits are inescapably his island, though in the 
course of his wanderings it has undergone a subtle change in his imagine- 
tim. 
This is Lewis's first use of a device which he employs again in 
the planetary romances and The Great Divorce, and which may be called 
'the reversal of preconceptions' I. It is not so effective here as in 
the later books. There Lewis learns to prepare the way, and to delve 
deeper into the human mind. 
There is no immediate crossing of these straits, This is life's 
beginning, and upon John and Vertue is laid the task of making the 
'pilgrim's regress' eastward, under an angelic Guide, until the brook 
of Death is crossed. Lie Plato's enlightened philosophers, they have 
to return to the cave of shadows . 
Returning, they see the lend 'as it really is's 
.... only the long straight road, very narrow, and an the 
left crags rising within a few paces of the road into toe 
and mist and , beyond that, black aloud s on the right, 
sweeps and jungle sinking almost at once into black cloud 34 
Its inhabitants, too, are changed, Sensible, the 'man of shreds 
and patches' , is invisible; the valley of Wisdom is seen as Limbo; 
'Tough-M edness revealed as a form of Pride' 
5 
and so on. The vision 
has the harshness of the resent convert, with the taste of error still 
sour is his mouth, who spurns the 'filthy rags' of self-righteousness . 
Charity and experience will warn and fructify the vision in the later 
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books without blurring its outlines. Meanwhile it. severe oountenanoe 
refleats the anguish rather than the ardours of the way, though a fire 
amºoulders in the frequent verses, 
The renewal of temptation - stronger as the resistance to it 
grows - is one strand in the narrative. Luzuria 
(Lechery), who 
solicits Joie, is franker, fiercer end deadlier than the brown girls 
offering with gnawing haste 
Her cup, whereof who teste, 6 
Ohe promises no better) thirst for owe. 
Her whirlpool attraction for Desire corresponds to Superbia's rocky 
magnetism of Vertue . 
The reconciliation of Desire and Virtue is effected in the 
allegory of John's fight with the cold O northern Dragon and Virtue's 
with the fiery southern Dragon. Each wins a quality from his adversary 
that makes his a more complete man. 
As the 'dream' ends , the final insights echo in the songs of john. 
Vertue and the Angel, as they aroma the brook. 
Effective in parts, this final section of the allegory, the 
'Regress' itself, is disappointing on a whole. Structurally, it comes 
near to being an anti-olis a; spiritually, its deficiencies are even 
more apparent. The apologetics of the Angelic guide are sketchy and 
unsatisfying. The Ti... Literary Supplement 
öoaplained 
.... it would appear from the esplanstions offered by a sort 
of angeUo 6uide.... that the old fables whioh terrified 
John's ohildhood of the "Landlord" and the "Boles" and the 
"Black Hole" .... are not to be essentially transformed but 
only vindicated, wins a subtlety, indeed that would have 
delighted Newman, but with a rigour that excludes any true 
religious development. 
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This reviewer found the book's earlier astir, at the expense of psyoho- 
analysis and Hagelianism more enjoyable. 
The failure to transform the earlier caricature of Christianity 
and find satisfying symbols and episodes for a truer, deeper portrayal of 
its nature, is undoubtedly the book's most important weakness . (In com- 
parison, the weaknesses of the allegorical schema discussed earlier, are 
of minor importance. ) The scattered symbols of Christianity - the Land- 
lord, Mother Birk, the Man (3hrist), the pool of re-birth, the Eastern 
mountains , the Angelic Guide - appear and disappear abruptly and carry 
few, or no overtones . They do not provide a coherent image of the 
spiritual realm, a task which Lewis was to attempt later with much 
greater success. The Great Divoree and Perelandra made a tremendous 
advance in this respect. 
Few, then, are likely to agree with To Corbishley's judgment38hat 
this is the 'most effective' of Lewis's religious writings prior to 
Surprised by Joy. Sven he admits 'that it was almost too crowded and too 
elaborate to satisfy those whose need was for a much simpler statement of 
Christian truth'. Perhaps his enthusiasm o sn be explained by +, he 
interest at the close-packed subject matter to the student of religion 
or philosophy. For such a reader the aesthetic deficiencies are only a 
partial obstacle to enjoyment. 
Later, Lewis was to Learn how to dramatize his material more 
effectively than in the lRe ess . Here p almost half his message is con- 
veyed in the talks or lectures given by Mother Kirk, Wisdom, History end 
the Angelis Guide'. They have an interest as Lewis's first excursions 
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into popular theology, but they break up the narrative, and are too long 
and undramatic to sustain the emotional tens ion . 
Chad Walsh, who considers that the book 'looks the simplicity and 
eloquent naivete of Bunyan', and is 'disappointingly empty' of 'wit and 
graces, puts his finger an its main interest for the student of Lewis : 
Mediocre as a work of literature, the Begresa is invaluable 
for anyone tracing the development of Lewis's ideas . 
Practically all his later books exist within it in embryonic 
form. 39 
This is very true, though to demonstrate it fully would be tedious. 
Hue are a few examples from the nom -f is tiom . The function of the Moral 
Law (the 'roads' of Levis's allegorioal landscape) is expounded in 
Broadcast Talks and The Abolition of Man. The Angel's comments on divine 
goodness and human suffering are developed in The Problem of Pain. The 
theme of 'sweet Desire' recurs in the serum 'The Weight of Glory'; 
and 
through9ut Surprised by Joy. Popular misapplications of peyoho. enalysis 
are taken up in 'Psycho-analysis and literary criticism 
41 
These subjects, and others from the Bs ens, art the raw material 
of the later fiction. The story of the Polls, outlined by Mother Kirk , 
is imaginatively recast in Perelandra; the satirical attacks on contem- 
porary trends are extended and refined in Screwr the contrast 
between earthly illusions and heavenly realities is more successfully 
imaged in The Great Divoret. 
A fuller, more eyetematio, examination of Lewis'. main themes is 
provided in the next chapter. 
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One great fact distinguishes Lewis's fiction from the typical nine- 
teenth or tventioth century novel - it deals with Ilan rather than men. 
The Pilgrim's Regress is an extreme examples, but in all his fiction a 
concentration on the essential elements of the the, rather than an 
the form and trends of society, or the fascination of diverse 'characters' , 
brings his closer to Spenser, Milton and Bunyan than to Fielding, Dickens 
and Forster. Consequently, the oritioal approach suitable to what he 
calls ' the novel of a entiirent and manners' and 'analysed characters .... 
1 
in a naturalistic setting' is unsuited to his work. What Lewis says about 
allegory applies , in the main, to his on fiction: 
The gaze turned inward with a moral purpose does not dis- 
cover charaeter . No man is a 'character' to himself , and 
least o al when he thinks of good sad evil. Character 
is what he has to produce; within he finds only the raw 
material, the passions and emotions which contend for 
mastery. That unitary 'soul' or 'personality' which 
interests the novelist is for him merely the arena in 
which the combatants meets it is to the combatants 
those 'accidents occurring in a substance' - that he 
must attend .2 
Lewis has not restricted himself to allegory in depicting the inner 
world, but everywhere his pre-oooupstion with Yen necessitates a form of 
narrative very different from that of the psycho-sooiologicel novel 
stemming from Fielding sad Richardson. 
Lewis is eztremely critical of our modern emphasis on 'personality' 
and 'originality' . The Personal Heresy sets out his objections at 
KA 
. 
length, but briefer oomoents in Surprised by Joy are equally revealing. 
" gow for the story matters to anyone but myself ,' he writes , 'depends on 
the degree to which others have experienced what I call "joy"', and warns 
us that it is 'suffoostingly subjective; the kind of thing I have never 
written before and shall probably never write again' 9A personal story 
is justifiable, by Lewis's criteria, only in so for as it is symbolical, 
or sacramental; the biographical elements are offered as a vehicle for 
sternal verities., In the intenser scenes of his own fiotion the charac- 
ters are transfigured rather than incandescent; 'clothed with trans- 
cendent brightness' rather then lit by an inner fire. His fiction is 
thus inherently and avowedly 'other-worldly'. 
This lays it open to the moral charge of being'esoapist' and the 
aesthetic charge of being 'doctrinaire' . Against the reader unwilling 
to entertain the existence, or relevance, of a spiritual world there 
can be no defense. A response to the more moderate demand for 'realism' 
and 'objectivity' must consist of a critique of Chess terms , along with 
'escapism' (sometimes linked with 'fantasy') and 'doctrinaire' , Modern 
objections to 'escapism' have been examined by J. R. R. Tolkien in his 
essay 'Fairy Stories' 
p 
where he upholds the value of fantasy in an argu- 
ment that Lewis has commended. Levin's own careful treatment of the 
problem forms a chapter of An Experiment in Criticism entitled 'The 
Meeninge of FantssL' . His arguments will be discussed in Chapter X IX . 
For the moment, his view may be represented by a comment from an earlier 
essay on the poetry at William Morris that 'All is need demand is that 
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the invented world should have somas intellectual or emotional relevance 
to the world we live in' Doctrinaire writing can only be defended by 
demonstrating the oospstability of a 'palpable design' with aesthetic 
integrity. Thin can only corns through the detailed examination of 
individual works . 
Though its other-worldliness said didacticism set it apart from the 
typical realistic novel, Lewis's work can be linked with two subsidiary 
trends in modern fiction that have a long history. Theme are fantasy 
and the moral fable, Thus, on the one hands Lewis's fiction stands with 
"noh works as Sb., Voysco to Aroturws, The Nora Ouroboaros, Lost and Pirat 
sin and The Lard of the Rinmsý (all of which have limos with the planetary 
roman. ss )f or 'he PrinQM$ and the Gorblin , The Aaalet, The Wind in the 
N loss and The fi6bbit7(the literary ancestors of 'The Chronicles of 
varnia'). on the other hand its predominantly didsetio note links it 
with the line of the moral table, both with lush olassios as The pilgrim's 
os, a iAe and ; jEghMjj and such modern fables as Brave Nov World 
and 1984. It can, of oomse, be seen fron this list that the oo- 
emis canoe of fable and fantasy in Levis'. f ietion is no new thing. 
it is a mark of the moral fable that theme is sore susceptible to 
. tsteasnt in intslleetual temp than in the realistic novel. Thos 
Ci_ is an attack an the Optimism of Leibniz, Pilrxials Progress sets 
out the svangelioel doctrine of salvation, and 1984 traces totalitarianism 
to a logical eonelusisa. Whilst Lewis is nearer in spirit to Bunyan than 
to Orwell, he does not ignore the problem which have troubled the predom- 
iaamtly soeuisr moralists of ow own century. In 12r*v+, &* 9 and above 
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all in That Hideous Strength, he has his say about contemporary issues. 
but a broad survey reveals that, like Bunyan, he is concerned primarily 
with the perennial questions of personal salvation. What follows is an 
attempt to map out his main themes , from The Pilgrim's Regress to The 
Last Battle. Such a procedure has,, admittedly, its dangers , but they 
are less with writers who, like Lewis, hate a coherent end steady outlook. 
'Joy" is Levin's first and favourite theme, both in his teohnioai 
sense of the longing which drives Yon to God (a kind of divine good), 
and in the Scriptural sense of an inner somounion with Christ, the joy 
of which St. Paul speaks in his Letter to the Philippians. 
In Sts first sense, the sense it been in Surprised by Joy, it 
is the basis of The Pilgrim's Regress; Jene Studdook feels its attrac- 
tion in That Hideoas $tre gth f ollowing her conversation with Ransom; 
the children in Narnia experience its f asaination whenever the name of 
Asien is mentioned. Its nature is discussed in Chapter X of ? he. problem 
8 
of Pain and in Lewis 's sermon 'The Weight of Glory' It is written across 
all his work, and no more need be said of it here. 
In its second, more usual, sense it is as equally vital part of 
his vision. 11 think we all sia, ' he writes in The Problem of pain. 
# by needlessly disobeying the apostolic injunction to 're j oioe' as mush 
as by anything else. 19 For himself, he finds joy in his faith and turns 
'to share the rapture' . Frequently, therefore, the oulaiaation of his 
books beooees a 'triumph of Joy' ,a 'euoatestrophe' 
;° This is true of 
Perelandra, That Hidons Strength, The Great Divorce, The Voyage of the 
Daýa treader' sad The bat Batty. 
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Joy ranges from simple pleasure to mystic ecstasy. Lit by that 
'bright shadow' from Phantastes which had the power to transform common 
things , Lewis'. homelier scenes ,- Ransom with the hr oesa, Susan among 
the beavers t- glow with trancpil delight. Bathed In its transcendent 
brightness Psychs, in her godlike Palace, Ransom's company in the sure 
of Perelandra, or the lady who moves triumphantly through the outskirts 
of Heaven are ablaze with celestial felicity. 
'Inexorable Love' , Levis In second theme, is related to joy in 
both its senses. God has designed Yen for the bliss that can only coma 
from communion with Him. The darts of 'Joy' are cue of His means of 
arousing man from darkness and apathy. Yet 'solid joy and lasting 
treasure' can only be secured by a response to the divine approach which 
involves a surrender of self painful to fallen Yon. Without this , 
reconciliation is impossible for, as Traherne insists (in a passage 
quoted by Lewis in the Problem of Pain) # 'Love con forbear , and Love 
can forgive.... but Love can never be reconciled to on unlovely object' 
J1 
'Inexorable Love' is a central concept of the theology of George 
MacDonald (the phrase is his own) which Lewis uses as a title for many 
of his extracts from tbspoken Sermons . The following pass ages are 
typical t 
Nothing is inexorable but love.... Por love loves unto 
purity. Lave has ever in view the absolute loneliness 
of that which it beholds. Where loveliness is incom- 
plete, and love cannot love its fill of loving, it 
spends itself to male more lovely, that it may love 
more; it strives for perfection, even that itself may 
be perfected - not in itself , but in the object.... 
Therefore all that is not beautiful in the beloved, 
all that comes between and is -not of love's kind, must 
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be destroyed . And our God is a conanming f ire .... 
0 
The man whose deeds are evil., f ears the burning, 
But the burning will not come the less that he fears 
it or denies it. Ssoaps is hopeless. For Love is 
inexorable. Our God is a consuming firs. He shall not 
some out till he has paid the uttermost farthing. 
This distinctive treatment of God's love and wrath, everywhere 
an important theme in MacDonald's own works, colours all Lewis'. fiction. 
The 'inexorable love' of God is made known to John clinging to the 
dreadful walls of the Great Canyon, to the Ghost Dwarf in his terrible 
struggle with Joy, to $dmund and Sustace in the chastening perils by 
which Asien draws them to himself . Lewis has also expounded this 
doctrine directly in the chapter on 'Divine Goodness' in The Problem of 
pain where he says of God that 'Aa has paid us the intolerable compliment 
of loving us , in the deepest, most tragic, most inexorable sense' 
From God's 'inexorable love' stems the crucial nature of human 
choice, Levis's third and central theme. Made mare of God's call to 
surrender and obedience, Man is involved in a decisive choice, involving 
a rejection of self (and whatever less than itself self clings to) and 
an acceptance of God. 
The theme is most explicit and o omprehens ive in The Great Divorce , 
which bears on its title-page this quotation from MacDonald: 
No, there is no escape. There is no heaven with a little 
of hell in it - no plan to retain this or that of the 
devil in our hearts or our pockets . Out getan mast go, 
every hair end feather 014 
In his preface Lewis images the theme as follows= 
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We are not living in a world where all roads are radii 
of a circle end where all, if followed long enough, will 
therefore draw gradually nearer and finally most at the 
control rather in a world where every road, after a few 
miles, forks into two, and each of those into two again, 
and at each fork you suet make a deoision.... I do not 
think that all who choose wrong roads perish; but their 
rescue consists in being put back on the right road. t5 
The story itself consists, essentially, of a series of situations 
involving choice. In The Pilgria's Regress the very scheme, with its 
central road to Truth and its many side tracks , confronts John with a 
choice at every turn. Again, in Sorel pe, the choices made by the 
'patient' when confronted with temptations are the central interest. 
Till We Have Faces introduces the theme of choice in the first encounter 
of the Ugly Sister and Psyche after the latter 's's*orifice '. The 
glorious palace in which Psyche claim to be living is totally invisible 
to her sister, who sees nothing but the wild forest. Can she accept 
Psyche's story of her blissful union with the god, an account supported 
by Psyche's integrity and radiance, or will she cling to the negative 
report of her senses? The situation is a paradigm of human acceptance 
or rejection of the divine. 
In That Hideous Strength the decisions of Mark and Jane S haddock 
are equally momentous; so are Ransom's in Perelandra when through the 
dark night he wrestles with his terror of the Un Man and his 
responsibility for the Green Lady. In Out of the Silent Planet Devine 
and Weston stand before the Oyarsa of Yalaoandra like rebel Avarice and 
Pride and are called upon to lay down their arms. Their refusal leads 
an to inevitable judgment. 
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Throughout the 'C hr onicles of Narnia' the Christ figure of the 
Lion, Aslan, confronts the children at every crisis of the story with 
choices on which happiness or misery, good or evil, inescapably turn. 
Digory knows he must reject the arguments of Queen Jadis, Lucy that she 
must follow Asian across the ravines, Shaahta that he must turn back to 
rescue Aravis from the lion, Puddlegium and his companions that they 
must obey Aslen'a 'sign. ' and face the possible consequences of freeing 
the Prince. 
Men's choice leads to the ultimate alternatives of separation 
from, or union with, God, so that the fourth and fifth themes of Lewis'. 
fiction are, in the widest sense, Hell and Heaven. 
Levie's presentation of the broad way to destruction is often 
couched in the traditional terms of the World, the Flesh and the Devil, 
a threefold division consciously employed in SSerewt pe . 
The Flesh includes the sins of Sloth and Gluttony, but in popular 
thought is usually liaited to Lust. Exploitation of sex through sensa- 
tional journals and paper-backs has narrowed the oooaotatioas of 
'immorality' . Dorothy Sayers entitled a book 'The Six Other Deadly 
Sins'j Lewis is just as anxious to counter a one-sided idea of sin. 
Yet he does not ignore the 'Flesh' . 
Outside The Four Loves eonstruotive discussion is rare, but there 
is a striking exception in the episode of the Red Lizard and the White 
Stallion in The Great Divorce, a kind of parable of the Christian idea 
of perversion and normality. The power of lust is also depieted through 
the temptress Luria in the Re ens . our human obsession with seat 
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bores Screwtepe, but in his eighteenth letter he reminds Wormwood that 
it can be exploited. HU twentieth letter contains a shrewd analysis of 
its darker side in his hags of the 'infernal Venus'. But in general, 
Lewis switches attention from the 'dark gods' of the Laurentian mystique 
to other deities. In mythological terms, he makes Venus and Dionysius 
defer to Apollo, Jupiter and Pluto, 
Sloth and Gluttony are the forms at the Flesh appropriate to 
Lewis's children's books. In Narnia, the indulgence of appetite is 
shown as a frequent peril on the path of duty. The Witch Queen's Turkish 
Delight corrupts Edmund's palate and dulls his conscience; the silver 
apple is ambrosially sweet, but Digory knows he must not taste it. 
Eustece must endure hardship until the bodily softness which a spoilt 
life has bred in him is overcome. Tverywhere, the natural shrinking of 
the flesh from danger must be controlled by courage. 
Lewis 's most comprehensive treatment of the World is in Screwtape. 
? here, for instance, Vanity, whether social, sexual or intellectual, is 
seen es a sentiment which often overrides moral judgsent. Sorewtape, 
informed by Wormwood of the 'patient's' recent encounter with smart and 
affluent worldlings , is very hopeful & 
Tell me More. Did he *omit himself deeply? I don't mean 
in words . There is a subtle play of looks and tones and laughs by which a mortal can imply that he is of the same 
party es those to whom he is speaking. That is the kind 
of betrayal you should specially encourage, because the man 
does not fully realise it himself; and by the tim he does 
you will have made withdrawal diffieult. R 
He goes on to show how the English fear of being thought humourless 
can lead to aegnieSO. D a in cowardice, cruelty and blasphemy, but concludes 
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that flippancy is still more effective t 
If prolonged, the habit of Flippancy builds up around a 
an the finest armour-plating against the Enemy that I 
know, and it is quite free from the dangers inherent in 
the other sources of laughter. It is a thousand miles 
away from joys it deadens s, instead of sharpening, the 
intellect; end it excites no affection between those 
who practise it.... 17 
Another analysis of worldliness, or a major aspect of it, is to 
be found in Lewis's address 'The Inner Ring' , which propounds a psycho- 
logical theory that is illustrated by Mark Studdook's story in That 
Hideous $tren h. Along with the motives of ambition, avarice and 
vanity, Lewis suggests ,a fourth, and powerful, factor often operates 
in worldliness - the 'lust for the esoteric' .Is 
'The Devil' , of course, symbolises Pride, that corruption of the 
spiritual which gives us, to quote Sarewtape again, 'A spoiled saint, a 
i 
pharisee, an inquisitor, or a magician.... ' . The worst is the corruption 
of the best, In The Great ]Divorce George YaoDonald is represented as 
sayings 
'There's something in natural affection which will lead 
it on to eternal love more easily than natural appetite 
could be led on. But there's also something in it 
which makes it easier to stop at the natural level and 
mistake it for the heavenly .... And if it finally 
refuses conversion its corruption will be worse than 
the corruption of what ye call the lower passions. It 
is a stronger angel , and theref ore , when it falls ,a 
fiercer devil. ' 20 
Thus, in the planetary romances., Weston's passion for the advancement 
of Yen (though essentially finer than anything in Devine) leads his to 
murder and exploit alien, but rational, creatures, his 'love of kindred' 
stifling superior moral laws, Tot his late conversion to a blind faith 
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in Spirit leads him to a blasphemous oonfuaion of Heaven and Hell which 
produass worse enormities. 
Other portraits of spiritual oorrupticn differ as widely se Jadis 
in The Magician's Nephew and the domineering wife of The Great Divorce. 
The latter, because she is neither allegorical nor fantestie, is perhaps 
the more terrible. In her, energies capable of virtuous employment have 
been so hopelessly corrupted that she is prepared to barter Heaven for 
the possession of another's soul 
?I 
Bell* as imaged by Lewis, is the state to which all who reject 
God and are left with self ultimately come. In Wither and Frost, the 
evil protagonist of That i]ideoes Strength, who have perverted or denied 
all valves , he pictures it as a disintegration of personality and a loss 
of human status. In the diabolically possessed Weston of Perelandre is 
found a similar conception of the 't . sn' that owes something to the 
zombie of voodoo. Weston himself is little more than a ghost - 'an 
everlasting unrest, a crumbling, a ruin, an odour of deoay'2 but through 
him, bent on the destruction of all joy, works a dark power which Ransom 
finds more terrible thou any 'suave and subtle Mephistopheles' or 'sombre 
tragic Satan out of Paradise Lost' 
23 
"Do you really mean, at this time of day, to rs"introduae our old 
friend the devil - hoots and horns and allt"' Lewis imagines someone 
protesting against one of his Broadcast Talks . 'Well, what the tine of 
day her to do with it I do not know, he replies. 'And I an not particular 
about the hoofs and burns. But in other respects my answer is "Yes ,I 
do, *$ 24. 
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Hone, through insgery neither hackneyed nor Como, the ronanoes 
Conway a serious viol of the objective reality of H vil ,a View which may 
be better appreciated with the help of Louis's awn remarks on the super- 
natural thrillers of Charles Williams: 
The frank supernaturalism and the frankly blood-curdling 
episodes have deceived readers who were eooustomed to 
seeing such 'machines' used as toys and who supposed that 
what was serious must be naturalistic.... the imagination 
and the spiritual insight had been there from the 
beginning; and it is these that always justify both the 
infernal and the paradis al turns of the story. They are 
never in excess of what the author most seriously 
intends . Hence the cathartic value of these fantasies . 
25 
Character is only one method of realising the diabolical; setting 
and imagery are equally important. In Sore and The Great mvoroe, 
two complex (and different) images of Hell are built up. In The Pilgrim's 
Its ess it is symbolised by the northern rocks and southern swamps of the 
allegorical landseape. Even Narnia has its 'dark island' and its 'Under- 
land', its arctic witch and desert demon. Everywhere Lewis, like Tolkien, 
can produce thronging images to evoke Evil - darkness, insects, noise, 
fire, cold, competition, chaos, vacancy and meaningless repetition. 
Yet the imagery of Heaven, already touched upon in its connection 
with Joy, is equally powerful and frequent. Its significance can only 
be grasped, however, in the context of the whole Heavenly theme. 
Salvation and sanctification, in Lewis's fiction, are most often 
conceived as a restoration of the shattered image of God, from which it 
follows that the formative process in human life is less an unfolding 
than a re-making of personality. The most comprehensive map of the 
Christian life is provided by The Pilgrim's Be ress, in which the 'prae- 
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paratio evangelical (in nature, the coral law and aesthetics), the 
evangel itself , the death and rebirth pattern, and the process of soul- 
making are all depicted. Elsewhere it is less possible to distinguish 
the 'moments' of Christian experience, but it is roughly true to say 
that Man's return to God is treated directly in Jane and Mari (That 
Hideous Strength), symbolically in The Great Divorce and The Last Battle, 
obliquely in Screw a and mythically in Till We Have Paces. In 'The 
Chronicles of Narnia' all the essential elements are to be found, though 
there is a wise avoidance of any systematic treatment. In Ransom's 
adventure on Perelandra there is a direct account of the process of 
s anc of is ation which is also an image of salvation. 
Several features characterise this formative process. First, as 
in MacDonald is theology, fear is allowed 'a low and primitive, yet often 
indispensable function' 
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This will emerge in the treatment of the Nsrnia 
stories. Meanwhile some clue to its employment may be afforded by this 
quotation from VaeDonalds 
Until love, which is the truth towards God, is able to 
cast out fear, it is well that fear should hold; it is 
a bond, however poor, between that which is and That 
which creates -a band that must be broken, but a bond 
that can be broken only bar the tightening of an 
infinitely closer bond.: -7 
The overcoming of fear figures largely in the formative process, 
and leads to a stress on the necessity of courage for the acquirement and 
exercise of all the virtues. 
Secondly, the formative process is regarded not as self-expression 
but as an imitation cit. or conformation to, an external pattern. 
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According to Lewis there is '" disquieting contrast between the whole 
circle of ideas used in aodern oritioiss and certain ideas recurrent 
28 
in the Nov Testaaent' There, rather than development being pictured 
as the unfolding of inherent potentialities , 'we are to think of a ome 
original divine virtue passing downwards from rung to rung of a hierar- 
0h6ae1 ladder, and the mods in which each lower rung receives it is , 
quite frankly, imitation' . 
z9 
This theme of the imitation of virtue, which figured in Lewis to 
own story, also figures in his fiction - John learns integrity from 
vertue, Ransom imbibes the wisdom of the Malecandrians and is rebuked 
by the innocence of the Green Lady,, Jane is first repelled and than 
attracted by the spirit of Logrss, Susteas un-learns and relearns the 
elements of character. Its fullest expression comes in The Great 
Di_ee, for there the Heavenly Spirits are ampler reflections of the 
Divine nature, and, as such, superior mentors for lost humanity. 
Belated to this is a dual conception of Membership (expounded 
in Trsnaposition) and of the spiritual Hierarchy (discussed in A Prof see 
to Pa ase Lost). Christianity escapes the errors both of Individualism 
and Colleetirim 9 
The Christian is celled, not to individualism but to 
membership in the mystical body. A consideration of the 
differences between the secular collective and the 
nys do al body is therefore the first stop to under- 
standing how Christianity without being individualistic 
can yet counteract coilsetivism. 30 
Lewis goes ca to give his own eoneeption of unity in diversity (the 
them of 1 Corinthians xii). It is worth enphssising that his 'hierar- 
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ohiael world' is a spiritual fellowship in which the members retain 
direct access to the Head. 'Hierarchy' is not to be identified with 
the concept of a priestly caste, (as in $liot's The Cocktail Party), which 
leads Hilton Young to reark that 'the layers of the hierarchy are many 
and intricate, but they are transparent, and through them all shines the 
light of God him elf' 
31 
This brings us to Lewis's method of adumbrating Heaven, which may 
be farmed, to borrow fron Charles Williams, the 'Way of the Affirmation 
of Images' 
32 
Lewis has discussed the celestial imagery of the Now Testament in 
33 
'The Weight of Glory' and, while stressing its authority, has confessed 
to finding some of it difficult. In his fiction he of ten adapts its 
images of light and royalty, but rosentie images of celestial mountains , 
fortunate isles and psradisal gardens predominate. These, in terns used 
by the Hermit of the *e ess, are the 'good pictures' which the 'Landlord' 
sends to the Pagans 
34 proms of them, of course, are also found in the Old 
Testament) . To the must be added the re 4nteerpretatf on of medieval 
astrology found in the planetary romances and the use made of classical 
syth, both there and in the talon of Narnis. These are true images of 
Haavea but not )isaven its elf . 
Lewis's most independent, and coherent, picture of Heaven is to 
be found in the DLý, and his richest vision of the celestial hierarchy 
in the seventeenth chapter of Perelandra. It is in such memorable 
passages, perhaps the most distinctive of all his fiction, that he seeks 
to eonvey, like N"Doatald, something of 'the quality of the real universe, 
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the divine, magical, terrifying and eoatatia reality in which we all 
live '0 
35 
All these themes, interconnected as they are, may now be seen as 
parts of one great theme. To apply what Lewis says of the poetry of 
3 tatius to his own fiction, 'Bars.. " . we have in no ambiguous form the 
favourite theme of the Middle Ages - the battle of the virtues and the 
vices , the Ps yc homes his , the bellum intestine , the Holy W er' 
36 
In the planetary romances the War assumes Cosmic proportions. 
Ransom is increasingly revealed as an instrument of the Divine with a 
crucial role in the conflict of 'principalities and powers' " Out of 
the Silent Plant is on episode in the present Campaign; Perelandra is 
a re-enacting of the Primal Drama in which Innocence, as not in Eden, 
triumphs; That Hideous Strength is prophetic of an eschatological 
climax. In the spiritual conflict within the various characters., this 
cosmic war is reflected in the microcosm. 
The war within is also the subject of the four religious works, 
In three a hard-won victory results; in a fourth, The Great Divorce, 
many lives are depio ted , and in some Evil prevails. In ! 2. pe the 
infernal forces are disclosed, in the Divorce and Till We Have Faoes. the 
divines or agents of the divine , in the Regress both. 
In Bernie the Holy War is comprehensively pictured. From the 
creation story of The Magician's Nephew to the consummation story of 
The Last Battle the whole mosaic history is unfolded. Throughout, the 
Divine principle, Aalen, is at war with the changing embodiments of 
Evil. Narnia is alternately occupied and liberated, subverted and 
redeemed. Finally it gives place to a new earth and a new Heaven. 
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CHAPTER V 
THEOLOGY INTO FICTION 
Much of Lewis 'a interest as a writer springs from that rare oom- 
bination of popular theologian and creative artist which, after the 
Regress , is most apparent in The Sarewtape Letters, The Great Divorce 
and Till We Have Faces. In the first, a theological and ethical 
treatise is cast into a fictional mould; in the second, Christian 
doctrine and imaginative creation are in equilibrium; in the third, 
religious insights only gradually emerge from the narrative. They are 
thus distinctive types of 'fictionalised' theology, and their art can 
beat be appreciated when this theology has first been studied as it 
appears in Lewis's directly religious works. 
Lewis's theology is p by intention, orthodox and traditional, 
loyal to scripture and the ecumenical creeds. Within the Anglican 
communion, itself a vii ia, he holds a central course, being, he 
writes, 'a very ordinary laymen of the Church of England, not especially 
"high" , nor especially 
"low" , nor especially anything else' 
1 
He par- 
ticularly admires Hooker, the great architect of the Church of England, 
with his flexible attitude to church government, his intellectual 
balance and his charitable temper. 2 
In all his writings the Protestant and Catholic elements are 
carefully weighed: the evangelical insights of the reformers are 
retained, but there is an attempt to recapture the wholeness of the 
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medieval world picture. His on experience of conversion enables his 
to appreciate the sense of liberation and joy in early Protestanties? 
bis freedom from chronological snobbery, and him historical breadth, 
oblige his to speak eymapathetioally, or at least courteously, of medieval 
or Roman piety 
: He is too well informed, or too charitable, to repeat 
the cruder charges against either 'Puritanism' or "Popery' . Yet, in 
The Problem of Pain, he repudiates the more rigid formulations of 
Calvinism5 (like George ltsoDonald bef ore his) and j in The Allegory of 
LLoove, deprecates the xomea conception of penanos: ° The central, mediating 
position of his theology is particularly apparent in Mere Chris, sttianity. 
Lewis is not, of oourse, a professional or systematic theologian. 
On some controversial topics he is content to reserve judgment, or hold 
his counsel, and decries the tendency to label, and then dismiss, 
particular thinkers, for 'One very effective way of silencing the voice 
of conscience is to impound is en Ica the teacher t rough whom it speaks' 
7 
He quotes from. any Christian writer in whom he finds a particular 
insight clearly grasped or well expressed. 
In no doubt about the authority of Scripture, he is neither 
literalistic nor radical in his view of its inspiration. Hs defers to 
the steadier findings of modern scholarship, and disowns (but without 
rancour, and with careful safeguards) 'the Bundsraentalist view of the 
Bible' as clearly as he disowns 'the Roman Catholic's view of the Church'8 
Here , as in much sloop MacDonald 's Unsvokm _ prepared the way, 
He shares the modern tendency to regard scripture more as historical 
revelation than as inspired proposition, but *voids the radical view that 
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it gives a merely human testimony to divine events s there was a 
' pressure from God' upon the writers . Like his friend Austin Ferrer 
in The Glass of Vision (1948)0 he finds the heart of inspiration and the 
root of theology in scripture's profound images and symbols of Christ's 
person and work. He is nearer to Brunner than to Berth or Hultman. 
Neither Biblicism nor demythologising appeal to him. 
His treatment of the relationship of faith to reason (and so of 
' Grace' to 'Nature' , 'Special' to 'General' revelation) is , broadly, 
Augustinian, avoiding the extremes of irrationalism (the severance of 
faith from reason) and rationalism (their identification) . His preface 
to the 8eß shows that the attacks on reason of Luther and Barth go 
too for for him in the one direction and the reliance on reason of 
Butler and Erasmus too for in the other? Everywhere he attaches 
importance to the praeperatio evangelic' afforded by reason, conscience, 
end 'longing', but does not suggest that they can some. He has con_ 
fidenoe in the role of apologetics without supposing it to be a substitute 
for the preaching of the gospel. 
am view of the. relationship of faith and reason is close to that 
expressed by Augustine , end it is this that gives his confidence that 
apologeties serves a useful funationt 
In certain things pertaining to swing doctrine, which 
we are not yet capable of perceiving by reason but 
shell be sows day, faith precedes reason; and this 
faith cleanses the heart, so that it say receive and 
endure the great light of reason. The prophet thus 
speaks quite rationally when he soya, Nisi oredideritis, 
am intellesitia - 'If you will not believe, you shall 
not understand' Iso. vii ,qj IU) .... If therefore it is 
reasonable that faith should precede reason to bring us 
to certain great matters which cannot yet be understood, 
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than undoubtedly, in however smell a degree, reason, 
which persuades us to it, is likewise antecedent to 
faith. Hance the apostle Peter warns us that we should 
be prepared to answer everyone who asks of us a reason 
for our faith and hope (1 Peter ii:, 15). 11 
Despite, or because of, his loyalty to reason, Lewis is neither 
a rationalist nor a 'Naturalist' but a thoroughgoing 'Supernaturalist'1, 
and resists any tendency to recast the traditional metaphysics of 
Christianity in purely 'spiritual' or ethical term. His universe has 
two (or more) levels, and he regards miracles es a supersession, not a 
suspension, of Natural Law. This metaphysical scheme also allows him to 
defend the validity of prophecy and the efficacy of prayer 
13 
Miracles is 
his most elaborate treatment of a special topic, and its discussion of 
the meaning of mirsolea, with its division into those of the 'Old 
Creation' and those of the 'Nov Creation', draws on MacDonald. 
Levis In Superasturalism, along with his cogitations on the prob- 
lem of evil (sad, it sear, his early encounter with the occult) 
inclined his towards Dualism, which is 'next to Christianity .. . the 
r 
manliest and most sensible ereed' 
.t 
Reason and Revelation refute Dualisa, 
yet its element of truth to experience leads his to take the references 
of Obrist sad St. Paul to Satan sore literally than most of the liberal 
or neo-orthodoac theologians, as, for example, reviews of his Cori in 
The Modern Churchman make clears To this is related his stress on Bell 
and Hesven and (though this is largely confined to his fiction) his 
interest in eschatology. 
In his treatment at the story of the . 
Fall he again declines a 
merely existential interpretatim . Be recognizes its metaphorical dress 
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but believes that it refers to a historical event whose consequences 
are real and apparent. HO even ventures to suggest that in Hooker's 
view 'the doctrine of the Pall did not loos quite large enough' . 
I(# 
Yet his stress on the Fall 00-exists with a firm belief in the 
reality (however limited in scope) of a general revelation to Wen's 
reason and conscience. MA references to s Natural Law are frequent. 
He lays the foundations of his Christian apologetic with it in Mere 
Christianity, and seeks to establish its universality (against the rela- 
tivist theories of many anthropologists and psychologists) in the quots- 
tions appended to The Abolition of Man. Pagan mythe present it in a 
distorted and perverted, but not oompletely worthless, form. He 
deplores the weakening of its political impliostions by the new theories 
of sovereignty that arose in the sixteenth century, and approves Hooker's 
defence of Natural Law as politically and theologically vital & 
In the first book of Hooker we find that God Himself, 
though the author, is also the voluntary subject of law. 
'They err who think that of the will of God to do this 
or that there is no reason beside his will' 
God does nothing except is pursuance of that 'constant 
Order and Law' of goodness which Hs has appointed to 
Himself,, Noshere outside the minds of devils and bad 
men is there a sue, sic ubeo. The universe itself 
is a constitutional monsrohy. 17 
What is there about Lewis's theology which impels it towards., or 
lends itself to, imaginative and fictional representation? 
A genuine creative gift is, of course, a thing per se and not 
something contingent an a particular formulation of belief . Yet men 
have been both Christians and creative writers without bringing their 
two sides into a vital relatiorAhip, and others, whose work has had a 
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clear relationship to their faith, have seldom embodied it and expli- 
cated it quite so comprehensively as Lewis does . There is , for instance , 
little that has been said above that could not be deduced (se Chapter IV 
perhaps demonstrated) from the strictly fictional parts of his work. 
First, then, there is Levis's unusually strong combination of 
faith and reason. The 'Barthian' has been inclined to regard all apolo- 
getics with suspicion, and, if he has been austerely puritan, the use of 
fiction as a vehicle has hardly commended itself to him. Bunyan is the 
great exception, for one must disallow those religious writers of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries whose fictional sugar so thinly 
coated their didactic pill. On the other hand, the Deist, or over- 
rationalistic Christian, will tend to regard fiction as a strangely 
figurative, superfluous and obscure method of imparting those truths 
which have merely to be pointed out for them to be understood and so cepted . 
For Levis, both Reason and Romanticism are valuable, and even necessary 
allies of the faith. 
Secondly, there is Levis's rational view of the universe as an 
ordered cosmos which 'rings true' when properly tested, as a structured 
hierarchy in which the physical, mental and spiritual orders are 
intimately related. Nowhere is he more at one with MacDonald than in 
this. 'Nature, ' MacDonald writes, 'is brimful of symbolic and analogical 
parallels to the goings and comings, the growth and the change of the 
highest nature in Man. It could not be otherwise. For not only did they 
issue from the same thought, but the one is made for the other t' 
is Even 
mar* oonfidently ho aaaortar s 
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The man eho will not speculate at all aen make no 
progress . The thinking about the possible is as genuine, 
as lawful, and perhaps on edifying an exercise of the 
mind as the severest induc tion . 
19 
. 
(The some exercise of imaginative speculation oharaoterisee GA. Chesterton). 
Neither MacDonald nor Lewis goes so for as to may with Keats that 'what 
the imagination seizes as beauty must be truth', but speculations which 
take their rise from 'divine philosophy' end are not clearly contrary to, 
or forbidden by, scripture, but rather drawn out from it, are their 
delight. 
The perception of similarity in dissimilarity is, of course, the 
vital function of metaphor and the infallible mark of the poet. Both 
MacDonald and Lewis are poets (though their strictly poetic gift is 
unequal to their oonceptions), and both are literary critics writing, 
broadly, in the romantic tradition. The figurative elements of Soripture 
are, therefore, particularly congenial to them, and their own theologising 
tends in the direction of apocalyptic, parable, symbol and analogy. Both 
have faith in metaphor which, says Levis t 'though not the organ of truth, 
necessarily, is supremely the instrument of meaning' . Ba defends it, 
along with analogy (conceptualised metaphor) in such essays as 'Trans- 
position', 'The Weight of Glory' 
20and 'Bluspels and Flalanepheres' 21 
It is not surprising, therefore, that Levis's popular theology 
is oharsoterised by a perpetual flow of metaphor and analogy. In a 
single chapter of More Christianity (the collected Broadcast Talks )s for 
example, there are spiritual applications of such everyday activities as 
'putting the clock bask', choosing the wrong road, painting a picture, 
multiplying numbers, making allies or enemies, and calling in the doctor 
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(1,5) . In a later chapter 
there are references to driving a car , 
playing tennis and drawing a straight line, whilst more extended ana- 
logies are based on a band playing a tune and a fleet of ships sailing 
in formation. Book IV, 'Beyond Personalityt or First Steps in the 
Doctrine of the Trinity' , contains extensive analogies drawn from the 
three dimensions (IV, 2), an author writing a novel (IV, 3), toy soldiers 
(IV, 5), 'dressing up' , rats in a cellar (IV 97) v eggs hatching (IV08) , 
toothache, and re-building a house (IV09) " 
In The Problem of Pain, as elsewhere, images in the popular 
theology sometimes anticipate scenes in the fiction. References to the 
lion and the lamb OX) look forward to Narnio, but it is Perelandre that 
is more immediately in view. The discussion of 'The Ball of Man' (V), 
in particular, takes us halfway from the plain doctrine to its full--scale 
re-casting in the romance t 
What exactly happened when Man fell, we do not know; but 
if it is legitimate to guess. I offer the following pie- 
tnre -a "myth" in the Socratic sense, a not unlikely tale. 
Allusions here to the 'idolatry of ortsf eo to ', and to the 'brutes 
sporting before Adam' are followed X) by references to a world 'likee a 
picture with a golden background' , to 'That fierce imprisomaent in the 
self' , and to the joy of 'the eternal dance' , which prefigure whole 
episodes of Perelandra. 
Transposition makes clear that the nm-fictional occurrence of an 
image or ides is not necessarily prior to the fictional. The address 
on 'The Inner Ring' appeared before That Hideous Strength (see Chapter 
XIII, below), and a oritioal comment on the also, vital preceded Wanton's 
speeches in Perelandra, but a passing remark that 'Nothing that has not 
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died pill be resurrected'1ýy, or say not, pre-date the treatment of 
this theme in The Great Diworoe. In any case, data of publioation is 
no sure guide to data of composition; there are indications, for example, 
that the Narnian stories were begun long bef ore 1950: 
3 Then again, the 
theme of "longing" discussed in 'The Weight of Glory' had been given a 
full-scale treatment eight years earlier in The Pilgrim's Regress. 
Reminiscence outweigbs anticipation in Idirý (1947). The 
reference to riding bare-book on 'those winged, shining and world-shaking 
horses which perhaps even now expect us with impatience, pawing and 
2 
snorting in the King's stables' looks book to The Greet 
25 
as does 
the remark that 'If we must have a mental picture to symbolise Spirit, 
we should represent it as something heavier than matter' 
, 
The sustained 
metaphor . hieh oompares the desoent of Christ to that of a diver reoalla 
Perelaadra Yet there are anticipations of The Yegioisa'e Nephew in the 
?7 
discussions of Nature and Supernature in chapters II and IV, 
These, and other passages, shoe how clearly Lewis 'a popular 
theology and his fiction are interwoven. In fact, it is impossible to 
draw a clear demarcation line between them. The Sorewtape Letters are 
rightly listed by publishers among his religious works, and yet, as I 
hope to show, they have the imaginative quality and artistic unity of 
fiction in a high degree. 
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C HAPTEB VI 
THS BCMTAYB 1+ETTM 
0 
With the publication of The Sarewtape Letters in 1942 Lewis 
emerged from comparative obscurity into sudden f ams .C3 if. Joad 
credited him with having 'the rare gift of being able to make righteous- 
ness readable'. The Times Literary Supplement stated that 'if The 
Pilgrim's Regress was from many points of view a disappointment, here he 
comes very much nearer to oomplete success' and concluded that 'on the 
whole the book is brilliantly suoceesful' 
: 
Four years later its praise 
was even less qualified when, referring to The Great Divorce as a 
'pendant' to Scre=, it spoke of 'the concentrated central drive of 
that theological tour de force' 
2 
In Christian circles the book enjoyed enormous popularity, many 
writers hailing it with glee as powerful ammunition in the hard campaign 
against popular apathy,, or antipathy, to Christian d oo trine and ethics . 
Charles Williams out his review in Time and Tide3into the form of a 
letter purporting to be from 'Snigsos$le' to 'Soorpusole' and commented, 
'I hope the usual measures have been taken to cause the letters to be 
admired for their wit, their psychology, their invention; and the 
routine suggestion promulgated that the book should then be put right 
sway by readers cm a shelf with any other writin®r by Lewis - whoever 
Lewis is' . There was a subsequent tendency among others to imitate the 
mater of the book without, naturally, the it of either Lewis or 
Williams, 
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By 1954 the book had gone through twenty-three editions and sold 
nearly a quarter of a million copies. Its re-publication as a paperback 
in 1955 brought it to an even wider public, and by 1961 it had been trans- 
lated into f if teen languages . 
Despite some parallels with MaoGowen's Infernal Conference to be 
noted later , Sorewtap" , of ter two decades, still strikes one as astonish- 
ingly original and isolated. Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral employs the 
sere traditional framework of 'the world, the flesh and the devil' for 
its study in twptetion, and both look book to the spiritual conflict as 
depicted in the morality plays, but 8orewtape's affinity, so for as its 
content and purpose are concerned, is rather with the nineteenth century 
collections of sermons. Lewis aims to reach as wide a public as did 
Simeon or Spurgeon. 
YsoDonsld Is lnapoken Sermona4sre eohosd in oaxoh of Sorewtspe'a 
correspondence, as the selections from this in Lewis 's anthology reveal. 
The theme of spiritual 'dryness' in the eighth letter is a typical 
as ample . 
Do not be dsosived , Wormwood, Our Gauss is never more in danger than when a human, no longer desiring, but 
still intending, to do our Snemy's will, looks round 
upon a universe frog whiah every trees of Him seems to 
have v anis hsd , and asks why he has been f ors aken , and 
s till obeys . 
This looks book to YaoDonsld'a sermon 'The Bloi"a 
He could not a se , could not f eel Him near; and yet 
it is 'IL God' that Ha cries . Thus the Will of Jesus , in the very moment when His faith assns about to yield, is finally triumphant. It has no f sell nm to 
support it, no beatific vision to absorb it. It stands 
" naked in His soul and tortured, as He stood naked and 
scourged before Pilate, Pure and simple and surrounded by fire p it declares for God, S 
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Cast into fictional form, many other insights of MacDonald figure 
in Sor=, which may be seen, in its religious aspect, as a success- 
ful bid to recapture a wider reading public for 'sermonising'. 
The fact that content may be readily distinguished from craft is 
not, 'with this type of didactic fiction, necessarily a fault; its 
'thoughts' are designed to be detachable from their context. The pill, 
in fact, is separable from the enger that makes it palatable, and ell the 
more so because it is no new panacea but the old medicine of Christian 
doctrine and ethics as expounded in innumerable homilies down the *gas, 
Lewis does not covet originality of content. His prescription is 'given' 
in 'mere Christianity' , in the 'belief that has been common to nearly all 
time. 
(0 
Christiana at all 
The materiel is embodied in thirty-one letters, of some 900 words 
each, purporting to be from Screwtape, an elderly devil, to Wormwood, a 
junior tempter, advising his o®. hem to keep his 'patient' from 'the 
gneay' f od) and bring his safely to ' Our Father Below' (the Devil) . 
The correspondence ranges over the varied tactics of the infernal oss- 
paigan and constitutes a case history of the patient's fluctuating 
spiritual progress and ultimate 'escape', 
The 'plot' is quite simple. The 'patient' becomes a Christian 
(62) and overcomes initial difficulties in his relations with his mother, 
and in his first attempts at prayer (163j4). The outbreak of war brings 
new strains and problems (65-7 ). and a period of spiritual dryness further 
tests his faith (L8,9). f naw friendship with a worldly, middle-aged 
couple is bad for his spiritual growth (L10-12) , but he recovers (L13) 
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and begins to learn humility and patience (L14 , 15) . He remains Dons tent 
to the church of his choice (116 )., overcomes attacks of sexual temptation 
(1.18-20 ), and resists peevishness and possessiveness (L-21). He falls in 
love with *Christion girl (1.22) and benefits from the Christian Circle in 
which she moves (L24). Courtship and his new friendships have their own 
dangers (L25-, 2-7)# but his increasing charity almost makes Sorewtape 
despair (L28). The first sir-raid tries his temper and courage but does 
not shake his faith (L30), and it is in a state of grace that, shortly 
of terwards , he dies in another bombardment (L31 ). 
The topics discussed by Serewtape arise naturally from the patient's 
oiroumstanoes and condition, changing or re-Combining in Kaleidoscopic 
fashion as one or another sector of 'Mansoul' is attacked, but the 
sequence is not so inconsequent as might at first appear. 
Letter 23 indicates a threefold division which ezamination verifies 
The World and the Flesh have failed us; a third Power remains'. Thus 
letters 10 - 13 discuss the lure of the World, letters 17 - 22 of the 
Flesh, and letters 23 - 28 of the Devil. Other letters cover such topics 
as prayer, other Christians, the Churches, Time and Eternity, and Mar. 
Boma letters digress, always skilfully, on to *related subject. Certain 
theses such as 'reason', 'dryness', and 'pleasure' recur; there are 
several witty lessons in the use of vogue words,, and many incidental 
touches of satire. A complete analysis would show that the letters, for 
all their brevity, are an amazingly comprehensive treatise on Christian 
ethics and belief, but a specimen section will suffice to indicate their 
thoroughness$ 
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LETTE 10 - 13, TII 'WORLD' 
10 (The patient meets two Worldlinb) 
Its Insidiousness: the role of vanity, pride and shame 
Neglected Aspeo tf s Vanities # Friendships # Ube of Time 
Digressions "Puritanism" 
Disguised by (1) The split mind (2) Vanity in having 'rounded' 
personality 
11 Role of ty as of Laughter: (1) Pun and Joy its enemies 
(2) Jokes and the English 'sense of humour' are corruptible 
(3I Flippancy most effective 
12 ! Effects: (1) dim uneasiness (2) spiritual unreality 
3) emotional deadness (4) separation from God 
13 (The patient returns to Grace) 
Enemies of Worldliness: Pleasure 
Digressions $Detaehmsnt' - Diabolical and Divine 
Allies of Worldliness : (1) Substitution of fashion for 
personal taster (2) Separation of thought and action 
Such an analysis, however, can only hint at what, in effect, the 
letters are :a kind of Intelligent Person's Guide to Christianity, a 
handbook of Christian morels, and a critique of contemporary thought 
rolled into one. As a piece of exposition they recall, by their lucid 
distinction of topics and neat transitions of argument, the somewhat 
earlier populariaations of philosophy of CA J[. Joad, whilst for dialeo- 
tic so devastating in its impact, and so exhilarating in its swift 
succession of ideas, we have to turn to Joad's own inspiration, the pre- 
faces of Bernard Shaw. Like them they set the reader either underlying 
the maxims and indexing the ideas or searching for weapons to combat 
their insidious persuasion. 
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Half Sorewtape's impact comes from its attack on 'modern' attitudes 
and its unabashed contempt for more climates of opinion, yet essentially, 
like all Lewis's works , it is affirmative, and is too enchanted by its 
insights to be either obsessed or distorted by what it attacks. Its 
movements are initiated end controlled by an over-riding spiritual purpose. 
Again, without being comprehensive, it is amazingly catholic in its scope. 
Certain omissions there are - among the temptations, sloth and envy are 
hardly touched upon, among factors in the Christian life the Scriptures 
hardly figure - but these are largely imposed by the limitations of 
length and the concentration on are 'oase history' . The letters are 
remarkably free from bias and evade Butler's old gibe at moralists who 
'Compound for sins they are inclined to By damaging those they have no 
mind to' . The form itself imposes a check an any spurious 'righteous 
indignation' whilst the subtlety and inwardness of the treatment of human 
aberrations persuades us that Lewis understands what he nevertheless 
declines to pardon. Finally, as befits the author of More Christianity, 
the letters are remarkably free from sectarian biss, though here and 
there the Anglican viewpoint is revealed. 
An examination of the craftsmanship of Screwtepe, reveals that 
much of the book's initial appeal springs from the sharp, immediate impact 
of the epistolary method, so 'much more lively end affecting' , according 
to Richardson; than impersonal narrative. The attention is arrested by 
the economy with which situation, characters and theme are presented, and 
by the excitement of a conflict already under way. Everything, including 
Sorewtepe'a current topic, is given in the first three sentences s 
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Hy Dear Wor* ood, 
I note what you may about guiding your patient's reading 
and taking oars that he sees a good deal of his materialist 
friend . But are you not being a trifle a+ It sounds as 
if you supposed that argument was the way to keep hiu out 
of the lnemy's olutches. 
The epistolary method is also shown to have staying power es Sorewtape'e 
fluent pen sweeps on with ever-changing interest through thirty-one letters. 
All that the reader requires for the plot to be intelligible - the gist of 
Wormwood's reports on his tactics and their effects on the 'patient' _ and 
all that Lewis has to convey, constructive as well as subversive, is 
effortlessly accommodated, whilst the limitations and artificialities to 
which the method is prone in naturalistic fiction are here hardly felt. 
The epistolary form is, of course, peculiarly appropriate to the 
religious purpose. Half the New Testament consists of letters, and 
Sorewtape's stream of exhortation and rebuke, doctrine end instruction, 
consciously imitates and inverts their technique. Whereas Paul wrote 
'letters to young churches' (the title supplied by Lewis for J B. Phillipds 
popular translation) 
; 
8crewtape writes letters to a young tempter, 
M 
This mockery and inversion of the divine order, the stook-in-trade 
of the diabolic, as witness the 'bleck mean*,, extends to other aspects 
of the correspondence. After all, as Lewis insists, the devils cannot 
invent anything. Thus the angelic hierarchy is paralleled by the devilish 
'LowerarohyI, the Enemy (God) has His titles mocked by Our Father Below, 
whilst to the Joy of Heaven is opposed the Miserifie Vision. For his 
basic idea of 'moral inversion' Lewis has recently acknowledged a debt to 
Stephen YaKenns's Coafessioos of a Well-Meaning Woman. 9 
the passage (Letter 22) in which this last oonheption figures is 
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a good example of how the Heavenly 'notss' , such as Joy, Knowledge, 
Harmony and Fellowship, are contrasted with the 'notes' of Hell. 
He's a hedonist at heart. All those f es to and vigils 
and stakes and crosses are only a facade . Or only like 
foam, on the ass shore. Out at sea, out in His see, there 
is pleasure, and more pleasure. He makes no secret of 
it; at His right hand are "pleasures for evermore". 
Ugh: I don't think He has the least inkling of that 
high and austere mystery to which we rise in the Eiseri- 
fic Vision. die's vulgar, Wormwood. He has a bourgeois 
mind, He has filled His world full of pleasures, 
There are things for humans to do all day long without 
His minding in the least - sleeping g washing, eating g 
drinking, making love, playing, praying, working. 
Everything ben to be twisted before it's any use to us. 
We fight under cruel disadvantages. Nothing is 
naturally an our side. (Not that that excuses Zou. 
I'll settle with you presently. You have always hated 
me and been insolent when you dared. ) 
This emphasis on the joy and pleasure of the Chris tisn life (s 
typical instance of how Screwtape's enlightenment of Wormwood serves the 
religious purpose) is a lsit-motiv of Lewis's fiction which appears fre- 
quently in these letters. Earlier, in discussing the carves of human 
laughter; Sarewtope had warned Wormwood about the laughter arising from 
Joy, a phenomenon incomprehensible and offensive to the devils, 'a direct 
io 
insult to the realism, dignity and austerity of Hall' . Squally offensive 
to Sorewtepe is the truth Lewis culls from MacDonald that in Heaven 'all 
that is not on Lo is silence'. 
Yusio and silence - how I detest them both: How thank- 
ful se should be that ever since our Bather entered Hell - 
though longer ago than humans, reckoning in light years, 
could express - no square inch of internal space and no 
sowent of infernal ties has been surrendered to either of 
those abominable forces, but all has been occupied by 
Noise - Noise, the grand dynamiseº, the audible expression 
of all that is exultant, ruthless,, and virile - Noise 
which alone defends us from silly qualm despairing 
scruples and ispossible desires . 
It 
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Elsewhere Sorewteps speaks of Hell as 'The Kingdom of Noise' . 
12 
The twenty-second letter p from which both these passages are taken,, 
exhibits another oharaoterietie of Hell - its furious competition and 
devouring egoism. Sorewtope had earlier reminded Wormwood that Hell is 
utterly opposed to the Enemy's plan for endowing orestures with 
iudividualitys 
We want cattle who can finally become food; H. wants 
servants who can finally, become sons. We want to suck 
in, He wants to give out. We are eapty and would be 
filled; He is full and flows over. Our aim is a world 
in which Our Esther Below has drawn all other beings 
into himself .... 13 
here he threatens Wormwood with a future reckoning and reminds his 
that incompetent tempters are liable to fall prey to the voracious appe- 
tites of their superiors. 
Lewis owes this ides of 'spiritual cannibalism' , as he himself 
points out in his recent preface, to Lindsay's A Voyage to Arot us , where 
the ruthless self-assertion of such aggressive creatures as Ooesme leads 
14 
to the actual assimilation - or 'sorbing' as it is called - of another 
creature. Power is the sole ambition of Hell, so that knowledge, along 
with reason, is sought merely as a means to power. This is a conception 
which also figure, later, in the Un-Van of Perelandra. As Sorewtspe 
expresses it - 'Alas, *Ian,, that knowledge, in itself so hateful and 
mawkish a thing , should yet be necessary for Power t' 
15 
These notes of the infernal ere further suggested in the ingenious 
noes whieh Lewis has devised four his devils. The hints of torture and 
bitterness in-'8erewtepe' and 'Wormwood' give way to merely disgusting 
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associations is 'Tosdpipe' and 'Slubgob'. 'Gluboee' echoes such un- 
pleasant words pas ' obese' ,' gloomy' and 'morose' .' Triptweeze' suggests 
the cunning and malice of some friskier tempter, whilst 'Slumtrimpet' has 
a disquieting wrongness (a fallen 'Slimtrumpet' perhaps? ) and appropriate 
associations of 'slum' and 'strumpet' . 
Both the ingenious devils and the whole structure of Hell are the 
more off so tive in that they are made to throw oblique shafts of a atire at 
human foibles , individual and corporate. Screwtape, as his name suggests , 
is a bureaucrat - 'his Abysmal Sublimity Under Secretary Sorewtape'. The 
devils, like the Europeans, are at war and have their nigh Command, their 
Intelligence Department and their secret polioe. Tempters, like theo- 
logical students, have been to a Training College, and in Letter 19 Screw- 
tape's unflattering references to the Principal of this establishment put 
his in danger of being charged with 'heresy'. Scholars do not escape. 
Serewtape gibes at their obsession with the ' Historical point of view' , 
17 
and is himself a pathetic believer in the ability of 'research' to unmask 
the Enemy's real aims. 
? hose are incidental toushes, however, which enliven the oorrespon- 
denae without dominating it. More important in the broad structure at the 
letters are the narrative threads provided by the struggle for the 
'patient's' soul sad the subsidiary duel between the two devils. When the 
patient become a Christian (Letter 2) Wormwood is threatened with the 
'usual penalties'. As the temptations of worldliness draw the patient 
from the 1Cne. y, Serewtape's tone to Wormwood becomes more urbane. Con- 
versely, Wormwoods 'eocoellent progress' (Letter 12) and the satisfaction 
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Screwtape derives from it, fill the reader with anxious sympathy for the 
patient. The patient's return to the fold (Letter 13) calve this 
anxiety but sub jeots Wormwood to further veiled threats . Subsequent 
efforts by the tempter, and some indiscretions on the part of his uncle, 
trim the diabolic balsnoe of power , but when the patient falls in love 
with a thoroughgoing Christian girl, Sorewtape, his misunderstanding with 
the infernal police, tided over, shows his claws (Letter 22). The 
patient's spiritual graph still has its ups and downs, but his death in 
an air-raid in a state of grace provides a sudden euoatestrophe. Screw- 
tape is left to settle accounts with the discredited Wormwood. 
Luther, who once flung his ink-pot at the devil, advocates a 
subtler attack in the quotation which prefaces Sorevtsps - 'The best way 
to drive out the devil, if he will not yield to texts of Scripture, is 
to jeer and flout him, for he cannot bear scorn' . Texts of scripture 
being out of fashion in modern controversy, Lewis adopts s similar sub- 
versive technique and, in as sustained a piece of irony as any since 
Field ing's Jonathan Wilde, undermines the foundations of many anti- 
Chris tian positions , content to make them sag and totter where he cannot 
blow them sky-high. Those aspects of his craft already described are 
mainly directed to this work of demolition. 
The reality of a spiritual realm, of objective Good and Lbil , 
is assumed, and we are left to nee how this assumption illuminates the 
an situation, and to consider its practical implications. The 
emphasis is switched from intellectual assent to personal involvement. 
In the words of the Zpistle of James, 'Thou believes t that there is one 
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God; thou does t well; the devils also believe. and tremble' 
.8 Thus the 
existence of Sorewtape is coolly taken for granted,, and, by a fortunate 
'discovery' of the author's , 'we are privileged to eavesdrop on the enemy 
propagandist. A two-fold unmasking results. Pirat, our own weakness and 
insecurity is painfully disclosed (and, conversely, God is shown to be 
our only refuge). Secondly, the diabolical strategy is given away (and, 
ultimately, its desperate futility exposed). 
It follows that there are four main elements in the reader's 
reactions (in so far as Lewis is successful in his aia), elements which 
may be represented by these four exclamations ; (1) How terrible is ein. 
(avarice, lust, anger . to. ) (2) What joy there is with God; (3) What 
subtle temptations there are l (4) How futile is rebellion'. Of these,, 
(1) sad (3) are the immediate, whereas (2) and (4) are the ultimate 
effect of Lewis's subversive technique. 
Consider, for example, a recurring feature in the exposure of the 
infernal tactics, Sorewtape'a stress on the power of words to confuse and 
mislead, that secret weapon of what he calls the 'philological arm' . 
Sorewtape, realising that the power of emotive words and loaded terms has 
been enhanced by our modern ideologioal warfare, urges formwood to exploit 
the situation. be is a connoisseur of the potent cliche`, the fashionable 
ad j ec tive , the damning label, The patient is to be enc our aged to think of 
doctrines not as true or false 'but as "aoademio" or "practioal" , "out- 
worn" or "contea orar 
r9 
p y", *conventional* or "ruthless"' Worawood in shown 
how the word 'phase' may be fruitfully employed, and reminded of the 
'blessed word "Adolescent"' 
:0 "Puritanism" has many triumphs to its credit, 
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for 'By it we rescue annually thousands of humans from temperance, ches- 
2I 
City, and sobriety' . Minor traps such as 'beat's 'right' and 'important' 
are not to be despised. 'Unhealthy' is a powerful bogeymen in cases of 
obstinate ohestity, whilst horror of the Same Old Thing and a delusive 
trust in the Future may be aroused by 'reactionary' and 'stagnant' . The 
ambiguous terms 'experience' and 'real'Zsre also a fruitful source of 
diabolical confusion. In better 30, for instance, the devilish utility 
of the word 'reel' is thus summarised by Sorewtapes 
The general rule which we have now pretty well established 
among them is that in all experiences which can make them 
happier or better only the physical facts are "Real" while 
the spiritual elements are "subjective"; in all experiences 
which can discourage or corrupt them the spiritual elements 
are the main reality end to ignore them is to be an escapist. 
Thus in birth the blood and pain are "real", the rejoicing 
a more subjective point of view; in death, the terror and 
ugliness reveal what death "really means*, 
This critique of some modern vogue words is balanced by a rehabili- 
tation of traditional moral terns. Here the third element, the exposure 
of temptations, passes over into the first, the horror of ein. 'World- 
liness', in the form of 'the old warnings about Worldly Vanities, the 
Choice of Friends, sad the Value of Time' 
; his 
now regarded as an anti- 
quated aonoeptiom, quite out of fashion. Lewis re-establishes it in con- 
temporary terms. Gluttony strikes us as a text-book sin, hardly relevant 
nowadays. Lewis shows how it persists in inverted ford, in the 'gluttony 
of Delicacy' of the fastidious elderly lady, or the vanity of the male 
24- 
gourmet: Other neglected s or distorted terms which Lewis refurbishes , to 
turn now froa the Vises to the Virtues , include Chastity, Humility end 
Charity. 
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In all this linguistic renovation, Lewis is exposing the infernal 
policy, with its confusion of reason, its misdirection of attention, and 
its corruption of instinct. Examples of his psychological penetration 
are his exposition of the 'Generous Conflict Illusion" in Letter 26, and 
his theory of the law of 'diminishing returns' in Letter 12. Here is 
part of its account of the man who fears to face God, but who fails, in 
turning from His, to obtain satisfactions 
As this condition becomes more fully established, you 
will be gradually freed from the tiresome business of 
providing Pleasures es temptations. As the uneasiness 
and his reluctance to face it out him off more and more 
from all real happiness, end as habit renders the 
pleasures of vanity and excitement and flippancy at 
once lose pleasant and harder to forgo (for this is what 
habit fortunately does to a pleasure) you will find that 
anything or nothing is sufficient to attract his 
wandering attention. 
The subsequent picture of a wasted life is one of Lewis to most effective 
renderings of the misery of a sin 'weary, flat, stale and unprofitable' . 
one further aspect of this subversion of the reader 'a stools 
responses is found in those passages where a fearful thrill (one element 
in the above portrait) is launched at his complacency. Here are two 
examples t 
.... deep everything hazy in his mind now, and you will 
have all eternity wherein to amwe yourself by producing 
5 in his the peculiar kind of clarity which Hell affords..,,, 
... Sf .... you can finally secure his soul, he will be 
yours forever -a brit-full living chalice of despair and 
horror and eats ishssent which you can raise to your lips 
as of ten as you please . '116 
The impact, and dang rs, of this kind of writing, derive from what 
may fairly be termed its 'sensationalism'. Levis's equivalent of the 
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Hell-fire element in the preaching of the older divines , it is prone, 
despite the wit of its presentation, to disturb sorb and antagonize 
others. A full discussion would range far afield, but it may be stated 
briefly that here, as elsewhere, it is most effective, spiritually, when 
presented as the inevitable end-product of present, observable, mental 
states , as it is in the picture of the vested life in Letter 12. Its 
more sensational appearances in ScrovVepe arise from the fact that the 
devilish correspondence demands, or at least invites, the exercise of 
that imaginative awareness of the infernal which Lewis shares, as he 
shares his awareness of the supernal, with Charles Williams . 
27 
For, finally, the work's total effect is remarkably affirmative, 
despite the severe, self-imposed discipline of its form, fore wa , that 
indefatigable sapper of human complacency and folly, is seen to be himself 
undermined by a deeper Destiny whose workings he ultimately fails to under- 
stand. His hollow assertions of the triumphs of Hell cannot escape being 
a reluctant tribute to the superiority of Heaven. He admits that 'To be 
greatly and effectively wicked a man needs some virtue', and his own 
machinations can only seek to manipulate what is 'given' by God. 
The Screwtane Letters , like the other imaginative works of Lewis , 
are sown with 'bright shoots of everlastingness', and culminate in a 
'triumph of Joy'. The patient has eluded the Hell-hounds and entered his 
s anst+wary s 
Pains he may still have to encounter, but they embrace 
those pains. They would not barter than for any earthly 
pleasure. All the delights of sense, or heart, or in- 
telleet, with which you could once have tempted his, 
even the delights of virtue itself 9 now sees to him in 
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comparison but as the half nauseous attractions of a 
raddled harlot would seem to a men who bears that his 
true beloved whoa he has loved all his life and whoa 
he had believed to be dead is alive and even now at 
his door. He is sought up into that world where pain 
and pleasure take on transfinite values and all our 
arithmetic is dismayed. 28 
in March, 1961, a new edition of Sor= appeared with a new 
preface and a tail piece entitled 'Sorewtape Proposes a Toast' . 
Sorewtape's address to the annual dinner of the Tempters' Training 
College (first written for American readers, as its allusions to 
'Togetherness' and 'Being like ]Folks' suggest) is neither as concise, as 
witty nor as universal in its appeal as the letters. Nevertheless, its 
attack on the less attractive aspects of Democracy is shrewd. Sorewtape 
finds contemporary society nauseatingly insipid and conformist, devoid of 
the great Sinners and Saints of the past, but considers the prevalent 
attitude of I'm as good as you favourable to his cause. 
In the prof ace , after commenting wryly on the often unflattering 
reasons for the high sales of Sorr, Levis answers the question of 
whether he really 'believes in the Devil' . His belief , he says , after 
guarding against certain misconceptions, is an opinion, not part of his 
Greed - 'It seems to me to eKplain a good Many facts' Actual presenta- 
tions of Angela and Devils can only be speculative and symbolic. His own 
symbol for Mall, in this twentieth century, is naturally 'something like 
the buresworeoy of a police state or the offices of a thoroughly nasty 
business concern'. 
Hs declines to provide an 'official' interpretation of his names, 
but supposes that 'Bars scrawl thumbsorew, Upevorm. and red tope all 
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do some work in my hero's name, and that slob, slobber, Blubber and orb 
have all gone into Slubgob'. 
For his apparent insight into temptation no learned source need be 
sought; '"My heart" -I need no other's - "eheweth me the wickedness of 
the ungodly" '. 
He ends by confessing that the projecting of him elf into a world 
thet was 'all dust, grit, thirst, and itch .... almost smothered me before 
I was done'. He regretted that he looked the genius to balance Screw- 
tape's advice to Wormwood with 'archangelical advice to the patient's 
guardian angel'. 
Yet he did, in foot, produce something approaching this in The 
Greet Divorce. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE GREAT DIVE 
The Great Divorce is a triumph of didactic fiction -a 'work that 
charms the reader without seeking to disguise its 'palpable design'. A 
clear, strong these is expressed in powerful and coherent imagery; 
psychological insight and spiritual penetration combine to make a work of 
compelling interest told in a style that is by turns witty and poetic. 
it consists of a series of brilliant variations an one of Lewis to 
central them.. - the crucial nature of human choice. Its dream of an 
encounter with George MacDonald, Levis's spiritual 'master's, penetrates 
to the heart of his vision; throughout sounds the note of 'inexorable 
love' , the leit. eotiv of his theology; at its climax comes a typical 
enactment of the 'triumph of Joy' . It is quintessential Lewis. 
In the compass of some 25,000 words , material that might have 
packed some massive tools of moral theology is skilfully digested and art- 
fully deployed. Clearer, briefer and more charitable than The pilgrim's 
lWass , as acute and alive as Bor=, and almost as dramatic and 
sensuous as Per"a'ndra , The Great Divorce has not yet won the recognition 
it merits. 
'Is eeoed to be s tending in a bus queue by the side of a long , 
sewn street' begins the story, delicately indicating its 'dream' form. 
It goes an to tell how Lewis waits with a squabbling crowd to board the 
'bus that is to take them on an excursion from the sprawling, twilight 
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Grey Town. A 'wonderful vehicle' arrives end ascends with them to * 
land of early morning, where, in celestial light and by the aide of the 
Heavenly People who greet then, they are revealed as more Ghosts. The 
Grey Town is Hall (or Purgatory, to those who decide not to return), for 
the Heavenly People, former earthly friends, are come from 'Deep Heaven' 
to invite them to stay. But a spiritual death and re-birth is necessary 
bef ore these wraiths ,f creaking ill us ions , can assume enough solidity to 
enjoy the realities of heaven. 
Dialogues between the Ghosts and the Heavenly People, or Spirits, 
form the substance of the subsequent narrative, interspersed with 
Lewis's own exchanges s first with his fellow Ghosts , and then with George 
Ya. Donald, one of the Spirits, Matonald'a replies to his questions and 
complaints provide a kind of chorus, and bring out the significance of 
the dramatic and decisive dialogues . 
The book is divided into sections without numbers cc titles . An 
analysis will clarify its structure better then a discursive account. 
only the main theme of each encounter, conversation or dialogue is 
ind is ated . 
Analysis of 'The Great Diroroe' 
sea. pp. Narratives ßc V3 8ATI s DIALOGUZ & (Theme) 
First Settings Doak in the Grey Town - 'the Valley of the Shadow of 
Death'. 
1 13 " 16 The Queaa s motives for leaving (offended dignity, 
s(oial snobbery, syariae, jealousy, intellectual 
snobbery eta .) 
Lt OONVE1 ATIOIff: the Tousle-headed Poet 
2 17 - 25 Tlw Journey 
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let CONVSATIONz (spoilt Intellectualism) 
2nd CONVEHSATICKs the Intelligent Man 
Exposition - The Grey Town; Napoleon (egotism) 
3rd C ONVSBSATION: the Eo olea iaa do al Ghost (modernism) 
Second Settings Morning in the Heavenly Country - 'the Valley of the 
Shadow Life' . 
3 26 - 29 The Heavenly Country - arrival sad resotions of the Ghosts . 
Arrival of the Heavenly People. 
4 30 - 34 lot D_ UEt the Big Ghost & the redeemed Murderer (Pharisaism ) 
5 35 -44 
6 45-48 
7 49-53 
8 54 - 58 
9 59-76 
2nd Dis the Episcopal Ghost & his Friend 
(Apos too y 
Rpisode of the Intelligent Man (moterialias ) 
4th CON1fMATIONs the Hard-bitten Ghost (cynioias) 
An ottsak of Doubt 
3rd DIALOGS the well-dreamed woman and a Spirit 
(vanity) 
Encounter with GKD 
5th CONVEß8ATIOBt Levis & GMD (central exposition: 
Heaven & Hall) 
4th DIALOGGLZ t the Grumbling Lady &a Spirit 
The ooqustte; miscellaneous ghosts 
5th DI_s the Artist & his Friend (reputation) 
10 77 - 81 6th DIALOGU9t the Domineering Wife &' Hild s' (lust 
for power) 
11 82 - 96 7th DIALOUBg the Possessive Mother & her Brother 
(maternal possessiveness) 
6th 0ONVZRgATIQN t Lewis & (BED (affection and appetite) 
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12 97 - l05 
8th DIALOGIZ the Man with the lizard & the flaming 
Spirit (lust) 
7th C ONVEBSATION t Lewis & GUD (death and rebirth) 
The entry of the Lady 
8th CONVUSATION t Lewis & GlD (charity) 
9th DIAWGUBi the Dorf-Tragedian & the Lady (self- 
pity ) 
13 106 - 115 9th DIALOGUE the Dwarf -Tragedian & the Lady (self - 
pity) 
The Triumph of Joy 
9th CONVMATION i Levis & GYD (pity and joy: Hall 
& Heaven) 
14 116 - 118 Vision of the symbolic Chessboard 
10th CONVERSATION: Lewis & (SID (vision and dream) 
Morning dawns; the awakening 
An the brief prof so* makes clear, The Great Divorce is designed to 
combat the 'disastrous error' that 'reality never presents us with an 
absolutely unavoidable 'either-or" . The marriage of Heaven and Nell is 
on impossibility: at each fork in life's road we must 'make a decision'. 
If we have chosen the wrong road, our 'rescue consists in being put book 
on the right road' 
1 
The Ghats have all chosen wrong turnings , sad the situation of 
Sorewts. pel is thus reversed. There, the *patient' oboes the right road, 
and wes subjected to a Tempter seeking to lure him off on to by-ways to 
Hell . Hsre, the ghosts , far advanced along wrong roads , are offered 
heavenly invitations to return. The survey of the wrong roads is not an 
exhaustive treatment of the deadly sins (anger, sloth sad gluttony are not 
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represented) but an admonitory selection of the perils of the World, the 
Flesh and the Devil. Compared with SoreSore_, the emphasis is on the 
perennial rather then on the contemporary forms which these perils assume. 
Essentially the dialogues are studies in forms of Pride - an in- 
version of the situation in Perelsndrs. There the Bent One seeks to 
shake the Lady out of obedience into rebellious self-assertion; here the 
Celestial Spirits seek to root out the Ghosts 'from under an intolerable 
Y. '. 
Zvery episode emphasises the crucial nature of human choice. The 
thought, and the word, echo through the book, 'What would you like to 
do if you had your choice? ' - 'Is any real choice offered to them? ' 
'What concerns you is the nature of the choice itself' - 'there are 
innumersble forms of this choice' - 'ye have heard enough to see what the 
choice is' - 'The choice of ways is bef ore you' .2 
An obvious danger, with such re-iteration of one theme, is mono- 
tony. Lewis is scheme involves a series, actually some score, of separate 
conversations, half of which the narrator merely overhears. An episodic 
and repetitive form is necessitated, and the problem of securing a sense 
of progression seems formidable. Nor would it seem likely, if it were 
not for the precedent of Scram, that such a solid diet of moralising 
could be made palatable. The artistry which triumphs over these dangers 
is worth careful study. 
Levis's technique may be analysed under the three aspects of 
structure, symbolism and style. 
First, thga, by keeping his story short, Levis curbs any tead. noy 
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for his situations to be inflated with novelistic detail or lengthy aer- 
monising. Brevity and the absence of chapter headings encourage continuous 
reading. How he skilfully interweaves description, narrative, conversation 
and dialogue, and sixes diverse types of people and different kinds of sins , 
will, to some extent, be clear from the analysis, So, for instance, the 
first three speakers after the arrival in Heaven, the 'Big' the 'Spiaoopal' 
and the 'Hard-bitten' Ghosts, are beautifully contrasted . Nor do these 
dialogues pall before , by the introduction of George MacDonald ,a new 
interest is f ocus ed on them. 
Then the opportunities for surprise afforded by the unusual basic 
idea are seised . When Lewis first glances out of the 'bus' , it is not to 
exclaim, ' Rnllot We're already mom' , but, 'Hallo. We've left 
g ound' 
3 
(yet a backward glance shows that this surprise has been prepared). 
Into the Tousle-headed Poet's recital of his woes slips the remark that 
' He had jumped under a train' and then 'been sent to the grey town' 
: The 
most tolling use at surprise, however, comes much later when Lewis tells 
MacDonald of his arrival by the 'big gulf beyond the edge of the cliff' . 
MacDonald picks s blado of grass and - 'Using its thin end an a pointer, 
he made me see, after I had looked very closely, a crack in the soil so 
small that I could not have identified it without this aid' .... '" through 
a crack no bigger than that ye certainly came"' 
S 
Suspense is created with equal skill. Like Ransom on Perelendre, 
Lewis experiences, throughout his visit to the heavenly country, to 
feeling of freedom, but also of exposure, possibly of danger' . The 
light, brooding an the distant mountains, is ambiguous - is it 'The 
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promie" - or the threat - of sunrise? ' Suspense become grimly humorous 
in the Hard-Bitten Ghost's foreboding of rains "It hadn't occurred to 
you that with the sort of water they have here every raindrop will make a 
6 
hole in you, like s machine-gun bullet: ' 
Bffsotive climaxes are provided by two episodes which rise above 
the even flow of the narrative - the central encounter with George 
yeoDonald, a tribute to his Teacher of considerable emotional force, and 
the final, ninth dialogue, that of the Lady and the Dwarf Ghost, 
Additional strength is given by the scriptural frame of reference 
which the story presupposes. The first dialogue, for instance, retells 
the parable of the Pharisee and the publican. The Ghosts' alarm at the 
increasing brightness of the 'radiant abyss' recalls that 'everyone that 
7 
doeth evil hsteth the light'. 
The basic symbolism of the book lies in the contrasted settings of 
the grey city and the bright country, which emphasise the divorce of hell 
and Heaven. 
Hell is a sprawling, grey city of mean streets in seemingly end- 
less evening twilight that ressis, the ghostly London of Charles Williams's 
All Halloo's BY*. It Is miserable, colourless and insubstantial. Its 
inhabitants are continually quarrelling and drifting apart, and its area 
constantly increasing, for 'You've only got to think a house and there it 
ie' 
8 Therefore, like the galaxies of the expanding universe, its people 
repel each other into inareesing loneliness. The 'Intelligent Yen', who 
explains it to Lewis, hopes to return iroe Heaven with real commodities 
that will create real needs and provide an economic bond. Then be intends 
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to build a real house, for the night will eventually fell and 'no one 
went, # to be out of doors when that happens '. 
9 
Heaven is a spacious landscape, drsnohed in the light sad coolness 
'at summer morning*. *.. *  innte or two before the sunrise' .0 It is glorious , 
colourful sad., to the insubstantial ghosts., solid and hard as diamond -a 
symbol of eternity which Lewis adapted from an American tale of 'soienti- 
fiotton' 
11 
The details of its symbolic landscape, its golden apples , lions 
and unicorns, though in the paradisal tradition, are freshly rendereda 
Before me green slopes made a wide amphitheatre, en- 
closing a frothy and pulsating lake into which, over many- 
coloured rooks, a waterfall was pouring.... On earth, such 
a waterfall could not have been perceived at all as a 
whole; it was too big. Its sound would have been a 
terror in the woods for twenty miles. here, after the 
first shook, my sensibility 'took' both es a well-built 
ship takes a huge wave. I exulted. The noise,, though 
gigantic,, was like giants' laughter a like the revelry of 
a whole college of giants together laughing, dancing, 
singing, roaring at their high works. 12 
Later he peroeives , with double vision, that the waterfall 'wes 
also a bright angel who stood, like one crucified, against the rooks and 
poured hirnelf perpetually down towards the forest with loud joy' 
3 
There 
could not be a better contrast with the self. olingiag of the Ghost than 
this complex symbol of self-giving. 
The contrasted symbols of devouring lust and divine energy in the 
eighth dialogue are particularly effective. The 'little red lizard.... 
ILý 
twitching its tail like a whip' torments its owner with fiery insinuations 
until he allows the Burning One to kill it. Then there materializes in 
its place 'the greatest stallion I have ever seen, silvery white but with 
am* and tail of gold. It was smooth and shining, rippled with swells of 
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flesh and muscle , whinnying and a tamping with its hoofs' . 
15 
in the texture of the writing certain recurring elements of style 
may be isolated . 
First, many statements are given a peculiar force. There is the 
straightforward, quotable aphorism, such ea this of the white Spirit - two 
110 
know nothing of religion hares as thinly only of Christ' . There is irony, 
as in the departure of the modernist clergymen Poolesiastioal Ghost) who, 
rejecting Heaven for theological speouletion, vendors off singing 'City of 
1 
God , how broad and far' 
rmy italics] . Oooas tonally there La a kind of 
celestial reportee, that recalls the Bishop in The Bishop's Candlesticks; 
8 
as in these remarks of the Big Ghost and the redeemed murderer ; 
' .... I only vent syº rights, I'm not making for anybody's bleeding charity. ' 
'Then do. At once. Ask for the Bleeding Charity, 19 
Everything is here for the asking and nothing can be bought. ' 
Next, the vocabulary of the various Ghosts is carefully noted. 
Current colloquialism are well caught, as in the Ghosts' reactions to 
their exeursicn s' I' m not going this trip for my health' -' It gives are 
the pip: ' - 'It's a fair knock out' - 'only an advertisement stunt': 
'Vogue' words are skilfully used in the conversation of the more cultured 
oharaotsrs . For the Zoolesiastical Ghost idsee are 'beautiful' rather 
than true or false. 
Tba qualities of the narrative sad descriptive passages cannot be 
thus isolated from their rich and sensuous texture vhioh ranges from the 
grim to the glorious. Tba faces of the Ghosts are thus described: 
They were all f1104 f soes , full not of possibilities 
but of impossibilities , some gaunt, some bloated,, some 
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glaring with idiotic ferocity, some drowned beyond 
recovery in dreams; but all, in one way or another, 
d ie for ted and f aded 022 
With this is contrasted Levis's first eight of George MaoDonald: 
on one of the rooks not a very tell man, almost a giant, 
with a flowing beard.... Here was an enthroned and shining 
god, whose ageless spirit weighed upon mine like a burden 
of solid golds and yet, at the very same moment, here 
was an old weather-beaten man, one who might have been a 
shepherd - such a man as tourists think simple because he 
is honest and neighbours think 'deep' for the saw reason. 
His eyes had the far-seeing look of one who has lived 
login open, solitary places; and somehow I divined the 
network of wrinkles which must have surrounded them before 
re-birth had washed him in immortality. 23 
The artistry of the conversations and dialogues may best be studied 
in a typical passage. This speech of the Boolesiestical Ghost in section 
two is conveniently self -o onteined t 
'Bxouse me, ' he said, 'but I couldn't help over- 
hearing parts of your conversation. It is astonishing how 
these primitive superstitions linger on. I beg your par- 
don? Oh, God bless my soul, that's all it Is. There is 
not a shred of evidence that this twilight is ever going 
to turn into a night. There has been a revolution of 
opinion on that in educated circles. I am surprised that 
you haven't heard of it. All the nightmare fantasies of 
our ancestors are being swept away. What we now see in 
this subdued and delicate half-light is the promise of the 
dawns the slow turning of a whole nation towards the 
light. Slow sud Imperceptible, of course. "And not 
through Eastern windows only, When daylight cones, comes 
in the light. And that passion for "real" commodities 
which our friend speaks of is only materialism, you know., 
It's retrogressive. Earth-bound: A hankering for matter. 
But 
-look 
an this spiritual city - for with all its 
faults it is spiritual - as a nursery in which the crea- 
tive fuaations of man, now freed from the clogs of matter, 
begin to try their wings .A sublime thought. ' 2.4 
The honeyed tones soothe the ear after the harsh abuse of the Big 
Yea, and the easy optimism of the sentiments almost dispels for a moment 
the image of the grey town and the ominous rumours of nightfall , but the 
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irony is unmistakable. Every foible of character is as shrewdly observed 
as the traits of Prioress* or Boric in Chaucer's Prologue. The decorative 
zs 
quotation from Clough, and subsequent fragments of Arnold, reveal a ten- 
dency to replace logical argument by stook quotations from the posts. 
The ingenious application of floating phrases of scripture (the 'spiritual 
city' comes from Hebrews) reveal his aesthetic attitude to belief , or what 
2(0 
he later calls 'points of view'. A thought is 'sublime' rather then 'true'. 
His allusions to 'primitive superstition' and 'nightmare fantasies of our 
ancestors' indicate a nodding acquaintance with anthropology and compara- 
tive religion, and exemplify that 'Chronological snobbery' and reverence 
for 'olimates of thought' which Lewis regards with suspicion. His indul- 
gent parade of faded metaphors ('swept away' , 'nursery' , 'try their 
wings') masks as intellectual hollowness. Finally his abuse of 'material- 
ism' , his emphasis on the 
'spiritual' , and his reference to 'the clogs of 
matter', indicate a leaning to the Manichean heresy which suggests that he 
will not find the 'solidity' of Heaven to his liking. 
These traits are finely worked out in the dialogue in which he 
subsequently participates, 
When Christian apologetics succeeds in arousing interest it is still 
peculiarly liable to charges at smugness, arroganoe and harshness* The 
satirical elements of the monologue quoted above, moreover, exemplify 
27 
that 'subversive' method of controversy which often pays for its destruo- 
tive power by antagonising tie reader. Now didactic, and particularly 
religious, fiction is conaerned to in sad retain a sympathetio hearing. 
Lewis is not content with securing interest - he wishes to win acceptance. 
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Certain features of the book are determined by this wish. 
here, undoubtedly, the dialogue form, by providing expression for 
antagonistic viewpoints, is a distinct asset. It reveals Lewis 'e readiness, 
end ability, to 'give the devil his due' , perhaps the moot characteristic 
feature of his 'popular theology' . The risk that the reader will be con- 
tent to echo the case for the prosecution is countered less by the wit and 
charity of the Heavenly Counsellors than by the new context in which the 
whole debate is placed. 
The objections and doubts of the Ghosts, which voice those of the 
reader, are not restricted to the dialogues . The Hard-Bitten Ghost - 'the 
kind of man I have always instinctively felt to be reliable'28 - is given a 
free hand , and lets off a number of casual, but startling, squibe . When 
Lewis suggests that if the Ghosts stay long enough in the Heavenly 
Country they will gain solidity, and walk unhurt over its diamond hard 
turf , he retorts 
'What would you say if you went to a hotel where the eggs 
were all bad; and when you complained to the Boss, instead 
at apologising and changing his dairyman, he just told you 
that if you tried you'd get to like bad eggs in time4' 29 
Following this p Lewis himself voices doubts and fears , avoiding the 
oookaureness which is another danger of apologetics. His return to belief 
arises from the subsequent encounter with George YaoDonald. 
The effectiveness of transferring the higher levels of the argument 
to a historical character is not entirely vitiated by the consideration 
that this character suet, neoessarily, be a southpieoe of the author. An 
author's confession of a spiritual debt to another, as of Plato to 
Boorates, or Dante to Beatrice, generally succeeds, when felt as sincere, 
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in winning the reader's sympathy. It shows humility and gratitude. The 
reality of Lewis's debt to )iaoDonald is unquestionable, and the fidelity 
of his attempt to convey the quintessence of his 'tester's' teaching may 
be verified by a reference to MacDonald's sermons, It is in the difficult 
problems of free-will, human destiny and God's righteousness,, that Lewis 
turns to MacDonald. His confidence is justified by the deep insight and 
charity which emanates , in consequence, from the subsequent conversations . 
These are rounded off in MacDonald 'a comments on the ninth and final 
dialogue. 
In this final dialogue of the Dwarf Ghost and the Lady,, the en- 
counter of self-pity and Charity provides an effective climax. 
The entry of the Lady, attended by her heavenly entourage, - 'a 
vision like incarnate April' - marls the triumph of Joy. The humble soul, 
whose name on earth was Sarah Saith, is hers the exalted saint, shedding 
life and love abroad& 
to.. JWdeemed humanity is still young, it has hardly come 
to its full strength. But already there is joy enough in 
the little finger of a great saint such as yonder lady to 
waken all the dead things of the universe into life. 'O 
In her former husband, the Dwarf Ghost, who leads a tall 'Tragedian' 
on a chain, the sehisophrenia of a lifetime of self-pity is dramatically 
symbolized. The Dwarf can hardly speak from himself any longer - his 
personality is almost consumed in his theatrical persons. A lifelong 
addiction to emotional blackmail has eaten away his soul. All that has 
sustained his in Hall has been the consoling picture of his wife 'here 
alone, breaking your heart about ors' 
31 
Now, the realisation that her 
happiness, se on* ' in Lovs' 9 is assured , is a terrible blow. 
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Even so, the joy and love which emanate from the Lady almost re- 
kindl1 hie spirit. But 'This was not the meeting he had pictured; he 
32 
would not accept it' 9 Lewis allows no easy victory over self-will . The 
Tragedian strikes his mlodramatio attitudes and wallows in hie emotional 
aliahss; the Dwarf dwindles and the Lady launahee her last appeal s 
' .... Pity was meant to be a spur 
that drives joy to 
help misery. But it can be used the wrong way round. 
It can be used for a kind of blackmailing. Those who 
choose misery can hold joy up to ransom, by pity.... Did 
you think joy was created to live always under that 
threat? Always defenceless against those who would 
rather be miserable than have their self-will crossed? 
Nor it was real misery. I know that now. You made 
yourself really wretched. That you can still do. But 
you can no longer communicate your wretchedness. Every- 
thing becomes more and more itself. Here is joy that 
cannot be shaken. Our light can swallow up your dark- 
ness s but your darkness cannot now infect our light. 
No, no, no. Cove to us. We will not go to you. Can 
you really have thought that love and joy would always 
be at the moray of frowns and sigbs4.... 133 
But the Dwarf has disappeared, and the Tragedian, rejected by the 
Lady ('I never knew you' 
J vanishes 
also. The triumphal progress of the 
Lady, Lewis's lingering doubts - 'Is it really tolerable that she should 
35 
be untouched by his misery, even his self -evade misery4' - and Yaalbnald's 
final oommentary, for& the culmination of the argument, which gains tremen- 
dous f oroe from the cumulative effect of the dialogues,, Here is Lewis'. 
most potent expression of his theology of salvation. Some of the questions 
whioh it raises will be discussed in Chapter XX. 
The last section ends with a swift, and finely-managed return to 
the waking world. Alarmed by the imminence of sunrise, Lewis clutches at 
his Tesaher's robes. 
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.... But it was too late. The light, like solid blocks , 
intolerable of edge and weight, came thundering upon my 
head, Next moment the folds of, my Teacher's garment 
were only the folds of the old ink-a tamed cloth on my 
study table which I bad pulled down with me as I fell 
from my chair. The blocks of light were only the books 
which I had pulled off with it, falling about my head. 
I awoke in a cold room, hunched on the floor beside a 
black and empty grate, the clock striking threes and 
the siren howling overbead. 36 
Following so soon after The Sarewtape Letters (1943)s Perelandra 
(1943) and That Hideous Strength (1945). The Great Divorce (1945)s brought 
to a close the central, creative period of Lewis's writing career. So 
comprehensive and definitive was its treatment of Lewis's favourite themes 
that there was an interval of five years before he published his next 
imaginative work, This proved to be The Lion, the Witoh and the Wardrobe, 
the first of The Chronicles of Narnia s Lewis had avoided the danger of 
repetition by venturing into a new field - the children's story. 
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C HAPTER VIII 
THIS TISOLOG7CAL ROYAId: S 
The Sorewtape Letters and The Great Divorce have few connections 
with the more notable novels of the last two decades, but they can be 
linked with earlier examples of what I shall call the theological romance. 
Before discussing Till We Have Faces (1956). which is separated by date 
and character from Lewis's better-known romances, I propose to relate 
Lewis's work to this tradition. 
It out first be realised, however, that the theological romance 
is only one of the influences on Lewis In fiction. The influence of 
medieval allegory, and of Bunyan, on The Pilgrim's Regress have already 
been iacemined.. The influence of Bishop Wilkins, and of Wells and Lindsay, 
on the planetary romances will be examined in Chapter X. Milton's 
paradise Lost, the classic example of the interweaving of theology and 
poetry, will be related to Perelandrs in Chapter III. The relationship 
of the Narnis stories to earlier children's books also demands separate 
attention. Here, after a brief reference to John Neagowan, I shall dis- 
ouss four authors, all Christians and all writers of fiction, whose 
influence on Lewis is of prime importance. They are George MacDonald, 
G. S. Chesterton, Charles William and J. R. R. Tolkien. 
John Macgowen, an eighteenth century minister of religion, wrote 
an unusual book, Infernal Conference (1772), which iss in several respects , 
a forerunner at The Serewtape Letters 
; 
ill. 
This Rork, some three hundred pages long, is arranged in eighteen 
dialogues purporting to be the recorded conversation of various devils on 
Rhom 'the Listener' hoe eavesdropped. Its introduction speaks, like 
Levis, of two errors regarding the Devil; in this case the first is to 
attribute all our sin to biaa, the second to deny his influence over us. 
The author than continues: 
I an perfectly satisfied, that, however justly the guilt 
of men may be charged on their on corruptions, infernal 
spirits do exist, and are fully employed in forwarding 
their wioked designs and purposes . Yes ,I have learned 
so such of the art and address of diabolical spirits in 
this matter, that as I shall, I trust, avail much 
of the very singular discovery, so, from a principle of 
benevolence to mankind, I think myself fully justified,, 
withoutFurther apology, in oommunioating it to the 
public* 
Many of the dialogues, as with all the letters in Scre wý, are 
between an uncle (Peatosus) and his nephew (Avaro). Others involve 
Infidelis and Impiator, Discordans and Crudelis. 
The oblique, ironical method, the exploitation of human weaknesses, 
the review of intellectual fashions, and the promotion of a special 
vocabulary to combat righteousness, all bring the book close to Sarewtope. 
Further details of these resemblances are given in Appendix A. 
The tremendous debt of all Lewis's works to George MacDonald 
(1824-19O ), Scottish post, sermon writer and novelist, is nowhere more 
movingly confessed than in The Great Divorce where, in the visionary 
encounter discussed in the previous chapter, Lewis recalls his discovery 
of Phantas tes : 
I tried, trembling, to tell this man all that his writings 
had done for me. I tried to tall how a certain frosty 
afternoon at Leatherhead Station when I first bought a 
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copy of Phantastes (being then about sixteen years old) 
had been to me what the first sight of Beatrice had been 
to Dante & Here begins the Nov Life. I started to con- 
fess how long that Life had delayed in the region of 
imagination merelys how slowly and reluctantly I had 
come to admit that his Christendom had more than an 
aocidental connexion with it, how hard I had tried not 
to see that the true name of the quality which first 
met me in his books is Holiness. 
3 
In the prof see to his anthology of MacDonald , Lewis provides a 
sketch of his life (based on the biography by his eon, Dr. Greville 
YsoDonsld ); an assessment of his literary achievement, and some indications 
of his own debt. This chapter is concerned only with Lewis to own 
expression of the spiritual and imaginative intuitions which he found in 
phantastes, and other works especially the C_ stories and Ulith - 
which he calls ' mythopoeia' . An account of Lewis's theology would also 
need to examine the influence of Unspoken Sermons, to which he acknow- 
ledges a debt 'almost as great as one man can owe to another' 
. 
Even in 
the fiction their fundamental influence can be felt. 
YacDonald's influence on Horevtepe and The Great Divorce has 
already been discussed. His contribution to the strange events and crea- 
tures of Narnia is equally apparent. Whet follows is an attempt to show 
that as a purveyor at Christian doctrines through powerful myths and 
symbols he has had on influence on Lewis both deep and extensive. 
As might be expected, the events and figures of Pbantastes made a 
lasting impression an Lewis. Among them are certain potent symbols of 
evil wbioh figur. in the wanderings of Anodoe , first of all in that fairy 
forest where the trees are sentient creatures . Bone, like the Beech Tree 
Woven, eho aid the eanderer in his quest, are benign posers; others are 
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evil spirits, like the malevolent ash which stalks abroad at night, 
But the amt awful of the features were the eyes . These 
were alive, yet not with life. * They seemed lighted up 
with an infinite greed .A gnawing voracity, which 
devoured the devourer, seemed to be the indwelling and 
propelling power of the whole ghostly apparition. 
This picture of the self-devouring nature of sin and evil reappears in 
many of Lewis's tales, from the shadowy sinners of the Regress,, through 
the man-destroyers at That Hideous Strength, to the consuming pride of 
Narnia's White Witch. 
The impression made by the Ash in reinforced in the episodes con- 
cerned with the Paid of the Alder, whose connection with the Green En- 
chantress of The Silver Chair is clear. The climax of Anados's slavery 
to her bewitching sweetness comes when he discovers that she is betraying 
his to his ' awful foe' , the Ash, and that her dazzling beauty is a thin 
facade. The Alder Maid is merely a walking shell, a ghastly mockery, 
hollowed out behind end within by the consuming power of self-love. Only 
later is her true nature made plain to Anodos , 
But the chief thing that wakes her beautiful is this : that, 
although she loves no man, she loves the love, of any man; 
and when she finds one in her power, her desire to bewitch 
him and gain his love (not for the sake of his love either, 
but that she may be conscious anew of her own beauty, 
through the adsiration he manifests )# makes her very lovely 
with a self -destructive beauty, though; for it is that 
which is constantly wearing her away within, till, at last, 
the decay will reach her face, and her whole front, when 
all the lovely mask of nothing will fall to pieces, and she 
be vanished for ever.? 
This image is re-shaped by Levis in the Ghost Dwarf of The Greet Divorce. 
These are not the only symbols of evil. There is the dark house 
of Chapter VIII, in which on osfaous old woean, voicing 0 philosophy as 
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grim as Weston's on Perelandra, declares that 'The light doth but hollow 
a mine out of the infinite extension of the darkness' . There is the aub- 
Sequent fatal curiosity (like Digory's in The Msgioian' Nephew) bringing 
the shadow which falls on Anodos and disenchants all it touches . This 
symbolises a scepticism, rooted in sin, which for all its destructive 
power comes to be cherished by Anodos: 
I began to be rather vain of my attendant, saying to myself, 
"In a land like this, with so many illusions everywhere, I 
need his aid to disenchant the things around mS.... I will 
not see beauty where there is none. I will dare to behold 
things as they really are. And if I live in a waste instead 
of a paradise, I will live knowing where I live. "S 
This is precisely the sentiment impressed by the dwarfs in The Last Battle. 
Images such as these are the dark side of the haunting metaphysics 
of Phantastoo . The influence of its 'goodness' , its 'holiness' , though 
it pervades Lewis's fiction, is harder to demonstrate. Nevertheless, the 
influence of one deeply grounded intuition (it is the core, too, of 
Lilith) oan be confidently assorted. It is the pervasive and climactic 
image of death and re-birth, found so frequently in Lewis's own charac- 
ters - Jobn, Ransom, Jane, Orual, Sustace and many a figure in The Great 
Divorce. It is an image central to all Christian experience, but the 
strange and beautiful form in which it first invaded Lewis's imagination 
is found in the climax of Phentastes s 
Another self seemed to arise, like a white spirit from a 
dead man, from the dumb and trampled self of the post. 
Doubtless, this self must again die and be buried, and 
again, from its tomb, spring a winged child; but of this 
my history as yet bears not the record. Self will come to life even in the slaying of self; but there is ever 
something deeper and stronger than it, which will emerge 
at last from the unknown abysses of the souls will it be 
i15. 
as a solemn gloom, burning with eyes? or a clear 
morning after the rain? or a smiling child # that finds 
itself nowhere, and everywhere? 9 
Spiritual symbolism is not the only link between Phantaates and 
Lewis 'a fiction. Memories of its swiftly-changing segues underlie many 
of his vivid pictures, as later comments are intended to reveal. They 
are particularly evident in Perelandre, The Silver Chair and The Magician's 
Ne phev 
:O 
In the line of 'theological rovanoers' G. K. Chesterton is a link 
between his predecessor, MacDonald, and his suocessor#, Charles Williams and 
C ýg . Lewis . Just as MacDonald 
'a The Princess and the Goblin was a land- 
mark in Chesterton's developmental so Chesterton's The Everlasting Man 
( 92 ) was a landmark for Lewis . The hint it provided for The Pilgrim' a 
Re s has been noted in Chapter III. 
Chesterton was a pioneer ,a prolif io pioneer , in imaginative 
apologetics , and exercises a far-reaching influence on Lewis , his heir. 
They shore a great deal. Both castigate the heterodoxies of their age; 
both find theology in the fairy tale, fantasy and longing; both relish 
analogy, metaphor and parable; both affirm the joy at Christian experience. 
Chesterton, it is true, is more flamboyant, wilder in his flights of 
fancy, more gaily daring in his use of paradox, and, conversely, not such 
a scholar, not so systematic. The brilliant journalist and the witty don 
have their distinctive strengths . 
Herb (190)1, Chesterton's first, and seminal book, an exuberant 
onslaught on the Spirit of the Agog is the prototype of the Regress and 
Screw , and swarms with ideas congenial to Lewis, How apt a comment 
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on B&naoa's aonfliat'pith Weston is this critique of the Shevien Superment 
mr, . shaw cannot understand that the thing which is valuable 
and lovable in our eyes is an - the old beer-drinking, 
creed-making, fighting, failing, sensual, respectable man. 
And the things that have been founded on this creature 
immortally remain; the things that have been founded an 
the fancy of the Superman have died with the dying civili- 
sations which alone have given them birth. 12 
A later passage anticipates the policy of N. I C J. in That Hideous 
$t 
.... the scientific oivilisstion in whioh lac. YcCabs believes has one rather particular defeat; it is per- 
petually tending to destroy that democracy or per of 
the ordinary man in which lac. McCabe also believes. science 
means specialism, and specialism means oligarchy. If you 
once establish the habit of trusting particular men to pro 
duoe particular results in physics or astronomy, you leave 
the door open for the equally natural demand that you 
should trust particular men to do particular things in 
government and the coercing of men. 
13 
Orthoýz (1908), Chesterton's Credo, which corresponds to Levis's 
Surprised by joy, is even more packed with germinal ideas, The following 
aphorism is a neat epitaph for Wither and Prost in That Hideous Strength - 
'Exactly as complete free thought involves the doubting of thought itself, 
so the acceptation of more "willing" really paralyzes the will'. A later 
argument in the same chapter ('The Suicide of Thought') anticipates the 
preface to The Great Divorce t 
every set of will is an act of self-11mitatioa. To desire 
action is to desire limitation. In that sense every act 
is an sot of self-sacrifice, When you choose anything, 
you reject everything else, 
When, in his planetary romances, Lewis attacks the cosmic pessimism 
of Wella he is reviving Chesterton's strictures; 
Herbert ßpenser.... iss an imperialist of the Losest type. 
He popularised this Contemptible notion that the size of 
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the solar system ought to overawe the spirituel dogma 
of man ...., And his evil influence o an be s eon even in the 
most spirited and honourable of later scientific authors; 
notably in the early romances of Mr. H. G. Wells. Many 
moralists have in an exaggerated way represented the 
earth as wicked . But Mr . Wells and his school made the 
heavens wicked. We should lift up our eyes to the stars 
from whenoe would come our ruinll+ 
In Chesterton's fifth chapter, 'The Flag of the World' 
,9 
two of 
Lewis's favourite subject. are treated - the fallacy of Chronological 
Snobbery, and the necessity of metaphor in religious discussion. And, 
more important, if a parallel be needed for the way in which Lewis's ques- 
tions, hopes and fears were answered by Christianity, that chapter's 
eloquent conclusion provides it. 
Again, the view of Nature given in chapter VII, 'The Eternal 
Revolution', is similar to Levis's in Miracles,, and a remark that 'For 
the purpose even of the wildest romance results must be real; results 
must be irrevocable' would stand as a preface to all his tales. 
Chesterton, of course, wove these, and kindred ideas into a number 
of fantasies such as The Yen Who Was Thursday (1908), t Manel+ (1911) and 
The Plying Inn (1914), but to discuss these would take us too far afield. 
Sather let this remark from Orthodamcy sum up his own, and Lewis's 
romances 
The aeons are easy enough to think about, anyone can think 
about thee. The instant is really awful t end it is be- 
cause our religion has intensely felt the instant, that it 
has in literature dealt such with battle and in theology 
dealt such with hell. It is full of danger, like a boys 
boots: it is at an immortal orisis. 15 
Chesterton had a groat influenes on Charles Williams, whose super- 
netnral thrillers eo . nest in the line of the theological rosanoo. 'The 
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most obvious influence on Willisms's stories is that of Gam. Chesterton' 
writes Anne Bidler1, and Lewis includes him among the authors whom 
Williams 'a eemed to have at his fingers' ends' . 
17 
Lewis was drawn to Williams by his novel The Pleas of the Lion, but 
it was not only this, and such novels as The Greater Trumps and All Hallow's 
Eve, that he enjoyed, Since William p as Canon Roger Lloyd puts it, 
'could never, even if be had tried, have written a single line without a 
i8 
religious overtone' 9 Lewis also found an expression of his own convictions 
in William's oritioias and poetry, sad later in his conversation. 
19 You have only to compare William In 'A Dialogue on Hierarchy' with 
Levis In chapter an hierarchy in A Preface to Paradise Lost, or note Lewis 's 
acknmledgment of a debt to William to Milton criticism, 
or 
compare 
21 
Willisas'a remarks on Marlin with the figure depicted in That Hideous 
Strom, to perceive their affinity. Lewis's preface to Sssays Presented 
to Charles Williams and his commentary on the Toliessin poems are, in part, 
an acknowledgment of a personal debt. 
Apart from a oon on liking for fantasy, Chesterton, Williams and 
Lewis share convictions and ideas rather than literary forms . Chesterton's 
romances have a wayward fancy which is inimitable; Williams , for his 
narrative vehicle, draws on occult lore (gained, in part, from the Order 
of the Golden Dawn), and in his poetry develops the Arthurian legend. 
Lewis turns to allegory, to science fiction, to the fairy story. In addi- 
tion, despite his supernatural machinery, Williams , has more of the gifts 
of the true novelist. ffis social realism, and his portrayal of women 
characters, alone, distinguish him from Levis, Sybil Coniageby (The 
ll9. 
Greater Trump), Chloe Burnett (1[any Dimensions )y and Lester Furnivall 
(All Bel. low's Eve) are not parallelled in Levis's fiction. 
Yet these characters embody distinctive Christian insights which, 
it seems , have influenced Lewis as they influenced others who read 
William's books and bee ems his friends. 
Williams attached great significance to the command 'Bear ye one 
anther's burdens' , which was, for him, the key to the Christiana duty to 
low his neighbour. It beoseee the unifying spirit of his fiction and 
poetry (as well as of his own conduct) and he was continually trying to 
work out its iupliostions and express its meaning. In 'The Way of change',, 
a pamphlet published in 1941; 
2he 
argues that the practice of 
bearing one anther's burdens , what he calls the 'principle of exchange, 
substitution, and oo-inherence' , can be made the basis of a deeper 
spiritual fellowship. He believes that this principle, already exemplified 
in social intercourse, in family relationships and in the experience of 
great art, can be given a practical application. By means of voluntary 
compacts we can take over at least a part of each other's anxieties and 
distresses., In this way, Sybil Coningsby helps her bewildered brother, 
and Pauline Anstruthers mystically participates in the sufferings of her 
wo so for . 
Such a compact has two aspects t it involves not only a 'living for 
others' but a' living from others' . As ' was elf is hneas' , the first as pea t 
is an ethical principle frequently involved, es Sorewtepe notes in his 
twentdr-sixth letter. The second espeot is less widely appreoiated, though 
it is sn essential element in the Christian dootriae of the Atonement. It 
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is this concept of 'living from others' which has affected Lewis's later 
novels . 
In Perelandra it is the key to the relationships between Ransom, 
the Queen and the King. Apparently, it is the Queen who bears the burden 
of temptation, and yet, in different ways. Ransom and the King are also 
tested. In their joint deliverance from evil, each has something to give 
and something to receive, and the giving and receiving are of equal value 
and require equal grace. The King receives the dominion of his planet 
from Yoleldil (God )$, with a joy and gratitude all the greater because the 
gift comes to him through Perelandra (the Archangel of Venus ), through his 
Queen, and through Ransom. 
The scope of 'oo-inherence' is illustrated not only by this central 
event, but by the relationship between man and women, as idealised in the 
King and Queen. It is the King who is called upon to name the creatures 
of Perelandre, but his Queen plays an essential part. Bar ignorance of 
the names he coins surprises hunt 
"I had thought these things were coming out of your mind 
into mine, and lo: you have not thought of then at all. 
Yet I think Yaleldil used then to me through you., none 
the less /ay italics .... It may be that in this matter our 
natures are reversed and it is you who beget and I who bear "2' 
The doctrine of 'living from others' is extended in the subsequent 
"meditation' to cover the whole field of 'personal' relationships . Rela- 
tions between the various apeoies of besets, between the different 
'worlds' of rational creatures , and between the elidila (Angela) , all illus- 
trate it. 8o do the inter-relationships of these orders of Creation. 
This is the e1earest instance of the influence of William's prin- 
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oiple of 'oo-inherence', but it also gives a distinctive accent to Lewis to 
treatment of personal relationships in That Hideous Strength and Till We 
Have Faces . 
Through reading The Pleas, of the Lion and the other supernatural 
thrillers, Lewis must also have been impressed by the quasi-mystical 
visions through which Williams reveals the supernatural realm. In Many 
Dimensions there is the Stone from the crown of Solomon which has the 
power to transcend time and space, and bring to its possessors visions 
of the supernal or infernal worlds. In The Greater Trumps, the moving 
chess men, with the associated Tarot cards, bring to their owners power 
over the elements, end impart a mystical knowledge through their enactment 
of the cosmic dance. The closing vision of Perelandra gives the same 
insight into the manifold complexities and inter-relationships of the 
cosmos. In The Great mvorce there is a similar symbolic use of a chess 
board. The visions which bring Till We Have Faces to a close are of a 
rather different kind . 
Among those who not with Williams at Oxford to discuss the art of 
narrative and read wort in progress was J at . R. Tolkien, the friend and 
colleague to whom Lewis dedicated The Screwtape Letters. His children's 
story The Hobbit appeared before the Narnia stories; his adult trilogy 
The Lord of the Bins was not published until 1954, though he had worked 
on it since 1940 and Lewis had seen parts of it in manuscript by 1945.4- 
Of The Lord of the RE Lewis has written: 
If Ariosto rivalled it in invention (in fact he does 
not) he would still lack its heroic seriousness. No 
imaginary world has been projected which is at once 
multifarious and so true to its own inner laws ; none so 
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seemingly objective, so disinfected from the taint of an 
author's merely individual psychology; none so relevant 
to the actual human Situation yet so free from allegory, 
And 'what fine shading there is in the variations of 
style to meet the almost endless diversity of scenes and 
characters - comic,, homely, epic, monstrous, or diabolic. S 
Its relevance 'to the actual human situation' , its Christian sense 
of values, and its treatment of spiritual conflict relate The Lord of the 
in in to the theological romance, though the theology of 'Middle Earth' 
is immanent rather then transcendent. There is no mention of religion: 
both the natural and the supernatural conflicts of which earthly religions 
speak are objectified in the story. It enacts the 'battle of good and evil' . 
Though the characters and scenes of Tolkien'. epic have the variety 
of The Faerie Queenw, Aristotle's demand for unity of action is sufficiently 
set to make possible some indiestion of its plot. 
Many creatures dwell in 'Middle Earth'. Men inhabit its central 
kingdoms of Gondor and Rohen, but half-forgotten races survive on its 
fringes - Elfs in its ancient forests , Dwarfs in its mines , Trolls and 
Oros in its caverns, Hobbits ('halflings') in their remote and secluded 
Shire. White Wizards like Gandslf, and the 'halfelven' rangers like 
Aregata, patrol its borders on mysterious errands. 
Not all its wizards are 'whits', In this 'Third Age' a powerful 
sorcerer, d aurora , the Dark Lord of the eastern realm of Mar dor , is re - 
asserting his malign influence. Binge of Power, forged long ago, have come 
into his possession, and through the agency of his nine 'ringwraithe' he is 
seeking the One Ring which will give him supremacy. 
Frodo, the hobbit, has inherited a magic ring from his uncle, Bilbo, 
and now Gsndalf identifies it so the One king. (artier, as related in 
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The Hobbit, it had long been in the possession of the creature Gollum). 
B. knows that no one can veer it for long without being corrupted by its 
power. Nor can anyone destroy it except in the fires of Yount Doom, in 
Yordor , where it vas forged .A council of Elves , Nan and Hobbits decide 
that it out be destroyed,, and lay this teak upon the 'Fellowship of the 
king' - Frodo, with his servant Sam and his kinsmen Pippin and Nerry, 
Gandalf the Wizard, Aragorn the Ranger, Boromir of Gondor, the Dwarf 
Gisli and the Elf Legolas. 
Book I traces the adventures and dispersal of the Fellowship, Book 
II follows the fortunes of -Bohan and Gondor and the preparations of Sauron. 
Book III deals with the War of the Bing, and recounts Gondor's deliverance, 
first by the cavalry of Rohen and the fleet of Aragorn (revealed as its 
rightful king), and ultimately by Frodo who succeeds in destroying the 
One Ring. 
The overcoming of corrupted power by sacrificial love is obviously 
at the heart of the story, but, as Lewis insists, no simple allegorical 
interpretation will suffice. The characters, the landscapes and the 
adventures are as concrete as epic, and as circumstantial as history. It 
is simply that everything seems part of a metaphysical, as well as a 
physical draw, and that every note sounded carries spiritual overtones. 
The kinship of Tolkien's epie and Levin's fiction is as extensive 
as it is elusive . It is less a matter of 'sources' , or even of ' influence' 
than of a common heritage of myth and legend and a similar imaginative 
response to Christian belief and ethics. Imaginatively and spiritually, 
Tolkien and Levis speak the same language. 
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Ciao qualification is necessary. Though the kinship can be seen in 
Levis to directly religious novels , sad still more in the planetary 
romances , it only forces 
itself on one 'a attention in 'The Chronicles of 
Narnis', for only in Narnia does Lewis follow Tolkien by inventing a world 
of his own. With this in mind, four broad similarities may be diatin- 
guisheds a distinctive sense of values, a 
fondness for populating an 
invented world with 'a diversity of creatures' ,a tests for the 'peculiar 
flavour or quality' of places and objects. end the use mode of traditional 
narrative patterns. 
In Tolkien's treatment of the conflict of good and evil, as in 
Lewis 'is, the struggle is arduous and the issue finely balanced . Crucial 
and agonising choices are thrust upon the characters,, of whom heroic 
qualities are demanded. Loyalty and obedience are fundamental. Courtesy, 
affection, and 'natural piety' mark the sympathetic characters, 
Without 
courage no virtue is unassailable. Roughly, one might say that whereas 
'sincerity' (truth to one's self) is the touchstone of most modern 
novelists - Gide is the typical example - 'honour' 
(truth to received, 
objective values) is the touchstone of Tolkien and the writers of the 
theological romans. The virtues they admire are those depicted in 
Wordsworth's 'Happy Warrior' . 
Tolkien 's moral code is exemplified in Aragorn, Gandalf , Prodo, 
Sam, and prince Faramir of Gondor. Prince Boromir, the wizard Saruman, 
and Denethor (Steward of Gondor ), all, in various ways ,f all sway from it. 
Prodo, through his patience with the despicable Gollum, and his agonizing 
journey to Mount Doom, goes beyond it. Sauron and his slaves seek to 
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pervert and destroy it. 
These are only a few of Tolkien'a 'diversity of oreatures' , not all 
of whom are directly involved in the moral conflict. As in Celtic myth- 
ology, the high Elfs stand rather apart from the human issues. So does 
Tort Bombsdil, a sort of personification of natural forces. So do the 
ancient tree folk, the Ente of the Forest of Fangorn. But they all play 
a vital part in the action. 
As in legend, the beasts also participate in events, of whom the 
most notable are the eagle Gwahair, the horse Shadowfam , and the giant 
spider Shelob. Also sub-human in status (alth(ugh an uncertainty about 
this raises moral difficulties in parts of the epic) are the trolls,, 
goblins and oros who ally themselves with Sauron. 
Much interest arises from the contrasted natures of Elfs, Dwarfs 
and Hobbits . The first we as setherial as their f ores ts , the second ee 
hard as their mines, the third as homely as their Shire. Hobbits are 
Tolkien's own invention. He succeeds superbly in creating a rich and con- 
sistent world for them. Contrast also enhances his treatment of the human 
races in his story, but no complete account is possible here. 
Tolkien believes that the chief pleasure of fantasy lies in the 
artist's exercise of his power as a 'sub-creator',, and Lewis agrees with 
him 
' 
'Middle-Earth' and 'Narnis' show their pleasure in this sort of 
creation. 
It appears also in the detailed geography of their invented worlds, 
for both of which maps are provided, As I have suggested, it is their 
taste for what Lewis calls 'the peculiar flavour or quality' of places 
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(and objects) which feeoinstes them. 
Tolkien, in his essay an 'Fairy 8toriea' 
2,, 7has 
stressed the import- 
ance of 'things' as against people in such toles. Lewis has noted the 
difficulty of talking about thee in a critical vocabulary tailored to the 
realistic, psychological novel. The Times Literary Supplement coined a 
*2 
useful expression in speaking of the 'series of sensations'vhioh writers 
like MacDonald and Lewis leave with the reader. 'Sensation' is the terse 
used by Lewis himself for the complex images which nature and literature 
assumed for him as a boy. Thus he speaks of the 'northernness' of Norse 
saga, and the 'red -s kinnery' of Longfellow's poems. 9 
In the same way one would like to talk of the 'Elfinery' of Tolkien's 
story, of the ' Homeliness' of its Hobbits , the ' glamour' of its wands , 
mirrors , phials , swords , armour , rings etc ., and the 'earthiness' of its 
Dwarfs, and so go on inventing terms to convey the essence of its diverse 
scenes. There is an obvious danger in such 'jargon', but an accepted 
language for those external 'sensations' has not been worked out, as an 
accepted language for the sub-oonsoious had not been worked out when 
Lawrence sought to diverge from the study of 'character' in another, 
internal direction. 
Yet, one must stress, a treatment of Tolkien'a and Levis's fiotian 
which uses only the critical instruments of the realistic novel will never 
come near their essential qualities. 
This is true, also, of their use of traditional narrative patterns. 
The subject demands a separate treatment, but two points can be usefully 
made in closing this survey of the theological romance. 
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First, there are certain stock elements of narrative to which 
fantasy (and the theological romance) naturally turn, and which the 
realistic novel has now largely relinquished to the adventure story. They 
include pursuit, rescues , resurrections , desperate stands. mysterious 
errands, 'boote' in the guise of 'bale', evil coming home to roost, 
premonitory visions # eleventh hour deliverances p 'Possessions'. unmaskings 
and apotheoses. All these could be illustrated from The Lord of the Rings 
and 'The Chronicles of Nernia' . They tend to be combined in larger 
patterns, of which the battle and the quest are most popular. 
Secondly, in the theological romance, these patterns are used for a 
distinctive purpose. They become 'objective co-relatives' of religious 
dogma and experience o This, certainly, is how they have been used by 
MacDonald and Chesterton, Tolkien, Lewis and, to a certain extent, 
Williams. Bar more than in the realistic novel, a plot becomes the 
vehicle of the author's vision. 
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CHAPTER 1 
TILL WE HAVE FACES 
This re-telling of the myth of Psyche , Lewis 's most recent work 
of fiction, has three things in common with D mer, the heroic poem pub- 
lished some thirty years earlier. It embodies a myth in a realistic story, 
traces the spiritual growth of a single character from that character's 
own viewpoint, and occupied Lewis's mind for many years, 
Of Dymer, Lewis has stated, 'what simply "came to me" , was the 
story of a man who, on some mysterious bride, begets a monster t which 
monster,, as soon as it has killed its father., become a god, This story 
arrived , complete l in my mind somewhere about my seventeenth year' 
Till We Have Faces had, also, a youthful origin. 'This re-interpretation 
of an old story, ' writes Levis, 'has lived in the author's mind p thickening 
and hardening with the years,, ever since he was an undergraduate. That 
way, he could be said to have worked at it moat of his life. ' 
2 
Setting his story in the barbarous kingdom of Gloms, somewhere to 
the north of the Greeklands, Lewis makes Orual, the ugly half-sister of 
Istra (Psyche)j, his central figure, The story, which purports to be her 
record of the story of Psyche, consists first of a long complaint against 
the god*, and then of a rather later,, and briefer, recantation. 
The strange title is related to the central theme of the soul's 
encounter with the divine, and derives from Orual's final confession - 
'Haw con they i1e god meet us f ace to f ace till we have f sees ?'3 There 
is an obvious echo of $t. Paul's oft-quoted words,, 'For now we see through 
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a glass darkly; but then face to face'; but both title end story owe 
more to an incident in George MacDonald'a Lilith. Mr. Vane, the narrator 
of that visionary romance, encounters , in one of his excursions into 
'otherworld' , two grotesque figures who are little more than animated 
skeletons. In their desperate attempts to walk, and their faltering 
attempts to help each other, this pathetic pair, some former lord and lady, 
are expiating their sins through a penitential process which may yet endow 
them with spiritual life. As Mr. Vane has it explained to him, 'they are 
pretty steadily growing more oapable, and will by and by develop faces; 
for every grain of truthfulness adds a fibre to the show of their humanity'. 
Thum Orual's story shows how, through re-living her experience and 
wrestling to set it down, an aged, embittered Queen, whose veiled features 
reflect the bleakness of her soul, gains self-knowledge and peace. Life, 
in "a+, & to well-known image , is 'a vale of a oul -methng' 
; 
and Orual, 
through the grains of truth wrung from her, at lost acquires a soul. 
In her earlier narrative, however, she is at pains to indict the 
gods by presenting life as to vale of tears' . Life as a child at her 
father's court was ' poor, nasty, brutish, and short' , but she has deeper 
matters to complain of . 
I will accuse the gods; especially the god who lives an 
the Grey Mountain. That is, I will tell all he has done 
to me from the very beginning, as if I were making my 
complaint of his before a judge. But there is no judge 
between gods and men, and the god of the mountain will 
not answer see. Terrors and plagues are not an answer .7 
The god of the Grey Mountain, it appears. is the son of Ungit, the 
primitive Aphrodite whose temple stands near the banks of the river Shennit 
facing the city at G1ome. There Oruel and her younger sister, Red ival , 
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lived as children at the court of Tron, their father . The King's savage 
temper - he is capable of beating his daughters, sending a faithful ser- 
vant to the mines, or castrating a presumptuous youth - is matched by the 
bleak winters , summer droughts and periodic plagues of an uncertain 
country, and by the dark interior of Ungit's shrine, with its temple pros- 
titutes and blood-stained stone, There is nothing elsewhere in Lewis's 
fiction so stark, naturalistic and plain as these early chapters. 
Only two people are dear to Orual, - the 'Foot' ,a Greek slave not 
free to teach the sisters their letters, end Istra (Psyche) the beautiful 
child of Trom's second wife. The Fact represents the enlightenment (and 
limitations) of Greek rationalism. Hie philosophical dicta, his allegiance 
to Nature and Reason, and his half ashamed enthusiasm for the poets do 
something towards aivilising Orual , though his stoical resignation is 
beyond her, One part of her accepts his teaching, one part is violent 
and rebellious , one part f eels the attraction, and repulsion, of tkigit, 
whose cult is abhorred by the Fox as a false end hateful superstition. 
Lewis's intention is suggested in his brief preface to the novel: 
Recently, what seemed to be the right form presented itself 
and themes suddenly inter looked: the straight tale of 
barbarism, the mind of an ugly women, dark idolatry and 
pale enlightenment at war with each other and with vision, 
and the havoc which a vocation, or even a faith, works an 
human life. 
The antithesis of idolatry and enlightenment is found in Ungit and the 
Fox. The havoc wrought by a vocation is shown in Orual'a love for Psyche. 
Psyche, a child of surpassing beauty, both of body and character, 
leads even the Pox to oonfese, 'I could almost believe that there really 
is divine blood in your family', and to call her 'prettier than Aphrodite 
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herself' . As for Orusl, she W ores Ps yohe : 
I wanted to be a wife so that I could have been her real 
mother. I wanted to be a boy so that she could be in 
love with ate. I wanted her to be my full sinter inateed 
of my half sister. I wanted her to be a slave so that I 
could set her free and make her rich 
0 
Peyohe's beauty leads to her receiving votive offerings from the 
townspeople, and her skill in nursing the Foz through the plague to her 
being credited with heeling powers. She is obliged to 'touch' the 
afflicted townsfolk who threaten the palsoe, and is acclaimed by some as 
a goddess. But when famine, pestilence and drought persist, they turn 
against her, naming her, for her presumption, 'the Accursed' . Then the 
aged priest of Ungit, adding to this list of woes the King's lack of a 
male heir, voices Ungit's displeasure, and insists that the guilty one 
must be found, tied to the Holy Tree on the Grey Mountain, and offered 
as a saorifioe to the 'Shadowbruts' . The victim, though scoursed , must 
also be pure. 
The Paac fights in vain against the dark, confused mythology of 
this superstition. 'Holy wisdom, ' says the priest, 'is not clear and 
thin like water, but thick and dark like blood. Why should the Accursed 
not be both the best and the worst4' 
9 
Troop who has been trembling for his own skin, is inwardly 
relieved when the lot points to Psyche, and brutally crushes Orual's 
frenzied outburst of fury and grief, Yet later, battered and bruised, 
Gruel seizes a sword end attacking the faithful captain, Bardis, who 
guards Psyche's prison, gains by her courage his permission to talk with 
Psyche. There follows the first of the oonversations of Cruel and Psyche 
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which are the core of the book (Chaps VII ,X -XI and X IV). 
The subtlety of these emotional and spiritual oonfliots between 
the two half-sisters lies in the ambivalency of Orual's account. For 
whilst we never depart from her viewpoint, or lose sympathy with her ease, 
her words and attitudes begin to betray the corroding power of a 
possessive love of whose essential selfishness she 
is hardly aware. 
('Love is too young to know what conscience is, ' reads the novel's prof 
10 
tory quotation from Shakespeare. ) The theme is that corruption of affection 
which Lewis discusses in The Four Loves 
Vand had portrayed in The 
Divorce, but here it is seen from the inside. 
Psyche's serenity wounds 0m al. She comes to comfort, not to be 
oomforted, and blindly seeks to shatter Psyche's resignation so that her 
own motherly core may be needed. Psyche can think of others , forgive 
Redival's malicious meddling, and glimpse some high vision which recon- 
ciles the pox's pure, but sterile reasonings with the dark, but vital 
worship of Ungit. Worst of all to Oruel, Psyche half anticipates, in her 
ambiguous role as 'Bride' or 'Victim' of the god, some fulfilment of her 
childhood drew of a golden palace on the mountain top. (We recognize 
this 'longing for hone' as one of Lewis 'a recurrent themes), '"I em 
going to ay lover, ' she cries . '"I only see that you have never loved 
as , "' Orual complains . '" It may well 
be you are going to the gods . You 
are becoming oruel like thee. " ' 
12 
psyche's 'cruelty' haunts the visions which assail Orual while she 
raves in fever through the days of longed-for rain that follow Psyche's 
sacrifice. Then, to rouse her from apathy, Bardis teaches her swordsman- 
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ship, and when she recovers strength accompanies her on her self-imposed 
mission to recover any relies of Psyche from the Tree. They find none. 
But below it, in 'the secret valley of the god' , se Bardia calls it, 
psych* herself stands radiant beyond the stream. Her crucial encounter 
with Orual follows. 
Gradually, said Psyche's story of her strange transportation to 
the valley and of the mysterious bridegroom who comes to her by night, a 
fundamental barrier to the happiness of their re-unim is forced on them. 
psyche, in bridal robes , is already in the marble palace of the divine 
husband to whom her obedience is now due, offering wine and oaken to her 
guest. Orual still sits on a rook in the f ores t, eating berries and 
accepting water from the cupped hands of a ragged Psyche, watching the 
rain glisten on both their faces. In vain Orual strives to force Psyche 
from her mad 'delusioul - 'the world had broken in pieces and Psyche and 
I were not in the s am piece' . 
13 
Of this oruoiel enoounter Lewis writes: 
The central alteration in my own version consists in 
making Psyche's palace invisible to normal, mortal eyes - 
if "making" is not the wrong vord for something which 
f oroed its elf upon met almost at my first reading of the 
story s as the way the thing must have been* This o hange , 
of course, brings with it a more ambivalent motive and a 
different oharacter for my heroine and finally modifies 
the whole quality of the tale . 
14 
Against the evidence of Orusi's senses stands the indelible 
impression of Psyche's radiant joy, of her manifest health and strength, 
and of her never-yet-questioned integrity. But jealousy, need, soeptioism, 
horror possess Orval. 'I saw in a flash that I must choose one opinion or 
the other; and in the same flash knew whioh I had chosen. ' 
15 
Psyches 
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' madness' is the straw at which she grasps, She hurls waves of emotion 
at psyche's 'vile' 'obsession' in a frantic effort to sweep her away, but 
they break on Psyche's rook-like assurance, and new-found marital 
obedience, 
The Gleaning of the parable Lewis has devised is probably this . 
Faith precedes knowledge. Psyche has believed in her heavenly palace and 
now sees it; believes in her unseen husband and will one day see him, 
Orual has not believed and does not see; does not see and will not 
believe. It is not that faith is demanded without evidence, but that the 
evidence is the witness of spiritual beauty and super-human love. The 
divine is a dark 'mystery' (to this such Ungit truly testifies) but one 
which, in the words of G. K. Chesterton, 'branches forth in all directions 
Had Orual deferred to Psyche's evident with abounding natural health':? 
spiritual grace she too would, presumably, have seen. Now she is left to 
clutch at mutually incompatible theories to explain away-Psyche's 
testimony. Human affection has fought the claims of a higher love and , 
out off from its fountain head, is poisoned. 
What MacDonald says of the Rich Young Man att. xix, 16-22) may 
be applied to Orual t 
A time comes to every man when he must obey, or make such 
refusal - and bow it.... Tha time will comes, God only 
knows its hour, when he will see the nature of his deed, 
with the knowledge that he was dimly seeing it so even 18 when he did itt the alternative had been put bef or* M. 
It is Lewis's theme of the crucial choice. 
Book across the stream, in the twilight, Orual sees, for a moment, 
the palace. But is it a true seeming? Siren as she doubts it fades 9 and 
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again she arraigns the gods. 'They net the riddle and then allow a 
seeming that o en't be tested and can only quicken and thin ken the tor- 
menting whirlpool of your guess aork. 6 
19 
Her friends have their own explanation of Psyohe's husband -a 
divine monster hints Bard is ,a cunning outlaw insists the Pom. Orusl, 
therefore , plans to re-visit Psyche to rescue her from infamy and shame : 
'there is a love deeper than theirs who seek only the happiness of their 
zQ 
beloved' la her self-justifiostion. The Pox, in this st lesat, gees more 
deeply: 'There's one part love in your heart, and five ports anger, and 
seven parts pride: 
1 
Orual'a theories are on insult that Psyche with agonized charity 
surmounts , but then, tormented by Orusl' a self -. wounding and her threat to 
kill them both; 
ähs is tortured into disobedience end oonaents to destroy 
her own happineeat 
"Oh, Orual - to take my love for you, beo&uss you know it 
goes down to may very roots and oannot be diminished by any 
other, newer love, and then to make of it a tool, a weapon,. 
a thing of policy and mastery, an instrument of torture..., * 23 
Orual is adopting the tactics employed by the possessive . other and the 
'Tragedian' of The Great Ddvoro. 
%ut 
se are seeing this moral blackmail 
from the other aide. 
The God's wrath and Psyche's lamentations follow. In blazing splen- 
dour the god appears to Orua1 though she still resists the light he throws 
on her motives : 
" Now Ps yobs goes out in exile . Now she must hunger and thirst and tread hard roads, Those against whom Io annot fight must do their will upon her. You, women, shell 
know yourself end your work. You also shall be Psyobe M 25 
1%. 
Knowing that her conduct will not bear his scrutiny, nor her story 
his soepticiam, Orual withholds the truth from the Fox and strives to 
remake Psyche in her memory as she would have had her. 
Outwardly l things go well for her. During the long illness leading 
to the King's death she strengthens her right to the throne, assisted by 
the Fox's wise counsel and Bardia's loyal service. She makes a clever 
compact with the new, rationalising priest of Ungit. She adopts a veil 
which gradually lends her mystery, authority, even dread. She challenges 
and kills in personal combat the neighbouring king who demands the 
surrender of his rebel brother, winning her people's favour and then 
marrying Rsdival to her new ally. After her father's death she effects 
many ref orme , reorganizes the kingdom, defeats its enemies and restores 
its fortunes 13haps XVI, KX) . 
In all thin, as indeed throughout the book, we regard her with 
considerable sympathy and even admiration. So do the Fox and Bardis, 
who spend their intelligence and energy in her service. Inwardly empty, 
and fruitlessly seeking nova of Psyche, whose weeping haunts her, she 
nevertheless achieves a certain equilibrium. 
This is ultimately shattered by an experience which comes to her 
in old age and leads her to write a final indictment of the gods. Touring 
neighbouring real=., she finds an isolated shrine where a cult of Iatra 
(Psychs) hen sprung up. The story told her by the priest of the shrine 
(substantially the version of Apuleius) maddens her with its distortions 
and its theory of jealousy. To the crimes of the gods against her she now 
. adds 
this , that 'they have now sent out a lying story its which I was given 
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no riddle to guess, but knew and saw that ahe was the god 'a bride, and 
of my own will destroyed her, and that for jealousy. ' 
She thus concludes ; 
I say, therefore, that there is no creature (toad, 
scorpion, or serpent) so noxious to man as the gods. Let 
them answer my charge if they can. It may well be that, 
instead of answering, they'll strike me mad or leprous or 
turn me into beast, bird, or tree. But will not all the 
world then know (and the gods will know it knows) that 
this is because they have no answer! 27 
She closes her narrative, like the hero of Henley's poem Inv46%J U%A% , 
with a dramatic defiance of the gods. In 'the fell clutch of circums tanoe' 
her head is 'bloody but unbowed' . 
In the shorter, second part of the narrative (four chapters as 
against twenty-oae) the coil Orual hen wound is unwound: 
Not many days have passed since I wrote those words No 
answer, but I must unroll my book again .... To leave it as 
it is would be to die perjured; I know so much more than 
I did about the women who wrote it. 2$ 
No sooner had the act of writing made her re-live her experience 
than a succession of blows crumbled her self-satisfaction. First the 
eunuch, Taring kedival's former admirer, now a prosperous ambassador, puts 
it into Orual's mind that her false and foolish sister may have suffered 
loneliness through her own neglect and merits some pity. Then, while 
Orual toils over her writing (sifting motives like one sorting a mound 
of mingled grain), Bardia falls ill, and she wakens to the knowledge of 
the pitiless, jealous demands she had made on his time and energy. He 
dies,, and her devouring love for him, now exposed., trembles at the bitter 
complaints of the wife whose husband, in all but the bond of marriage, 
she had monopolised. I 'You're full fed. Gorged with other men's lives; 
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women's too. Bardia's; mine; the Fox's; your sister's; both your 
sister. ' ;+ 1-29 
Some days later her presence at the rite of the Year's birth leads 
her to note the strange comfort simple folk derive from Ungit, and, sig- 
nificantly, not from the statuette of Aphrodite newly imported from 
Greece but from the bloody and shapeless stone. Its faceless surface, 
in which a thousand fsoes may be imagined , obsesses bar. "Who is Ungit? " 
she asks* 
The answer comes in one of those strange via ions , or 'aeeings' , 
which now assail her even in daylight. Taken by the king her father to 
the bowels of the earth, ahe gazes into a mirror in which the reflection 
of her ruinous f ace, lilts that of some spider gorged with men's lives , 
wrings from her the cry a1 as Ungit" . 
Waking, she goes to drown herself in the Shennit, but the voice 
of the god restrains her; 
"You cannot esoape Ungit by going to the deadlands, for 
she is there also. Die before you die. There is no chance 
of ter ; 30 
Brooding over this, she resmhes this interpretations 
, to say that I was Ungit meant that I was as she; greedy, 
blood-gorged. 
She fears that 'the gods will not lave you.... unlees you have.... beauty 
of soul 
31 
Another vision (Louis's interpretation of the task of gathering 
wool fron the golden rase) stakes her despair of acquiring this beauty, 
but gives her a new insight into the nature of divine wrath. Yet still 
she olinp to the contort that she had at least loved Psyche truly, and 
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reads over her own account of the love she lavished on bar. But the 
self-deception bee worn thin. 
So, when she is granted the opportunity in another 'vision' to 
present her oars to the gods, her deeper motives gush out in terrible, 
damning frankness - her hatred of their beauty, their 'theft' of Psyche's 
love, their gift to her of an enlightenment denied herself s 
But to hear a chit of a girl who had (or ought to have had) 
no thought in her head that I'd not put there, setting up 
for s seer and a prophetess d next thing to a goddess.... 
how could anyone endure iti . 
.. 
What should I care for some 
horrible, new happiness which I hadn't given her and which 
separated her from melt Do you think I wanted her to be 
happy that wayl.... Did you ever remember whose the girl 
was? She was mine* Mine, do you not know what the word 
means 433]än ! You're thieves , seduoers.... 34 
This # her reel 
'word',, is its own condemnation, as Orual realises ; 
Till that word can be dug out of us,, why should they he 
godg% hear the babble that is think we mean Sow can they 
seat us face to face till we have faces? 35 
Then, in the vision, the Fox appears, not to condemn her, but to 
shame her by confession. He had a part in her error. His own teaching 
had ignored the necessity of saorifioe, which Ungit's priest, however 
darkly, had perceived. Orusl protests the Fox's love for her, and con- 
fesses that she knew his 'reasons' for not returning to his beloved 
ßreeoe, when he was freed, were only rationalisations of his pity and love 
for her. 
With the Pox as inspired chorus, Cruel now watches a final series 
of visions in which Psyche performs unscathed those tasks of which Cruel 
had borne some of the anguish. A final vision sums up the storys 
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And now Psyche must go down into the deadlands to get 
beauty in a casket from the Queen of the Deadlands , from 
death herself; and bring it book to give it to Ungit 
ao that Ungit will become beautiful. But this is the 
law for her journey . If , for any f ear or favour or love 
or pity, she speaks to anyone on the way, then she will 
never come back to the sunlit lands again, -3(0 
Past the people pleading with her to be their goddess, peat the Foot with 
his soeptiool reasoning, Psyche walks unflinching, but when she meets 
Orual, holding out her blood-stained arms , she is more severely tested. 
Orual sees that she was Fayahe's worst enemy. As the beauty of the gods 
is increasingly revealed, says the Fox, jealous mortals '"mother and wife 
and child and friend will all be in league to keep a soul from being 
united with the Divine Nature. " ' 
37 
psyche returns, deified, bearing the casket of beauty, which Orual 
penitently reosives. Bowed in awe before the glorious god who now comes 
to judge, she hears only these words as she glimpses two beauteous 
reflections in the pool - 'You also are Psyche' . 
Here, Gruel's account, preserved by Amon the priest, breaks off 
near the and of a comment which death halted. 
In assessing the place of Till We Have Faces among Levis's work, 
The Time. Literary Supplement remarked that 'As a religious allegory Till 
We Have Faces does not rank with The Pilgrim's Ne rees or The Great 
Divorce' 
3 Band this is a rase onable estimate . Yet its merits must not be 
overlooked. The same review speaks approvingly of the 'unforced narrative 
of the earlier part of the book', though here this commentary has not done 
justice , for ex seple , to the finely executed portrait of the Fos , or the 
many skilful adaptations Of the source material. 
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The limitation imposed by having Orual as mouthpiece, though this 
is essential to the conception, partly accounts for the comparatively 
weaker impact. The style is chastened and the narrative line undeviating. 
More important, the moments at which the recalcitrant elements of the 
myth fuse with the spiritual intention are rarer and their emotional 
power less than in the earlier novels. 
The failure of Ungit to fulfil her symbolic function is partly to 
blame* The imagination is puzzled., and in danger of being side-tracked,, 
by the untypically Laurentian flavour of this dark goddess. Ungit's 
erotic associations prove largely irrelevant, and Orual's subsequent 
identification with her is liable to puzzle or mislead. The explicit 
point that Orual, like her, is gorged with the blood of men, sad the less 
overt identification with Cupid's angry mother in the original tale, is 
ingenious rather than satisfying. Moreover, as a symbol of the necessity 
(existentially, that is) of sacrifice, that 'without shedding of blood 
there is no remission ' ffib . ix , 22) , Ungit has serious drawbacks. 
Yet, though the work is flawed, its intention is ambitious and 
worthwhile. Self-justification is the subtlest and most recalcitrant 
foe of spiritual enlightenment. The art was to lie in presenting Orual's 
core of self-complacency and selfish love so subtly, and so sympathetically 
sad in allowing her to document such an impressive case against the gods, 
that its subsequent disintegration would shatter the like defences in the 
reader. It is as if the Ghost Dwarf of The Great Divorce had been allowed, 
from the start, to tell the story of his marriage to a saint from his own 
point of 'FLOW. 
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The retrospective light thrown by the recantation is interesting 
both technically and theologically. Readers will follow Levis's 'message' 
with varying degrees of success and pleasure, but none, perhaps , will 
escape some mingled shook of novelty and recognition at the surprise 
sprung by the second part. Orual, in her own way, illustrates G. K. 
Chesterton's testimony to the coming of faith, that in its beam 'The 
whole land was lit up, as it were, back to the first fields of my child- 
hood'. 
39 
Not unworthily, the novel rounds off Levis's didactic quartet, 
his epistles to the soepU. os, addressed to those who, like Orual, in 
Milton's words t 
doubt His ways not just, 
As to His own edicts found contradioting; 
Then give the reins to wandering thought, 
Regardless of His glory's dininntion, 
Till, by their own perplexities involved, 
They ravel more, still less resolved, 40 But never find self -e a tis f ying solution, 
In Chapter U Till We have Faces will be compared with Francois 
Ueurieo'a -The Knot of Vipers,, which treats the a acme theme in a contemporary 
Setting. 
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CHAPTER X 
TEE PY. ANETAbtY BOYAMF. 9 
Lewis to planetary romances, Out of the Silent Planet (1938) 9 
Perelandra (1943), and That Hideous Strength (1945), form a trilogy on 
the theme of the 'cosmic war',, with Elwin Ransom, the Cambridge philolo- 
gist, as their central figure. They have a triple origin - psychological, 
theological and literary. 
Their psychological origin lies, according to Surprised by Joy, 
in Lewis's boyhood. He frankly admits that his early, obsessive interest 
in the planets probably had a psycho-enelytioal explanation. (This is 
not to say that the imaginative and intellectual features of his later 
romances can be completely interpreted in terms of this early obsession). 
The idea of other planets exercised upon me then a 
peculiar, heady attraction, which was quite different 
from any other of my literary interests. Most 
emphatically it was not the romantic spell of Des Fere. 
"Joy" (in my technical sense) never darted from More or' 
the loon. This was something coarser and stronger. 
The interest, when the fit was upon me, was ravenous., 
like a lust. This particular coarse strength I have 
come to accept as a mark that the interest which has it 
is psychological not spiritual; behind such a fierce 
tang there lurks, I suspect, a psychoanalytical 
explanation. I may perhaps add that may own planetary 
romances have been not so much the gratification of 
that fierce curiosity as its exorcism. The scoroism 
worked by reconciling it with, or subjecting it to, 
the other, more elusive, and genuinely imaginative, 
impulse. That the ordinary interest in soientifiotion 
is an affair for pe yohoanalya is is borne out by the 
feat that all who like it, like it thus ravenously, 
and equally by the feet that those who do not, are 
often nauseated by it. The repulsion of the one sort 
has the same o oarse strength ae the fascinated interest 
of the other and is equally a tell-tale. 1 
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Lewis does not make the connection himself , but this ravenous 
appetite for planetary 'ecientifiction' would seem to be an aspect of that 
'passion for the Occult' which he discusses in Surprised by joy., when 
describing the influence exercised on him by the matron at Chartres. It 
was a 'ravenous, quasi-prurient desire for the Occult, the Preternatural 
as such' 
3 
which revived in Lewis , at Ox. f ord, of ter the 1914-18 War , under 
the influence of Yeats and Maeterlinck. He expressed it, and rejected it, 
through the magician who tempts Dymer, . Later,, Lewis says., he"tried to 
describe it in a novel' . This is a reference to That Hideous Strength, 
where a link with the planetary theme is explicitly made. Through the 
' meorobee' (evil,, spiritual beings) Mark S tudd oo kf eels the lua t for the 
extra-terrestrial and the Occult combined -a desire that 'leaped to him 
across infinite distances with the speed of light.... eelt, bleok, 
i-r 
ravenous'. 
one 'genuinely imaginative impulse' by means of which Lewis exor- 
oie ed this heady impulse was his interest in astrology and the medieval 
picture of the cosmos. This lore,, familiar to him through his studies of 
the Middle Ages and the Renaisssnee7oontributes such to his conception 
of Malecendra and Perelandrs, and effects the structure and themes of all 
three planetary romances. 
Much of their supernatural 'machinery' and psychological symbolism 
is a theological and imaginative transmutation of astrology. He evinces, 
like Fblat in his well-known suite, an intimate knowledge of the Medieval 
view of the planets . He had already displayed this in his essay 'The 
Alliterative Metre'; where he supplies a specimen peonage which renders 
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their 'oharaoters' with considerable euooeae. He says , in the same 
essay, that 'the ohsraoters of the planets, as oonoeived by medieval 
astrology, seem to me to have s permanent value as spiritual symbols - 
to provide a phanomenologie des Geistes whiah is specially worthwhile in 
our own generation. Of Saturn we know more than enough. But who does not 
need to be reminded of Jove. 2'7 In the planetary romances, medieval 
astrology is frequently used as a source of spiritual symbols, particularly 
in the alosing episodes of That Hideous Strength. 
Lewis goes further than this, however, and revives aspects of that 
Medieval 'world picture' which have been described for us by such scholars 
8 
as A. O. Lovejoy and E @W ;W. Tillyard 
9 The major concepts noted by 
Tillyard - the Chain of Being, the Corresponding planes and the Cosmic 
Dente - all figure in these romances . Lewis 's universe is packed 'full 
0 
of life', organic, rational and spiritual; the recurrent concept of 
'hierarchy' continually draws attention to correspondences between these 
levels; the final vision of all three romances is conveyed in terms of 
a celestial dame,, In Out of the Silent Planet and That Hideous Strength 
these concepts are frequently in mind. In Perelandra they provide a 
pattern for the whole work. 
This revival of archaic ideas is, of course, attended by difficul- 
ties and dangers, Cosmic concepts based originally on Ptolemaic astronomy 
are applied to the Copernican molar system and the twentieth century 
picture of the galaxies . Inevitably, they experience stresses and strains, 
and yet, aesthetically at least, the result is not so odd as one might 
expect. An expansion of the scale of time and space sets one free from 
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twentieth century preconceptions. In a 'world like Malaosndre, whose 
oivilised history spans the geological epoobs , we shake off what Lewis 
if 
calls our 'chronological snobbery' . The medieval and modern pictures , 
seen from afar, have equal claims to consideration. The twentieth 
century, in its pursuit of phystoal phenomena, may have become dead to 
metaphysical realities of which earlier centuries were aware. 
Lewis seems to have been interested from an early age in the theo- 
logical implications of the scientific picture of the cosmos . He was not 
the first to consider the problems it raises and the speculations it 
invites . Medieval theology and modern science had already met in the 
seventeenth century, and an examination of the issues then discussed 
provides an interesting background to Lewis 'a planetary romances . 
The treatment, in philosophy and fiction, of the cosmic voyage end 
'the plurality of worlds' has recently aroused considerable interest, 
Marjorie }lope Nioolson mainly describes the moon voyage in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, but has something to say of recent writers, 
including Lewis. Roger Lanoelyn Green, who deals with planetary, as well 
as moon, voyage, is particularly informative about more recent fiction. 
Roger Shackleton throws light on the course and antecedents of the seven- 
teenth century debate on 'the plurality of worlds', 
12. 
All three reveal that many of the theological implications of 
Levis's planetary romances were anticipated by seventeenth century works 
on the moon voyage and the plurality of worlds. These, which arose from 
Galileo's revolutionary discoveries, seem to have been stimulated by the 
first English translation (1634) of Luoian's two cosmic voyages 9 the True 
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History and the Ioaromenippus. originating in Lucian, (with sidelights 
from Cioero's Somnium Scipionis and Plutarch's De Facie in orbs Lungre), 
the tradition runs via the Cardinal Nicholas of Cuss's Do doota ignorentis, 
which taught the movement of the earth and the plurality of worlds , 
through Giordano Bruno, Campanella and Charles Sorel to Johan Kepler's 
Somnium (published posthumously in 1634), with byways in Ariosto, 
Rabelais., Cervantes and others . Most popular and influential in the 
seventeenth century was the story of Domingo Gonseles' flight to the 
moon by the aid of 'games' (a species of wild swan), as told in Bishop 
Godwin's The Man in the Moons (published 1638). Almost as popular was 
the serious discussion it immediately provoked in John Wilkins's The 
Disooyery of a World in the Moons (1638). Perhaps the topic is most often 
recalled today through the satiric moon voyage of Cyrano de Bergerac, and 
the elegant and amusing Conversations of Fontenelle. 
13 
But it is , undoubtedly, the work of John Wilkins , later Bishop of 
Chester, 
4(the 
primary source of both Cyrano and Fontenelle), that holds 
most interest for the student of Lewis ; and that not so much in his 
influential account of the Your several ways' in which apace-flights 
might be effected as in his speculations regarding the possibility, and 
implications # of a plurality of worlds, 
The full title of Wilkins's fascinating work, published anonymously 
in 1638, is 'The Discovery of a World In The Moore. Or, A Discourse 
Tending, To Prove, that 'tis probable there may be another habitable World 
º5 
in that Planet. ' Its argument is carried forward by means of a number of 
'Propositions' , of which the second (particularly applicable to Levis's 
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romances) asserts, 'That a plurality of worlds doth not contradict any 
principle of reason or faith' , whilst the thirteenth maintains, ' That 'tis 
probable there may be inhabitants in this other World, but of what kinds 
they are is uncertain' . 
Wiltine'a speculations raise many of the issues involved in Out of 
the Silent Planst and Perelandre, particularly those relating to the 
status of rational inhabitants of other worlds, 'concerning whom, ' he 
writes, 'there might be many difficult questions raised, as whether that 
place be more inconvenient for habitation than our World (as teplar 
thinks*) whether they are the seed of +, whether they are there in a 
blessed estate, or also what meanee there may be for their salvation, 
with many other euch uncertain enquiries , which I shall willingly 
omit, 0 ... 
' I ý6 Later., he pushes his speculations furthers and oontinuee 
Wherefore Campanella's second conjecture may be more 
probable, that the inhabitants of that world, are not 
men as we are, but some othere kinds of oreatures which 
bears some proportion, and likeness to our natures. Or 
it may be, they are of a quite different nature from any- 
thing here below, such as no imagination can describe; 
our understandings being capable only of euch things as 
have entered by our senses., or else such mixed natures as 
may bee composed from them. Now, there may be many other 
species of creatures besides those that are already knowne 
in the world; there is a great chasms betwixt the nature 
of men and Angels; It may bee the inhabitants of the 
Planets are of a middle nature between both these. Tie 
not improbable that God might create some of all kindee, 
that so he might more oompleatly glorifis himselfe, in 
the wori a of his Power and Wisdoms . 
17 
The relevance of this passage to the Ransom trilogy is at once 
apparent. The planetary romances give 'a local habitation and a new, 
to these speculations regarding alien creatures, and attempt to illuminate 
the 'many difficult questions' raised by Wilkins, and by later and lees 
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pious, space-anti-time philosophers. They are an imaginative answer, 
by a more daring metaphysician, to those 'Uncertain Enquiries, which, ' 
says john Wilkins, 'I shall willingly omit'. 
I have no evidence that Lewis had read Wilkine'a book when he 
came to write the Ransom stories,, but his own views on these questions,, 
as expressed in chapter VII of Mis axles , resemble those of Wilkins , and 
recall many of the themes of the romances . 
Iß 
He begins by alluding to a widely-held modern opinion that 'now 
that we know the real immensity of the Universe' we can no longer believe 
in miraculous interventions on Man's behalfz 'We have discovered our 
insignifioanoe and can no longer suppose that God is so drastically con- 
cerned in our petty affairs' .g He contests the popular supposition that 
% 
the immensity of the universe has only recently become apparent, end 
points out that it was discussed by such writers as Ptolemy, Boethius end 
Dents, For him, the problem is rather why the 'spatial insignificance of 
Earth.... ahould suddenly in quite modern times have been set up es a 
stock argument against Christianity and enjoyed, in that capacity, a 
20 brilliant career' " The conception of infinite space, and therefore of 
the Barth's relative insignificaaoe, follows, he suggests, from the three- 
dimensional character of our apprehension of reality, and gives rise to 
the problem of whether this infinite space is empty or contains bodies. 
He continues: 
It it were empty, or if it contained nothing but our 
own Sun, then that vast vacancy would certainly be used as 
an argument against the very existence of God. Why, it 
would be asked, should He create one speck and leave all 
the rest of space to nonentity? If , on the other hand. 
we find has we actually do) countless bodies floating in 
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space, they must be either habitable or uninhabitable. 
Now the odd thing is that both alternatives are equally 
used as objections to Christianity, If the universe is 
teeming with life other than ours , then this,, we are 
told, makes it quite ridiculous to believe that God could 
be so concerned with the human race as to 'oome down from 
Heaven' end be made man for its redemption. If., on the 
other hand, our planet is really unique in harbouring 
organic life, then this is thought to prove that life is 
only an accidental by-product in the universe and so 
again to disprove our religion. It seems that we are 
hard to please. 
The conception of 'a universe teeming with life other than ours' , 
and its possible bearings on the Christian doctrine of redemption, is 
particularly relevant to Lewis 's first two planetary romances . 
After further discussion of these two objections to Christianity, 
in which he notes that 'It is a profound mistake to imagine that 
Christianity ever intended to dissipate the bewilderment and even the 
terror, the sense of our nothingness , which come upon us when we think 
about the nature of things', Lewis reverts, in terms reminiscent of 
Wilkins, to the doctrine of redemption, as effected by the possibility 
of life on other worlds s 
The sceptic asks how we can believe that God so 
'come down' to this one tiny planet. The question would 
be embarrassing if we knew (1) that there are rational 
creatures on any of the other bodies that float in 
apace; (2) that they have lp like us, fallen and need 
redemption; (3) that their redemption suet be in the 
same node as ours; (4) that redemption in this mode has 
been withheld from then. But we know none of them. The 
universe may be full of happy lives that never needed 
redemption. It say be full of lives that have been 
redeemed in the very ease mode se our oRn. It may be 
full of things quite other than life in which God is 
interested though we are not. 
In these passages from Mir_ Lewis seems to have his planetary 
romanso in mind. Out of the Silent Planet is aonosrneä with 'happy liven 
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that never needed redemption'; Perelendra with the redemption, or, 
rather, preservation, of rational creatures on Venus, where the these of 
'Paradise Retained' is related to Christian theology. 
This discussion of Miracles and the seventeenth century interest 
in the 'plurality of worlds' has been designed to show that Lewis's blend 
of theology and planetary voyage is not the isolated freak of fancy which 
at first it seem. Lewis 's originality lies, rather, in his employment 
of certain features of current scienes fiction to give his reformulation 
of the seventeenth century debate a contemporary appeal. 
When Lewis wrote Out of the Silent Planet, science-fiction, despite 
its respectable antecedents in Jules Yarns and H. G. Wells q was still 
largely confined to the sensational pulp magazines of America. In the 
'thirties only Olaf Stapledon, in his cosmic 'histories' , had brought a 
powerful intellect and a sweeping imagination to bear on it. In Last and 
Virst On (193l) he had traced Man's development beyond a World State and 
catastrophic stork wars into the almost limitless future. Man literally 
'resakes' himself many times, and gains radically new powers until, after 
the lapse at geological epochs , he begins new phases of his history on 
Vent. and, ultimately, an Neptune. In Star Maker (1937), Stapledon had 
scanned an even vaster horizon. His narrator, after numerous visits to 
worlds remote in space and time, sows gradually towards a merger with 
the Cosmic Mind. Finally, he becomes aware of our own apace-time. cosmos 
sa only one of innumerable other 'universes' created by a transcendent and 
prolific Deity. 
In The Abolition of Man ß944) , Lewis reveals himself as 'a man 
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rather prone to think of remote futurity man who can read Mr, Olaf 
21 
Stapledon with delight' . Yet Stapledon (whose prolific ideas figure 
unacknowledged in much of subsequent science-fiction) has had 
lees 
influence on his then one might have expected, He contributes , but not 
exclusively, to the 'planetary imperialism' of the scientist, 
Weston, the 
theme of 'man-moulding' in That Hideous Strength, and to the general dis- 
taste evinced by Lewis for a godless 'soientiam' . The main ideas and 
patterns of Lewis's artistically concentrated romances had been formu- 
lated before he read Stapledon's gigantic sketches. 
Both writers, in fact, owe a debt to H. G. Wella, but whereas 
$tapledon exploits the cosmic sweep of The Time Machine and An Outline 
of History, Lewis responds to the strongly symbolic element in the 
patterns and images of The War of the 
Worlds and The First Yen in the Moon. 
Levis's acquaintance with Wells's early scientific romances goes 
back to his early reading at preparatory school in 1908 and the years 
immedistely following. In Surprised by Joy, after referring to his 
schoolboy taste for fiction of the Quo type, he remarks , 'What has 
worn better , and what I took to at the some times is the work of Rider 
Haggard; end also the "acientifiction" of H. G. Wells'. He was helped to 
understand Wells by his uncle, A. W . Hamilton, who 'told me all the science 
I could then take in' and 'thus provided the intellectual background' 
22 
23 
The ooamio stories, notably The First Men in the Moon and The War of the 
Worlds? seem particularly to have fascinated him, and his brief preface 
to out of the Silent Planet aolmowledgee their Influence : 
Certain alighting reference, to earlier stories of this 
type which will be found in the following pages have 
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been put there for purely dramatic purposes . The author 
would be sorry if any reader supposed he was too stupid 
to have enjoyed Mr. H. G. Wells "s fantasies or too ungrate- 
ful to aoknowledge his debt to them. 
Externally, Lewis's debt to Wells is two fold. First there are 
the borrowings , or modifications, of the 'technical' features of his 
stories,, some of which had been used by earlier writers of planetary 
Voyages. They include the pseudo-scientific force used to motivate the 
rocket (W ells's 'favorite' and Lewis's 'Weston Rays' ); the first 
encounter with the inhabitants of another world (Wells's Selenitee , 
Lewis's some and hrossa ); and the creation of a landscape and creatures 
in keeping with the supposed characteristics of the satellite or planet 
(Wells is account of More and the physiology of his Martians, Lewis's 
account of the Mal eo endriena) . 
Secondly, and more important, is Wells's practice (again not now) 
of comparing, directly or obliquely, the imagined social order with that 
of Sarth, as in Cavorts interview with the Grand Lunar -a tradition which 
goes back to Gulliver's conversations with the Emperor of Brobdingnag, and 
beyond. This appears, very much transformed, in the interviewe of Ransom, 
])*vine and Weston with the Oyarea of Mslaaandra, 
5 
There are further speoifio debts to Welle . The Selenites , whose 
z4 
'knowledge is stored in distended brains', and partioularly the Grand 
Lunar hieeelf, lead to 'The Bead' in That Hideous Btrenxth, a 'aresture' 
who eyolcee the DOMS mingled horror and f aeoinotion: 
7 The asoent of Bedford 
and Csvor to the moon's surface otter their battle with the Selenitee 
anticipates 8aasoa'2 ascent of the caverns of Tai Harendrimar after his 
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fight with Weston: 
8 There is the some specialisation of funotion among 
the varieties of the Selenites as among the three ranee of Malacandra. 
Finally, Bedford and Cavor, 'the comic scientist and the jaunty end 
painfully clubbable man' Si VS. Pritchett calls them; 
-are forerunners 
of Devine and Weston. 
Yet these, and other features , are used for different enda then 
those Wells had in mind, for all the moral and philosophical implications 
are Lewis's own . In The First Men in the Moon Wella ,a peculating about 
the future of applied science, feels the lure of a terrestrial imperialism. 
Admittedly, he is sometimes abashed by his vision of the destruction 
likely to accompany the exercise of Man's increasing power., but his 
attitude to Bedford's aggressive and greedy. outbursts is ambiguous. 
'What a home for our surplus population: '3soya the intoxicated Bedford of 
the moon. Later, he plans to 'put the thing on a sounder footing. Come 
book in a bigger sphere with guns' 
3) 
This glimpse of terrestrial colonial. 
ism is obviously ironical, but no alternative picture of inter-planetary 
relations is offered. Lewis, on the other hand, in Weston and Devine, 
definitely pillories this 'imperial theme'32and, like Bedford in a 
temporary mood of pessimism, envisages the unholy alliance of Duman 
ambition and scientific power as 'the very Devil' 
33 
Dreams of human expansion had grown in later eoientiflotion, both 
in the pulp magazines and in more reputable works. Olaf Stapledon's 
Last and V ire t Yen, an previously pointed out, was known to Lewie , and 
shows Man reasking himself and subjugating Venus with half-reluotant, but 
ruthless effioisnoy 3 
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In Ransom's eooount of Professor Weston, Lewis pronounaes judgment 
on the fully-developed form of Bedford to doctrine: 
He was a man obsessed with the idea which is at this moment 
circulating all over our planet in obscure works of 
"scientifiotion" , in little interplanetary Societies and 
Rocketry Clubs, and between the covers of monstrous maga- 
zines, ignored or mooed by the intellectuals, but reedy, 
if ever the power is put into its hands, to open a new 
chapter of misery for the universe. It is the idea that 
humanity, having now sufficiently corrupted the planet 
where it arose, must at all costs contrive to seed itself 
over a larger area: that the vast as tronomio al distances 
which are God's quarantine regulations, must somehow be 
overcome. This for a start. But beyond this lien the 
sweet poison of the false infinite - the wild dream that 
planet after planet, system after system, in the and 
galaxy after galaxy, can be forced to sustain, everywhere 
and for ever, the sort of life which is contained in the 
loins of our own species -a dream begotten by the hatred 
of death upon the fear of true immortality, fondled in 
secret by thousands of ignorant men and hundreds who are 
not ignorant. The destruction or enslavement of other 
species in the universes if such there are,, is to these 
minds a welcome corollary. 
35 
What particularly stirred Lewis to attack this philosophy was the 
assumption behind Wells 'a inaeot-like 8elenites and bloodthirsty Martians 
(the prototypes of our current 'bug-eyed monsters' and 'Things from outer 
space') that the inhabitants of other worlds must be both repulsive and 
malevolent. This conception flatters the reader's ego and tends to pro- 
duce fear, hatred and cruelty. It arouses the wrath of the theologian in 
Lewis, who, as a corrective, offers his alternative vision of the harmony - 
personal, social and religious - of his Malaoondrians, a harmony 
threatened by the 'bent' creatures of Thuloandra (Earth); and, again, the 
unfallen innocence of the Lady of Perelandra, subjected to devilish tempta- 
tions through the agency of a possessed Weston. In brief , whereas Wells 
recalls those writers who portrayed the aborigines of the Nov World as 
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painted devils., Lewis recalls those who portrayed them as Noble Savages 
36 
It is interesting to note what an unpleasant impression the 
ineeot-like Selenitea made on Lewis, as several reflections of Ransom, 37 
taken along with Lewis 'a remarks in Surprised by Joy, reveal. As a child 
Lewis had a pathological fear of insects, which he traces , in part, to a 
revolting 'out-out' in one of his childish pioture-booka: 
a 
He finds a 
place for this fear, and exorcises it, in the episode in Perelandra where 
Ransom encounters a gigantic, insect-lite creature in the caverns beneath 
Tai Herendrimar; 
9 
A further oonooption whioh gripped L"is"a ill8ginstion in The First 
Yen in the Yoga vas Wells 's impressive picture of 'the infinite and final 
ýo 
night of space' . He would appear to have this in mind when he writes., 
'my early reading.... had lodged very firmly in my imagination the vastness 
and cold of space, the littleness of Man' 
4i 
Yet, by the time he *sale to 
write Out of the Silent Planet, he had countered this impression of 'cold 
vacuity' by on utterly different conception of the 'ocean of radiance 
Nevertheless, Wells's imaginative pictures of scenes outside man's 
present environment have left their impression on Lewis's planetary 
romances . luoh 'images' are, for hies, one of the most valuable aspects 
of non-naturalistic narrative, and Wells 'a gift for conveying the very 
sensation of an un-earthly scene, for sustaining the ' extra -terrestrial' 
note, won his unqualified admiration 
4.3 
One passage in The Pirat Yen in 
the on, whioh he singles out for prais 
, 
is worth quoting at length as 
an example of the effects he has sought to achieve in his own stories. 
Bedford is vainly searching for his space vehicle whilst the sun nears 
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the lunar horizon. 
I looked up with a start and the sky had darkened now 
almost to blackness, and was think with a gathering multi- 
tude of coldly watchful stars .I looked eastward, and the 
light of that shrivelled world was touched with a sombre 
bronze, westward, and the sun robbed now by a thickening 
white mist of half its heat and splendour - was touching 
the crater riav, was sinking out of eight and all the 
shrubs and jagged and tumbled rocks stood out against it 
in a bristling disorder of black shapes, Into the 
great lake of darkness westward, a vast wreath of mint 
was sinking. A cold wind set all the crater shivering. 
Suddenly for a moment I was in a puff of falling snow.. 
and all the world about me grey and dim... Over me, about 
me s closing in on me p embracing me ever nearer, was the 
Eternal , that which wee bef ore the beginning, end that 
which triumphs over the end; that enormous void in 
which all light and life and being is but the thin end 
vanishing splendour of a falling star,, the cold,, the 
stillness, the silence, - the infinite and final Night 
of spsce. 4-5 
Lewis notes how this passage seeks 'to trouble us with Pascal's old 
fear of those eternal silences which have gnawed at so much religious 
faith and shattered so many humanistic hopes : to evoke with them and 
through then all our racial and childish memories of exclusion and deso- 
lation: to present, in fact, es an intuition one permanent as ect of 
human experience' . 
flay italioJ 4ý- 
The landscapes and seascapes of itialsoandra and Perelandra are, in 
part, Lewis's emulations of this vivid scene, and his own 'intuitions' of 
'permanent aspects of human experience'. 
Another writer of major importance to Lewis was David Lindsay, en 
author now almost forgotten, whose strange novel, A Voyage to Arcturus 
(1920)p influenced Lewis as much as The War of the Worlds. 
The novel centres on Msskull, a dynamic character transported to 
the Aroturan planet, Tormance, by the mysterious Krag, to engage in a 
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quest for Muspel, the ultimate Deity. His desperate pilgrimage involves 
him in many encounters, and conflicts, with the planet's strange, diverse 
inhabitants, and in a protracted struggle to pierce through the deceptions 
of Crystalman, the engaging, pervasive but corrupting Devil of this 
universe, and attain to the sublime detachment of Muspel. 
L.. H. Visiai gives an saute appreciation of this novel by a 'strange 
mystical genius '4o He claims for it a uniquely disturbing off sot on the 
reader's mind and nerves: 
The reader's very intellect is assailed; his imagination 
is appalled. The story is an allegory, the characters are 
more abstractions and types , the environment is fantastic, 
the atmosphere is rarefied; yet the illusion is complete, 
the terrific conception is revealed - but not at all by any 
potent art of expression for the diction is plain even to 
crudeness. 
A Voyage to Arcturus is , auperfioially considered , the 
sort of extravaganza that might have been written by Jules 
Verne if he had possessed the faculty of inventing payoho- 
logical instead of scientific, or mechanical, novelties. 
This 'stpipendous ontological fable' , which Viaiak compares With 
paradise Lost, touches Lewia's interests at many point*, sad., as his essay 
son Stories' reveals , showed him new possibilities in the planetary 
romance. He 08114 it 
.... the most remarkable achievement in this kind..., 
Unaided by any special skill or even any sound taste in 
language, the author leads us up a stair of unpredic- 
tables. In each chapter we think we have found his final 
positions each time we are utterly mistaken. He builds 
whole worlds of imagery and passion, any one of which 
would have served another writer for a whole book, only 
to pull each of them to pieces and pour scorn on it. 
The physical dangers, which are plentiful, here count 
for nothing; it is we ourselves and the author who walk 
through a world of spiritual dangers which makes them 
seem trivial. There is no recipe for writing of this 
kind. 
, 
But part of the secret is that the author (like 
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gafka) is recording a lived dialectic. His Tormance is 
a region of the spirit. He is the first writer to dis- 
cover what 'other planets' are really good for in fic- 
tion. No merely physical strangeness or merely spatial 
distance will realize that idea of otherness which is 
what we are always trying to grasp in a story about 
voyaging through space: you must go into another 
dimension. To construct plausible and moving 'other 
worlds' you must draw on the only real 'other world' 
we know, that of the spirit. 47 
A Voyage to Arcturus was obviously an important discovery for Lewis. 
It suggested a form for his spiritual and imaginative intuitions . As the 
planet Tormanne 'swims into his ken', it opens a may for Mal so andre and 
Perelandra. 
The appeal of the 'worlds of imagery and passion.... of spiritual 
dangers' s was probably intensified by the Scandinavian nomenclature, which 
would satisfy his taste for 'northernness' . The characters have such names 
as Yrag, Yassmll, Oceaxe, and Dreams inter, whilst the settings include 
Starkness, the Wombflash Forest and the Horns tab Pass. They are intimately 
fused with the psychological and metaphysical aspects of the story and are, 
in fact, 'objective oo-relatives' of aspects of Man's primal nature which 
the author has isolated and intensified. The personages embody such 
primal elements as the pure altruism of Joiwind, the devouring 'will to 
power' of Ooeaxe, and the essential femininity of Sullenbode. 
Lewis does not choose to creates such startlingly surrealist per- 
sonages. He requires creatures of the sunlight and the waking world, 
rather than these star-begotten figures of a haunting, nightmarish world. 
Yet the bold techniques of such non-naturalistic characters must have 
assisted in the creation of Hyoi and Augray, Tor and Tinidril. 
Again, the impressive metaphysic would grip his imagination. His 
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own darts of 'joy' are not unlike the intermittent drum-tap messages 
which summon the intrepid voyager, Maskull, from his involvement in the 
world of Cryatalman. But Lewis does not share thelyper-puritanical con- 
tempt for pleasure evinced by Krag, Maskull's stern mentor amid the 
allurements and perils of Tormenoe. For Lewis,, pleasure, though often a 
distraction s, is essentially a creation and ally of God. keeping alive that 
vital element which responds to the heavenly call. 
a 
More specific influences may be traced. Lewis shares with Lindsey 
the notion that the food and drink of a strange region sharpen the new- 
comer's faculties. The 'gnawl water' of Tormance enabled Maskull to 
perceive 'beauties and wonders which he had not hitherto suspected' 
;9 the 
bubble trees of ierelandra so sharpened Ransom's senses that 'all the 
colours about him seemed richer and the dimness of that world seemed 
clarified' 
:Q Both writers, however, may owe this device to George Moo- 
Donald's Rhantas tes , where Anodos says of the food in fairy land., 'it not 
only satisfied my hunger, but operated in such a way upon my senses that 
I was brought into far more complete relationship with the things around 
me' 
51 
Both Lewis and Lindsay introduce new colours into their imagined 
worlds, On Tormanne, Mastull sees two new oolours which, like our own, 
have emotional effects . 'Just as blue is delicate and mysterious,, yellow 
clear end unsubtle, and red sanguine and passionate, so he felt ulfire to 
be wild and painful, end jele dreamlike, feverish and voluptuous . '52 Lewis 
adepts this notion to his spiritual beings, the Oyereau. In Ransom's 
cottage the 0yaraa of Maleoandro appears as a cylinder of light, which 
161. 
Ransom is afterwards quite unable to vizualise. Later, when Malaoandra 
and Perelandra manifest themselves more fully, he perceives various hues 
outside our normal range, and a 'scientific' explanation is offered . 
53 
Yet these are details when oompared with Lindsey's revelation of 
what planets are 'really good for in fiction' . What Lewis shares , above 
ell, with Wells and Lindsay is their ability to utilize the planets as 
symbols of some 'permanent aspect of human experience' or some 'lived 
dialectic' 
. k, 
Such -symbolism is to be distinguished from allegory, as Lewis makes 
clear in his prefatory note to Perelandra, where he writes,, 'All the human 
characters in this book are purely fictitious and none of them is alle- 
gorical' . Wayland Hilton-Young has suggested that 'Out of the Silent 
planet is an allegory of the three parts of man; reason, emotion and 
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will', but this oversimplifies the status of the three races of 1talsoandra. 
primarily they are to be taken as creatures who may, in fact, exist on 
other worlds . 
Lewis clarifies the distinction between allegory and symbolism in 
The Allegory of Love. After observing that, 'It is of the very nature of 
thought and language to represent what is immaterial in pioturable terms' , 
he distinguishes two modes of expressing these intangibles. 'You can 
start with an immaterial fact, such as the passions which you actually 
experience, and can then invent viai bilia to express them .... This is 
allegory'. By analogy, 'it is possible that our materiel world in its 
turn is the copy of an invisible world' , and ,s sys Lewis ,' The attempt to 
read that something also through its sensible imitations, to see the aroh- 
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type fia7 in the Dopy, is what I mean by symbolism or eacramentaliam'. 
In this sense the planetary romances are symbolic. 
Lewis continues z 
.... for the symbolist 
it is we who ere the allegory, 
iris are the 'frigid pare onifiostiona'; the heavens above 
us are the 'shadowy abstractions'; the world which we 
mistake for reality is the flat outline of that which 
elsewhere veritably is in all the round of its 
unimaginable dimensians. 66 
He notes, truly, that the modern reader prefers symbolism to 
allegory ,q 
fors certainly , the modern symbolist movement has not been 
accompanied by any widespread revival of allegory. It is significant, 
also, that Lewis's acknowledged 'master', George MacDonald, was, in such 
worts as Phantasten and L_, a symbolist rather then an ellegorist. 
Thus, through the symbolism of his romances, Lewis increases his appeal 
to the modern reader and draws closer to the sources of his own inspire- 
t1CQ1. 
The discussion of scion©e-fiction in this chapter has been inten- 
tionally selective. Much of the field is not particularly relevant to 
Levis 'a planetary romances, since its exponents have used the form for a 
variety of purposes. Levis p in the main, has oonfined his interest to 
the symbolists ,0 or myth-makers . 
He himself takes the view that science-fiction is not a homogeneous 
genre; not, in feats, a genre at all in the literary aenee: 
There is nothing common to all who write it except the 
use of a particular 'machine'. Some of the writers are 
of the family of Jules Verne and are primarily interested 
in technology. Some use the machine simply for literary 
fantasy and produce what is essentially Marohen or myth. 
A great many use it for satire; nearly all the most 
pungent American criticism of the American way of life 
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tattea this form, and would at once be denounced as un- 
American if it ventured into any other. And finally, 
there is the great mesa of hooka who merely 'cashed in' 
on the boom.... You can, if you wish, class all science- 
fiction together; but it is about as perceptive es 
classing the works of Ballantyne, Conrad and W Ohl . Jacobs 
together as 'the sea-story' and then criticising '. 57 
This view is widely different from that implied by Kingsley Amis in 
his Nov Yates of Hell, and, though the disagreement is partly a matter of 
terminology, it points to an important difference in their attitudes to 
fiction, and to human nature. 
Amis's preliminary definition of science-fiction merely indicates 
what Lewis calls the 'msohine's 
Soienoe fiotion is that olaes of prose narrative treating 
of a situation that could not arise in the world we know, 
but whioh is hypothesised on the basis of some innovation 
in science or technology, or pseudo-science or pseudo 
technology, whether human or extra-terrestrial in origin. 58 
A little later he offers a definition that hoe more to a ay of purpose : 
.... science fiction presents with verisimilitude the 
human effects of spectacular changes in our environment, 
changes either deliberately willed or involuntarily 
suffered. 59 
It is obvious from the references here to 'verisimilitude' and 'human 
effects' that Amis has the sociological value of science-fiction in the 
foreground of his mind, an his subsequent survey and discussion beer out. 
In fact, his interests lie almost exclusively in Lewis's third category, 
that of 'satire' and social criticism. This is in line with the interests 
of his own fiction. 
Amis seems to regard the tendency of some writers to expatiate on 
their planetary settings as an irrelevance, a view which oontrasts strongly 
with Lewis'. reference to 'the ides of otherness which is what we are 
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always trying to grasp in a story about voyaging through space' e 
("0 
Amis makes only a passing reference to Lewis 'a romances, noting 
that, along with Williams, he is an exception to many 'rules' about 
science-fiction. His own discussion of 'fantasy' is limited to the 
generally sensstional 'wish-fulfilment' type to be found in the pulp maga- 
zines. (His implied limitation of the term to such purposes is typical of 
a modern attitude which Lewis discusses in An Experiment in Criticism. ) 
It is strange, however, in view of Amis's title, that his book does not 
include a aisouseion of That Hideous Strength. 
A much clearer, and more sympathetic idea of the tradition in which 
Lewis works can be obtained from Bernard Bergonzi'e recent book The Early 
H .G. Wells :A Study of the Sc ientif io Romances He sharply distinguishes 
Wells from Jules Verne who, as Lewis writes, is 'primarily interested in 
technology' Nor does he find that Wella 'a primary interest lies in what 
was to become his later preoccupation, that is, sociological criticism. 
Instead , he a sea the early Wells as an imaginative artia t with a gift for 
symbolism and myth-making. He maintains that the longer romances 
'abound in suggestions of archetypal imagery'., and remarks of The Time 
Machine that 'Since it is a romance and not a piece of realistic fiction, 
it conveys its meaning in poetic fashion through images , not by the 
revelation of character in notion' 
Both these comments could be appropriately applied to Levis's 
romances . So, above all, could this # with which this introduction to the 
planetary romances may appropriately close, 
In Wella the symbolic element is inherent in the total 
fictional situation. c05 
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0 HAP TER X3 
OUT C' TIE SILENT PLANET 
Ever since the Italian astronomer, 5chiaparelli, announced, 
following the oppositions of 1877 and 1879, that he had observed 'canals' 
on its surface, Pare has fascinated the tellers of 'space-and-time' 
I 
2 
stories . This is made clear by 
P. L. Green, who has given a full account 
of the numerous , but now largely 
forgotten, storytellers who made their 
imaginative voyages to More in the period 1880 to 1917. 
The novelist Percy Greg (1836-89) was the first into the field 
with his long, two volume story, Across the Zodiac (1880 
), which tells of 
a voyage to Mars in 1830 in a machine motivated 
by 'spergy' . Next came 
Hugh MacColl, in 1889, with Mr. Stranger's Sealed Packet, to be followed 
by Robert Cromie, in 1890, with A Plunge into Space. The publication of 
more (1896) by the American astronomer Percy Lowell gave a further 
impetus, Wella drew on it for 'The Crystal Egg' (in Tales of Space and 
Times 1899) , and in 1898 produced his account of a Martian invasion of 
Earth in The War of the Worlds. Lovell's later book, Mars and its Canals 
(1911), gave Edgar Rice Burroughs what scientific background he needed 
for A Prinoeaa of Mars (1917 ), and for his subsequent Martian thrillers . 
Mark Wicks in To More via the )Loon (1911) was more prosaic and scientific, 
In contrast, Edwin Lester Arnold, in his charming fantasy Lieut. Gulliver 
Jones, had been little concerned with any authentic, scientific background. 
What Lewis seems chiefly to have inherited from these tales of 
Mara, or at least from The War of the Worlds , is the conception 
(oommam 
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to Greg, Cromie, Arnold and Wella) of a world far older than our own 
3 
Green considers that Lewis 'a story is the maaterpieoe among these Martian 
chronicles, referring in his ohapter ITormano9 and Malaaandra' to 'The 
greatness of the theme and the universal applioation of the struggle' 
Marjorie Nioolson, for her part, oalle it 'the most beautiful of all 
ooamio-voyages and in some ways the most moving' 
5 
Green's account of the planetary voyage stops short of the science- 
fiction stories which have proliferated since 1930, and especially since 
the war. These are dealt with in Science and Fiction (1957) by Patrick 
Moore, who prefers the story which is faithful to current scientific 
knowledge. He has written space-travel stories himself, but like the 
better-known tales of A. C . Clarke, who shares his scientific approach, 
they post-date Lewis's planetary romances. Clarke, the author of such 
novels as The Sands of Mare. writes as a serious exponent of inter- 
planetary travel. The second edition of his The Exploration of Space 
(1959) is the standard account, from the 'progressive' camp, of the 
scientific factors involved. 
Both the 'scientific' and the 'fantastic' trends persist. Whilst 
Clarke epitomises the first, Ray Bradbury, in The Silver Locusts, a 
hauntingly poetic evocation of Earth-men on Mare, is the contemporary 
exponent of the second. Out of the Silent Planet, true to its Wellsian 
lineage, strikes a balance between feat and fancy. 
The story opens with neither poetic fantasy nor scientific parade 
but with the quiet figure of Ransom, a Cambridge philologist, benighted 
on a walking tour in the Went Country. Presented in a plain style, 
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relieved by occasional vivid touches ('the sky was the colour of dark 
slate') it gradually assumes the air of an unpretentious thriller of the 
John Buchan school. Ransom's anxiety to find lodgings for the night, his 
arrival at the faintly ominous house, his glimpse of the idiot boy's 
struggle with its occupants, and his recognition of Devine, a school 
acquaintance whom he recalls with distaste, seem simple, but effective 
counters in the initial moves of some tale of crime and detection. Our 
curiosity is aroused, Is the boy being used for illegal experiments? 
Is the strange structure behind the house a laboratory - or what? 
Even what follows - the doctored drink, the bid for freedom, and 
the stunning blow - are familiar properties,, though Ransom's strange 
'dream' already foreshadows the planetary voyage. (Yet even the premoni- 
tory vision is found in Buchan's stories. ) 
6 
Devine and Weston. I have already suggested ,. are counterparts of 
Bedford and Cevor. The physicist, Weston, makes little impression at this 
stage, but Devine, (who is to figure prominently in That Hideous strength), 
is vividly presented. His degenerate public-school facade, and excrucia- 
tingly facetious patter, are obviously drawn from life. 
Chapter three marks the transition from plain thriller to planetary 
romance. Ransom's gradual realisation of his position is skilfully 
managed. he awekes in a room 'remarkably warm', but gazing through the 
skylight, 'Hs had never seen such a moon - so white, so blinding and so 
large' s He notes that the walls seem to slope outwards; rising, he finds 
himself 'leaping from the bed'; he feels 'a continuous faint vibration' , 
hears a bombardment as of 'small tinkling missiles' , and vaguely realises 
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that he is in 'some kind of airship' . 
The next move is more startling. He suddenly remembers that there 
is 'no full moon at all that night'. and then realises , with terror , that 
'The thing wasn't the Moon at all' . (Ransom's confessed ignorance of 
astronomy helps here, as it does throughout. ) The climax comes with 
Wanton's explanation - 'it's the earth' . We enjoy the confirmation of our 
suspicions. hansom is in a apace-ship 'Standing out from Earth about 
eighty-five thousand miles' 
7 
Chapters four to six are less concerned with the technicalities of 
inter-planetary propulsion and navigation (largely kept secret from Ransom) 
than with two subjects which have gripped the popular imagination ever 
since Wells published The War of the Worlds - 'outer space' and 'creatures 
from other worlds'. Lewis's aim is to effect a change in our attitude, a 
change paralleling that which Ransom himself undergoes. This theme, which 
may conveniently be termed 'the reversal of preconceptions' , first 
appears when Ransom's initial conception of space, along Wellsian lines, 
as 'black, cold vacuity' is transformed . Sunbathing in the 'changeless 
noon', he experiences a bodily and mental well-being never felt on earth. 
A 'severe delight' possesses him as he gases at the brilliant stars. 
Their astrological and mythical associations fill his mind. The dark 
abyss becomes 'an ocean of radiance'. As they near their destination - 
as light diminishes, temperature falls., and gravity increases - 
He wondered how he could ever have thought of planets, even 
of the Earth, as islands of light and reality floating in a 
deadly void. Nov. with a certainty which never afterwards 
deserted him, he saw the planets - the "earths" he called them in his thoughts - as more holes or gape in the living 
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heaven - excluded and rejected wastes of heavy matter and 
murky air, formed not by addition to, but by subtreotion 
from, the surrounding brightness, B 
The conception of Space has yielded to the conception of Heaven 9 
Yet by the end of the voyage Ransom has reason for being terribly 
afraid, and here the second theme appears, He has learned that their 
destination in Malacandra, a planet whioh Weston and Devine have visited 
before. Further, he has overheard remarks of Devine about 'human sacri- 
fice' and creatures called '$orns' which have given him an appalling 
prevision of his fate. 
He had read his H. G. Wells and others. His universe was 
peopled with horrors such as ancient and mediaeval mytho- 
logy could hardly rival. No insect-like, vermioulate or 
crustacean Abominable, no twitching feelers, rasping 
wings , slimy coils , curling tentacles , no monstrous union 
of superhuman intelligence and insatiable cruelty seemed 
to him anything but likely on an alien world .... He saw in 
imagination various incompatible monstrosities - bulbous 
eyes t, grinning jaws, horns, stings, mandibles. Loathing 
of insects, loathing of snakes, loathing of things that 
squashed and squelched, all played their horrible sym- 
phonies over his nerves. But the reality would be 
worse: it would be an extra-terrestrial Otherness - 
something one had never thought of, never could have 
thought of. 10 
The gradual exorcism of this 'cosmic bogey', which obsesses Ransom 
throughout the early days on Malsoandra, and reasserts itself later, is 
a oentral theme in the romance. 
(Presumably Lewis had not read Wells's Star Begotten (1937) , in 
which the idea that Martians might be bombarding humanity with cosmic rays 
in order to produce desirable transmutations makes some amends for his 
earlier blood-sucking monsters. The scientist, Koppel,, complains that 
'all these pseudo-soientitic story writers .... make their Martians monsters 
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and horrors, inhuman in the bad sense, cruel. Why should they be any- 
thing of the sort? ' 
Davis , the central character, shares Ransom's preconception. 'To 
be inhuman implied to him, as to most of us, malignant cruelty; it 
seemed impossible that it could mean anything else'. Later, however, 
'The dream-Martians were no longer repulsive creatures, grotesques and 
caricatures, and yet their visible appearance was not human") 
The strange world in which Ransom's further adventures are set 
gives Lewis scope to exercise his descriptive powers , seen at their best 
in his depiction of the Malaoandrian scene. 
Its imaginative coherence springs from the fusion of two comple- 
mentery images . The first, derived mainly from The War of the Worlds , 
but firmly based on the contemporary cosmology of Rddington, is that of 
an archaic world further advanced along the path of evolution than Earth. 
The second is the intuition, or 'sensation' , of 'Northernness' , which 
first sounded a deep chord when Lewis reed Tegner'a 'Drops: 
I knew nothing about Balder; but instantly I was up- 
lifted into huge regions of northern sky, I desired with 
almost sickening intensity something never to be described 
(except that it is cold, spsoious, severe, pale, and 
remote) .... 
13 
Later sW sgner's music evoked the some intuition: 
Pure "Northernuess" engulfed as sa vision of huge, clear 
spaces hanging above the Atlantic in the endless twilight 
of Northern s ummer , remoteness ,e everity .... 
14 
Significantly, Arthur Rackham'a illustrations to Siegfried and the 
Twilight of the Gods had already forged a link in his mind between the 
two images of the Nordic and the Archaic. 
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These images provide the imaginative substratum of the Melsoandrian 
scene, but in this kind of story more than aesthetic coherence is 
required. The reader demands a plausible, 'scientific' basis for the 
planetary scene presented to him. Levis 'solves' his chief problem, to 
account for the survival of life on a cooling planet with an attenuated 
15 
atmosphere, by the bold supposition that Sohiaperelli'a notorious 'aerials' 
are immense 'canyons' - 'gigantic feats of engineering' from some remote 
"pooh. 
' 
In these handramit, as the Malacandrians call them, the residual 
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atmosphere has collected, and warm springs, gushing from their walls, 
raise the temperature at the equator to that of an English autumn. 
other features of the Malaoandrian scene are deduced from the low 
Martian gravity. This allows the ridged walls of the handramit to be 
steeper then earthly pews - 'needling shapes of pale green, thousands of 
feet high' rising to more than Alpine crests in a veritable 'riot of 
rook' . Ransom's first glimpse of this 'theme of perpendicularity' comes 
as he notices the 'unnatural' height of the waves on the 'sheets of 
dazzling blue soda water' which constitute the Malacandrian lakes. 
Gradually, es his mind copes with the initially confusing welter of sense 
impressions, he finds the same theme in other aspects of the landscape. 
Lewis's 'lively visualising power' is expressed in a number of homely, 
but vivid similes. The harendra, swelling above the further canyon wall, 
'looked like the top of a gigantic red cauliflower - or like a huge bowl 
of red soapsuds': the immense 'trees', or vegetables, appeared 'like a 
plump of organ pipes, then like a stack of rolls of cloth set up on end, 
then 1t e"f ores t of gigantic umbrellas blown inside out' . 
,g 
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19 
on this 'perpendicular theme' the later variations are soundly based. 
20 
In keeping with it are the spindly some ('spooks on stilts') glimpsed by 
Ransom on landing, and more intimately described later. It culminates in 
the awesome grove of Veldilorn with its titanic blooms. 
Raw ein 'a flight from W as ton and Devine , and the dreaded corns , 
leads to the series of adventures which constitutes the story's middle 
section (chapters 8-16). 
His encounter with an alien intelligence provides the first climax. 
As Clarke observes, 'There have been many portrayals in literature of 
21 
these fateful meetings' s and we are reminded here, in the tense mutual 
ingpeotion of Ransom and the hross , of the Selenitea' examination of their 
or of Maskull's strange enoountera with the inhabitants of human oaptivsz, 
2 
Tormance . 
Ttansom'e friendship with Byoi is facilitated by his linguistic 
ability, which enables him to recognize as rational speech the sounds 
emitted by the strenge creature which rises from the water. The hroee 
is described as follower 
It had s cost of thick black hair, lucid as seal-skin, 
very short legs with webbed feet, a broad beaver like or 
fishlike tail, strong fore-limbs with webbed clews or 
fingers .... It was something like a penguin, something 
like an otter, something like a seal; the slenderness 
and flexibility of the body suggested a giant stost. 2 
The description may seem at first to look inevitability, though the 
hint of warm animality (at least in contrast with the s orn. ) i8 suited to 
the poetic and pastoral tastes later credited to the hross. 
Ransom's first reaction to Hyoi is 'an indescribable thrill of 
mingled attraction and repulsion' . There is a 'shy, ineluctable 
fasoina- 
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tim of unlike for unlijLe' which contends, et first, with 'sudden losses 
of confidence' when bcanaom'e tendency to expect human features in a 
rational creature is shocked by the hross's alien physiology: 
But a Carting from the other end you had an animal with 
everything an animal ought to have - glossy coat, liquid 
eye, sweet breath and whitest teeth - and added to all 
these, as though Paradise had never been lost and earliest 
dreams were true, the charm of speech and reason. "' 
'As though Paradise had never been lost.... ' - the words recall 
Lewis's conjecture, quoted in the previous chapter, that 'The universe 
may be full of happy lives that never needed redemption'. This theme of 
Paraaiee Retained is worked out during Ransom's idyllic sojourn with the 
brows, for in these happy weeks his preconceptions are radically changed. 
At first, a simple technology leads him to regard their culture as 
'old stone-age', but he soon discovers that they have poetry and music of 
great depth. Moreover, their knowledge of astronomy is considerable, and 
they are able to point out a bright planet, Thulcandra (the 'silent' 
planet), as his own probable home. He learns from them of the aeroni 
sorns) , and of a third race, the pfifltriggi, each with its own culture 
and special gifts. The scientific sorns and the technically minded 
pfifltriggi apparently live at peace with each other and with the hroaea, 
but Ransom cannot rid himself of his preconception of the sorns as a 
dominating elite. 
He discovers, too, that the broaea are 'a species naturally con- 
tinent, naturally monogamous', and comes to the conclusion 'that it was 
not they, but hia on apeoies, that were the puzzle' 
26 We are reminded 
of Gulliver's re-education among the houyhnhnme, though the tone of the 
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account, and the oblique hits at humanity, are milder. 
Ransom's pride suffers a further blow when he gleans from the hrossa 
'a first aketoh of oiwiliaed religion' 
26 
The broesa communicate with, and 
obey, aldils - spiritual beings who are themselves subject to '0yaraa', 
the arch-eldil and planetary ruler of Malsoandra. He in turn is subject 
to 'M. leldil the young', who made and rules the world. The Malsoandrian 
scene opens out upon cosmic vistas . 
This Malaoandrian Utopia is a leas negative society than that of 
Swift's Houyhnhnms . Reason, it is true, controls emotion, but there is 
emotion to be controlled. The restricted sexual relations of his mono- 
gamous hr osss seem rather to indicate Levis's taste for the Romantic 
idea of the 'supreme moment' than a fwif tien disgust of bodily function. 
The hr os s are neither bloodless nor austere, They are wormer, more 
poetic , more adventurous , and argumentative than Swift's cold and con- 
f ormis t horses . 
Their social and family relationships anticipate the view of a 
Christian society sketohed later in More Christianity. In both pictures 
everyone works , there is no manufacture of luxuries , and no class divi- 
sions . 'To that extent a Christian society would be what we now call 
Leftist' . In both, obedience of citizens to magistrates,, children to 
parents , and wives to husbands is envisaged t' its family life and its 
code of manners' are 'rather old-fashioned - perhaps even ceremonious and 
aria tocratic'. 
'Thirdly, ' Lewis concludes in More Christianity, 'it is to be a 
cheerful societyt full of singing and rejoicing, and regarding worry or 
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anxiety as wrong' . This is a typical and welcome note. Joy is what 
most Utopias lack. The hrosse display it in every activity. 
Ransom's education proceeds apace. Both his physique and his 
grasp of Malacondrian improve. More importantly, his general outlook is 
being changed. he perceives more clearly the fallen condition of 
humanity. During the hunt of a water beast, in which Ransom participates, 
his friend Hyoi is treacherously shot down from ambush by Weston and 
Y)svine. i snsom's insight into the 'bent' nature of man is confirmed. 
His new wisdom and confidence are severely tested when an order 
comes from the sldila that he is to travel alone to Meldilorn - the 
seared island of the Malaoandrians. As he leaves the handremit and 
embarks on the stupendous climb to the harandrs, home of the sue, his 
old fears revive i 
Those old terrestrial fears of some alien, cold intelli- 
gence, superhuman in power, sub-human in cruelty, which 
had utterly faded from his mind among the hr, rose 
clamouring for readmission 
But when, from the thin air and numbing cold of the harandrs, he 
stumbles into the cavern of Augray, the sorn, his fears are gradually 
dispelled e He no longer views a Born as an ogre or ghost but as a 
'goblin' or 'gawk' and then, later, when he sees the some skimming 'like 
full-rigged ships' over the harandrs, as a 'Titan' or 'Angel' $ 
B. had thought them spectral when they were only august, 
and his first human reaction to their lengthened severity 
of line and profound stillness of expression now appeared 
to him not so much cowardly so vulgar,, '29 
From Augray, Ransom learns more about the eldila, the races of 
Yalacandria, and Oyersa. Finally, in 'the bleakest moment in all his 
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travel. ', 
ýhe is shown Thuloandre, the only silent member of the planetary 
aye tem of Arbol , and finds it to be his own planet, Earth . 
His journey with Augray teaches him more, especially of Malacandra'a 
remote peat, when gigantic forests flourished on the harandre. Then he 
himself is questioned about Thuloandra by the learned sores, as Gulliver 
was questioned by the Emperor of Brobdingnab, and his recital of human 
vice and folly appals them as it appalled the benevolent monarch: 'They 
were astonished at what he had to tell them of human history - of wer, 
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slavery and prostitution' . They perceive that our society looks the 
coherence and justice which flow from s rightly-ordered hierarchy of 
beast, bnsu (rational creature), eldil , Oyare a and H, aleld it . We are 
obsessed by 'problems of lifting end carrying's and narrowed in sympathy 
by having only one icind of hnsu. 
At this point most of the novel's themes have clearly emerged, and 
await their full expression in the episode at Reldilorn. 
The 'reversal of preconceptions' , which began with the substitution 
of the concept of Heaven for that of Space, has led on to Ransom's 
unexpected pleasure in the new world to which he has been brought - the 
learned that Yalsosndra was beautiful; and he even reflected how odd it 
was that this possibility had never entered into his speculations about 
its 3z His universe is no longer 'peopled with horrors' , but with ores- 
tures whose lives are superior, aesthetically, morally and spiritually, 
to his own. Even the some are no longer the cosmic bogey-men of his 
nightmare ioaginings. Finally, he is beginning to view his own world - 
the 'silent planet' - in s new light. 
177. 
Ransom, in foot,, is undergoing a process of re-education (intensi- 
fied at Meldilorn, end resumed in Perelandra) which, by imaginative 
illumination, trial and error, ordeal, and direct instruction, is designed 
to free him from fear, despair and complacency. When the time comes for 
the hnskra hunt he is a fitter and more courageous man. 'Perhaps, too, 
there was something in the air he now breathed, or in the society of the 
hrosss, which had begun to wont a change in him'. 
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Nov comes the gradual disclosure of a spirituel world, the inter- 
view with the Oysres, the hints of warfare with 'principalities and 
powers'. Hanson's personal adventure is being taken up into the larger 
theme of the Cosmic Dr ams, w hic h is to emerge fully in r er el and ra . 
Yeldilorn, sacred isle of the eldile, 'home' of Oyarea, shrine 
and temple of the Melseandriens, is the setting for the climax of 
Ransom's adventure. His descent into the broad handrsmit, with its 
sapphire leks, is a return to warmth, eolour, assurance, and new revels- 
tionr 3 
Amidst the lake there rose like a low end gently eloping 
pyramid , or like a woman's brew t, an island of pale red.. 
smooth to the swnit, and on the summit a grove of euch 
trees as man had never seen. Their smooth oolumns had 
the gentle swell of the noblest beech-trees; but these 
were taller than a cathedral spire on earth, and at 
their tops, they broke rather into flower than foliage; 
into golden flower bright as tulip, still as root, and 
huge as summer cloud.... Ths old dreams which he had 
brought from earth of some more than American complexity 
of off ices or some engineers' paradise of vast machines had indeed been long laid saide. But he had not looked 
for anything a0 classic, so virginal, as this bright 
grove - 34 
Yeldilorn corresponds is fund tion to the Tai Hsrendrisar of 
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Perelandro and onticipates the kivencell of Tolkien's The Lord of the 
Rings35 It eohoes Arthur's Avilion, the island of Pan in The Wind in the 
Willows ; hand Shakespeare's isle in The Tempest. It is a place where 
earthly needs receive s heavenly provision. 
In his first leisurely hours on Yeldilorn Ransom learns more about 
the three Yslaosndrisn species, especially about the pfifltriggi, but 
more important is the further unfolding of the Cosmic Drama. He has been 
told that the island is full of eldila, and faintly, at the edge of 
vision, senses their presence. Subjected to their inspection, he is 
overcome by a 'sense of *we' . 'Hie feeling was less then fear; it had 
in it something of embarrassment, something of shyness , something of sub- 
mission, end it was profoundly uneasy. ' 
37 
Prom the immemorial inscriptions on the island's monoliths, he 
studies Yalsoandra's history, life and mythology. Yalecandra is More. 
One scene, which he does not now whether to regard as myth or foot, 
seems to depict the construction of the handremit under the direction of 
Oyarsa, pictured as a winged flame. Another is a stylised, but vivid , 
representation of the solar system. Mercury and Venus,, too, are ssso- 
oisted with flame-like figures, that of Venus having feminine character- 
istics . Then Ransom turns to Barth i 
The ball was there, but where the flame-like figure should 
have been, a deep depression of irregular shape had been 
out es if to erase it. Once, then " but his speoulatio 
faltered and became silent before a series of unknowns. 
His speculations sr" suspended by the sudden appearance of s pfifltrigg 
commissioned to carve his liksnsss. That the human form should require 
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'idealisation' to make it aooeptoble to the Malaoandriane is another 
blow to his pride, 
At last, between the lines of Yelaoandriana, and surrounded by 
39 
renk over rant of unseen eldila, Ransom stands 'on trial' before Oyarea. 
With tingling blood and pricking fingers he hears the sweet, unshaken, 
bloodless voice of the Archangel. Rebuked for his fears and delays s he 
learns how Oyarsa first sent for hie, and set his servants to track the 
apace-ship through heaven (in which, for him, the worlds are but 'places'). 
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Than Oyarss reveals the secrets of the 'war in heaven', of the Bent Years, 
and how the Bent One, having smitten the moon and sought to spoil Male- 
oandrs, was bound in the air of his own world, henceforth a silent planet. 
Weston's first expedition alarmed 0yaras. Nov he demands two 
things of Ransoms 
"First I must know why you come here - so much is my duty 
to my world. And secondly I wish to hear of Thuloendre 
and of Yaleldil's strange were there with the Bent One; 
forthat, as I have said , is a thing we desire to look into. * 
kenos explains Devine's lust for gold and Weston's planetary imperial- 
ism, but his mind reels at the aeons involved in Oyarss's celestial 
narrative . '"Yy people have a law never to speak much of sizes or 
4.2 
numbea to you others.... ' warns Oysrsa. "'nether tell me what Maleldil 
has done in Thuloandro. " 
Hansos's attempt to reply is broken off by the arrival, under a 
guard of hraaa, of his fellow Earthmen (and by Lewis's literary toot - 
iansoa's later colloquy with Oyarso on this subject is also withheld). 
The narrative, less unremittingly solemn than summary conveys, now veers 
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towards farce (deliberately employed to undermine human pretensions). 
Momentarily, through Yalaoandrian eyes, Ransom views Weston and Devine, 
brought before Oyarsa for the murder of hyoi, as stumpy, ridiculous 
figures. And the plucky, but humourless Weston sustains the role. He 
treats the yalooandrians as savages, takes a sleeping hooss for the 
'witch-dootor' producing the strange voice,, talks big in pidgin kale- 
oandrian, and dangles coloured beads. his adherence to the 'orthodox 
rules for frightening and then conciliating primitive races' embarrasses 
Devine and reduces the watching hosts to helpless, thunderous amusement. 
His 'fantastic tricks before high heaven' make the angels weep - but 
with tears of laughter. Oyarsa is obliged to order him a ducking to 
restore his wits. 
The I disembodiment' of fjyoi, which follows,, is in marked contrast. 
In the solemn dirge which celebrates Hyot's passing, Ransom first sees 
into the heart of Yalaoandrian song - 'A sense of great masses moving 
at visionary speeds, of giants dancing, of eternal sorrows eternally 
43 
o one oled , .... 
' 
On Weston's return, Hansom interprets in the debate between the 
scientist and Oysrs s. The exponent of material progress and planetary 
isperisliae confronts the mediator of Heavenly wisdom. 
Devine is not involved. Obsessed with the 'sun-bloods (gold) he 
treads Valso andra as Massion trod Heaven 
;a 
'broken' creature, says 
Oysres, a more 'talking animal'. 
In oontrest, Weston has vision, partial end distorted though it is, 
end confidently seises the opportunity to propound his views. Here, 
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however, in this strange assembly, they have a hollow sound . Our ears 
have been tuned , through Ransom's conversations with the Malaoandrians , 
to talk that is simple, concrete and personal. Partly, this child-like 
style represents the simplified language used by, and to, Ransom, but 
it also reveals the Malsoandrians as creatures of unclouded vision and 
undivided heart.. 
Weston's philosophy, on the other hand, issues in words that are 
cloudy, abstract and de-personalised , except when he expresses the 'march 
of progress' in jaded metaphor and facile personification ('relentless 
march' - 'the flag of man' - 'gates of the future' - 'destiny' - 'Life') . 
Though Ransom strives to interpret fairly, Weston's jargon defeats him. 
'"Life is greater than any system of morality; her claims are 
absolute"' , says Weston: 
"He says, " began Ransom, "that living creatures are 
stronger than the question whether on act is bent or good - 
no, that cannot be right - he says it is better to be 
alive and bent than to be dead - no - he says , he says - I cannot say what he says , Oyarsa, in your language. " 
Weston concludes his sketch of man's future expansion with a 
ringing perorations "'What lies in that future, beyond our present ken, 
passes imagination to conceives it is enough for me that there is a 
Beyond'. 
Ransom translates - "And he says that though he doesn't know what 
will happen to the creatures sprung from us, he wants it to happen very 
much" I .45 
After further Oxamination, Oyarsa traces Wanton's 'bent' outlook 
to the unnatural elevation of one law - 'the law of kindred' - to a 
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plane above all others. Hs discloses that when Malacandre was threa- 
tens his own people were tempted to secure their own life at the expense 
of Earth (like se112'a ldsrtians. 
] 
. In conquering this temptation they 
conquered fear. Weston remains defiant, admiring demonic energy more 
than heavenly resignation. 
Oyarsa cannot suffer such creatures on his planet, and lacks 
authority to kill them. So, despite their protests that More and Earth 
are no longer favourably opposed, Weston and Devine are sentenced to 
attempt a desperate return voyage. On the ninetieth day out their space- 
ship will 'unbody' . Given freedom of choice, Ransom elects to accompany 
them, 
The return journey provides narrative excitement in suitable con- 
treat to the static 'trial'. Forced to out across the planetary orbits, 
they barely escape being roasted alive, and then, nearing Earth, are 
intercepted by the Moon. Benson's unconsciousness over the last stage 
is perhaps a little too convenient. lie revives, finds himself deserted, 
and stumbles out into the rain before the spaceship disintegrates . 
Several necessary threads are woven into the conclusion. The 
prestige of Wienton and Devine, undermined on Malaoandra, is wisely 
allowed a partial resurgence. Weaton's scientific genius and Devine's 
indisputable courage and resource are displayed afresh. They survive 
as formidable antagonists to Ransom. 
Earlier, a fine description of Mare as it appears from the receding 
space-ship is succeeded by a revival of Ransom's joy in 'the ocean of 
eternal noon' , and his assuranoe 'that the abyss was full of life' 
io 
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The final chapter, and Hansom's postscript, are part of that 
'authentication' usual with the tale of Marvel. The circumstantial 
setting, the resumption of existence in our matter-of-fact world, but 
with a changed outloor, and the touches of reserve, secure imaginative 
consent and stimulate curiosity as to the sequels. Ransom is allowed to 
dot the is , and cross the is of the narrative, to record one or two 
nostalgic vignettes of the Meleeandrian scene, and to foreshadow the 
future . 
Fort finally, the Cosmic Drams looms larger ahead - this is the 
beginning of more comings and goings between the heavens and the worlds 
and between one world and another' Oyarsa had confided to Ransom on 
parting - 'the siege of Thuloandra may be near its and, Great things 
It has further been suggested to Ransom, and to the reader, are on foot'.? 
that 'the d is tine tiara between history and mythology might be itself 
meaningless outside the Barth' :8 We are invited to regard Ransom's trip 
to Mslaoanora as 'rather a prologue to our story than the story itself' ;9 
The way is opened up for Perelsndrs and That Hideous Strength. 
Out of the Silent Planet successfully combines the ingredients 
necessary for a good adventure story - suspense, surprise, pursuit, 
delivery - with hints of a deeper spiritual message. Since these hints 
can be ignored in a superficial reading, it is the most immediately 
accessible of the romances. An intelligent schoolboy can read it with 
enjoyment. 
Nevertheless , as Sir Hugh Walpole noted in his review, it is I& 
kind of poem',, and has an imaginative coherence that sustains aloes 
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examination. A aelightful freshness, an air of innocence, of primal 
simplicity, give it s flavour unusual in this kind of story. Chad Walsh 
aptly apeexe of its 'naive appeal, rather like a Welt Disney animated 
50 
cartoon with philosophic overtones' I. When the Green Lady of Perelendra 
pictures its inhabitants , it is of 'the big furry creatures,, and the 
SI 
white giants' that she speaxs , rather sa if she looked back across space 
and time to a fairy-tale past. 
Recordeu in a subtler style then the journeys of Allen Quatermain, 
and touching deeper issues than the exploits of Richard Hanney, Ransom's 
adventure on Malsoandre is yet to be classed with this minor, but 
popular type of fiction. It is likely to be read when most contemporary 
science fiction has been forgotten. 
185. 
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The second tale in the Ranson trilogy, Perelandra (1943), (re-, 
issued by Pan es Voyage to Venus), is longer, and more ambitious than 
the first. h notable wor; L of art by any standards, it may lay fair claim 
to pro-eminence in its own genre of the planetary romance. Its account 
of Venus, writes R. L. Green, has 'a conviction and the compulsion of 
sheer rightness which maises all other accounts simply impossible' 
,a 
judgment with which I fully concur. 'Paradise Retained', Chad Walsh 
felicitously calls it, though perhaps º more exact description would be 
'Paradise Enriched'. 
Either title recalls Milton's Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, 
end there is, in fact, a close connection. In 1941 Lewis had delivered 
the Ballard Matthews Lectures at University College North Wales, pub- 
lished later as A Preface to Paradise Lost (1942), and the overflow of 
his interest in the subject was doubtless one of the creative factors in 
the composition of Perelandra. So, too, were the speculations regarding 
the Fall, and related topics, put forward in 1940 in The Problem of 
Pain.. + The centrality of the Fall in Christian thought, and the subjects 
which radiate from it - theodioy and free will, temptation and obedience, 
Heaven and Hell - indicate the ambitious scope of Lewis 'a conception. 
Perelsndrs is his post-Miltonio attempt 'to justify the ways of God to 
seals an undertaking at least as difficult to fulfil, being lees con- 
genial to modern readers,, so in Milton's day. 
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The factors determining Lewis's choice of setting are clear. 
After Mors, Venus is the obvious - perhaps the only - planet available 
for the novelist not wishing to contradict scientific evidence. Even 
here Lewis had more scope in 1943 than he might have now, when many 
scientists believe that Venus has a toxic envelope of carbon-dioxide. 
This apart, the shrouding vapour allows the novelist soope for his inven- 
tion, an opportunity seized by previous writers, though there is no indica- 
tion that Lewis has borrowed from them. He does, however, seem to owe 
something to George MacDonald's Phsntas tee 
;° 
and to David Lindsay's 
A 
-Voyage 
to Arcturus 7 
Fortunately, Venus , besides being the obvious setting, had appro- 
priate aesthetic and theological associations . Its astrological 
'character' as the planet of love and fertility, though the erotic aspect 
required careful handling, could be turned to good account. A warm, 
young, prolific world is precisely what Lewis required for a recasting 
of the story of Eden. 
Venus obviously made a strong appeal to Levis's feeling for the 
distinctive atmosphere, or 'sensation', of a place. Yalaoandra had been 
the essence of Northernnessz Perelandra should be the quintessence of 
the South. Mslaoandra had been remote, cold, archaic t Perelandra, 
moving for sunward, should be intimate, warm, youthful. The first had 
been Nordics the second should be Mediterranean - the one masculine, the 
other feminine. The contrast pervades every aspect - pictorial, psycho- 
logical and theological - and culminates in the vision of the Oyareas of 
Yalaoandra and Y'erelandra 
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Obviously Perelandre has little affinity with the modern payoho- 
sociological novel. Unli&e the typical novel it is not set in a complex 
human society,, and its treatment of the spiritual is not confined to the 
immanent but discloses the transcendent. Instead, it has qualities of 
the epic, and the drsmstio poem, of Psrsdise Lost end Prometheus Unbound 
9 
the romantic appeal of the far and strange, the concentration on a theme 
of eternal relevance, a greet action involving the fate of many, a 
limited cast of personages , clear-cut narrative sequences , scope for 
vivid descriptions , scenes of poetic intensity, a cosmic background, 
eternal overtones. Like them it conveys a 'message' which the authors 
could, and did, priois in cold prose; but, as with them, this message, 
in so far as it is artistically realised, effects us in the work itself 
by a 'baptism of the imagination' (though overt argument also has its 
place on the lips of the protagonist. ). The scenes are intended to have 
an effect, either medicinal or nourishing, on the roots of personality: 0 
An analysis of Perelandre'. structure may be useful here (despite 
the inevitable simplification). Certain features, it will be seen, 
develop from Out of the Silent Planet or are contingent an the form of 
the planetary voyage. Others parallel Genesis and Paradise Lost, or the 
temptation moons in Comuuss, whilst the closing movement, that of a world 
redeemed from suffering, recalls Prometheus Unbound. Yet all these 
features are subservient to the central inspiration. In distinguishing 
five major movements and supplying headings I have attempted to indicate 
the coherence of plot and theme, and suggest something both of the 
unfolding of thought' and 'the mounting tide of feeling' . 
it 
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Chap page ANALYSIS 
(1) The Narrative Framework 
l7 An anticipatory ordeal 
2 21 Ransom's mission 
3 34 
(2) A Perelandrian Sden 
let day-. 'The oceene of the Morning Star'; the 
Elysian islands . 
4 49 2nd day: A new Eden; encounter with a new Eve. 
5 65 3rd days Dialogues - Ransom and the Lady: 
(i) Primal Innocence 
(ii) Audience with a Queen 
6 79 Interludes the Fixed Land 
4th ssy: (iii) The Prohibition 
Narrative: search for the King; 
entry of the Tempter 
ý 96 13) Temptation 
(4th day) (a) The Tempter 
Dialogue of Ransom and Weston; 
diabolonian dialed tioe 
8 ill 5th days Interludes return to the island 
(b) The Temptation of the Lady 
5th nights (i) let temptation: 'Ye shall be gods' 
9 122 6th days Interlude: the Miserifio Vision 
(ii) 2nd temptation 
10 142 6th nights (iii) 3rd temptations Tragedy Queen 
Many days. - (iv) Many temptations: Vanity and 
Pride 
lag. 
CRISIS: Precarious Innocence 
11 159 (c) The Testing of Ransom :a soliloquy 
(4) Descent 
12 171 Conflict and pursuit 
13 183 A vision of darkness 
14 197 Out of the depths 
(7) Ascent 
15 210 Resurreotion4 the ascent of Paradise Enriched 
16 223 Revelation: the manifestation of Mars and Vanua 
17 235 Consummations A celebration of the Creation 
A prophetic vision 
The Greet Dance 
The analysis reveals an approximation to a five-sot structure with 
an Exposition, Development, Climsx, Counterstroke and Euoataatrophe, 
12' 
whilst formal resemblances to Milton's masque and Shelley's dramatic poem 
are also apparent. 
The narrative framework is remarkably effective. After the eerie 
atmosphere of the opening sequence has played upon us and aroused our 
curiosity we can accept the necessary r6sume end exposition from Ransom 
in chapter two, As to the value of this introduction to Ransom's adven- 
tures, it may be noted that a r6sume breaking into section two might have 
proved fatal to its atmosphere, that the narrator's ordeal during his 
walk to Ransom's cottage foreshadows the book's central theme of tempta- 
tion, that its circumstantial detail encourages a willing 'suspension of 
disbelief', and that a gradual approach to such an unusual tale pays 
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dividends. Lewis follows the advioe James onoe gave to Mrs . Humphrey 
Ward and provides his reader with ' .... the antechamber or two and the 
oroo ed corridor before he is already in the Presence'. 
13 
These necessary preliminaries are here finely employed, and we may 
apply to Perelandra what Lewis himself says of Rider Haggard's She: 
.... the story makes an excellent approach; the central theme is suffered, in the first chapters, to woo us 
across great distances of space and time . What we are 
presently to see at close quarters is seen at first, as 
it were, through the wrong end of the telescope. This 
is a fine exercise in the art of alluring - you may see 
the same thing at work in the opening of the Utopia, in 
the second act of Prometheus Unbound, and in the early 
books of the Odyssey. In the second place it is a 
quest story, which is an attractive thing, And the 
object of the quest combines two strong appeals - it is 
the 'fountain of youth' theme and the princesse lointaine 
in one. 1 4- 
Even this last sentence is peculiarly appropriate to Perelandra and its 
aequel . 
How does Lewis fulfil these expectations when he brings Ransom to 
perelandra? Haggard's tales suffer from the poor texture of the writing 
itself . How far can Lewis sustain close textual oritioism4 Consider 
this account of Ransom's first moments in 6 new world: 
Ha was riding the foamless swell of an ocean, fresh and 
cool after the fierce temperatures of Heaven, but warm 
by earthly standards - as warm as a shallow bay with 
Bandy bottom in a sub-tropical climate. As he rushed 
smoothly up the great convex hillside of the next wave 
he got a mouthful of the water, It was hardly at all 
flavoured with salt; it was drinkable - like fresh 
water and only, by an infinitesimal degree, less insipid, 
Though he had not been aware of thirst till now, his 
drink gave him a quite astonishing pleasure. It wan 
almost like meting Pleasure itself for the first time. 
He buried his flushed face in the green translucence, 
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and when he withdrew it, found himself once more on the 
top of a waive, 
There was no land in sight. The sky was pure, flat 
gold like the background of a medieval picture. It 
looked very distant - as far off as a cirrus aloud looks 
from earth. The ocean was gold too, in the offing, 
fleokeo with innumerable shadows. The nearer waves, 
though golden where their summits caught the light, were 
green on their slopes: first emerald, and then lower 
down a lustrous bottle green, deepening to blue where 
they passed beneath the shadow of other waves. 
All this he saw in a flash; then he was speeding 
down once more into the trough. He had somehow turned 
on his baoa.. He saw the golden roof of that world 
quivering with a rapid variation of paler lights as a 
ceiling quivers at the reflected sunlight from the bath- 
water when you step into your bath on a summer morning. 
He guessed that this was the reflection of the waves 
wherein he swam. It is a phenomenon observable three 
days out of five in the planet of love. The queen of 
those seas views herself continually in a celestial 
mirror . IS 
Up again to the ores t, and still no eight of land. 
Something that looked like clouds - or could it be 
ehipat - for away on his left. Then down, down, down - 
he thought he would never reach the and of it.... thie 
time he noticed how dim the light was. Such tepid 
revelry in water - such glorious bathing, suggested as 
its natural accompaniment a blazing sun. But here there 
was no such thing. The water gleamed, the sky burned 
with gold, but all was rich and dim, and his eyes fed 
upon it undazzled and unaching. The very names of green 
and gold, which he used perforce in describing the scene, 
are too harsh for the tenderness, tt}e muted iridescence, 
of that warm, maternal, delicately gorgeous world. It 
woe mild to look upon as evening, warm like summer noon, 
gentle and winning like early dawn. It was altogether 
pleasurable. He sighed . 
i6 
Your strands of interest may be distinguished in this passage. 
First, in such details as the 'pure, flat gold of the sky' and the 
graduated greens of the eaves, there is a sustained appeal to the senses. 
The oooasionsl similes fix these impressions - 'station' them, to use 
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Keats'a term: the sky is 'as for off as a cirrus cloud looks from 
earth', and the light plays on it 'as a ceiling quivers.... when you step 
into your bath on a summer morning', Sensations of taste, movement and 
touch are addedt Ransom quenches his thirst, goes 'speeding down' the 
waves, and enjoys the 'tepid revelry' of the temperate ocean. These 
impressions begin to build up that 'sensation' of a 'warm, maternal 
delicately gorgeous world', which is the essential Perelandra. 
Meanwhile the planet's main characteristics and the resultant 
physical features are being s, cetohed in. Just as Wells works out a 
plausible Martian from the known characteristics of Mars, so Lewis derives 
from our meagre xnowledge of Vanua a setting which agrees with it 
(sufficiently, at least, for the purposes of fiction) and yet ventures 
beyond it to add surprise to our satisfaction. These gigantic waves 
accord well with a planet which, besides having slightly less mass than 
Earth, is subject to the gravitational attraction of a sun some thirty 
17 
million miles nearer to it. This salt-free ocean recalls the geologists' 
account of Earth's primeval seas before rivers had washed down salts from 
the rooks. The golden canopy of sky is the under aide of those vapours 
which hide the surface of Venus from terres trial telescopes . The points 
gain from not being leboured. 
In sddition, the main themes of the romance are announced . This 
setting is , primarily, s Perelandrian Eden, and the psradia al atmosphere 
is being created by Ransom's growing awareness of the pleasures - novel 
in both their intensity and innocence - of his situation. 'It was alto- 
gether pleasurable' . These pleasures override, but do not obliterate, 
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moments of fearful thrill as he swoops down into the troughs of ocean. 
This coexistence of pleasure and apprehension beoomas the key-note of 
Ransom's experiences on Perelandra, those of an imperfect being in a sin- 
less world. 
Again, the fact that the sky recalls 'the background of a medieval 
picture' is the first indication that the figures for such a setting, 
I$ 
though suitably primitive, will possess a certain dignity. Lewis's con- 
ception of 'degree', of 'hierarchy', is foreshadowed. The sentence, 'The 
queen of those seas views herself continually in a celestial mirror' , is 
not a more glancing allusion to the myth of the birth of Venus. It 
flashes into one's mind the astrological and literary associations of 
the planet, and even more subtly prepares the imagination for Ransom's 
approaching encounter with the Lady. 
But the dominant impression is of the gigantic, shifting waves on 
which Ransom floats, and these increasingly become symbols of a whole 
philosophy of life which is later made explicit in the conversation of 
the Green Lady. 19 
Yet the progress of the narrative is not long suspended. Ransom's 
glimpse of 'Something that looked like clouds - or could it be ships?.... * 
arouses a curiosity which is sustained by the next paragraph and rewarded 
by those that follow. 
In this next phase of the story, which leads to Ransom's encounter 
with the Lady, there is time, our appetite whetted for the surprises in 
store, for a leisurely exploration of Ransom's pleasurable surroundings . 
The paradisal sweetness of the setting soaks into the imagination. The 
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discovery of the floating islands , rainbow-coloured mats of floating 
weeds riding the giant waves , is quiokly followed by a glimpse of a far- 
off 'single smooth column of ghastly green standing up, the one thing 
fixed and vertical in this universe of shifting slopes'. The contrast 
is more than pictorial. A hint of menace ('ghastly') sustains the 
counterpoint of danger. The adventure is shaping itself - inevitably, 
in view of Ransom's known mission, This contrast of floating island and 
fixed rook is an anticipatory symbol, we are made to feel, of some central 
theme . 
A vivid storm is followed by the partial subsidence' of the waves . 
Ransom is able to struggle on to one of the floating islands where he 
is soon learning to walk its shifting slopes. The enchanting scents of 
the island forests , the novel testes of its fruits , sustain and enrich a 
paradisal atmosphere as lush and yet as bracing as that of Marvell's The 
Gordon, Ransom's constant awareness of a spiritual reality disciplines 
any tendency to abandoned luxuriance. He refrains from glutting his 
appetite, 'repetition would be a vulgarity' , realising how often earthly 
pleasures are re-iterated 'in the teeth of desire and in obedience to a 
spurious rationalism' 
20 
A spectacular 'sunset' brings this first day to its close, An 
impenetrable darkness falls . Sleep, appropriately, 'oame like a fruit 
which falle into the hand almost before you have touched the stem' . 
On waking, transom's feeling of 'realised mythology' is intensified, 
first by the 'hereldrically coloured tree' and then by the diminutive 
dragon, a non-rational but tame creature. The bubble trees (an exquisite 
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invention) sharpen his faculties and deepen this 'sensation not of 
following an adventure but of creating a myth'. Again the 'inner 
adviser' restrains him from any selective indulgence in the delightful 
fruits of the island. 
Seemingly chance observations now prepare for a skilfully managed 
encounter. Swan-lilts flooks in the sky and dolphin-like shoals in the 
sea are seen to be converging as with a purpose. A figure 'on a dolphin's 
basic' in revealed as first 'human', then feminine. That she should 'mar 
the meeting of two worlds', first with an expression of disappointment 
and then with a peal of laughter at hansom's piebald appearance, is a 
triumphant turn of the narrative which blends the easier shook of sur- 
prise with the more subtle thrill of recognition. 
Lewis's Green Lady is a triumph of revitalised mythology, standing 
among the beasts subject to her dominion like a 'goddess carved apparently 
out of green stone' . Yet the first indications of a planetary Venue are 
mastered by deepening undertones of a Rerelandrian Eve. Despite the 
'full humanity of every feature', the Lady's face has in repose an 
'unearthly palm' , which Ransom eventually puts down to 'the complete 
absence of that element of resignation which mixes, in however slight a 
degree, with all profound stillness in terrestrial faces' . That Ransom 
should have time to exchange only one remark with her before night parts 
them is more then a stock trick of suspense. The Lady's naive, but 
profound question is given time to sink in. Ransom, speaking in Old Soler, 
declares 
"I am a stranger. I Dome in Peace. Is it your will that 
I96. 
I swim over to your land? " 
The Green Lady looked quickly at him with an expression 
of curiosity. 
"what is 'peace',.. " she asked. 
1 
This encounter with the Green Lady gives rise to a series of novel 
dialogues of great imaginative and spiritual power. The winding, but 
progressive course of their three conversations in the next two chapters 
defies preoie, as all good talk must, but its main strands are clearly 
distinguishable. It is , in fact, both for Ransom and for the Lady, a 
process of mutual enlightenment punctuated by a series of startling 
revelations . Its affinities are as couch with the dialogues in Comue or 
Prometheus Unbound es with drawing-room conversation, and its subject- 
matter is that 'divine philosophy' 'which for Levis, as much as for 
Milton, is 'musical as is Apollo's lute' . 
Ransom's first impressions of the Lady's unfallen innocence, her 
dominion over the creatures, and her unbroken communion with Maleldil, 
are reinforced. Nev insights emerge. There is a piquant contrast 
between the terrestrial and the Perelandrian sense of values. Goodness, 
'12 
or signifioanoe, for the Lady, has nothing to do with size or duration; 
alternative experiences are 'goods' whose intrinsic worths never compete; 
every creature enjoys a unique status end privileges; all are linked in 
a harmonious hierarchy of joys, based on authority, obedience and inter- 
dependence, enriched by vicarious pleasure, deepened by vicarious sacri- 
fice. Like a line of melodic joy this passage adumbrates the fuller 
harmonies of the book's culminating vision. And there is nothing abstract 
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about it. The Lady's insights, though divinely authenticated, are 
always freely perceived, and arise naturally from her material environ- 
ment and her daily experience among the Wave-tossed islands. 
Typical of the surprises which enliven the dialogue and further 
the Pared is al theme is this : 
"I have a mother? " said the Green Lady,, looking full 
at him with eyes of untroubled wonder. "What do you 
mean? I an the mother. " 
23 
But it is not only through the clarification of Ransom's under- 
standing that the theme of 'Paradise Retained' is advanced. Though the 
Lady recalls Artemis and Aphrodite, Madonna and Eve, she is spiritually 
'young', and for her, too, the conversation with Ransom is a spiritual 
education. Their intercommunication gives her a growing self-knowledge 
and a greater awareness of her relationship to her Baker. Wider know- 
ledge of other creatures and worlds (partly from Ransom, partly through 
an inward illumination) is secondary to this new grasp of her inner 
world of spirit. Foremost is her emergence from a trust still half 
instinctive to a conscious obedience, and her perception of the possi- 
bility of disobedience. 
The next move in the narrative has been prepared. To the primal 
Eden and the primal Eve there is now added the primal Prohibition: 4" 
Towards the and of his third day on Perelandra Ransom again sees the 
Fixed Land, and learns from the Lady that she is forbidden to remain 
there during the night. Anything arbitrary in this restriction is 
swallowed up for the Lady by her joy in obeying es the beasts delight to 
fulfil her own behests, and our own imaginations have been prepared to 
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accept her attitude. A sustained emphasis on the value of accepting and 
surmounting the waves of experience makes the significance of the pro- 
hibition clear; a self-assured security is foreign to a trust in Maleldil. 
Borne by the dolphin creatures, the Lady and Ransom now search for 
her lost companion, the 'icing' . From a shoulder of the Fixed Land, whose 
'pure lines and stable masses' delight Ransom, they soon the ocean. 
Earlier, a distant flash and report had led the Lady to exclaim, 'Some- 
thing has fallen out of Deep Heaven' 
25 The stage is being set for the 
dress of Temptation. 
The intruder proves to be the scientist Weston, arrived from Earth 
in his space-ship and strangely prepared, we are to find, for the role 
of tempter. A nest resume is given of the events narrated in the 
earlier romance. Ransom, alarmed by the arrival of his old antagonist, 
cannot prevent the Lady from racing down to the beach to receive the new- 
comer as Queen. The resulting encounter with Weston mixes farcical anti- 
climax with vague menace. 
Failing to understand Weston, the Lady departs in search of the 
King. Ransom counters Weston's reference to 'seduction' with a reminder 
of the scientist's murderous policy on Mslaoandra. Their dispute turns 
2b 
to the 'interplanetary problem' (the theme announced in the first 
romance), a subject on which Vieston claims to have reached a new insight. 
No longer the exponent of human imperialism he has, during his oonvales- 
cenoe, become a believer in Emergent Evolution and the Life Force. 
Nature end Man are no longer to be diohotomised. A metabiologioal vision 
obs es s ea him: 
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The majestic spectacle of this blind, inarticulate 
purposiveness thrusting its may upward and ever upward 
in an endless unity of differentiated achievements towards 
an ever-increasing complexity of organization, towards 
spontaneity and spirituality, swept away all my old con- 
ceptions of a duty to Man as such. Man in himself is 
nothing. The forward movement of Life - the growing 
spirituality - is everything. 
7 
When his equation of this 'blind, inartioulato purposiveness' with 
the Holy Spirit is rejected by Ransom, Weston writhes at this 'adherence 
to formulae' . The goal of the universal process is clear - 'Pure 
spirits the final vortex of self-thinking, self-originating activity' 
28 
The dispute becomes more than theoretical. Disquieting changes in 
Weston's manner, talk of 'guidance' and of 'A great, inscrutable Force, 
pouring up into us from the dark bases of being' alarm Ransom. 'The 
next stage of emergent evolution, beckoning us forward, is God' , Weston 
expounds; 'the trsnsoanded stage behind, ejecting us, is the Devil' 
29 
He now poses es the chosen instrument of this forward thrust - 'I'm 
being prepared all the time'. 
Horrible hints converge. Weston's uncanny knowledge of Old Solar, 
his disregard for his apace-ship, his scorn of 'conventional' morality, 
are signs of s soul possessed. More than an emissary of the Bent One, 
he has become his vehicle. At the climax of his peroration a paroxysm 
grips him; we have a glimpse of a 'limed soul.... struggling to be free' , 
and then his lips close horribly on the bottle Ransom offers his an the 
perelandrisn night falls. 
Late the next day Ransom, mounted on a great fish, returns to the 
floating islsndo nd finds Weston already conversing with the Lady3 The 
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central episode of temptation has begun. 
The first temptation, a dialogue in the dark overheard by Ransom, 
ends in a victory for innocence. Weston's suggestion that Maleldil 
secretly wishes the Lady to achieve true 
independence by breaking the 
prohibition, though subtly presented, 
has failed. Yet Ransom's awareness 
of angelic rejoining is mingled with a mounting 
fear of the demonic power 
resident in Weston- 
Throughout this metaphysical debate the Lady's philosophy of Life 
is powerfully expressed . Her profound peace flows from a respect for 
reality and an acoeptenoe of the Divine will: the fruit that comes to 
her hand, the adventure brought by the wave, are positively received. 
Lewis is very near to Charles Williams in this restatement of Dante's 
great theme. The Lady's philosophy is almost a paraphrase, in Pere- 
landrian terms, of the serene meditations of old We, Anstruthers in 
Descent into Hell 0937) s 
Rarity was one form of delight and frequency another. 
A thing could even be beautiful, because it did not happen, 
or rather the not happening could be beautiful. So long 
always as joy was not rashly pinned to the happening; so 
long as you accepted what joys the universe offered and did 
not seek to compel the universe to offer you joys of your 
own definition. 32 
Her niece, Pauline, whom the events of the story eventually lead to a 
similar spiritual insight, expresses it in the question, 'How could I 
went anything but what is? ' 
33 
In Williams 'a novel the part of Devil's advocate is played by a 
Mrs. Sammile; the representative of divine wisdom by the poet, Peter 
Stanhope. Whilst Mrs. 3emmile invites Pauline to the indulgent pleasures 
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of self-centred illusion, Stanhope directs her to the bracing experience 
of spiritual reality: 
Mrs . 3ammile stood up. "I must go, " ahe aaid . But 
I don't see why you don't enjoy yourselves. " 
"Beoause, sooner or later, there isn't anything to enjoy 
in oneself ," Stanhope murmured , as she departed .3 
Unlike Pauline, the historian Laurence Wentworth succumbs to the 
allurements of deceit, vanity, lust and selfishness which Mrs. Sammile 
represents . In his 'descent into Hell' , he follows the some path of 
personal disintegration as Weston in Perelandra. 
The horror of the possessed Weston, whom Lewis now thinks of as 
the 'Un-Man' , is terribly intensified during the succeeding day. 
Following a trail of tortured frogs Ransom again meets Weston, and in 
his appalling smile suffers an adumbration of the 'Miserific Vision' 
35 
But in the intervals between the subsequent temptations it is the Un- 
Man's petty obscenities and monotonous spite which sicken him (to the 
demonic, intellect and imagination ore merely useful instruments) t 
on the surface, great designs end an antagonism to Heaven 
which involved the fate of worlds t but deep within, when 
every veil had been pierced, was there,, after all,, nothing 
but a black puerility, on aimless empty spitefulness 36 
The purpose of Ransom's mission to Perelandra now becomes clearer. 
In the subsequent phases of the Un-Man's spiritual attack on the Lady, he 
has thrust upon him the role of divine advocate. % is 'Maleldil's 
representative', as Weston is 'the representative of Hell': 
7 
But this 
does not exhaust his function in the story. As the narrator of the events 
on Perelsndrs he is to be an authentic m itneea of mattere relevant to 
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Earthly affairs -a fact that assumes importance in That Hideous Strength. 
Moreover, his role does not remain merely passive or intellectual. Even- 
tually he must offer physical resistance to the possessed Weston, and his 
subsequent adventures follow a pattern of psychological and spiritual 
signifioanoe. 
Ransom now suffers some shrewd hits in his intellectual duel. For 
a space the Un-Man successfully represents him as one 'young' in 
experience, 'who rejects the fruit he is given for the sake of the fruit 
38 
he expected or the fruit he found last time'. When the Lady asks, 'And 
will you teach us Death? *, the UnmLen'e blasphemous reply indicates the 
terrible trend of hie tempting: 
"Yea ," it a aid , it in for thin that I come here , that you 
may have Death in abundance. " 39 
Fortunately, the Lady's inability to conceive how Meleldil, who 'is 
40 
all a burning joy and a strength' , could jest in his commands, as she her- 
self sometimes jests with the beasts, halts this trend, and Ransom makes 
the point that true obedience is only made possible by the prohibition. 
The Lady accepts this: 'We cannot walk out of Maleldil's will i but He 
has given us $ way to 'walk out of our will' . 
The adversary employs deadlier weapons. 11 am older than he.... ' 
he asserts. 'I have been with Maleldil in Deep Heaven where he never 
name and heard the eternal councils. And in the order of creation I am 
greater then he.... ' He invites the Lady to step 'through the dark waves 
of His forbidding, into the real life, Deep Life, with all its joy and 
splendour and hardness'. 
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Desperately Ransom outlines the misery that came from man's Fall, 
but the Un-Man's riposte is deadly. Is not all earthly civilisation and 
culture a result of the Fall? More, did it not lead to Maleldil's incar- 
nation? hard pressed, Ransom at last strikes out an answer. 'Of course 
good came of it. I. Maleldil a beast that we can stop His path, or a 
leaf that we can twist His ehape?.... And there were some to whom no good 
came nor ever will come .... Tell her of your joys s and of what profit you 
had when you made Maleldil and death acquainted. ' The Un Man's melan- 
oholy howl and the Lady's surrender to sleep and this second phase. 
The sustained imagery of waves, trees and fruit by means of which 
the debate, here and elsewhere is carried on, is masterly. It never 
allows an awareness of the Perelandrian Betting to fade from the mind , 
and maintains a link between spiritual truth and concrete experience which 
is vital to the book's whole effect. 
Through weary days and nights the Un-Man's talk drags on, subjecting 
Ransom to sleeplessness and strain. Through story after story the Un-Man 
seeks to poison the Lady's imagination and so confuse her will. The 
role of martyr for her race and husband, on whose behalf she is nobly to 
take the Great Risk to win fuller life, is subtly insinuated. Eventually 
she veers perilously near to self-dramatisation, to the 'fatal touch of 
invited grandeur' . Her obedience holds, but her imagination entertains 
poisonous shapes . 
One morning Ransom finds the Un-Man and the Lady apparelled in 
bright plumage. When the Un-Man gives her a mirror, her own beautiful 
reflection strikes both fear and admiration, but the tempter's purpose 
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is lees to arouse vanity by this glimpse of her beauty than 'to awake 
the far more perilous image of her great a oul' .41 
Chapter eleven is pivotal. The Lady's precarious innocence cannot 
endure indefinitely. Ransom knows that he must 'do something'. Suddenly, 
with this realisation, he himself becomes the focus of temptation, is 
himself on trial. In the dark night he wrestles with the conscience that 
tells him he must fight the Un-Yan: It is blasphemous to picture himself 
as God's representative, he tells himself; 'Faith, ' not works, is 
required of him; he is too weak for an active role. Yet ultimately he 
knows that his 'spirituel' objections are specious. (The reader's own 
possible objections to this turn in the plot are thus voiced and countered. 
The difficult transition is skilfully effected. ) There will be no mire- 
ouloua intervention otherthan Ransom's own providential presence on 
Perelandre. The divine gift of freedom of choice will not be retracted, 
rn insistent duty bears down on him. 
Painfully rejecting the role of a second Pilate, or another Peter, 
Ransom accepts the tack of deliverance indicated by hie name .A Voice 
confirms his choice and tells him that sleep will descend on the creatures 
to facilitate his combat with the Un-Man. 
The chapter is closely woven. It seizes a suitable opportunity, 
at the heart of the plot, to express overtly much of the meaning of the 
central them.. The significance of human choice, everywhere implied, is 
here directly stated - 'Either something or nothing must depend on 
individual choices' . 
42 
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The narrative now (chaps . 12 and 13) runs strongly. The static 
temptation scenes give way to a dynamic fight, a pursuit across the 
ocean, ano further conflict, bodily and spiritual, with the adversary, 
This movement has several functions. First, as plot, it ends the 
temptations, removes the tempter from the scene, and allows the Lady 
time to be reunited to the King. Secondly, it gives scope for a wider 
. desoription of 
Perelsndrs, and in so doing conveys a sense of the diver- 
sity of the natural realm. In Ransom's view of a world beneath the waves 
the theme of 'realised mythology' is sustained, and a vista of realms 
other than the human opened up. The 'corresponding planes' of the world 
of the dolphin, the underwater creatures, and the serial flocks, come 
into view. There is a sudden expansion of vision. 
Above all, it records Ransom's gradual descent into a dark valley 
of doubt. Weakened by his combat with one who now exhibits the disinte- 
grating personality of Weston, now seems the more bodily instrument of 
the Bent One, he is further sapped by the fatigue, monotony, darkness 
and futility of the pursuit. He begins to doubt the unique significance 
of the events in which he has been involved and is gripped by a cosmic 
despair. The 'Empirical Bogey' assails his tired reason - 'the great 
myth of our century with its gases and galaxies,, its light years and 
evolutions, its nightmare perspectives of simple arithmetic in which 
everything that can possibly hold significance for the mind becomes the 
more by-product of essential disorder'. A fresh encounter with the Un- 
Man almost completes the process . Weston, in momentary re-possession of 
himself, points for Ransom a nightmare picture of the cosmos as an 
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infinite globe where, sinking through the thin crust of our seventy mortal 
years , 'we fall into 'Darkness , worms,, heat, pressure, salt, suffooation, 
stink' . 
This picture is almost literally fulfilled when Ransom, trying to 
help Weston, is treacherously dragged beneath the waves,, and entombed in 
the blank interior of Psi Harendrimar. Painfully climbing through dark- 
ness , Ransom is trailed 
by the Un-Man. In a firelit cave, the reappear- 
(o 
anos of his adversary, accompanied by an appalling giant insect; at first 
petrifies him, but finally, in a surge of courage, he hurls the Un-Men 
into the abyss. This ordeal purges Ransom of doubt and equips him for 
the next stage of his adventure. He is made dependent on the Divine will. 
With Ransom's ascent through the caverns of the purgatorial moun- 
tain, the story moves to its climax. With unflagging invention Lewis 
tells how Ransom glimpses gigantic insect forms moving 'with insufferable 
mejesty'; 
7ia 
swept by a stream out on to a mountain side, and through 
long, entranced days is restored to strength. "$The mountain setting with 
4 
its crystal cliffs, 
9its 
golden sky-roofs, its ripple-trees (canopy to a 
world of tiny creatures ), and the joyful paean of its singing beast, is 
wonderfully rendered. 
A detailed examination of a brief passage from this section will 
perhaps serve to show how Levis's themes are furthered by the style itself ; 
At this point it becomes increasingly difficult to 
give Ransom's experiences in any certain order. How long 
he lay beside the river at the cavern mouth eating and 
sleeping and waking only to eat and sleep again, he has no 
idea. He thinks it wee only a day or two, but from the 
state of his body when this period of convalescence ended 
I should imagine it must have been more like a fortnight 
or three weea . It was a time to be remembered only in 
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dreams as we remember infancy. Indeed it was a second 
infancy, in which he was breast-fed by the planet Venus 
herself % unweaned till he moved from that place. 
Three impressions of this long Sabbath remain. One is 
the endless sound of rejoicing water. Another is the 
delicious life that he sucked from the clusters which 
almost seemed to bow themselves unasked into his up- 
stretched hands. The third is the song. Now high in 
the air above him, now welling up as if from glens and 
valleys for below, it floated through his sleep and was 
the first sound at every waking. It was formless as the 
song of a bird, yet it was not a bird 'a voice. As a 
bird's voice is to a flute, so was this to a cello: low 
and ripe and tender, full-bellied, rich and golden-brown: 
passionate too, but not with the passions of men. 
5C) 
The opening phrase, 'at this point' , reveals Lewis's tendency to 
place each event in the total pattern, to strive for 'a certain order' . 
This shaping process moves with increasing confidence through 'no idea' - 
the thinks' - 'I should imagine' - until with the simile 'aa we remember 
infancy' assurance is reached, and we get the confident stress of the 
topic sentence, 'Indeed it was a second infancy, in which he was breast- 
fed by the planet Venus herselft unweaned till he moved from that plane'. 
The syntax is conventional and tightly constructed, with a high 
proportion of interlocking subordinate clauses . Sentences and units of 
sense are predominantly short, and, though carefully related, are too 
firmly end-stopped to permit the reader any relaxation on the flux of 
sense impressions . The fairly high percentage of verbs , and the initial 
rarity of adjectives also precludes a dreamy impressionism which, appro- 
priate enough to the immediate scene, would dissolve the forward and 
upward pressure of the narrative. The predominantly double, often anti- 
thetical structure, is also a mark of intellectual alertness, but mono- 
tony of rhythm is avoided by an occasional relaxation, at momento of 
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heightened sensuousness into a triple movement, such as 'lone/and 
ripe/and tender, //full-bellied , /rioh/and golden brown: //passionate too, / 
but not with the passions of men'. Yet the final unit of sense harks back 
to the antithetical structure, emphasising once more that Ransom's sensa- 
tions on Perelandra, though intensely pleasurable, are marked even more 
by a trans-mortal discipline and order. 
Order is also established by the frequency of adverbial and 
adjectival phrases that constantly place each action and object (at this 
point.... in any certain order.... beside the river.... at the cavern 
mouth,.., * day or two.... till he moved from that place.... from the 
clusters .... into hie upstretohed hands .... high in the air above him.... 
for below.... through his sleep.... at every waking). This process of 
'stationing' everything continues through the next four paragraphs, after 
which Lewis signifioantly refers to his description as 'trying to put the 
completed picture together' 
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Lewis's constant awareness of 'hierarchy' is at work in the texture . 
It is an awareness that leads him, continually, to group his figures in a 
hierarchical pattern, particularly at moments of climax. One remembers 
the earth den arraigned before Xalaoandra and his assembled subjects on 
ILeldilorn, the household at St. Anne's-on-the Hill in conclave with the 
planetary powers, the heavenly procession, followed by the vision of the 
chess -board, in The Great Divorce 
; and 
the frequent banquets, conferences 
and battle arrays in which the multifarious creatures of Narnia are 
assembled and ranked. But the finest example is the assembly on Pere- 
landra for which the paragraph above is a preparation. In that final 
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soene on the mountains Ransom sees beast, man and angel compose one 
picture : 
For now he now this living Paradise, the Lord and Lady, 
as the resolution of discords, the bridge that spans what 
would else be a chasm in creation, the keystone of the 
whole arch. By entering that mountain valley they had 
suddenly united the warm multitude of the brutes behind 
him with the tranaoorporeal intelligences at his aide. 
They closed the circle, and with their coming all the 
separate notes of strength or beauty which that assembly 
had hitherto struck became one sue is . 
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In the specimen paragraph this hierarchical grouping is accompanied 
by the symbolism of the mountain. For Jung, mountains symbolize the pro- 
cess of 'individuation' - the achievement of the real 'self' , or inte- 
grated personality - and this interpretation suits the process of re-birth 
and re-making which Hanson is undergoing. The cavern from which he has 
just emerged, as from the womb, and the explicit reference to his being 
'breast-fed' by the planet, are related to the consistently feminine 
symbolism of Perelandra, here manifesting herself as the Greet Mother. 
Yet a trans-sexual symbolism reasserts itself in the immediate reference 
to a 'long Sabbath', which suggests a Ransom resting from his participa- 
tion in the creation drama of Perelandra, or, with the Christ symbolism 
inherent in his name, rising from the tomb after his defeat of the dark 
powers . 
The subsequent impressions are disciplined by the firm 'one..., 
another.... the third'. Water is a universal life symbol to which 
'rejoicing' given a ohriatian tone by recalling the 'living water' of 
John's gospel (chap . iv) . The vine and fruit are kindred symbols which 
(along with the echo of Marvell in 'bow themselves unasked') recall 
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Christ's words to his disciples at the Last Supper. Taken together they 
have a sacramental value. The third impression, the song of rejoicing, 
subtly combines the creativity of water ('welling up') with the nourish- 
ment of fruit ('ripe and tender .... golden brown' ). 
There is , in this and the other olimaotio scenes of Lewis 'a 
fiction, a literary counterpart to those visual 'mandalas' - 'the Indian 
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term for the circles drawn in religious rituals' - whioh have occupied 
Jung's attention. Like them they express and induce a harmony of being 
by picturing a like harmony in the cosmos . Focal points in the narrative 
web, they capture Lewis 'a distinctive vision of the Triumph of Joy. 
Having carved an epitaph for Weston, Ransom descends from his 
aubeidiary peak to attempt 'the secant of the great mountain', 
later 
referred to as 'The Hill of Life' . Led on, he attains its summit to find 
a secret valley guarded by gloving peaks and holding a pool ringed by 
crimson lilies. The awesome atmosphere deepens. Be sees the coffin-like 
chariot prepared for his return and senses the presence of the eldila. 
The inherent symbolism is as rich as the descriptive texture, 
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This is 'the ascent of Paradise', the objective correlative of Ransom's 
resurrection and re-birth, an event like the death and re-birth patterns 
of nature uhioh are, according to Levis, 'transpositions of the Divine 
57 theme into a minor key' As ambassador of heaven, Ransom's experience 
folloae the pattern of his exalted nomeeeke 
s$Like 
the ocean diver he 
he. plumbed 'the death-like region of ooze and slime end old decay' and 
now 'bank to colour and light.... he breaks eurfaoe again, holding in his 
hand the drippings preoioue thing that he went down to reo over' S9 He he. 
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undergone that 'complete unmaking and remaking of man, to be endured 
at the dark bases of his being' whioh Lewis finds wonderfully presented 
in Shelley'e account of Asia's descent to Demogorgon. 
6o 
Emotionally, the passage evokes expectation and longing. 'The 
gradual ineluctable approach of the unknown, where the unknown is sinister, 
is not an uncommon theme in literature, ' writes Lewis of Prometheus 
Unbound Act II; 'but where else ore we to find this more medioinable 
theme - these shy approaches,, end sudden recessions , and returnings beyond 
hope, and. wellings and strengtheninge of a far-off uncertainly prognosti- 
6 
cated good? ' We find something very like it in this passage where Ransom 
is nearing, 'after long journey and ritual preparation and aloe ceremonial 
approaches' , the presence of the 'great Father, Priest, and Snperor' of 
Perelandra 
6z 
Ransom now hears the Oyareae, Malacendra and Perslandra, discussing 
him. The theme of glad renunciation is sounded in the imminent surrender 
of authority to the King by Perslandra. This is a coming of age -a new 
world is being born. 
Experimenting to find what manifestation of themselves is appro- 
priate to the Ding and Queen, the Oyarsas appear to Ransom; first as an 
intolerable storm of images, next 08 gigantic Nheels, 
end 
finally as 
sublime figures of burning splendour, rushing onward in pace with 
perelandre's course round Arbolt 
The Oyarss of Uars shone with cold and morning Dolours, a 
little metallic - pure, hard, and bracing. The Oyarea of 
Venus glowed with a warm splendour, full of the suggestion 
of teeming vegetable life. (cP 
Both blaze with intellectual love, Rhythm and melody, masculine and 
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feminine, guardian of an archaic world and mother of a young creation, 
they embody supremely the complementary 'sensations' of their two 
worlds , revealing the reality of which earthly myth 
is the distorted 
echo. 
Ransom's questions cease as the valley fills with frolic beasts 
and birds. Ceremoniously ranked, as a holy light rests on the mountain, 
they kneel to the approaching King and Queen. 
The last chapter is a sustained hymn of affirmation, a Triumph of 
Joy, which powerfully conveys the mystical aspects of Levis's Christian 
philosophy. The exalted mood recalls the final act of Prometheus 
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Unbound. The centripetal movement, whereby Ransom, having reached the 
inner circle of the Perelandrian paradise, penetrates in vision the con- 
centric oiroles of Heaven, oorresponds, in miniature, to Dante 's Paradiso. 
Through Tor and Tinidril, the King and Queen of Perelandra, Lewis 
presents that 'advent of imperial man' which Ransom had foreseen in 
chapter twelve 
' In the purity and strength of their unf allen natures 
they embody the perfection Man has lost, and anticipate the restoration 
of a redeemed humanity., The stamp of perfect manhood in the face of 
this 'second edam' , an echo of the Son's 'express image' , more than com- 
pensates Ransom for the Miserifio Vision fearfully glimpsed in the face 
of the Un-Ian . 
Underlying this episode is the Pauline doctrine of redeemed 
humanity expressed in the eighth chapter of Rte. Particularly rele- 
vant are the verses in which Man's redemption is given a cosmic signifi- 
cances 
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For the created universe weite with eager expectation for 
God's sons to be revealed. It was made the victim of 
frustration, not by its own choice, but because of him who 
made it so; yet always there was hope, because the universe 
itself is to be freed from the shackles of mortality and 
enter upon the liberty and splendour of the children of God. 
(New English Bible. ) 
It is this 'liberty and splendour' which Lewis is portraying in 
the climax of his story, and in so doing he moves away from the rational 
emphasis of Western theology towards the mystical intuitions of Eastern 
Orthodoxy as represented, for example, by the nineteenth century philo- 
sopher Soloviev. 'For him. ' writes Karl Pfleger,, 'the significance of 
the cosmic process is not a purely negative redemption from sin, but the 
deification of the world,, ' and 'Without man this return is impossible and 
inconoeivable .' 
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Soloviev, whom Pf lager calls 'the prophet of divine humanity', 
provides a view of Man's destiny which reads like a commentary on 
perelandra= 
Man was predestined to be the universal Messiah whose 
task it is to redeem the world from chaos by uniting it 
with God and embodying the eternal wisdom in created 
forms. This mission comprises a threefold human 
ministry, Man must be the priest of God,, Ling of the 
lower world and Prophet of the absolute union of both. 
He is a priest when he s acrif ices his own will , his human 
selfishness; King of the sub-human world when he subjects 
it to the Divine Law; - and prophet of their union when he 
aims at the absolute unity of existence and progressively 
realises it by the joint work of grace and free will, 
thereby gradually transforming nature separated from God 
into the universal and complete integration in Him which 
it originally possessed. `a 
Lewis would no doubt wish to qualify some semi-pantheistic phrases 
in this passage, but otherwise it is an illuminating commentary on his 
final chapter. 
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As 'priest of God' , Tor he aaorificed his own will . Like Tinidril 
he has conquered the impulse to 'reject the wave' , triumphed where Adam 
fell, and,, in so doing g attained a true vision of good and evil. The 
tempter's malice has, in Milton's words, 'served but to bring forth 
Infinite goodness' At this point, Ransoms concern over the justice of 
the King's apparently passive role gives rise to Lewis's clearest state- 
ment of a philosophy of Vicarious Experience . The debt this passage 
owes to Charles Williams's doctrine of 'co-inherenoe' has already been 
disouseed 
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As 'Ling of the lower world', Tor now exercises authority and 
dominion,, relinquished to him by Perelandra, in naming the creatures and 
places of hie planet: 
l As the central link in the chain of being, the 
'geyetone of the whole arch',, he unites the natural and spiritual realms. 
Finally, es 'Prophet of their union', he surveys the glorious 
vistas of the future. He and his Queen, as children of Maleldil, will 
people their world, make wondrous artefaots, and endow the beasts with 
wiedoin Jventuslly, Deep Heaven will open to their eyes, their bodies 
will be transformed, and, by the power of ILaleldil'B eons, they will 
break the Bent One's grip on Thuloandra 
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Ransom identifies these prediotiona with the 'Lest Things' of 
Christian doctrine, but is, nevertheless, troubled. These new immensities 
of life, apace and time, seem to question the centrality of Maleldil'e 
earthly incarnation'- Who is at the centre? 
Ransom is not answered by logical argument but, like Job, confronted 
with a poetic vision of the awesome richness of orestion 
75 The converse- 
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tion becomes a celestial harmony of men and angels 'like the parts of 
a music into which all five of them had entered as instruments' . In 
this canticle of creation, the whole imagery and setting of the story - 
its waves and fruit and music, its islands,, sees and mountains - is 
recapitulated . Finally, it merges into a cosmic chorus of praise lifting 
Ransom into a comprehensive vision in which he sees the particularities 
of space and time as parts of a Great Dance . 
Dente's vision of the river of fire and the hierarchies of the 
celestial rose perhaps contribute to this image, which was a part of 
the Medieval world picture. So do the visions in the novels of Charles 
Yiilliams 
:ý 
But this Great Dance is more than a pious reconstruction of 
an outmoded image. Conoepte of modern physios, geometry and astronomy 
participate in it to link it firmly to the planetary setting and to the 
theme of hierarohy. It is an integral part of the book's design, satis- 
fies the imagination and stimulates the intellect. It makes a fitting 
close to Ransom's second adventure, and prepares him for the role he 
plays in the last of the planetary romances, 
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CIiAPTFB XIII 
THAT HIDEOUS STINGTH 
Despite its terrestrial setting, and the realistic air of its 
opening chapters, That Hideous Strength is perhaps the most fantastic 
of the plane tar y romances . Lewis provides af air warning of this by 
giving it the sub-title 'A modern fairy-tale for grown-ups', and 
explaining in his prof see, 'This is a "tall story" about devilry, 
though it has behind it a serious "point" which I have tried to make in 
my Abolition of Yen'. 
The references to 'fairy tale' end 'tall story' aptly indicate the 
mingling of inoonguous characters , the riot of fantastic events, and 
the diversity of themes which Lewis has allowed hi aelf . There in a 
reaction from Perelandra's imaginative and thematic concentration. 
Almost every one of Lewis's enthusiass is indulged, Quite apart from 
the ideas propounded in The Abolition of Man there are such elements of 
his thought as the psychological theory of the 'inner ring', the interest 
in the 'eharaetºrs' of the planets , cosmic warfare, anti-viviseotionism, 
hierarchy, and the conception of 'Logres' derived from Charles William In 
Arthurian poem. It is not surprising that with this wealth of material 
the book is longer than its predecessors and its structure more complex. 
It differs in other ways from Out of the Silent Planet and 
perelendre. In feet, ea i. rgarst R. Grernien notes, its 'relationship to 
the others in the trilogy is not st first too sppsrent'. she points out 
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that 'Ranson, the central figure of the earlier tales, now dominates the 
idea rather then the action' and has become 'more of an influence than a 
character in the swiftly noting plot' . In addition, there is 'more of 
the novelist's skill hers in the greater concentration on character and 
in his sensitive and perceptive treatment of ordinary human relation- 
ships' . Whitt her praise needs qualification, her diagnosis of this 
romenoe as more novelistic is certainly correct. 
A definite readjustment is thus required from the reader as he 
turns from the archaic simplicities of More and the primaal drama of 
Venue to the bedevilled complexities of Barth. There is no longer the 
ezoitemlent of a planetary voyage, nor a vivid, first-hand report from 
Ransom. Instead, the reader is conducted by an omniscient narrator over 
a widening field of characters whose connection with Ransom's earlier 
adventures is not at first apparent. Only when Lord Fevers tone proves 
to be Devine and tells Nark Studdoek about Weston and the 'inter-planetary 
problem's does the connection become clear, Chapter seven is reached 
before Ransom appears, though there are earlier references to him. Not 
until MacPhse's talk with Jane, in chapter nine, are the planetary 
powers mentioned . 
Gradually, the relation of this story to Ransom's previous 
adventures becomes clearer, and the diverse elements begin to knit 
together into a coherent plot, but one's final impression is that 
diversity has only been achieved with some loss of concentration and 
power. Lewis's main theme - the threat to van's moral and spiritual 
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nature inherent in certain trends of contemporary thought - his been 
obscured rather than intensified by the supernatural, legendary and cosmic 
trappings . The absence of such machinery in George Orwell 'a Nineteen 
ighty-your gives his strangely similar warning against the anti-human 
forces of our century a greater impact. 
For a full appreciation of the 'serious point' of the story some 
account is needed of Levis's essay The Abolition of Man,, which affords 
perhaps the clearest proof of the connection between his non-fiction and 
his fiction. It Is p basically, a defence of the Tao (Moral Low), and an 
attack on 'scientism' . 
The Tao is the moral teaching, based on a belief in objective 
values, which, Lewis claims, is essentially the now in all ages and 
civilisations. The Tao, he believes, is abiding, irreplaceable, and 
only improvable from within. Hence he is opposed to all fors of sub- 
jectivism or naturalism, and asserts that there is no system of values 
to be obtained from factual propositions or an appeal to inetinots. 
Nowadays there are many who deny the existence of the Tao - who 
regard 'all ideas of what we ought to do simply as an interesting 
psychological survival'? and for whom applied science provides the 
some of re-caking Min, not by eonforaing him to objective values, but 
by moulding his to their own wishes. What alarm Lewis is that 'the 
men-moulders of the new age will be armed with the powers of an osni- 
competent state and an irresistible scientific technique' : Since power 
corrupts, the power of Yon over Nature will inevitably become 'the power 
of some men to make other map, what they please' . In terse that reflect 
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Walk's Selenitss and Stopledon'a Last and First Yen (1931), and recall 
f 1ey'a Brave Nov World and Orwell's 1954p he pictures the logical out- 
come of this trend t 
Supping outside the Tao they the rtan-moulders 7have 
stepped into the void. Nor are their subjeote 
necessarily unhappy caea. They are not men at all: they 
are artef ao to . Mm's final conquest has proved to be the 
abolition of Zeno 4 
U for the rulers themselves 
.... those eho stand outside all judgments of value can- 
not have any ground for preferring one of their own 
impulses to another except the emotional strength of 
that impulse.... )ian'e conquest of Nature turns out in 
the moment of its oonsummation to be Nature's conquest of 
Ian. 
In the novel these trends are worked out through the story of 
N. I4 A. - the National Institute of Co-ordinated Ikperiments - with its 
ruthless scientists and terrible 'Head'. 
An interesting sidelight on Lewis 's speculations is provided by 
William H. Whyte In The Organization UM (1957) ,a critique of certain 
ticends in American society. Whyta's concept of the '8ooisl ethic' , with 
its stress ca 'belongingness', resembles Lewis'. theme of the psycho- 
logical attraction of the 'inner ring'; his 'Organisation Man', hardly 
able to call his soul his own p recalls the employees of N . I. O A,; whilst 
the term 'scientism' , to which he gives currency, is a convenient label 
for the views of the' man-moulders' . 
Whyte finds scientism most clearly exemplified in certain pre- 
suppositions of behaviourist psychology and 'social engineering' which, 
sig iiftesntly, are shared by Mark 8tuddook, Lewis 's young sociologist. 
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Soientism, says Whyte, is 'the promise that with the same, teohniques 
that hays, worked in the physioal sciences we can eventually oreate an 
exact science of men' . He dotes a fuller definition by Eric Voeglin 
es follows t 
.... (1) the assumption 
that the mathesatised science 
of natural phenomena is a model science to which an the 
sciences ought to conform; (2) that all realms of being 
are accessible to the methods of the sciences of 
phenomena; and (3) that *11 reality which is not 
accessible to science of phenomena is either irrelevant 
or, in the more radical form of the dogma, illusionary. 
The opposition to the Tao is here clearly seen, whilst the third point 
shows the relationship of scientism to the deductions which some have 
drawn from logical positivism. 
So such to indicate that Lewis 's insights are not merely peculiar 
or far-fete had , and that even in the novel , where they are given a tree 
rein, they maintain a link with contemporary thought and practice,, In 
the light of Whyte's revelations of American oosrmittee technique, for 
instance, Curry's picture of N. I A .. 'a forty interlocking committees 
with their 'pragmetometry' is not so absurd as Devine effects to find it! 
The more sensational working out of scientism in the novel, 
notably in the horrific 'Head' , has a literary basis (noted in chapter X) 
in the fiction of HA. Wells and Olaf Stepledon. Yet his own planetary 
romances are totally opposed to the alien vision of Well. 'a conditioned 
Selenites , and the 'Great Brains' and manufactured supermen of Olaf 
Stapledon's Last and First MM, Against the ethos of Stapledon's 
'Third Non's mon"moulders per excellence in their ruthless artistry, be 
reaffirms the Toot a respect for human integrity, and a defence of 
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'traditional sanctities'. 
8 
The structure of That Hideous Strength may be represented 
(adopting the diagrammatic method of Henry James in his preface to The 
Awkward hg) by fire overlapping circles, each circumscribing $ distinct 
society. Into their concentric rings the reader gradually penetrates 
sa he follows, in alternate steps, the ascent of the 'heroine' and the 
descent (and return) of the 'hero' . Meanwhile from the plot's initially 
ysterious centre, one personage, placed midway between the opposing 
circles of good and evil, emerges to play a decisive part in the action, 
whioh is eventually revealed as a 2s ehonaohis or spiritual war. It is 
a more ambitious scheme than that of Perelandre, involving some thirty 
characters and requiring eighty-tour distinct amens. 
The first circle is the society of the provincial university of 
Edg . toi, with the Fellows of Brsoton College, and of them the 'Pro- 
gressive Element' led by Curry, the sub--warden, as its inner ring ., 
Interest centres on the young sociologist, Mark Studdock, and his 
literary-minded We Jane, whose alarming 'dreams' foreshadow the course 
of the story. 
Mark, when we first meet him, has only just been admitted to the 
centre of his circle, and it is his pathetic desire to remain 'in with' 
the Progressive Element and avoid at all costs the role of outsider that 
sets in motion one side of the plot. Jane, unlike Mark, is tempera- 
mentally aloof, sad shrinks from personal commitment, Like the early 
L9918 ,9 'all she vented was to be left alone' 
: Yet despite her fear of 
religious or personal elair she is propelled by her frightening, 
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hereditary gift of 'vision', ins direction opposite to Mark's, towards 
a group who claim her assistance and loyalty. 
The key to Nark's moral weakness (it is convenient to consider his 
/0 
movements separately) is provided by 
Levis's address 'The Inner Ring' 
though the novel itself makes the point clearlyt 
I believe that in all men's li'es.... one of the most dominant 
elements is the desire to be inside the local Ring and the 
terror of being left outside .... The lus t for the an oterie , 
the longing to be inside, takes may forms which are not 
easily recognisable as Ambition. We hope, no doubt, for tan- 
gible profits from every Inner Ring we penetrates power, 
money, liberty to break rules , avoidance of routine duties , 
evasion of discipline. But all these would not satisfy us 
if we did not got in addition the delicious sense of secret 
intimacy .... this desire is one of the great permanent main- 
springs of human aetion.... of all passions the passion for 
the Inner Ring is most skilful in saki-g a man who is not 
yet a very bad man do very bad things* 
Mark's story is an illustration of this last remark. 
The second circle, into which Mark is drawn by his own weakness 
and the scheming of Lord Fevers tons (Devine) , is that of N . I. 0 . 
(National Institute of Co-ordinated Experiments) p an organisation which 
seeks to purchase Bragdon Wood from Branton College. 
the NJ A Jg, was the first-ºfruit of that constructive 
fusion between the state and the laboratory on which so 
many thoughtful people base their hopes of a better world, 
It was to be free from almost all the tiresome restraints - 
*red tape" was the word its supporters used - which have 
hitherto hampered research in this country. 12 
As dangled before the dazzled Mark by Feverstone it appears as a charmed 
circle beside which 'Curry and his gang' pals into insignifiosn. e. 
Foverstone outlines exciting possibilities - 'If Science is really given 
a free hand it can now take over the human race and re-oondition it'. 
3 
lb elsborstes the ides in Ibaloysn term s 
223 " 
*Mm his got to take charge of men, That means, 
remember, that eomm men have got to take charge of the 
N 
rest, .. " 
"What sort of thing have you in mind? " 
"Quite simple and obvious thing. , at first - sterili- 
sation of the unfit, liquidation of backward raees , .... 
selective breeding. Then real education, including pre- 
natal education. By real education I mean one that has no 
'take-it-or-leave-St' nonsense. A real education makes the 
patient what it 'wants infallibly s whatever he or his 
parents try to do about it. Of course, it'll have to be 
mainly psychological at first. But we'll get as to bio- 
ohsmioal conditioning in the and and direct manipulation of 
the brsin.... A new type of mans and it's people like you 
who've got to begin to make him" 14 
With this bait held before his Mark is drawn into Belbury, the 
H, Q, of N. I. C . E., and soon by-passing its outer layers,, the 'unimportant' 
officials, Steele, Cosser and Stone, encounters its inner ring - 'Fairy' 
Hsrdoastle, the sadistic female chief of police, Straik, the 'Ysd Parson', 
pilostrato, the Italian physiologist, Wither, the alarmingly vague 
Deputy Director, and Prat, the de-humanised scientist. By the and of 
chapter sevea, Ysrk, involved in the destruction of the ancient beauty- 
spot of Cure Hardy, one of the many 'anachronisms' which Nj ja X. is 
liquidating, and engaged in 'writing down' N. I ß£ . 's domination and 
terrorisation of Etgsstow, is thoroughly compromised, and being pressed 
by Wither to bring Jame to Belbury. 
1Leanwhile, Jane has been drawn into the third circle, a Christian 
'company' domiciled at St. Anne's-on-the-ffill under the direction of a 
mysterious ter. Fishsr.;, ing (Ransom). men Branton had it. Christian 
element in old Canon Jewel, but Dr. Dimble, Jane's tutor in Northumber- 
land college, is actually a member of Ransom's circle. Be and Mrs, 
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Dimble persuade Jana to see another member of the 'company', Miss Grace 
Ironwood, who can throw light on the nature of her 'dreams'. Alarmed 
by Ilse Ironwood's assertion that the 'dreams' are true visions , 
unsmenable to psycho-analysis, she at first recoils from St. Anne's, but 
her frightening vision of Hingest's murder (the work. Of Nj 4C . E. ) under- 
mines her self -oonfidene, and, eventually, through Camilla and Arthur 
Denniston, also members of the company, she is drawn into Ransom's 
fellowship. Her interview with Ransom initiates a spiritual change, and 
a terrifying episode in a chaotic Sdgestow, where, for a time, she falls 
into the hands of Fairy liardoastle and is interrogated under torture, 
puts her as firmly in the arms of the 'company' as Bark is now gripped 
in the tentacles of N .I .C . R. 
An interesting situation is crystallising by the and of chapter 
seven, is which the circles of Belbury and St. Anne Is-eft-the-Bill stand 
in opposition on the brink of a conflict which is assuming terrestrial, 
and cosmic sipifioause. Mark, under fierce and subtle pressures, and 
amid growing hints of approaching horrors, is being sucked into as 
infernal vortam. Jane, her defensive mechanisms crumbling, is being 
swept np on the waves of joy which emanate from, and from beyond, Ransom's 
company. The two lines, skilfully counterpointed, are increasingly 
linked by the struggle for Jane, whose 'vision' alone provides knowledge 
and mastery of the awakening Power in Bragdon Wood. The action, in 
general, is being lifted by successive shookm of revelation from the 
mundane to the metaphysical. 
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Two further steps take the narrative to its aid point, and in so 
doing begin to lift the curtain on the fourth and fifth circles - the 
cosmic circles of the 'saerobes' (Bent ltdile) and the Oyeresu, or 
planetary Powers . 
Pirs t, Pilos trato reveals to York the existence of a lunar race , 
forerunners of Man in his conquest of Nature, with whoa the inner ring 
of NIC . E. are in league o Mark is now to enter the scientific chamber 
of horrors where the head of the orisinal scientist Aloasan (glimpsed 
in Jane's first 'dream') is preserved alive by Pilostroto's ingenuity, 
and from whose swollen cranium issue the secret orders of N. 1.0 J. 
Through Jane's visionary power, lark's interview with the 'Head' is 
observed by Ronson's company. The horror of his interview, and dark 
hints from the Fairy regarding his wife, unnerve lark, who makes an 
abortive attempt at escape. 
Meanwhile Jane, in conversation with the sceptical Ulatersan, 
Maaphse, learns of Ransom's planetary voyages and is convinced of his 
communion with the planetary powers. From Camilla she hears how Ransom 
owes his vitality and youthfulness (and his unhealing wound) to his 
sojourn on Perelandra. Comilla confides (in conoeptiona Lewis has 
drawn from Williams's Arthurian poems), 'be is the Pendregon of Logres. 
This house v all of us here .... are all that's left of Logres : all the 
rest has become marely Britain' 
16 
'the outaoNS, of the action now turns on the company preventing 
the Dari. Mldi s frost fusing the new power of Belbury with the old Atlen- 
tean sagis of Marlin (whose sleep beneath Bragdon has ended) and thus 
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achieving their ancient sin of the Materialist 4Legioten , 
I! o Ransom 
eumsariaea the deeper iaplioatioua of the situations 
Perhaps few or none of the people at Belbury knew what 
was happenings but once it happened, they would be 
like straw in fire. net should they find incredible, 
einoe they believed no longer in a rational universe? 
What should they regard as too obscene, since they held 
that all morality was a more subjective by-product of 
the physical and, eocnomio situations of sen?.... From 
the point of view which is soeepted in hell, the whole 
history of our Earth had led up to this moment. There 
was now at last a real chance for fallen Yen to shake 
off that limitation of his powers which mercy had 
imposed upon his se a protection fron the full results 
of his fall. if this succeeded, bell would be at lost 
incarnate. 17 
At this point, where the increasingly obtrusive 'machinery' of 
Merlin and the Dark tdils has ringed the story's socially realistic 
core with the lurid figures of a supernatural thriller, Lewis's message 
it, psradoxi"ally, most seriously stated. The whole force of his 
indiatmants of subjectivist ethics and behaviourist psychology in 'The 
Abolition of man' , and elsewhere, is behind. Ransom's summary. Tice images 
in which it is conveyed are strange, but the diagnosis itself is shrewd. 
From his very dissimilar experience, Orwell was to isolate similar 
trends, three years later, in his Nineteen Sigh-AY-Pour q. That impending 
'abolition of man' , against which Lewis arms us, is the sole object of 
Orwell'a interrogator, O'Brien. In his terrible 're-integration' of 
Winston Smith, O' Brien denies s, like the scientist Brost, that 'reality 
is something objective, external, existing in its own right' Like 
Devine, he believes that 'The real power, the power we have to fight for 
i 
night sad day, is not power over things, but over nun, ' and states # with 
greater treakºess, that this power lies 'in tearing human minds to pieces 
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and putting them together again in new shapes of your own choosing, 
:9 
Sven Lewis had not, in 1945, envisaged 'man-4aOulders' of such 
ultimate ruthlessness. 'We control life, Winston, at all its levels, ' 
says O'Brien. 'You are imagining that there is something called human 
nature which will be outraged by what we do and will turn against us. 
But we create human nature. Yen are infinitely malleable. ' 
20 Orwell, of 
course, cannot hold out Levis Is remedy. What gives his picture its 
final and unmitigated bleakness is the suspicion that he cannot offer 
an remedy. He leaves Winston 'Heebly, without arguments, with nothing 
to support his except his inarticulate horror of what O'Brien had said': 
0 
&Yen Orwell's customary appeal to a basic human 'decency' falters. 
Winston's resistance to the inhuman ends in a pathetic whimper. 
This is a convenient point at which to examine Lewis on skill at 
characterisation which, it has been pointed out, is unusually relevant 
to this romance. The contemporary setting, and the viewpoint of the 
omniscient narrator, both demand a more rounded characterisation than 
did the earlier romances, and this remains true even when the horrors, 
raptures end metaphysical sensations produce a super-heightened stmo_ 
sphere. Whereas the Yalsoandriens were more types of alien creatures, 
Tor and Tinidril a kind of archetype, and Ransom a medium for the story 
rather than a 'character' in his own right, the characters of That 
Hideous Strength must bear a stricter relation to contemporary people. 
Since vice is easier to portray then virtue, it is perhaps not 
surprising that Lewis scores his palpable hits in the circle of Nj V X, 
His 'lively visualising power' and clear perception of psychological 
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elements is here matched by vivid, idiomatic dialogue. 
Devine, playing a double game with insolent esse, is successfully 
22 
revived from the first ro*snae. The 'fine, male energy' that impresses 
Park, the cool detachment of one 'neither an initiate like Wither , nor 
23 
a dupe like Filostrato', carries his through the calamitous events with 
something of the ruthless egoism of Charles 
Williams 'e Sir Giles 
silty. Even the final catastrophe, which threatens his own security, 
merely leaves his with the feeling that 'It had certainly been a most 
extraordinary show' . 
23 
Yet the demands of plot (he has the duel function of retrospective 
narration and of luring Mark Into N. I. C X. ) make his conversation less 
consistently authentic and racy, perhaps, then that of Fairy Herdess tie . 
Introduced via the formal portrait of the nineteenth century, she 
springs from the sickening background of secret police and concentration 
Oomp which is purely of the twentieth s 
Mark found hi. self writhing from the stoker's or 
carter 's hand-grip of a big woman in a black, short-skirted 
uniform. Despite a but that would have done credit to a 
Victorian barmaid, she was rather thickly built than fat 
and her iron-grey hair was cropped short. Bar face was 
square, stern, and pale, mad her voice deep. A smudge of 
lip-stick laid on with violent inattention to the real 
shape of her mouth was her only concession to fashion, 
and she rolled or chewed a long black cheroot, unlit, 
between her teeth. 4 
Paradoxically, es ws go on to know her colleagues better, she 
soma # with all her ssdias, eoorseness and crudity of speech, to be an 
island of normlity. 
Pilostrato, the scornful, Italianate aristocrat, concerned with 
the biological experimeate of N. I. 0. E,, is adequate to his role, but 
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Streik, the 'Had Parson', is mors unusual and intense. The 'bitter 
2S 
sincerity' of his fierce conversation is a strange ooepound of Biblical 
idiom and scientific millenislism. "Don't you see" he says to Mark, 
with an insane blasphemy that is almost sublime, '"that we are offering 
you the unspeakable glory of being present at the creation of God 
Almighty, 
2(o He provides a gruesome parody of one of the ideas of Bmer- 
gent bvolution. 
The symbolic undertones of the names27 . Feverstone, Steels, 
Hordoestle, Streik and Filestrato - are particularly patent in Wither 
and Brost, the 'initiate. ' of the macrobes. 
J offi Wither, the Deputy Directors and Rana om' a anti-type, has a 
rambling courtesy, nerve-racking vagueness, and 'elastic' policy which 
mask the chaos and. desolation of diabolical possession. He is like some 
living (or galvanised) model of Screwtape's artistry. His conversation 
lurches from alarming misunderstandings to weird irrelevanoiee, veers 
into veiled threats or viler parodies of fellowship, staggers book to 
official clichis and then wanders off into inattention. Creeping about 
corridors with his creaking boots and dreary hum, be produces the msxisnm 
degree of uncertainty in his subordinates. His interview with Mark aver 
the ewirder of Hingest (designed to draw in Jane) is a masterpiece of 
psychological reduction 
?g 
Brost, too, though outwardly *Or* of a stook figure, the 'wicked 
soientiat' , is a strongly oonoeined eaibodialent of Le ris'a thesis 
regarding 'tba sbolitioav of Ilan' . 
In the oontrsa tsd oo pant' of Logre. at St* Anne' a -oa-the-Rill 
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several characters remain rather shadowy, partly because the plot 
affords them little opportunity for action and partly becalm* it requires 
them as Lewis's mouthpieces on such subjects as Merlin, Logres, matri- 
moony, Ransom end the planetary powers. As s pioture of Christian fellos- 
ship the Ambles, the Dennistons and Grace Ironwood hardly take on 
sufficient life. MeaPhes is more solid, perhaps because he seems to 
reflect Lewis's memories of his old tutor, 'Kirk'. '"Mrs, Studdook, ' ' 
he remonstrates, in the manner of that old-teshioned rationalist, '*I 
have no opinions - on any subject in the world. I state the facts and 
exhibit the implioetiana :" 
29 
Ths person nearest to being an active hero is Hingest, the old, 
ariatooretic scientist, ahoss gallant resistance to N. I a £, leads to 
his being murdered. 
Sere, in contrast to Margaret R,. Grennan's appraisal t quoted 
earlier, of Levie's 'aesiaitive and perceptive treatment of ordinary 
mass relationships' may be set the assessment of the Time Literary 
$upnl, t. After noting the novel's affinity, in theme and occult oir- 
ou®stenoe, vith the novels and poems of Charles Williams, the reviewer 
remarks s 
in imaginative quality it suffers from the comparison 
it provokaa , particularly in Mr. Lewis 's characters , who 
tend to be caricatures, or at beat personifiosties of 
certain mental or moral attitudes he is concerned to 
present....? he horrors are most ingeniously contrived 
but the humours of the good people # including 1dr . Baltitndo, the tams bear, are a little laboured, and in 
trying to combine in Ranson an avatar a moralist and a 
family pet, Mr. Lewis dwarfs his spiritual stature. 
Intelleotu"lly he grasps Impressively the setaphpica 
of his the.. sad gives it contemporary relevance. But 
it is in real creative imagination that he fail es a 
Sodom synth-aaker. What he has produoed is a thriller 
with a moral, which is certainly powerful but apt to 
be too obtrusive and even at times a little smg. 30 
Tkis is too severs, but it pinpoints certain weaknesses. It is 
true that Ranson, as one who has 'drunk the milk of paradise', fits rather 
uneasily into this cosy domestic scene. Perhaps too such sympathetic 
transfer from the impression crested in perelandra is demanded. The 
necessity for economy of presentation arising from the complex pattern 
explains aometbing, but there is a real deficiency. Ransom's pronounce- 
sennts , on marital relations for example, are too abrupt and one-aided. 
The doctrine of 'the headship of the Mal # like the concept of royalty, 
often intoxicates Lewis's imagination. It is a valuable and orthodox 
insight, but he is given to brandishing it like a banner whilst oosple- 
mentary truths are neglected. Thus Ransom's first interview with Jene, 
in which he pronounces on her relationship to Mark, has more weight 
laid upon it than it can carry, and is marred by a note of patronage. 
It is precisely here that Charles Williams, with his lifelong 
interest in 'romantic theology', eceels. Jane's spiritual progress has 
its impressive moments, but it is neither so well documented, nor so 
luminous with psychological insight and spiritual charity, as that of 
Lester in All liallow's mve. Mark, too, is something of a cypher, 
though this matters less. As a raw young man he convincingly exhibits 
the lure of the 'inner ring'. 
More successful, as pure 'character' , is the sly, animal Dunning 
of the tramp, and the strong blend of similar earthy qualities, with 
those of the Colt, magician and warrior in Merlin himself . The 
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elaborate tribute to Williams Implied in Merlin, and the whole 'matter 
of Logares', remains 8, perhaps, an odd piece in the jigsaw of the romance, 
though it is interlocked with remarkable ingenuity. 
To return to the plot itself , this ingenious interweaving of 
inoongruous strands is perhaps the most striking feature of the conflict 
which f ills chapters 10 - 17 . 
The these of the 'abolition of man' is carried forward through 
Mark's 're-education'. Faced with a veiled charge of murdering Hingest, 
he escapes , fails to find Sane, is shaken by Dimble's soothing analysis 
of his conduct, and is re-arrested . After playing on his fears , Wither 
and Frost switch their attack to an offer of *initiation'. Frost 
reveals that the real masters of ) . I. 0.3. are the macrobes, who use the 
'Head' as a mare aouthpieoe, and that by submission to a course in 
'objectivity' Mark, like Wither, Streik and himself, can ooosiunioate 
with thee. Here is 'the true inner circle of all, the circle whose 
centre was outside the human race - the ultimate secret, the supreme 
power, the last initietion'31 Left to himself Mark feels the terrible 
undertow of the ooeult, the lust that 'disenchant. the universe' and 
attracts by its very borrow. His resistance to it marks a first step 
back to integrity. Frost's subsequent tuition, desigped to destroy the 
'whole system of instinctive preferences, whatever ethical, aesthetic, 
or logical disguiae they wear'392shows Mark the logical outcome of his 
own opinions,, and begins Me detaehmeat from thee. His training eon- 
tinnuss , but eventually this new concept of the 'Normal' triumphs,, be 
declines the pointless blasphemie, laid upon him and cries out '"It's all 
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bloody nonsense, and I'  damned if I do any such thing"' 
33 
His rejection of the diabolic is paralleled by Jane's acceptance 
of tho divine - first by submission to Ransom's authority and then by 
a genuine conversion. Her story becomes , increasingly, part of the 
struggle between Belbury and St. Anne's for Possession of Merlin, whose 
whereabouts her vision reveals. A comedy of errors develops when 
Belbury capture a tramp in Merlin's robes and are mocked by the earthy 
cunning of the vulgar humanity they despise. Meanwhile the real Merlin 
arrives on horseback at lit. Anne's , where his meeting with Ransom, 
alone immune to his hypnotic power, and his challenge of Ransom's 
authority with riddling questions, blends fares, melodrama and sublimity. 
Ransom's mastery of the speech of Numinor end his knowledge of the 
planetary powers subdue Merlin's mockery. His replies to riddles 
regarding the inhabitants of Sulve (the mo(n) and Arthur's fate (trans- 
lated to Perelandra) amass the wizard. The answer to Merlin's final 
riddle provides a eltaM$ 
"cell answered, " said the Stranger. "In my college 
it was thought that only two men in the world knew this . 
But as for my third question, no man knew the answer but 
myself. Who shall be Pendragon in the time when Saturn 
descends from his sphere! In what world did he learn 
wart" 
In the sphere of Venus I learned wsr, " said Ransom. 
07a this age Lurga shall descend. I as the Pendragon: 34. 
In the subsequent conferences between Merlin end Ransom any 
themes are clarified and the final explosive charges of the plot are laid. 
Merlin eomes from an age when good sad evil were lese sharply 
opposed, when magic could still be innocent. (In Diable'a reference to 
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'primal unities', Lewis draws on the ideas of his friend Owen Barfield. ) 
This situation has passed. Human history is neither pure progress nor 
more decline. In a conversation that recalls the parable of the wheat 
and the tares, Dimble expounds the view that'"Good is always getting 
better and bad is always getting worse= the possibilities of even 
apparent neutrality are always diminishing" 
r5Now 
the harvest field of 
Ndgestow awaits the sickle. 'The powers above' are ready to 'put on 
their instruments' . Perlin, a neutral vehicle, I'm good enough to be so 
36 
used and not too good"', is to be indeelt by the planetary powers, and 
made en agent of des true tics . 
Jane's unhappy marriage bond, and in porttoular her wilful 
barrenness , nee eiargss as part of the lain theca . It was God's pur- 
pose, says Merlin, "that she and her lord should between them have 
begotten a child by whom the enemies should here been put out of Logres 
for *thousand yerss% Whether Hilton-Young is right or not in palling 
this these 'isessienic' 
p 
Jane's previous attitude is clearly viewed ss 
an off we* against hymen, a denial of the 'traditional sanctities' 
preserved by Logre.. 
Another such offense, a perversion of Men's dominion error the 
beasts, has lain in the immense programs of vivisection carried out by 
N .IC JR. This them is revived by their capture of Mr. Baltitude , the 
bear., one of the tens 'menagerie' which sakes Ransom's household a ful- 
filment, in little, of Isaiah's idyllic, vision Isaiah xi, 6-9). These 
two discords in the reap of being participate, and are resolved, in 
the apocalyptic cliasx which now upends, Nesesis awaits the 'gideons 
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8 trengtb' of N .I . C. E. By opening the terrestrial frontier to the dark 
eldils they have unwittingly made the may clear for the planetary 'gods', 
whose descent initiates the complex climax of the last three chapters . 
Against the overcrowded intellectual background of the preceding 
chapters, filled as they are with legend, myth, history and theology, 
the human characters have tended to lose their solidity. Now, as the 
descent of the planetary powers takes the conduct of the conflict out of 
their hands , this tends to matter less. 
In this episode Lewis 'a gift for re-creating mythology is given 
full scope. So far, the reader's expectation of a further planetary 
voyage has been disappointed. Now, the miniature portraits of the 
'characters' of Mercury, Saturn and. Jupiter -- and again of Venus and 
Mars - afford some compensation. There is a tremendous exhilaration in 
these descriptions. Each planet produces a response from Ransom's 
company, and from the reader, in which the isolation and intensification 
of now aspect of human experience has a liberating, cathartic effect. 
Again, as in Per, there is a parallel with Dante 'a progress 
through the heavenly spheres. 
Mercury (Viritrilbia ), 'lord of Meaning',, fills Ransom and Merlin 
with a keen delights 
It was well that both men had some knowledg. of poetry. 
The doubling, splitting and recombining of thoughts whioh 
now went on in than would have been unendurable for one 
whoa that art had not already instructed in the counter- 
point of the mind, the mastery of doubled and trebled 
vision. ! or Ransom, whose study had been for many years in the realm of words,, it was heavenly pleasure. He found 
himself sitting within the very heart of language, in the 
white-hot furnace of essential speech. All foot was 
broken, splashed into cataracts, caught', turned inside 
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out, kneaded, slain and reborn as meaning. 
39 
The images of speed and temperature drawn from the actual planet, and 
the concept of meaning derived from Mercury as the messenger of the 
gods, are skilfully combined. Mercury's presence is also vividly 
reflected in the witty, imaginative speech of Ranson's company. 
warmth and fragrance, and a kaleidoscope of ardent emotions, 
indicate the approach of Venue (Perelandrs). Nara $[alacandrs) conveys 
ivagei of battle end herotes which draw on the experience of the 
recipient. 
The powers of the outer, giant planets are 'mightier energies .... 
which have never from the beginning been subdued to the sweet humilia- 
tions of organic life' . Boturn (Lurga) brings the oppressive weight of 
unnumbered years o Jupiter (Glund -Oyarss) combines all the easrgies of 
his predecessorsa 
lia®ship and power and festal pomp and courtesy shot from 
hia as spar]o fly from an anvil. The ringing of bells , the blowing of trumpets, the spreading out of banners , 
are means used an earth to make a faint symbol of his 
quality. It was like a long sunlit wave, crearyorested 
and arched with emeralds, that cones on nine feet tolls, 
with roaring and with terror and unquenchable laughter. 4° 
Time are, unashamedly, 'purple passages' , description detachable 
from their eontsat in s way to be deplored in the realistic novel. But 
when, in a romance, they are as intimately related as here to the senti- 
msnts , themes and plot they are Justifiable, In say c as e, Levies like 
Chesterton, has never shared the modern distaste for the royal purple. 
The search by N. I. C A. for a Celtic expert to interpret their 
supposed Kerlin now leads to the real Ysrlin's introduction to Belbury. 
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A farcical comedy ensues in which the ill-timed arrival of Jules, the 
pompous figure-head of N. I. C. Z., embarrasses Wither and Prost in their 
increasingly desperate attempts to further their diabolical policy. 
]iarlin's release of Bultitude and Mark are more interludes said the 
doom blows with which the Powers now batter N J. 0 A, 
The Banquet scene, in which Viritrilbia, through Merlin, induces 
Babel, and then chaos , at Belbury, is one of uproarious farce and savage 
glee. The gibberish that first afflicts Jules spreads to dither and the 
guests. Into the confusion surge the tormented beasts released by 
Merlin, and a nightmare moles results. Judgment is noted out. Jules 
is shot by the Fairy, who herself falls prey to a tiger, but the inner 
ring, flying, meet a grimmer fate. Wither end Streik offer Pilostrato - 
victim of his own devilish machine - as an expiatory sacrifice to their 
dark masters - but ''Another, " said the voice, "give me another head., 
41 
Wither rises from his murder of Strain only to walk into the embrace of 
the saddened bear. Frost, reduced by his self-inflicted course in 
'objectivity' to s bundle of diabolically inspired impulses, destroys 
himelf . 
Devine (a s pee tator of the Banquet) sakes a wild escape, but the 
stars in their sours es fight against him, The night of Were and the 
power of Saturn complete their work. Driving desperately towards 
Edgestow which, unknown to his, has been evacuated, he is engulfed in 
cataclysmic earth-tremors. 
In the final chapter Perelandra (with all her 'four loves' of 
affection, friendship, eras and charity) triumphs, Ransom is 'trans- 
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latest' to Venus,, Logres reaffirmed , and the a trange journey ends with 
the 'lovers' meeting' of Jane and Mark. 
A number of subsidiary interests, and even moves in the plot, have 
been omitted from this for from exhaustive discussion of That Hideous 
gam. It would seem that Lewis, realising that this romance could 
have no sequel, was determined to introduos all the intellectual 
interests that had gathered around his subject. His debts to his 
literary friends - Charles William ,J Jt .1" Tolkien and Oven Barfield - 
are numerous and patent. They provide a sort of free publicity for 
All 3bilovs Dve, Taliessin through Logres ,9 The Lord of the 3l and 
Poetic Diation* 
Dram the magician, aiuon, in All Hallows ]Lve, who has the power to 
reduplicate himself and so extend his earthly power, Lewis has probably 
derived his conception of the "wraiths', or multiple appearances, of 
Wither . Zanson's interview with Merlin contains , in his ref . ranee to 
1%minor and the 'true Wsst' , (as directly acknowledged in the preface) 
a deferential allusion. to Toliien's epie of Middle North, Barfield 's 
theory of 'primal unities' had been familiar to Lewis from his earlier 
friendship with its author. Briefly, it states that man's increasing 
ooasoioasness has led to a bi-furoatios of originally unified apprshen- 
siaos. In Old Testament times, for ensaple, 'Israel' could convey either, 
or both, the individual of that nass or the chosen race. Object and 
symbol # person and nass , event and ritual , had a unity since loot, 
Dr. Dimble draws largely on this thesis when discussing Merlin, nagio, 
the course of history and the nature of spirit.. As the theory of an 
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Increasing polarity of good and evil, whereby the area of moral and 
spiritual neutrality continually contracts, it determines the whole 
action. 
Interesting as these ideas are to the student of Lewis, they are 
not all fully integrated into the story, and not all readily comprehen- 
sible to the general reader. It is symptomatic of the book's excessive 
detail that Levis has, however reluctantly, been able to abridge the 
story quite drastically for its appearance as a paperback. This pruning 
of the almost 8penserian ramifications of plot and theme probably makes 
the story more generally acceptable. But Levis admits that he prefers 
the leisurely pace of the original - 
I would not wish even War and Peso. or The Faerie neene 
any shorter - but soma cri os say well think this 
abridgement is also an improvement . 
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The ambitious structure of the original is most successful in 
plot and description. The basic structure, with its Dantesque divisions 
of Bell, Purgatory and heaven, is firmly handled, So are the, altern*tims 
of mood scoured by the contrapuntal plots, those transitions from the 
anguished to the ardent, or the comic to the gruesome, which a thematic 
analysis obscures* 
sentiment and characterisation are less consistently adequate. 
The exhibition of Christian belief and conduct through Jane, Park and 
Ransom often fails to secure sufficient balance and depth. Certain 
idiosyserasies in the presentation of the marital and servant-master 
relationships, a somewhat off-hand acceptance of the role of violent 
destruction, are too evident. The fantastic setting is often an 
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emberreaement to the aspression of the moral and religions message. 
This is pertioulerly marked in the treatment of Jene'e oonversion. 
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CHAPTER XIV 
THE CHIT 05 FANTASY 
'The Chronicles of Narnia' , which opened with The Lion, the Witch 
end the Wardrobe in 1950, reward adult attention as fully as the 
children's classics of Hans Anderson and George MacDonald, Kenneth 
Grahame and J . R. R. Tolkien, and for the a see reasons; the author 
enjoyed writing then and they express his serious interests. 
Children enjoy such stories because they sense, and share, the 
author's own enjoyment. He pleases them because he pleases himself . 
As Arthur Ransom., the doyen of living writers for children, puts its 
Lewis Carroll was not 'writing down' further than to 
Lewis Corroll, and though Kenneth Grahame could count 
on a delighted listener in his small sou, the first 
person to enjoy the exquisite fun of Mr, Toad and his 
friends was Kemueth Grohs" himself. 1 
He recalls B. L. Stevenson's remark that in writing for boys 'you just 
indulge the pleasure of your heart', and this is surely true of Rensone 
himself, whose Swallows and Amazons, and its popular sequels, sprang 
from his lore of boyish adventure and outdoor pursuits. 
That Rarnia was both a pleasure to create and a vehicle for his 
beliefs is shown by Lewis's address 'On three ways of writing for 
children= 
The third way, whieh is the only me I Could ever use 
myself, oooasiste in writing a Children's story because 
a Children's story is the beat art fore for something 
you have to a ay t .... everything in the whole story 
should arise from the whole oast of the author's mind. We swat write for Children out of those elements in our 
own imagination which we share with Children= 
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differing from our child readers not by any less,, or 
leas serious , interest in the things we handle , but by 
the feet that we have other interests which children 
would not share with us. The matter of our story 
should be a part of the habitual furniture of our 
minds .... Nothing seems to at more 
fatal for this art, 
then an ides that whatever weshare with children is, 
in the derogatory sense, 'childish', and that whatever 
is childish is somehow comic. We must meet children 
as equals in that area of our nature where we are their 
equal .... The child as reader 
is neither to be pst- 2 
ronized nor idolized: we talk to his as man to man. 
Stories -which most the child on his own ground, and yet reflect 
'the whole oast of the author's mind' , have a double appeal . In feet, 
Lewis himself is 'almost inclined to net it up as a canon that a 
children's story which is enjoyed only by children is a bad children's 
story' , and thinks this 'most obviously true of that particular type 
of children's story which is dearest to my own taste, the fantasy or 
fairy tale' 
3 
The best of the children's fantasies entertain the adult in two 
ways$ their childish interests appeal to the child-like elements that 
abide in him, and profounder overtones, which figure unconsciously in 
the child's enjoyment, provide a conscious delight. Into Alias in 
Wonderland the mathesatioally-minded author introduces intellectual 
puzzles which intrigue the adult without spoiling the child's interest 
in the flow of curious incidents. In The Wind in the Willows Toad's 
amusing, emoiting adventures afford universal delight, whilst the 
superb descriptive and evocative passages disclose rieh depths to the 
mature reader. Yet the two are beautifully related, and no episode, 
read aloud, leeks interest for children. In his record of nursery 
fantasy, the author of Winnie the Pooh charms the parent by his subtle 
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oonf idenaes and his delioste artistry. 
As fantasies appealing at twO levals the tales of Narnis are in 
this classic mainstream of Bnglish stories for children. They provide 
narrative and descriptive interest at the child's level along with a 
moral and spiritual visioen, securing, In the main, effective transitions 
from one level to the other, or, still more effectively, creating images 
in which they coexist. 
As $ boy, Lewis , like most successful writers for children, was 
an avid reader of children's stories and had a precocious taste for 
adult fiction. In Surprised by Job he frequently refers to these books 
which, we may suppose, iaflusnoed him when he later cams to write of 
Nsrnis . 
The role of Squirrel n in his development, already described, 
vas unique , but he ' loved all the Bestrix Potter books' 
; 
he s sys . 
Another fevourits between the ages of six and eight vas Edith Nesbit's 
trilogy Five Children and It, The Phoenix and the Carpet and The Amulet. 
'The last did nest for rhe writes. It first opened my eyes to 
antiquity, the "dark backyard and abyss of TWO :I can still re-read 
it with delight. ' When composing the first of the Narnia stories in 
the late 'forties, he told Chad Walsh that it was a children's story 
sin the tradition of With Nesbit' 
: He enjoyed many other boobs . 
Gulliver in an unexpurgated and lavishly illustrated 
edition was one of my favourites, and I pored end- 
lessly over an almost complete set of old Punches 
which stood in my father's study. S 
He particularly admired lemnieI's cartoons. 
ft sehool not all his reading wsa so valuable, and he regrets the 
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time he wasted on 'twaddling school-stories in The Cape' 
? Yet it 
was there that an important new taste developed i 
Curiously enough it is at this time , 
5nearly thirt. eE7 
.... that I chiefly remember 
delighting in fairy toles. 
I fell under the spell of Dwarfs - the old bright-hooded , 
snowy-bearded dwarfs we had in those days before Arthur 
Rsokhas sublimed , or Walt Disney vulgarised , the earth- 
men. I visualised then so intensely that I came to the 
very frontiers of hallucination; once, walking in the 
garden, I was for a second not quite sure that a little 
man had not run past me into the shrubbery. 8 
The taste for fantasy was still with him when , some three years 
later, he wade that momentous discovery of George YaoDonaldIs Phantasten 
described in Chapter I. 
Surprised by Jot also reveals that Lewis, like the Brontes with 
their Gondal and Angrie, was the author of copious juvenilia, which 
centred on an imaginary country called Animal Land whose terrain and 
history be gradually elaborated. Like the Brentes he worked in collabora- 
tion, in his case with his brother: 
Though three years my senior, be never seemed to be on 
elder brother; we were allies p, not to may confederates , 
from the first. Yet we were very different. our 
earliest pictures (and I can remember no time when we 
were not incessantly drawing) reveal it. His were of 
ships and trains and battles; mine, when not imitated 
from, bias, were of what we both called "dressed animals" - 
the anthropomorphissö beasts of nursery literature. 
His earliest story - as my elder he presedad me in the 
transition from. drawing to writing - was called The 
Me . Ne had already made India "his country"; 
mad was miae. 9 
When his brother went to school leaving behind Lewis, now seven, 
in the rambling 'Nov House' - 'almost a major character in my story s' 
10 
he writes - be was precluded from sport and mechanical bobbies by his 
manosl alumriness, and so took to writing and illustrating his ova 
stories . 
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They more an att upt to combine my two chief literary 
pleasures - "dressed animals" and "knights-in-armour" . 
As a result, I mrote about ehivalrous mice and rabbits 
who rode out in complete mail to kill not giants but 
oats. But already the mood of the systematizer as 
strong in ms.... il 
The used then arose to link tbia medieval realm with the modern 
Aninal4and he wrote about when his brother was on holidays 
This led so from romancing to historiography; I not 
about writing a full history of Animal l and .... Fran 
history it was owly a step to geography. There was 
soon a nap of Animal-Land - several naps, all tolerably 
consistent. ... Boon there was a whole world and a map of 
that world .... And those parts of that world which we 
regarded as our own - Animal-Land and India --weree 
increasingly peopled with consistent oharaotars. 
All this , he tells us , was 'invention' , not Of antesy' s 
par readers of my ohildren's boob, the best way of 
putting this would be to say that Animal-Land had 
nothing whatever in ooý with Narnia except the 
antbropomorphie beasts. Animal-Land, by its whole 
quality, szelvded the least hiat of wonder. i3 
Nevertheless, this exercise, in inventing history and geography must 
have been good training for the future chronicler of Narnis. 
At this point it may be interesting to consider the relation of 
'The Chronieles of Narnia' to the history of children's literature in 
Maglend. A complete sketch of this field cannot be given bere, but 
attention may be drawn to some books and trends particularly relevant 
to both the fantastic and didactic as pee is of Narnia. 
N .J. Harvey Dorton, whose Children's Books in N gland t Hite 
Cent. ries of foeial LifiýL still the standard work for the period to 
1900, views the history of children's books as a struggle between the 
forces of didactioiam and entertaiaoeut in which they 'were always the 
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scene of a battle between instruction and amusement, between restraint 
and freedom, between hesitant morality and spontaneous happiness' 
0 
Thus , 
in the seventeenth century, there were, on the one hand, the chapbooks 
with their condensed versions of ancient legends, medieval tales and 
scraps of folklore, avidly read by children as well as adults, and. on 
the other, such grimly earnest works as the puritan James Janewey's 
A Token for Children: being on 8xaot Account of the Conversion, Holy 
sad Exemplary Lives , and Joyful Deaths of several young Children. In 
Bunyan, whose Pilgrim's progress is one of the 'adopted' children's 
books, the two streams merged - his youthful delight in the adventures 
of Sir Bevis of Southampton providing a narrative vehicle for his 
religious message. Levis's marriage of knightly romance and theology 
is not new , 
About 1700 'cheerfulness creeps in'. Perrault'. fairy tales were 
translated in 1729, and in 1744 the first enterprising publisher for 
children, John Newbery, produced a work which quaintly harnessed 
didaetisism and amusements A Little Pretty Poak. t-Book intended for The 
Instruction and Amusement of Little Master Tommy, end Pretty Miss Polly, 
eta . was followed , in 1760-65, by Mother Goose's Melody or Sonnets for 
the Cradl. and The History of Little Goody Two Shoes, 
Paradoxically, Rousseau, apostle of spontaneity, was the formative 
influence in a fresh outbreak of didacticism, this time intellectual end 
moral, in the later eighteenth century. The classic English example is 
The History of Sandford and Marton by Thomas Day (1748-1789)o in which 
the spoiled Tommy Murton is relentlessly instructed and disciplined 
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through four volumes. 
In the earlier nineteenth century the tales of the brothers Grimm 
(translated 1823) and flans Andersen (translated 1846) appeared alongside 
a resurgence of puritan fervour in the books of Mrs* Sherwood, But 
with Edward Lear's Book of Nonsense (1846) and Lewis Carroll'. Alice in 
Wonderland (1865) laughter and lunacy triumphed. Kim lay's The 
Babies (1863) is of special interest as being close, in kind, to the 
Narnia stories, combining, as it does, fantasy, morality and theology. 
yet it has probably contributed little to Lewis's Bernie. Neither the 
rambling structure of Tom's adventures under the sea, nor the frequent 
digressions , with their boisterous humour and facetious verbosity, are 
in Lewis's manner. 
The unique influence an the Narnia stories of Lewis Carroll's 
contemporary and friend, George MacDonald, will be examined at the and 
of this chapter* After MacDonald, the pattern of the children's fantasy 
is too wish to discuss in detail. The 'nineties brought Rudyard 
Kipling's 'Jungle Books' with their exotic setting and distinctive ethos. 
Then, after 1900, case the whimsical humour of Edith Nesbit's trilogy 
describing the strange adventures of five children with their Paa®ead, 
Phoenix, magic carpet and amulet. This was followed by the sweeter 
sentiment of j M. Barrie 'a Pew (1911), and the individual treat- 
sent of the animal world in Beatrix Potter's stories, and Kenneth 
Grahame'. The find in the Willows (19M). A rather barren period after 
1910 was ended by A. A. Milne's nursery classics Winnie the Pooh (1926) 
and The House at pooh OVA&Z (1928). Notable recent fantasies have 
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included J. E. R. Tolkien's The Hobbit (1938)t and Mary Norton's 
'Borrowena' series (1952-1961). Of these, Edith Neabit, Kenneth Grahams 
and J . R. R. Tolkien 
have had cost influence on Lewis. 
It is against this background of children's literature that Lewis's 
own solution of the age-old conflict of didacticism and amusement will 
be eocasined in the chapters that follow. Here a closer look must be 
taken at the kinds of children's fiction with which Lewis $a 'Chronicles' 
have obvious Affiniiries . 
Along with the fantasies diacuseed above must be grouped the 
fairy tale. Lewis has written that 'Within the species "children's 
story" the sub-species which happened to suit ne is fantasy or (in a 
I(, 
100441 ssns" of thst word) the fairy tale' , and elsewhere writes s 
if w e open such books as Griss's PairZ or grid's 
ketasor hoses or the Italian epics we find ourselves in 
a for d of siraeles so diverse that they osn hardly be 
classified. Beasts turn into sen and men into beasts 
or trees , trees talk, ships become goddesses,, and a 
magic ring oen souse tab4es richly spread vith food to 
appear in solitary plea" . Some people cannot stand 
this kind of a tory , others find it f wa . 
17 
We may take it that Lewis hisself, who has writtdn on Ovid and the 
Italian epic in The Alley , and has praised Tolkiens ? be 
Lord of so highly, finds it greet fun. 
Nsrnis has added a oolourful panel to this tapestry of folklore 
and rossn e, yet a panel with distinctive features. Certain primitive 
elements of the folk tales - their arbitrary tabus,, their quaint parti- 
oularity in numbers, their use of repetitive patterns - are transformed. 
Marais is a world marled by superior order and reason, imaginative 
oohersnoe and moral responsibility. Analogues to its narrative patterns 
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in the jungle of European folk-Sore would, therefore, be of little 
value, and I do not propose to produce them. 
Nevertheless, Narnia rejoin.. in other freedoms that the 'fairy. 
tale' affords: freedom to range space and time, to employ non-human or 
superhuman figures, to produce imaginative and emotional effects of 
great unity and intensity, and to invest objects, coon or exotic, with 
romantic glamour, an aura of magic, or nminous awe. Lewis would no 
doubt concur with Chesterton, an acknowledged influence on his thought, 
that 'stories of magic alone can express my sense that life is not only 
a pleasure but a kind of eccentric privilege*. 
is 
As to the 'literary' fairy-tale, any influence Lewis may have 
undergone from Hans Andersen, John Ruskin's The T of the Golden River, 
or the work of Irin ley, Thaokeray, Andrew Lang or others, is slight 
beside his debt to J ß. t. Tolkien (discussed in Chapter VIII) and George 
yacDonald. 
8 oeetimes the fantasy is linked with family life , as in j j, 
Barrie's Peter In Lewis': came, this connection derives from Bdith 
Nesbit (and ultimately from George MacDonald). Particularly relevant is 
i 
Lewis's childhood favourite the fmulet in which Cyril q Robert, Anthem 
and Jane, whom earlier the Psseasad and the Phoenix had wafted to 
distant lands , become time-travellers by the amulet's magic power. 
Thar., the children, with that sense of fun which keeps these books 
alive and still makes then a model of their kind., remain the oentre of 
interest. Lewis 'a children are rarely so vital as these and our main 
interest tends to lie elsewhere. Of course, his scheme does not allow 
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the same scope for the domestic scene, but the relationships between 
his children are often less effective than in Edith Neabit's stories, 
Lewis's most successful pictures of domesticity are found in some 
of the animal scenes in Nernia itself; in the description of the Beaver 
household in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, for instance, which 
is reminisoent of Badger's den in The Wind in the Willows. 
The school stories have had little influence on Narnia. Lewis 
asserts that they are often deceptive 'fantasies' in the bad sense. 
The only similar material in the 'Chronicles' lies in the satirical 
account of Eustace's education oa), and in the opening and closing 
scenes of The Silver Chair, This satires, rooted though it is in Lewis's 
outlook, is not very entertaining (some may question its accuracy) , and 
probably puzzles most children. 
Another baokoloth to Hernia is provided by the animal story, of 
which there are several kinds. Lewis 'a animals are neither the fable's 
pegs for a moral nor the objectively reported creatures of the naturalist 
turned author. Neither are they quite the anthropomorphised beasts, the 
'dressed animal. ' , of his boyish Animal -Land or his favourite Beatrix 
Potter. Rather they are midway between these and what May }äll Arbuthnot 
calls 'Anise]. as animals but talking' . 'In these tales, ' she observes, 
'the animals are scientifically true to their species , but they are given 
the human attributes of thought and speech' . She instances lipling's 
7.0 Nowgli stories and Andersen's 'Ugly Duckling' . Levis 's talking beasts 
resemble these in re . fining completely animal in appearance (though 
modified is size) but differ by participating in 'human' affairs and 
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sharing in public interests . Sometimes , as in the Deaver episode men- 
tioned above, they are thoroughly humanised and set in a domestic 
interior. Yet the attitudes and conversation of his talking unicorns,, 
elephants and bears are always in characters, and his horses,, Bree and 
Hain for example, have suitably 'horsy' natures. In general, Lewis 
strikes his own balance of animal to human proportions and keeps to it. 
There are none of those subtle shifts of focus and presentation which 
are so oddly but triumphantly effected in The Wind in the Willows . 
Lewis's personal interest in animals can be seen from The problem 
of Poin (obsp, 9 ), his pamphlet on Vivisection, and episodes in That 
Hideous Strength. ilia admiration for horses recalls that of George 
MacDonald 
2( 
Finally, Levis's strongest affinity is undoubtedly with George 
MacDonald, as reviewers of the children's books have been quick to 
perceive, following the clue afforded by Lewis's tributes in Surprised 
bLJ2L, Gwraf MacDonald, The Great Divorce end elsewhere. A writer in 
The Time Literary Supplement sees Lewis as 'the self appointed heir' to 
the tradition of 'the preaching adventure, the children's allegorical 
romanßo' , and after stressing his debt to MacDonald goes on t 
It is not difficult to see what W. Levis has learnt as 
a myth-maker from his great predecessor. He has sot out 
to leave, es MacDonald so notably does,, a series of sen- 
sations Ly italios7 in this s, as any reader can test 
or elf , he has fairly succeeded .... Like MacDonald, be relishes a battle, with trumpets and bazmers; he 
shares his veneration for the idea of royalty (in Mr, . Lewin it becomes sometimes beady and ecstatic), and his 
predeliotiom for the military virtues (obedience, trust, 
unerring courage). W. Lewis's distaste (which resembles 
ßbs. terton's) for the ascetic virtues, is his own. 22 
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Apart fray the exaggeration in the last sentence - the attitudes 
of gbaDonald end Lewis to pleasure and self-denial are closely related - 
this is well said. In going on to speak of the 'conception of fear in 
love and spiritual life' which Lewis shares with MacDonald, the writer 
wisely stresses the wider aspeots of Lewis's debt. Such concepts as 
'inexorable love' and the value of faithfulness in periods of spiritual 
'dryness', which have bosoms the 'habitual furniture' of Lewis's mind, 
are the vital things be inherits from MacDonald. These topics will be 
discussed in later chapters. At this point some evidence is needed to 
establish the f act that Lewis's debt to MacDonald is not confined to 
theses but appears in the very texture of his stories. 
: thant, astes9 in particular, in woven into the fabric of his imagi- 
nation. It reveals, from the sossnt when Anodos awakes to find his room 
transforss4 into a province of Fairyland, a world which anticipates 
Narnia at many points e The systerious forest of its early chapters , 
where '! he trees seemed all to have as expression of oonsetous mystery'; 
3 
has its counterpart in the 'Wood between the Worlds' of The Yagioian's 
Nephew. Lime Uncle Andrew, Anodes cannot, at first, understand the 
language of the creatures, but the fairy food enables his 'to feel in 
some degree whet the birds meant in their son gree gs' , sad to uad ers twd the 
squirrels ' conversation. 
The influence extends to seen*, concept and. character. The song 
of Anodes , which gradually reveals the invisible Lady, 
anticipates 
Asian's song, which Balls Namis into being. YseDonald's Underland , 
pith its sky of roan and its 'sad sepulobral illusization' 
, ors-appears 
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in The Silver Chi, and, like Anodos, 8ilian leeves it by a fearful, 
narrowing gallery of rook. When a husband is told not to ridicule his 
wife's belief in Pairyland, but to 'treat her belief with something of 
respect*,, since, as he admits, 'She is a most sensible woman in every- 
27 
thing else's we are reminded of the Professor's comments on Lucy's story 
of a world beyond the wardrobe. The White Lady who ensnares Anodos is 
the prototype of the Green Bnohantress who bewitches Rilien, and has the 
same false sweetness of manner. In contrast, the Lady who weeps as she 
contemplates the painful road yet to be trodden by Anodos is a symbol of 
that saw Divine pity which Digory seen in the tears of Asian, 
Z 
The 'prinoeaa'9books reinforo" these iapreaaiona. Again there 
is a iorld of 1. kderland, inhabited by 'nobs' or dwarfs; again the theme 
3© 
of belief in the 'things not seen' through trust in the proved lsithful- 
uses of human friend or superhuman mentor; again the fiery ordeal which 
purifies and strengthens. The image of the Howse, with its symbolism of 
goblin-threatened cellars and elusive staircases which so impressed 
Chestartan 31 reinforces Lewis'a memories of the 'Nov House' end echoes in 
the sapty passages of Professor girlca's . anion, the atties of The 
yaýieisn'a N. plssw, and the hashed oorridor at the Voyags. The danger of 
'travelling beastwsrd' 
which 
is revealed to Curdle leads to the dragon 
episode in Susteoe's re-eduoetion. 
At the Bsok of the North Via odds to the ' Lady' of Phentes tee,, 
end Ireae's 'grandsother' in the 'Princess' boobs, a sythologioal figure 
whose awefulness, beesty, energy end power anticipate Aalan. North Wind, 
like Alien, is sosrti, ses gentle but never 'tsee' , end , like his, trans- 
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ports her chosen child to realms where events are sometimes eshilsrs- 
ting and sometimes chastening, sometimes marked by 'sweet influence' 
and sometimes by 'severer ministrations' 
3tf. 
Further debts to MacDonald will be noted in the following chapters, 
in brief, it may be confidently stated that the atruoture, religious 
symbolism and moral tone of Narnis owe more to his than to any other 
author. Lewis is the heir to his 'preaching adventure, the ohildren's 
allegorical romonoe' 
35 
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0 HAP TER XV 
Taß W(MtW CE NAkNIA 
In his address 'On three ways of writing for Children' Lewis tells 
how he composes his children's storiess 
In a certain sense, I have never exactly 'lade' a story. 
With w the process is such more like birdrwatohing than 
liks either talking or building. I see pictures . Some of 
these pictures have a so== flavour, almost a cowman 
smell, which groups them together. ]Loop quiet and watch 
and they will begin joining thoaaselvee up. If you were 
very lucky (I have never been as lucky as all that) a 
whole set might join themsely s so consistently that there 
you had a complete storys without doing anything yourself. 
But more often (in my experience always) there are gaps. 
Than at last you have to do some, deliberate inventing, 
have to contrive reasons why these characters should be in 
these various places doing these various things. I have 
no idea whether this is the usual way of writing stories, 
still lose whether it is the best. It is the only one I 
knows images always oose first. 
This is very much what we might have expseted in view of the 
iaportanas of 'sensations' or 'intuitions' in Lewis's imagination. It 
also corresponds to the reader's i. nprsssion - in whioh some. and image, 
rather then plot and oharsoter, persist most vividly - and oonfirmms the 
view of ? be Timm Literary euppleý that Lewis , like YeeDonald , has 
sought to produce 'a series of sensations' 
2 
? be distinctive quality, the 'flavour', of a story's imagery, 
and of the eooplev< Image which it composes , is certainly what appeal. 
to Lewis in the a tort.. of other writhe, It is the 'northernness' in 
Morris # the 'sztra-terrestrial ' note in We11a, that touch his imaginative 
nerve. Zverything he says about 'sensations' in his essay 'On 8torie. ' 
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is relevant to Narnia, as, for ins tones, this comment an Fenimore 
Cooper's, 'leatherstooking' tiles $ 
The 'Redskinnery' was what really mattered... For I 
wanted not the momentary suspense but that whole world 
to which it belonged - the snow and the snow-shoes, 
beavers and canoes , war-paths and wigwams , and Hiawatha 
names .3 
This predeliotion explains why he welcomed the Shakespeare critics 
who, from 1930 onwards, shifted the emphasis from character to imagery. 
For the first time he found critics of The Merchant of Venus and Hamlet 
speaking a language which was relevant to his own impressions of the 
plays: 
At about the same time, too, he seems to have related 'sensation' 
to his new, Christian outlook and first appreciated Nature itself as a 
creature - 'a created thing, with its own particular tang or flavour.... 
this astonishing cataract of boors,, babies , and bananas s this immoderate 
deluge of atoms, orchids # oranges, cancers, canaries, floss,, gases,, tor- 
nadoes and toads' 
The composition of soles, in which this passage occurs, seems 
to have crystallised this view of Nature end,, doubtless, encouraged his 
in the attempt to depict other 'Natures'in the Nernia stories. 
The reader's own appreciation of Narnia as a series of vivid 
'pictures' is inevitably influenced by the copious illustrations in 
black and white, ranging from full page drawing to miniature inset, 
which decorate its pages. Lewis 'a choice of Pauline Baynss4a1 illustrator 
was felicitous for, as with Carroll and ? enniel or Milne and Shepheard , 
there is a real affinity between author and artist and, one supposes, a 
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close collaboration. Lewis , with his 'sharp visualising power' and 
childhood experience as his own illustrators would hardly leave illus tra- 
t, tons to chance, 
Pauline Baynes has also illustrated Tolkien's Farmer Giles, and 
her decorative patterns, stylised yet fluent rhythms, sharp lines and 
clear spaces are very appropriate to a hierarchical, ceremonious cad 
chivalrous world, The suggestion of tapestry or chased metal is apt, 
the general avoidance of depth enhancing the impression of Narais's 
'otherworld-cress' . Almost everywhere her pictures capture the mood - 
cosy or sinister, gay or martial. Tier talking animals, basically 
realistic, unite instinctive grace with subtly rational expression; 
her landscapes are always dramatic, often intriguing the eye with hints 
of latent personality. 
Levis's emphasis an the pictorial origin of his children's stories 
might lead one to expect the 'Chronicles of Narnia' to be a rather 
loosely-knit series of soenes, lacking the clear moral said theological 
themes of his other books. This is for from being tree. The seven 
stories form a coherent 'history' of Narnia set in a consistent framework, 
and are almost as such a vehicle of Lewis'. beliefs as $c_, rewtW or 
Perelendra. The general account of their content and structure that 
follows is designed to substantiate the first of these assertions and 
lay the basis for a demonstration of the second, 
A brief account of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe will serve 
to introduce the main features of the Nora" stories - the children 
who visit it, Nsrnia itself, its diverse creatures and the lion, Asian, 
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who presides over then. 
Through a wardrobe in her uncle, Professor Kiirke's, country mansion 
lacy Pevensey enters the ' othervorid' of Narnie ands, by a strange lamp- 
post, meets Yr. Tumnus, a friendly faun. After enjoying his hospitality, 
she is shocked when he suddenly confesses that the White Witch, who holds 
Narnia in perpetual winter, had not him to capture human children. When 
Lucy returns, such a short time has elapsed that Peter, Edmund and Susan 
disbelieve her story. Later, Edmund , who tosses her most, also enters 
Narnia where he succumbs to the Witch's bribery, oajolement and magic, 
and promises to return with his companions. Meeting Lucy by the lamp. 
post, he conceals this encounter and, on their return, still denies 
Narnia's existence. Only her uncle credits Lucy's story. 
Later, when all four children enter Narnia, Edaumd betrays his 
prior knowledge and is despised by Peter and Susan. Finding the f sun's 
hopse wrecked, they determine to rescue him from the clutches of Jadis, 
the Witch Queen, A robin leads them to a family of Talking Beavers where, 
they learn from their kindly host of a mysterious Asians who is $ on the 
move' . Asian is the good Lion, the rightful Lord of Narnia, and their 
only effective ally against the Witch, who fears a prophecy that four 
children will end her reign. After planning to meet Asian at the Stone 
Table they suddenly note Edmund's absence and realist that, lured by 
promises and spurred by injured pride, he bas gone to betray them. 
The central episodes tell how the children, aided by Nsrniam 
creatures loyal to Asian, beat off the witch's army and rescue at 
repentant *dmmö. 
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In the closing chapters the spiritual significance of Asian becomes 
clear in a series of events which parallel the Nov Testament doctrine*, 
Demanding an audience with Aalen, the Witch appeals to the Deep Magic 
established by the 'Eaperor' , which allows her a life for any traitor. 
In a secret conference Aslan secures Edmund's safety by offering himself 
to the Aitoh's hordes. The Witch has him shorn and soaked and,, finally, 
sacrificed on the Stone Table* 
After the Witch has rushed off to crush Peter's army, Susan and 
Lucy mourn over Aslan and loosen his bonds, At dawn their grief turns 
suddenly to joy. The stone is shattered, and Arlen (according to a 
prophecy older than Time) is restored to life. Ib races to the Witch's 
palace and reanimates her petrified victims, who then relieve Peter's 
army and rout the foe, whilst Asian kills the Witch. 
Inthroned by Asian at Cair Paravel, Narnia 'a capital, the 
Pevenseys reign as monarchs, fighting evil and fostering good, but at 
last, children once more, emerge from the wardrobe in the new earthly 
hour they entered it. 
The general structure of the seven chronicles is partly determined 
by the spatial and temporal relationship of the Narnian universe to our 
own, and the transitions between the two. The wildest fantasy met 
provide some plausible account of these comings and goings if the reader 
is to afford a 'willing suspension of disbelief' . It is a problem lilts 
that which fees. the science-tiotion writer who deals with journeys to 
remote stars, and is open to the same artistic dangers of 'repetitive 
patterns' and 'monotonous uniformity' 
: 
Lewis takes pains to ensure 
variety. 
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'She time of your strange land is different from ours' says Tirian 
in The Last Battle (1956), and this fact is clearly indicated throughout. 
In general, ages of Narnian times elapse in the course of one earthly 
lifetime, but there is no constant ratio. In Prince Caspian (1951), the 
Pevenseys return to find Ceir Paravel in ruins and a strange dynasty 
enthroned. Back on earth again a year passes before Lucy and Edmund, 
with their cousin Eustace, re-enter Nernia to find Caspian three years 
older (The Voyage of the 
'Dawn Treader; 1952). When, a term later, 
Eustaoe enters Narnia with his school friend, Jill, he is shocked to find 
Caspian an aged king (The Silver Ohair, 1953). They return to earth from 
their quest of Prince 8iliaa within earthly seconds of their exit. Again, 
seconds only are needed for the primal venture into Narnia of Digory and 
Polly, recorded in T_Wawioian's Nephew (1955): 
"Great Soott: ", thought Digory, "I believe the whole 
adventure's taken no time at all w9 
In The Hrseand his Boy (1954). all the action takes place in Narnia, 
whilst in The Last Battle the relation of Time to Time gives way to the 
relation of Time to Eternity. 
No particular source need be sought for this peculiarity of the 
time of 'Othsrworld' for it is a basic feature at folklore. 
Strnia, in fast, is not in the same space-time epoch as our 
Universe at all, as Theme: inn's Nephew makes quite clear, Narnia 
10 is 'a really other world - another Nature' not to be entered, like 
Yalaeandra, by space-travel, but only by magic. In this story the magic 
rings effect the transition from earth to Nernia via 'The Wood Between 
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the Worlds' (an image of eternity) . Only the will or permission of 
Asian can effect a direct transference. 
Entry through the magic wardrobe (later shown to derive from a 
tree sprung of Narnian seed) is not used again. In Prim* Osepion the 
children are jolted into Narnia from a train on their way to school (a 
device used later, with a startling difference, in The Lost Battle) and 
return through Allen's magic door. 
Jill and 8ustsos, fleeing from bullies p enter through a door in 
the well of their school grounds. In The Voyage of the 'Dawn Treader' the 
transition is more ingeniously contrived. Watching a picture of a 
Narnian ship in 8ustoos'a bedroom, the children are alarmed to see it 
grow and move. A wave breaks from the picture; they find themselves 
tottering on the frame; and then they are swept into the eastern sees 
of Narnis . 
In these transitions Lewis is following the practice of George 
NesDonald in Phantas too and Lilith, and , perhaps , recalling Sdith 
Nesbit's asulat and ii. G. Wells's use of the 'fourth dimension' . 
This account of the framework of the Chronicles was a necessary 
preliminary to an appreciation of their structure. In the following 
survey the stories are arranged in their 'chronological' order in 
Nannies history, the better to clarify their 'historiasl' connections, 
but the order of publication is more important in evaluating their 
artistic merit. As NJ & Crouch rightly observes,, 'tom books should be 
read in the order of publicatiom'. 
1' 
A complete account of the plots would, 
be tedious. What follows is a saleotion, in which the aesthetic, narrs- 
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tive and symbolic ss peo is are touched on in turn, 
In The Magician's Nephew (1955)p Lewis goes back to 'The Pounding 
of Narnis' and provides a key to much in the previous stories, accounting 
not only for the lamp-post, the wardrobe and Professor Kirke (Digory), 
but also for the entry of evil into Narnia. The tale has a markedly 
theological s truc ture, being full of parallels to the creation and 
temptation stories in the early chapters of Genesis. 
2 
Uncle Andrew, the 'magician' , sends Polly and Digory, by means of 
magic rings , into 'otherworld' . Via the 'Wood between the Worlds' they 
reach Charn and wake from enchanted sleep its last Queen, Jsdis , before 
its final cataclysm. She returns with them to London and causes a riot, 
only ended when the children, using the rings, drag her, Andrew, a 
cabby and his horse into otherworld. Here they witness Aslan create 
Narnia , whilst Jodie escapes to foster evil, Rigor y, sent on the quest 
of the magic apple, finds that Jadis has eaten it, winning a fatal 
immortality. Ha resists the temptation to do likewise or to withhold 
the apple from /clan. Planted, the apple produces the guardian tree of 
Narnia. Asian gives Digory an apple which oures his mother. Andrew 
reforms. Narnia flourishes under the dynasty of the transformed cabman, 
The London setting is about 1900, whilst the Narnian period is 
some centuries prior to The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe,, 
In The Horse and his Boy, ((1%4)v an adventure 'in Narnia and 
Calormen and the lands between.... when Peter was High King in Narnia' 
;3 
th. 'romsntio' plot is only in parts symbolic, but Aslan's interventions 
have a deeper significance that will be examined in Chapter XVI . 
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The strong 'Arabian Nights' flavour is combined with a 'late 
14 
Shakespearean' plot in which mystery, disguise and mistaken identity 
single with kidnapping, pursuits and thwarted malice, betrothals and 
marriage. 
Like the other tales of Narnia, this book has a distinctive 
colouring, a particular 'Sensation' . The Ysgioian'e Nephew, with its 
drawing-, room brio-a-bran, the sweet pathos of Digory's invalid mother, 
the cockney humour of the cabby, and the fin de siLe sir of Uncle 
Andrew, is a study in 'Victorians'. 
The Horse and his Boy, although it has touches of 'Medievalism' 
(like The Silver Ohair), is chiefly oharacterised by its 'Orientalists' . 
Calorsen, a kind of Narnian Middle Zest, is the setting for 
characters and episodes reminiscent of The Arabian Ni___ghts . From fisher- 
man's hovel to potentate's palace, from fountained garden to blinding 
desert, from silken luxury to harsh militarism, it is a world of Asian 
extremes, whilst the names - $haahta and Arsheesh, Tiaroe and Rabadeah - 
are a roll-call of Eastern romance. 
'Arabian' dialogue (which in chapters VII and VIII recalls Vathek) 
has the authentic ring, and eontraats nicely with the 'olde courtesie' 
of the Nertian royalty. It is varied, too, ranging from the 'grand 
Calormene manner' of Aravis's narrative to the drawling, affected 
chatter of the spoilt Lasaraleea. 
Contrast enheness the effects throughout. Especially piquant is 
that beteeen the Calornsnes themselves - 'a wise, wealthy, courteous, 
cruel and ancient people' 
15 
and the gay, fair, free and magnanimous 
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Narnians. This racial contrast recalls Moor and Viking, or Saladin and 
Crusader, and persists at a higher level: the Calormenes worship Tash, 
not Asian (whom the Tisroo maligns as 'a demon of hideous aspect and 
1b 
irresistible maleficence' ). Here, and elsewhere, there is a hint of the 
clash of Cross and Crescents 
prince Caspian (1951), is another episode in the battle of Good and 
17 
8vi1, a 'war of liberation' involving journeying, siege and conflict. 
The Pevenseys, back in a later Narnia, learn from Trumpkin, the 
dwarf , how a krinoe Caspian has fled from his uncle, the Telasrine 
usurper Mira, rallied the outlawed creatures of Old Narnia and, 
besieged at Aslen's How, has sounded Susan's horn to summon their aid. 
Convincing the sceptical dwarf of their prowess, the children not out to 
assist Caspian. Dtserediting the 'signs' which Lucy receives from 
Allan, they run into many dangers, but eventually wage a successful war 
against Was . 
This is perhaps the most conventional of the 'Chronicles' , but is 
notable for the introduction of the valorous talking mouse, 8eepioheep. 
In The Voyage of the 'Dawn Treader' (1952 ), many adventures befall 
Edmund, Lucy and their cousin 3ustaoe on a quest with King Caspian for 
the seven 'lost Lords' sailed in the reign of Mires. They escape from 
slavery, recapture the Lone Islands, and survive a store, a sea-serpent 
and a deadly pool. In a rather longer episode Mustace, the spoilt child 
of 'advanced' parents, is transformed into a dragon, and learns humility 
and charity before regaining human form. 
Two quests are combined in this voyages that of Caspian for the 
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serm exiled Lords, and that at keepicheep for the Utter best. There 
are nw&erous theological implications, as in the reference to the elbs- 
IS 
tross that 'looked like a cross', end in the episode Of Reepiohesp's 
'translation' to Asisn's country (cf. Gen. v, 22-24, Hob, xi, 5)9 and 
these converge in the final encounter with an Aslan who is both Lion 
end Lamb (of . John xxi ). 
The final episodes of this story, imaginatively one of the finest 
of the tales of Nernia, are examined in Chapter XVIII . 
In The Silver Chair (1953) Mien taken Bustaae and Jill from 
their boarding school, via his 'country', into Hernia, giving Jill 
'signs' to look for in the quest laid upon them. Failing to meet the 
aged Caspian before his final voyage to seek Aslaa, they learn of Prince 
Rilian's enchantment by the Green Lady. Accompanied by Puddleglua, the 
marshwiggle, they seek Rilisn in the wild north, but, auffing the signs 
at the Hill of the Strangs Trenches, and following false counsel, fall 
into the hands of ogreish giants . Reoaping, they enter Underland, are 
captured, most Bilian, and deliver his from the spell. They resist the 
Grow Lady's enchantment., slay her, release the Earthmen by whom she 
hoped to conquer Narnia, and emerge through underground workings. The 
Narnians acclaim them. Caspian returns only to die but, borne to 
Asian's Mountain, Jill and Sustase see his resurrected before they are 
returned to school. 
The 8nchantress and her spells are an allegory of contsaporary 
attacks on metaphysics and the Supernatural which will be examined in 
Chapter XVI. 
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The silver Chair has a strong flavour of Malory and medieval 
romance ('Gothic' is the apt label of The Time. Literary Supplement). 
Some,, sentiment and style all contribute to this 'Yadievalisa' . 
Jill's first sight of C air Paravel establishes its 
.... a smooth, green 
lawn, a ship so brightly coloured 
that it looked like an enormous piece of jewellery, 
towers and battlements, banners fluttering in the air, 
a crowd,, gay clothes p amour, Cold,, swords ,a sound of 
music .9 
The aged Caspian 'with his beard 'white as wool' , the dwarf regent 
Trumphin, the Green Baohsntress and the love-dared Rilian sustain the 
impression. It oolours the description of the feast with its pavender, 
venison and pesoook, and its blind bard, and the stylised account of 
Rilian's adventure, where a serpent is called a 'worn' , and medicine 
becomes 'physic'. In the month of the Snohantress the exaggerated 
courtliness at speech, the over-sweet medievalism, serves a useful 
function in s ugges ting a falsity of character., a falsity which also 
taints Rilisn so long as he is under her spell. (The justºpositicn of 
this style with the slangy dialogue of Jill and Bustoce is a less pleasing 
effect. ) 
In The Last Battle, (which won the Carnegie Medal for 1956 ) 
aesthetic, symbolic and moral elements successfully cohere to provide on 
essential and illvsliaating conclusion to Hernia. 
The story relates the final phase of the '8bly War' , and is a 
parable of 'the last days' which escapes the realistic limitations 
imposed on That Hideous Strength by an earthly setting. The Narnisn 
esohato1o1y includes a 'false /Man' , or AntirChrist, a final cataclysm, 
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(chap XIV ), a Last Judgment (chap. XIV ), and a final consummation 
(chap. IVI) in which Asian 'rolls up curtain after curtain of his cosmos' 
.0 
The main source of Lewis's vision is the Nov Testament, especially, 
perhaps., these vers ea t 
And, Thou, Lord, in the beginning bast laid the foundations 
of the earth; and the heavens are the works of thine hands: 
They shall perish; but thou remsinest; and they all shall 
wax old as doth a garment; And as a vesture shalt thou 
fold them up, and they shall be changeda but thou art the 
same, and thy years shall not fail. (Hebrews i, 10-12) 
At first narrowly focused, the story expands, recapitulating all 
the Narnian themes, until, in a sustained climax combining Christian and 
platonic concepts, Narnia and England are gathered up into the Image of 
Eternity. 
This 'historical' survey has masked the skilful order in which 
the books appeared. Lewis cannily holds back some of his cards to main- 
tain surprise and suspense - 'he releases information about his strange 
magical land, ' says Crouch, 'as cautiously as the War Offioe releases 
news' 
?ý Be instances how the lamp-post of The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe (1950) is not explained until The ftioian's Nephew (1955). 
Our knowledge of Narnian geography expands just as gradually 
through the successive stories . In the first, Narnis alone appears . 
Then, in prince Caspian, its borders emerge - the sea, the Western Waste 
end Arohenland. Next, the Great Eastern ocean sad 'Asian's country' are 
revealed, whilst in The Silver Chair we traverse the Wild Waste lands of 
the North, and the realm of Underland. The fifth story takes us beyond 
the southern desert to Calormen; the sixth discloses the mysterious 
west. Finally, in The Last Battle, the whole cosmos is furled end 
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unfurled like a banner. 
What a chronological analysis does indicate is the consistency and 
unity of the Chronicles. There is much to support Crouch's belief that 
'the author had the whole story in his mind when he wrote The Lion. the 
22 
Witch and the Wardrobe'. 80, for example, it is appropriate, and 
presumably deliberate, that in this religious romance there are seven 
stories, appearing in seven years and involving seven children. 
Yet there is variety as well as unity in the narrative patterns 
which embody the Battle of Good and Evil. Evil assumes many foram: the 
Good which comprehends it endures in the rich and complem image of Aslan. 
To complet. this survey of the world of Narnia, and provide a 
basis for subsequent discussion, some account of its diverse characters 
is required. 
Lewis's taste for fantastic stories where 'Besets turn into men 
23 
and man into bees ts' has already been noted. Hs enjoys the freedom to 
create strange creatures that YaeDonald employed in rhsntM tea end 
Li11th, where tress are sentient, animals talk, a statue comes to life, 
and nothing is quit* what it seems. Yet the dreamy flux of I[aoDonald's 
narrative, and its sometimes pussling metamorphoses, is not suited to 
Lewis'a purpose. However quaintly he combines human, animal and mythical 
qualities, his creatures have clear and cons teat natures. Plot and theme 
present quite enough novelties for his young readers, and clear-out 
eheracterisatian suits his Moral and religious purposes. 
In general, Lewis's talking beavers, owls, mice and horses, his 
f mans , dwarfs 0 centaurs , dryads and giants are quickly seen to be allied 
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either to good or evil and evoke an appropriate response. Giants, for 
instance, awake the deep-seated and qualitatively distinct kind of fear 
which, Lewis maintains in his essay 'On Stories' , is inherent in certain 
mountains. 'I have seen landsoapes (notably in the Mourne (fountains), ' 
he writes , 'which, under a particular light, made as feel that at any 
2L 
moment a giant might raise his head over the next ridge. ' He employs 
this experience very skilfully in Jill's first encounter with the giants 
of Sttinsmoor in The r Chair 
:5 
Giants are not the only alarming creatures in Narnia. (Not all 
the giants are alarming. ) The White Witch ooam. ands such horrors as 
Ghouls and Boggles, Ogres and Yinotaurs. Understandably, these are 
played down. Describing tha host around the Stone Table, Lewis refers to 
'other armatures whom. I won't describe because if I did the grown-ups 
would probably not let you read this book - Cruets and Hags and Incubuses 
2L Wraiths , Horrors , Efrsets , Sprites 9 Orkcnes , Woosse , and Ettins' 
The loyal creatures whoa the Witch has petrified and Aalen 
releases are more vividly depicted: 
.... the courtyard was now a blase of colours; glossy 
chestnut aides of centaurs, indigo horns of unicorns, 
dssssling plumage of birds , reddy-brown of foxes , dogs 
and satyrs, yellow stockings and crimson hoods of dwarfs; 
and the birch-girls in silver, and the beech-girls in 
fresh, transparent green, and the larch-girls in green 
so bright that it was almost yellow . 
27 
Other societies of vivid creatures inhabit Narnis - the Csloz ones 
of the South, the Ogres of the North, the Sea People of the bat, and 
Goig and his fellows, the folk who live deep beneath Underland in Bias, 
where living gets grow by the rivers of fire. Few of these oreetures 
f 
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are merely decorative, and most of them are closely involved in the 
plot. In Prince Caspian it is a dwarf, Trumpkin, who finds the children 
sad takes them to Aden's How, a badger, Trufflehunter, who rallies Old 
Narnia, and a talking mouse, Beepioheep, who is the hero of the decisive 
battle . 
The title of one of Kipling's collections of stories ,A Diversity 
of Creatures_, is very appropriate to Narnia. The Narnians , says Crouoh, 
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with a note of apology, are 'a motley lot'. Lewis has ransacked the ages 
to assemble a asst which ranges from talking animals, through mythical 
fsuns, legendary dragons, racial types, human children and supernatural 
beings to such strange variants ee Marshwiggle and Dufflepud. Yet despite 
their diversity they are well aoolimatised to Narnia, coexist harmoniously, 
and rarely look aesthetic or moral value. For, as Lewis says, 'giants, 
dragons, paradises, gods and the like are themselves the expression of 
certain basic elements in moats spiritual experience' 
Ag 
'Spiritual experience' is obviously part of the material Lewis 
seeks to inoorporats in Narnia through his diverse creatures and super 
human beings. Above all Aslsn, the 'good lion', can only be fully inter- 
preted in terms of the 'symbolic theology' which controls the deeper 
meaning of these tales of Narnia. 
C HAP TER XVI 
SYMBOLIC THEOLOGY 
Reviewing the 'Chronicles of Narnia', and speaking of the signi- 
ficance of its images, The Ti... Literary Supplement coined the useful 
1 
term 'symbolie theology' . No formal definition was given, but the use 
of the term may be readily understood from familiar examples in the New 
Testament. So, for ezample, the 'Lamb of God' John i, 29) symbolises 
sacrificial end atoning love, 'living water' Q2! R iv , 10) eternal life, 
the 'rushing, mighty wind' Acts ii, 2) the mysterious power of the Holy 
Spirit. Besides symbolic object. there are also symbolic actions, of 
which the breaking of bread and the drinking of wine, pointing as they 
do to the cross and the resurrection, are the most central and profound. 
A theological symbol, then, may be either a meaningful object or an 
soted parable. 
Ass technique of literary criticism, 'symbolic theology' is 
appropriate wherever literature invites, or demands , an explication in 
theological terms. Such an explication will have the some kind of 
relationship to the imaginative experience as a credal statement has to 
a revelatory event or dialogue. That is, it will be an intellectual and 
generalised expression of something concrete and particular. . As 
derived from Lesis's tale. of Nernia it will not necessarily correspond 
with the conscious reflections of the reader, especially of the child. 
But if the critic's interpretation is sound (and the writer's art ade- 
quate) it will have a real relationship to it. Another analogy from 
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scripture may make this clear. A child may only 
imperfectly grasp and 
respond to the interpretation of the parable of the sower aterk 
iv, 
13-24), but from the parable itself he may receive images and derive 
attitudes from which an understanding and response may later grow. 
Lewis's theologising would not be acceptable to the young reader, but 
by using imaginative symbols as his vehicle in the Narnia stories he 
conveys his message in a suitable form. The didactic element, of course, 
is not so calculated end repellent as this makes it sound. The creative 
process was more spontaneous then this. 
The symbolic theology of Narnis centres on Aslen, the 'good lion' to 
one of the strongest and richest figures in children's literature,, and 
not the least of Lewis's creative triumphs. 
His pedigree is impressive, including Charles Williams 'a arche- 
typal pattern in The place of the Lion (1931), George MacDonald 'a august 
2 
North Wind and Aesop's King of the Beasts. He is, supremely, a symbol 
or type of Christ, particularly as presented in the Apocalypse as 'the 
Lion of the tribe of Jude' It will not do, therefore, merely to 
classify his as the greatest of Narnia's creatures: he is not, tech- 
nically, a 'creature' at all. 
The clues to this theological basis are neither rare nor esoteric, 
though the present neglect of scripture may lead few to find then. 
'Surely Mr. Lewis should, all along, have had the courage of his convic- 
tions, and given Aden the shape es well as the nature and functions of 
an archangel' complained one reviewer of The Yaaioien's NepMen 
Dorothy Sayers' retort to this complaint is too nest and comprehensive 
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for me to stteedp t to bs ttsr t 
. the Lion Asian ... has soot emphatically not the' nature Q functional of an archangel # and for that reason has 
not been given the form of one. In these tales of 
Absolutely Elsewhere, Aalen is shown as creating the 
worlds (The Magician's Ne hew), slain and risen again for 
the redemption of . in (The L on the Witch and the Word- 
robe),, incarnate as a Talking Beast among Talking Beasts 
essiis ), and obedient to the laws he has made for his own 
creation (The Voyage of the'Dawn Treader , page 146) . His 
august Archetype - higher then the angels and 'made a 
little lower' than they - is thus readily identified as the 
'Lion of the Tribe of Judah*. Apart from a certain dis- 
turbance of the natural hierarchies occasioned by the 
presence in the story of actual human beings , Professor 
Lewis's theology and pneumatology are as accurate and 
logical here as in his other writings. 
To introduce the historical 'form' of the Incarnation 
into a work of pure fantasy would, for various reasons, be 
unsuitable. 5 
Many details substantiate this identification with Christ. Asian 
is both 'a true Beast' and yet 'the Sing of the wood and the son of the 
great emperor-beyond-the sea' , and therefore 'the King above all High 
Lings in Narnia'. He is the obedient Son, who will not work ' again t the 
3mperor's logic* . Ha is the eternal Son, 'the now yesterday, and to-day 
and for ever' ob siii , 8) s '1 call all time soon' , be tells Lucy. 
linen is Narnia's orestor, redeemer and Judge. In the beginning Narnia 
,,, 
a, to 'out of the Lion's head'; it owes its spiritual is erected es 
freedom to 'the good Lion by whose blood all Narnia wes saved'; in the 
'lest days' it knows him as its Judge .6 
The account of the tales of Narnis in the previous chapter dis- 
closed Asian's decisive role in each story. Be is vost deeply involved 
in the plot of The LioA , the Witch and the Wardrobe , where there is a 
*logo end daring parallel to the Easter narrative of the Nov Testaiesnt. 
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In fact, the parallels of 'substitution' , submission, mockery, humilia- 
tion, slaughter and resurrection are too close, and those elements least 
bound by the scriptures - the hushed atmosphere of the bargain with the 
Witch and, later, Aslen's triumphant romp with the children - are less 
constrained imaginatively. 
Asian, so a symbol of Christ, is saved from the danger of being 
merely didactic, a cold ideogram, by his energy. He is informed with 
qualities which Lewis has elsewhere noted as the essence of the leonine - 
'energy and splendour and exulting power' 
7 Akin to Eliot's 'Christ the 
tiger', he is poles apart from Swinburne's 'pale Galilean'. His attri- 
butes are not the remote abstractions of the 'God of the philosophers' 
but the energy and purpose of Jehovah, the 'living God'. It is 
emphasised that he is not 'a tome Lion' 
8 
Aslen's vitality is Bush that, even when the conceptual basis of 
his character is not perceived, he stirs the imagination whenever he 
appears. This effect cannot be entirely accounted for by the sensuous 
elements in his appeal - the majestic mane , the 'beautiful ses of fur' 99 
the thrilling roar and the glowing eyes. Its real potency lies in its 
evocation of the 'numinous' - the non-rational, or supra-rational 
element of all religion, 
The term 'numinous' was coined by Professor Rudolph Otto in his 
io 
influential work Doe Heilega. Theologians have welcomed it, and Lewis's 
ova discussion of the numinous in The Problem of pain is avowedly based 
on Otto 
:1 ? he n"Oi. "OUs, as Otto esphaa is es , is 0 prisar yd afoot and 
os not, therefor*, be " trio tly defined, or even conveyed , by sesna of 
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concepts . It can only be evoked or awakened in the mind by symbols. 
Blake's poem 'The Tyger' , or Wordsworth's description of the mountain 
above Ullewster relude Bk. 1), will suffioe to indicate its nature. 
Otto's account of the several elements, or 'moments', in the 
eyysterium tremendua of numinous experience provides valuable insights 
into Aslen's effectiveness . The elements of ' dread' (or the daunting' ), 
of 'majesty's of 'energy' (or 'urgency*),, and of 'fascination' are 
portioularly relevant. 
12 
They ore seen, for example, in the first mention of Aalen in the 
Ohroniales, the moment when Mr. Beaver reveals that 'Aslen is on the 
move - perhaps has already landed', and in the 'enormous meaning' which 
the children some in this newst 
At the name of Aslan each one of the children felt some- 
thing jump in its inside. ßdmund felt a sensation of 
mysterious horror. Peter felt suddenly brave and 
adventurous . Susan felt as if some delicious smell or 
some delightful strain of music had just floated by 
her. And Lucy got the feeling you have when you wake 
up in the morning and realise that it is thebeginning 
of the holidays or the beginning of summer. 
The complementary elements of 'dread' and 'f asoination' are a trong here, 
Edmund, in guilty conspiracy with the Witch, feels the dark shadow of 
what, to the innocent, is the bright cloud of holiness. 
Dread and fascination are elsewhere mingled, as in Aalan's 
appearances to Lucy on the forest path (Prince Caspian), for Lewis, like 
MacDonald, allows a role, though a lowly one, to fear in religious 
awakening 
,o 
Often 'fear' is an inadequate but necessary ideogram, or 
analogy, for what is a unique response - the 'fear of the Lord'. the 
reverential awe, of the Old Testament. 
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We find this response again in Jill's first encounter with Allan. 
her first reaction is plain terror, but when the Lion speaks , inviting 
her to drink. of the stress (the biblical symbolism is clear) her response 
Changes s 
.... the voice was not like a man's . It was deeper, wilder, 
and stronger; a sort of heavy, golden voice. It did not 
make her any less frightened than she had been before, but 
it made her frightened in rather a different way. 15 
Lewis ooaow* is direotly on this kind of experience quite early on 
in the Qhroaiolss: 
People who have not been in Narnia sometimes think that a 
thing cannot be good and terrible at the same time. If 
the children had ever thought so, they were cured of it 
now. For when they tried to look at Asian's face they 
just caught a glimpse of the golden mane and the great, 
royal, solemn, overwhelming eyes; and then they found 
they couldn't look at his and went all trembly. 1b 
The ' ms jes ty' evident here is c ons tantly present in Asian. He is 
'tinge, shaggy, and bright' and 'so bright and real and strong' 
.7 
Equally powerful is the element of energy sad urgency. Whether 
selling forth creatures from the earth, racing with Lucy and Susan, 
roaring in wrath at the ditch, tearing the dragon skins from Eustace, 
blowing Jill across the sees, or inspiring terror in Bree, Asian is a 
torrent of energy. 
The union of these 'nvmiiaods' aspects of Asian with his moral 
role and Christ-symbolism is skilfully achieved. Like the Hebrew Jehovah 
he combines those elements of the 'holy' and the 'righteous' which else. 
where existed separately in the "-moral pagan and the purely rational 
philosopher . Asian is 'good and terrible at the same time' . 
One is reminded of certain conversation. in Charles Williams sm 
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ascent into Hell. The poet, Peter Stanhope, has made a reference to 
'dreadful' goodness : 
"I don't see how goodness can be dreadful, " Was Paz 
said, with a shade of resentment in her voice. "If things 
are good they're not terrifying, are they? ".... 
"And if things are terrifying, " Pauline put in, her 
eyes half closed and her head turned away as if she asked 
ao as usl question rather or tns u orlo tinan or nm, -o an 
they be good? " 
rn 1WVz oa aV1144 V" mava . aww v- ---If 11 - ---- , .. - ... 
more energy. "Are our tremors to measure the Omnipotence? * 
º8 Hs looked down on her, 
NY. a, surely, " he said , with 
Ins later oonversstion with Pauline, Stanhope suddenly reverts to 
the topic , as if anxious to correct any misinterpretation of 
his previous 
assertion: 
"? he substantive , of course.. governs the adjective; 
not the other way round, " 
The substantive,? Pauline asked blankly. 
19 "Good, it contains terror, not terror good...: 
Aslan's union of the 'good and terrible' is well illustrated in 
chapter XIV of The Horse and his Boy, which is entitled 'The Unwelcome 
Bellow Traveller'. 
Shsshta, lost and lonely in the mountain gists , suddenly senses a 
eighty presence betrayed by its tremendous breathings, '"Mho are yout"' 
he asks in terror. '"One who has waited long for you to speak, "' 
answers a Voice. Shsshts shudders with dread of the uncanny, but he is 
reassured. '*Tell we your sorrows. *' says the Voice, and when ßhashts 
has recounted his misfortunes remarks, "I do not call you unfortunate. " 
The Voice reveals hinelf as the Lion, the 000 Lion, who has governed 
every crisis in Shashts's adventure. Uneasily, ßhaahts seeks to evade 
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scrutiny by * question about Aravis , but the Lion says , to I tell no 
one any story but his own"' (of . John xxi, 21,22). "Who are you! "' asks 
Shashta again. '"Ityself, "' replies Asian three times,, in tones that 
range: from thunderous roar to thrilling whisper (of. John viii,, 58). 
Shashta's cruder fears disappear -'a new and different sort of trem- 
bling came over him. Yet he felt glad too.... ' The miste disperse, the 
golden light intensifies . Pacing beside 8hashta'e horse to keep it from 
the preoipioe is the mighty figure of Asian. 'It was from the Lion that 
the light oame'. As Shashta falls down before his he dissolves into a 
great cloud of glory, but there lingers a 'strange and solemn perfume' . 
In at least one adventure Aslan's identity with Christ is made 
clear to the children themselves. The Lion, who is also the Lamb, 
reveals to Edmund and Lucy that they will come no more to Narnia, but 
must learn to most his in their awn world z 
"Are - are you there too, Sir,? " said Edmund, 
"I an, " maid Aslan. But there I have another now, . You must learn to know ne by that nans. This was the very 
reason why you were brought to Nornis, that by knowing me 
here for a little, you may know a better there: ' 2° 
The spiritual purpose informing the Lion is revealeds Asian in a 
graepsratio evangelios, a baptism of the imsgination in preparation for 
the baptism of mind end will. 
21 The Ti. 
Timrevie"r who coined 
the tern 'symbolic theology, takes 
a less sympathetia view of its employment in the Chronicles than that 
taken bore. He complains of Lewis that 'Too often we find his bewitching 
hisself with his own spells " above all with the spell of s ymb of io 
theology'. Lewis, who considers metaphor and symbolism indispensable 
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for communicating spiritual truths, would be unshaken by this criticism, 
and a passage in 'The Weight of Glory' reads like on anticipation of it. 
After speaking of the 'desire for our own far-off country' (one of his 
recurrent themes) and the many 'good images' which it assumes, he asks: 
Do you think I am trying to weave a spell? Perhaps I am; 
but remember your fairy tales. Spells are used for 
breaking enohantments as well as for inducing them. And 
you and I have need at the strongest spell that can be 
found to wake us from the evil enchantment of worldliness 
which has been laid upon us for nearly a hundred years. 22 
one tendency of 'the evil enchantment of worldliness' - to persuade 
us that is have only this world and no other - is the subject of an 
episode in The Silver Chair, which is typical of Lewis's symbolic theology 
and worth detailed examination. 
The adventures of Jill, Bustace and Puddleglum in the Deep Realm 
(chapters X-XIII) embody a defence of the Supra-Natural against two of 
its enemies - the Freudian psychology which regards it as delusion, and 
the pos itivis m which finds it meaningless. Underl and becomes a symbol 
of the world known through our senses , Narnia of the world known through 
intuition and revelation, and the Green Bhohsntress a symbol of whatever 
seeks to make sojourners in the first forget the existence of the second. 
The reader, of course, knows that 'Overworid' exists, and it may 
be objected that in the case of our attitude to the Supra-Natural this 
is precisely the point at Issue. This, however, is always the method 
of symbolis theology: to create a model of the religious world-view and 
let it appeal to the reader's imagination sand experience, trusting in 
its insets superiority to other world-pictures . 
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Chapter Y shows Jill, Eustooe and the msrshwiggle, Puddleglum, 
being conditioned to the Deep Realm. The cold light, pallid fseen , 
silence and claustrophobia, the insipid food and the gloomy reiteration 
of the Warden of the Marches begin to 'o'er crow their spirit' - "Many 
sink down, and few return to the sunlit landbw . The sullen voters of 
the sunless ocean are like a second Loth*. 
Tien, when they find their Prince, he knows neither of Rilian, nor 
Nsrnia, nor Aslan, and throws doubt on the validity of that very 'Sign' 
which has led them to his. According to his own story, the Queen of 
Underland has rescued his from some vile enchantment (whose nature he 
does not remember) and is preparing a kingdom for his in Overland. Sven 
now, he says, his insanity returns nightly, so that, before its onset, he 
has to be bound in the silver chair. Did any one accede to his desperate 
pleas to be released he would change into a deadly serpent. 
Only a certain falsity of manner and insensitivity of conscience 
suggest the fact that he is actually under the spell of the Enchantress . 
Outward circumstances favour his story. Yet, in the teeth of whirling 
emotions, the Narnions are loyal to their last 'Sign',, for when the 
prince, bound to the Silver Chair in his 'fit' of sanity, calls on Asian 
in begging for release, simple obedience prevails over the subtlest 
sophistryi 
"Do you mean you think everything will cone right if we 
do untie hia? " said Serubb. 
"I don't know about that, " said Puddleglus. You see, 
Mien didn't tell Pole what would happen. He only told 
her what to do. That fellow will be the death of us once 
he's up, I shouldn't wonder, But that doesn't let us off 
following the s ign N 23 
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Their loyalty is vindicated; Rilian is disenchanted, and remembers 
his past. But their joy is out short by the entry of the Queen of Under- 
land. Systematically the Snohantress goes to work on their minds and 
senses . With drowsy fragrance, strumming melody and cooing voice she 
insinuates her denial of Narnia, of 'Overworld', relegating it to dreams. 
"There never was any world but mine, "' she suggests . 
Puddleglum's desperate recollection of the sun is dissolved by a 
bland 'linguistic analysis' - '"What is this Dun that you all speak of? 
Do you seen anything by the wordt.... Can you tell me what it's like? ", 
24-- 
Rilien ventures an analogy - the sun is like the lamp which hangs from 
the roof - but she twists it to her purpose. "Your sun is a dream; 
and there is nothing in that dream that was not copied from the lamp, "' 
the witch explains. '"The leap is the real thing; the sun is but a tale, 
a children's story. ' 
This is very like the attacks on the supernatural status of 
religious phenomena which Lewis examines in 'Transposition', and his 
answer aids an understanding of this, and other episodes in his fiction. 
The soeptio argues , for example, that since many instances of 
'speaking in tongues' are demonstrably hysterical, hysteria probably 
accounts for them all. Again, since erotic language normally reflects 
sexual experience, the erotic language of the mystic probably has the 
same source. To suppose otherwise is to multiply unnecessary hypo- 
theses . The problem, says Lewis, 
.... is that of the obvious continuity between things which 
are admittedly natural and things which, it is olais+ed , are spiritual; the reappearance in what professes to be 
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our supernatural life of all the some old elements which 
make up our natural life.... 25 
Scepticism, he continues , sometimes extends to attacks on 'ideal- 
iatic' interpretations of other phenomena, Since 'low' and 'lust' both 
seek the game physical fulfilment, and 'justice' and 'revenge' both 
inflict death, the duplication of terms is alleged to be superfluous . 
Yet, retorts Lewis, when introspection reveals that the same 
neural response (e. g. a flutter in the diaphragm) may be produced by 
either aesthetic rapture or bad news, we do not conclude that 'joy and 
anguish are the same thing'. The resources of the emotions are richer 
then the resources of the senses, but 'the senses compensate for this 
by using the sane sensation to express more than one emotion " even, as 
we have aeons to express opposite emotions' 
26 
Generalising, he concludes that 'If the richer system is to be 
represented in the poorer at all, this can only be by giving each element 
26 
in the poorer system more than one meaning' . He instances the two dimen- 
sional representation of solid fords where converging lines sometimes 
(not always) need to be interpreted by reference to the higher medium. 
Yet is can imagine a two-dimensional 'fistlander' retorting to our account 
of the solid world 5as the bachantress , in effect, replies to the 
Narains7: 
"Is it not obvious that your vaunted other world, so for 
from bethg the srehetype, is a dream which borrows all 
its elements from this oast" 27 
This is what snyone approaching a 'transposition' from 'below' is bound 
to assert. But approached. from 'above' , as we all approach two dimen- 
sional drawings, or the mamas' record of emotion, the case is different. 
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Therefore, Christians claim that devotion is 'not simply erotic' and 
the 'apparent desire for Heaven.... not simply a desire for longevity or 
jewelry or social splendours'.. 
S 
From below, the sceptic sees 'all the facts but not the meanings,, 
He is like a dog who looks at the pointing finger rather then at what 
it points to . 
And in a period when factual realism is dominant we shall 
find people deliberately inducing upon themselves this dog- 
Ulm mind .A man who has experienced love from within will 
deliberately go about to inspect it analytically from out- 
side and regard the results of this analysis as truer then 
his experience. The extreme limit of this self-blinding 
is seen in those who, like the rest of us, have conscious- 
nose # yet go about to study the human organism as if they 
did not know it was conscious . As long as this deliberate 
refusal to understand things from above, even where such 
understanding is possible, continues, it is idle to talk 
of any final victory over materialism. ... There will always 
be evidence, and every month fresh evidence, to show that 
religion is only psychological, justice only self-protec- 
tion, politics only economics, love only lust, and thought 
itself only cerebral biochemistry . 29 
This aoeptiool, msterialist prooedure, this philosophy of 'only', 
is very like the technique which the Green Enchantress uses on the 
Narnians . With it she seeks to undermine all their affirmations of a 
higher order of reality. 
Jill, at last, painfully recollects Aslan. '"What " pretty 
name: "' exclaims the Witch. '"What does it mean? "' . Sorubb's desperate 
analogy of a 'huge oat' fares the way of Rilian's 'lamp' t "A .... you can 
put nothing into your mike-believe without copying it from the real 
world , this world of mine , which is the only world"' . 
They are almost defeated, but Puddleglum's heroism in stamping his 
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foot into the Witch's fire stabs his mind awake, breaks the spell, and 
shatters the sweet facade of the Witch's fury. Puddlegluws's impassioned 
defence of Overworld ends the debates 
"We're just babies malting up a game, if you're right. 
But four babies playing a game can make a play-world which 
licks your real world hollow..., we're leaving your court 
at once and setting out in the dark to spend our lives 
looking for Overland,, * 3o 
It is a crucial ohoioe similar to that by which Mork Studdook suddenly 
rebels against his psychological conditioning by the materialist, Frost. 
The episode ends with the Witch's reversion to her serpent form 
and her violent death. The inhabitants of Underland, no longer auto- 
matons, can be set free, 
The Witch's enchantment of Rilian, so that he is blind to the 
existence, of Narnia and Aslan, utilises flews of character which his 
ordeals purge. This theme of an evil deception leading to spiritual 
blindness (which recalls Levis's references to 'self-blinding' in 
'Transposition') and to a time of testing is not confined to The Silver 
Chair. Its fuller treatment in The Last Battle shahs Lewis's symbolic 
theology at work on a larger scale, controlling the initial situation, 
the pattern of events and the oharsoterisation. The final instalment of 
the Chronicles is,, in fact, an apocalyptic work, in which all the 
features of Christian eschatology are paralleled. 
The first four chapters tell how Shift, a talking ape (the parody 
of true humanity is significant) bullies his friend Puzzle, the donkey, 
into wearing a lion skin and masquerading as Aslan. He then gathers 
the Narnians at Stable 'Hill, deceives them by displaying Puzzle by fire- 
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light, and proceeds to exploit thee, first as the ally and then the 
tool of neighbouring Calormen. 
Tirian, the last King of Narnia, and Jewels the unic orn , are 
goaded into a violent attack on the agents of Calormen, but then, appalled 
at their own temerity, surrender, Shift tries to identify Asian with 
Tesh, the cruel god of Calormen, troubling the wimple-minded but leading 
others, like Ginger the oat, to atheism. Tirian, tied to a stake, is 
not deceived by Puzzle's masquerade, and summons the 'seven friends of 
Narnia' to his aid. 
This first movement schose New Testament prophecies of the 'end 
time'. The opening - phrase , 'In the lest. days of Narnia' , is a portent 
of doom, recalling the apostolic warning 'that in the last days perilous 
times shall come' 
:1 
Shift, as 'The Ape in his Glory' (chap. III) , is like 
the 'Beast' and the 'false prophet' of Revelation; 
and 
comes, like the 
'lawless one' of Thesaalonians, 'with all power and signs and lying 
wonders'; 
3so that he would 'seduas, if it were possible, even the eleot' : `ý 
puzzle is an unwitting Antichrist, bludgeoned into his role by Shift's 
aiming lies, emotional blookmail, and assurances that his masquerade 
will benefit Nsrnia. 
The worst iniquity of the 'end tim' lies in its perversion of 
truth. We have been frequently reminded that Aslan is not 'a tome lion's 
but one whose wrath can be a skened by unrighteousness, and this concept 
enables the Ape sad Riahde (the Calor. ene captain) to further their ends 
by attributing Aslan's harshness to his anger at Narnia's sinful dis- 
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belief. By thus playing on the consciences of the Narnisns, they produce 
a contrition which undermines resistance to the false Aslan. 
Upon Tirian, and later upon the fellowship that gathers round him, 
presses a grievous burden. Unfortified by outeard sign or inward 
assurance, they must exhibit a heroic obedience. The moral is plain - 
6 
, he that endures unto the and shall be saved' 
3 
Tirian is now joined (chap. V) by Jill and Bustaoe, who have 
entered Narnio not by means of the magic rings but following a train 
smash (a clue to the story's ending. Together they eventually rescue 
Jewel, capture Puzzle, and seem set to unmask the Ape's plot. Yet, when 
they rescue a company of Dwarfs being deported to Calormen and trium- 
phantly produce Puzzle and his lion skin, they receive a terrible shook. 
The false Aalen has sapped belief in the real one. "No more Aslan, "' 
snarls the Black Dwarf , Griff leg '"no more Kings* no more silly stories 
about other worlds. " Perverted religion is producing atheists. Only 
the dwarf Poggin, like a second Abdiel #7 comes over to Tirian. 
Evil grows to a head, kishda and Ginger, who now control the Ape, 
have convinced the Narnians that Aalen has carried off Tirian; ? ash, the 
cruel god of Caloraen, is seen making for Stable Hill. The warning of 
jewels, the Unicorn, that "all worlds draw to an end; except Asian's own 
38 
country"' is fulfilled. Farsight, the Eagle, brings nova that Calormen 
has slaughtered the King's aessengers and captured and sacked Cair 
Parcel. The centre 'falls apart' - Nernia is utterly defeated. 
The 'Holy War' enters its last phase (shape , IX-XII) as Tirisn's 
ooapany await 'the adventure that fslan would send then'. In the shadow 
of the stable they overhear Shift sake their last weapon a liability by 
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warning the Narnians of a donkey blasphemously disguised as Aslan. 
iishda and Ginger pretend that Tashlan (their synthetic 'God') is in 
the stable, but deter the eager beasts from interviewing him by lurid 
tales of his wrath. The selfish and cynical dwarfa scoff at this, but 
refuse to be 'taken in' . 
Ginger, seeking to 'prove' Tashlen's presence, is terribly success- 
ful, and shoots out of the stable mod with fear, reduced to a dumb brute. 
Emeth, a devout Calormene, shows a courageous sincerity by demanding to 
ses his god. A dead Calormene is hurled from the stable, but Tirian 
perceives that it is not Emeth. Rishds realises with horror that Tash 
is really present. 
When Tirian at last strikes, the ensuing battle is like a minor 
Armageddon. Riahda seeks to propitiate Tash by sacrificing Shift; 9 
Tirian has a brief triumph; but Calormene reinforcements crush the 
loyalists, fling Bustaoe into the stable, and drive the Dwarfs in after 
him. aishda, dragged into the stable by Tirian, is claimed by Tash, but 
Tirian himself is saved by a powerful Voice which banishes the monster. 
The irony arising from Taah's presence in the Stable has led to 
the theme of Judgment, seen in the fates of Ginger,. Shift, the Dwarfs 
and 8ishda. Evil devours her children. The doctrine of the Last Things 
is also found in the dwarfs' disbelief. 'There shall come in the last 
days scoffer., walking of ter their own lusts, And saying, Where is the 
promise of bis coming? ' warns the Second Epistle of Peter (iii, 3,4) and 
its subsequent picture of world-ending and heavenly judgment, closing 
with a glimpas of 'a new heaven and a new earth' 
, is 
the pattern for the 
climax of Lewis's narrative. 
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These last four chapters, full of powerful and vivid symbolism, 
will be examined in Chapter XVIII, where more attention will be paid to 
the aesthetic merits of the narrative. These have been obscured in the 
necessary concentration on Lewis 'a underlying pattern and purpose. 
To this point, The Last Battle is a sombre, but exciting narrative, 
though one doubts whether children will find the same enjoyment here as 
in the earlier toles, Lewis probably asks too much of the younger 
readers. Even with some clue to the drift of the story, the sudden 
reversals of fortune, and the ambiguity of the characters must be puzzling 
at a first reading. The quiet, , ominous beginning, though necessary to 
the mood and purpose, is not immediately inviting. Later, Tash is too 
horrific for all but the tough-minded, and the mounting tension and 
uncertainty is rather harrowing, though some relief is provided by the 
heroic mood of Tirian's company. 
Zlsewhere, in the earlier tales, Lewis's symbolic theology is 
generally lese demanding and less insistent. In The Horse and his Boy 
there is a pleasing variety, and apparent inconsequence of incident, 
whilst a full appreciation of Aslan', providential interventions is not 
necessary to an unbroken enjoyment of the story. In long passages of 
prime Caspian, The Silver Chair and The Voyage of the`Dawn Treader, 
symbolic undertones are only a distant murmur. 
This is not to say that Lewis's imagination works any more freely 
or intensely in such passages. Most of the finest episodes (one 
remembers,, for ins tans, Asian's creation of Nsrnis in The Magicia_'s 
Nephoware effective because of, not despite, the theological symbolism. 
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0 CHAPTER XVII 
THE ETHICS OF ELFLAHDI 
If Shelley was right in supposing that 'The great instrument of 
moral good is the imagination'; there is probably no literary form, other 
than poetry itself , which plays such an important role in the formation 
of character as the fairy story. Read at an impressionable age, it pro- 
vides (and is perhaps the only form which at that age can provide) the 
socperienoes that Shelley attributed to poetry - the vivid images, 
identification with people unlike ourselves p and the discipline of pain 
sad pleasure. Theses, said Shelley.. 'enlarge the circumference of the 
imagination' and strengthen 'the faoulty which is the organ of the 
2 
moral nature': 
J. A. R. Tolkien, in as essay edited by Lewis; found the prim value 
of fairy stories in their provision of Fantasy, Recovery, Esoope and 
Consolation - elements which he sought to re-interpret, and defend 
against contemporary attacks. G. K. Chesterton claimed that fairy stories 
preserve Wonder and arouse a special kind of Joy, but he went even 
further than Tolkien in showing how they may help to form one's personal 
philosophy. 
Since Levis's response to fairy tales (a convenient, rather than 
adequate, term for works like Phantas too) resembled that of Tolkien 
and Chesterton, and was later reinforced by his reading of their stories 
and essays, their views provide a useful introduction to the moral values 
of Narnia. 
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This is particularly true of Orth , the book in which Chesterton 
endeavours, like Lewis, to convey his personal philosophy in 'a set of 
mental pictures' 
4 Its fourth chapter, which has the arresting title of 
'The Ethics of Slfland', deals, says Chesterton, 'with what ethic and 
philosophy come from being fed on fairy tales' .5 
Apart from the specific 'lessons' of such stories as 'Jack the 
Giant tiller' and 'The Sleeping Beauty', which he interprets with 
typical it and imagination, fairy tales give us to certain way of 
looking at life' 
: whereas abstract conceptions like 'law' sad 'tendency' 
deaden our inborn wonder at the world around us by assuming 'an inner 
synthesis which we do not possess' , fairy tales 'touch the nerve of the 
ancient instinct of astonishment' 0 In continually supplying a 'pleasant 
surprise's they are like Life itself, 
Secondly, Chesterton derives front fairy tales a doctrine of 
'Conditional Joy's 
.... according to elfin ethics all virtue is in an "if" . 
The note of the fairy utterance always Us "You may live 
in a palace of gold and sapphire, if you do not may the 
cord 'cowl"; or "You may live happily with the ]Lug's 
daughtear, if you do not show or an onion" . The vision 
always hangs upon a veto .... the true citizen of fairy- land is obeying something that he does not understand at 
all. In the fairy tole an incomprehensible happiness 
rests upon an incomprehensible condition. A box is opened, 
and all evils fly out. A word is forgotten, and cities 
perish. A lamp is lit, and love flies away. A flower is 
plucked, and human lives are forfeited. AU apple is eaten, 
and the hope of God is gone. 8 
This doctrine of 'conditional joy' , which Chesterton drew from 
fairy tales (end, as his examples suggest, from myth )s became a part of 
his mental make-up, and was fully confirmed by later experience. He 
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felt that 'the joy of man, either in elfland or on earth.... depended on 
not doing something which you could at any moment do and which, very 
often, it was not obvious why you should not do' 
ö 
His imagination wen 
prepared, as he notes later, to receive the Christian doctrine of the 
Fall. 
Conditional joy is a theme which Lewis had already treated in 
Perelandra. In the 'Chronicles of Narnia' , the episodes of the 'golden 
bell' and the 'apple of life' in The Magician's Nephew are its most 
direct presentations, but it is implicit in every story. The children can 
find a happy outcome to their adventures only by following Asian and 
obeying his signs, even when they cannot understand the reason for his 
directions and prohibitions o 
Lewis shares the two convictions which Chesterton derived from 
fairy West 
.... first, that this 'world is a wild and startling place, 
which night have been quite different, but which is quite 
delightful; second, that before this wildness and delight 
one may well be modest and submit to the queerest limits. 
tions of so queer a kindness. 9 
There is much more of this 'nursery theology' in Orthodoxy, a book in 
which Chesterton scatters a shower of sparkling ideas, but this is 
perhaps enough to show that his imagination was as auch 'baptised' by 
fairy tales as Lewis's was by Phantastes. Fantasies like The Man Who 
Was Thursday are the proof of it. 
Chesterton could have derived his eonviotions of Wonder end 
Conditional Joy just as easily from MacDonald as from the traditional 
fairy tales . The examination of symbolic theology in the last chapter 
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may have given the impression that in Narnia itself such intuitions are 
more explicitly, even didactically presented, but for the most part this 
is not so. Lewis's imagination, it is true, is lese wild and profuse 
then Cbesterton's, and less radiant and visionary than YscDonald's 
(though MacDonald sometimes preaches), but it is, nevertheless, the 
source rather than the product of morality and theology. In his own 
experience, as in Chesterton's, a 'shallow rationalism' found its first 
to 
antidote in 'a many islanded sea of poetry and myth' and the unearthly 
longing he calls Joy. 
To turn from the theology of Narnia to its ethics, with this in 
mind, is to see in a new light Harvey Derton's account of the course of 
children's literature as to battle between instruction and amusement': 
perhaps the combatants are not implacably opposed. The distinctive and 
lasting value of Lewis's Narnia may prove to be its marriage of didac- 
ticism and entertainment, of morality and art, a union made possible by 
deeply held beliefs in tune with a positive attitude to pleasure, a 
stress on Joy, end a delight in myth and fantasy. 
As one might expect, Lewis himself has discussed the relation of 
morality to entertainment in fairy stories, and the following extract 
from his address 'On Three Ways of Writing for Children' clearly reveals 
his attitude to the question of moral instruction in books for childrent 
To return to sir original themes I rejected any approach 
which begins with the question 'Mihat do modern children 
like? ' I sight be asked 'Do you equally reject the approach 
which begins with the question "What do modern children 
need? " - in other words, with the moral or didactic approach' . I think the answer is yes. Not because I don't like stories 
to have a morals certainly not because I think children 
dislike a moral. Rather because I feel sure that the 
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question 'What do modern children need4' will not lead you 
to a good moral. If we ask that question we are assuming 
too superior an attitude. It would be better to ask 'What 
moral do I needt' for I think we can be sure that what 
does not concern us deeply will not interest our readers, 
whatever their age. But it is better not to ask the 
question at all. Let the pio tares tell you their own 
moral. Por the moral inherent in them will arise from 
whatever spiritual roots you have succeeded in striking 
during the whole course of your life. But if they don't 
show you any moral # don't put one in. For the moral you 
put in is likely to be a platitude, or even a falsehood, 
sikimud from the surface of your consciousness. It is 
impertinent to offer children that. Por we have been told 
on high authority that in the moral sphere they are 
probably at least as wise as we are. 
Ooossionally Luis fails to live up to this ideal. The satire an 
'modern' education in the opening chapters of The Voyage of the`Dawn 
reader and The Silver Chair is marred by its intrusive sarcasm and its 
restricted application. This, and other, unspecified flaws, however, 
hardly warrant the charge of frequent 'arrogance' and 'complacency' made 
by the _ review. It is true that when, from time to time, the sub- 
stratum of Christian dogma and ethics becomes more apparent, it is liable 
to antagonise adult readers and sometimes puzzle children, but the 
inserted comment is rare. Usually 'the pictures tell you their own 
moral' . 
At its best the moral element in the Narnis stories works, as fairy 
stories worked with Chesterton, at a deep level. What Lewis says of 
MeeDonald'a 'aythopoeio art' say be applied to its 
It arouses in us sensations we have never had before, 
never anticipated having, as though we had broken out of 
our normal mode of consciousness and 'possessed joys not 
promised to our birth'. It gets under our skin, hits us 
at a deeper level than our thoughts or even our passions, 
troubles oldest certainties till all questions are re- 
opened, and in general shoe us more fully awake than we 
are for most of our lives 0 
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l. ewis's Was of Naraia appeal at this 'deeper level' because they 
spring from the interests that deeply concern him. They fully beer out 
his conviction that fairy tales are of more then merely juvenile 
interest. Lewis believes that the adult who gains new interests need 
not lose old ones; he need not despise fairy tales in order to appreciate 
ions Austen or Tols toy s 
The whole association of fairy tale and fantasy with 
childhood is local and accidental. Tolkien's essay on 
'Fairy Tales' , which is perhaps the most important contri- 
bution to the subject that anyone has yet made, points out 
that, in most places and time the fairy tale has not been 
specially made for, nor exclusively enjoyed by, children. 14 
The reasons for this wide appeal are obscure, but Lewis is attracted 
by Tolkien's theory that 'the appeal of the fairy story lies in the fact 
that man there most fully exercises his function as a "sub-orestor"' , 
and by Jung's view that 'fairy tole liberates the Arohtypes 5i 7 which 
dwell in the Collective unconscious'. 
Lewis has little sympathy with the view that fairy stories give 
children 'a false impression of the world they live in'. He thinks it 
more applicable to the school story s 
I serer expected the reel world to be like the fairy tales. 
I thick that I did "peat school to be like the school 
stories . 
I4- 
lie makes such the some reply to the charge of escapism. Both 
fairy tale and school story 'arouse, and imaginatively satisfy, wishes', 
but only the second distorts our everyday emperienoe. It arouses 
longia®r 'to be the immensely popular and successful schoolboy or school- 
girl' to which we escape 'from the disappointments and humiliations of 
the reel world: it sends us back to the real world undivinely disoon- 
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tented. For it is all flattery to the ego'. The longing for fairyland 
avoids this danger by taking the child out of himself : 
It stirs and troubles him (to his lifelong enrichment) 
with the dim sense of something beyond his reach end, for 
from dulling or emptying the actual world, gives it a new 
dimension of depth. He does not despise real 'woods 
because he has read of enchanted woodss the reading 
makes all real woo5ds a little enchanted. This is a special 
kind of longing* 
A third charge, that fairy tales frighten children, is weightier. 
He agrees that we wish to avoid the pathological phobias which sometimes 
afflict a child. The difficulty is that they are individual fears and 
we just cannot foresee what may arouse them. But he cannot agree that 
we must conceal from the child 'the knowledge that he is born into a 
world of death, violence, wounds, adventure, heroism and cowardice, good 
and evil' . (In this his views coincide with Chas terton Ia. ) 
Since it is so likely that they will meet cruel enemies, 
let them at least have heard of brave knights and 
heroic courage. Otherwise you are making their destiny 
not brighter but d arker . Nor do most of us find that 
violence and bloodshed in a story produce any haunting 
dread in the minds of children . As for as that goes , I side impenitently with the human race against the 
modern reformer. Let there be wicked. kings and behead - inge , battles and dungeons , giants and dragons. and lot 
villains be soundly killed at the and of the book. 
Nothing will persuade me that this causes an ordinary 
child any kind or degree of fear beyond what it wants, 
and needs , to tool. For , of o ourse , it wants to be a little frightened. 15 
Be believes that 'by confining your child to blameless stories of 
child life in which nothing at all alarming ever happens, you would fail 
to banish the terrors, and would succeed in banishing all that can 
ennoble them or asks them endurable' . 
15 
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In keeping with these beliefs., Lewis's stories are full of delights 
and dangers which reflect a distinctive view of life and conduct. 
Life is a process of 'soul-awaking' in which the twin agents are 
'fear' (ranging from stark terror to reverential awe) and 'joy' (ranging 
from the elemental pleasures to heavenly bliss). The children in Narnis, 
like Wordsworth among the Lakeland hills, are 
Fostered alike by beauty and by fear.... 
By the impressive discipline of fear, 
By pleasure and repeated happiness. 16 
Strange journeys, wondrous scones and decisive encounters thrill, over- 
awe,, daunt, uplift sad transform them. They are not fed on a dry diet 
of moral platitudes nor compared,, unfavourably, with monsters of moral 
rectitude - the frequent fate of errant children in the older didactic 
fiction - but caught up in the events that re-make them. 
Once more we find those darts of 'Joy' , those workings of 
'inexorable love', which are part of the 'habitual furniture' of Lewis's 
mind... He pays the child the compliment of sharing with him his deepest 
intuitions, believing with Wordsworth in The prelude that 
whether we be young or old 
Our destiny, our being's heart and home, 
Is with infinitude, and only there, 17 
In this MacDonald had shown him the way. 
ItsaDoneld , too , as Lewia notes # allows 's low and primitive , yet 
often indispensable function .... to pear in the spiritual life' 
.g His 
title page to Alec Forbes of Howglen bears this quotation from 
Wordsworth's 'Second Evening Voluntary': 
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a faith sincere 
mcawn fron the wisdom that beginn with fear. 
'Begins' is the vital word. 3verywhere in MacDonald and Lewis fear 
passes over into awe, and awe into joy -a joy found only in the 'perfect 
love' that 'oasteth out fear' (I John iv, 18). 
The presence of danger and delight gives rise to the distinctive 
moral emphases of Narnia, which may now be seen in relation to Lewis's 
total vision. 
Courage is a key virtue in the ethics of Narnia. The traditional 
Christian term for it is 'Fortitude' , of which Lewis writes that ' you 
cannot practise any of the other virtues long without bringing this one 
i into play'. It is demanded of all the children in Narnio. Good inten- 
tions are insufficient. Courage is needed if conflict and fatigue, 
darkness and isolation, ease and luxury are not to undermine them. 
A certain toughness of fibre, an avowed admiration of discipline, 
thus aharao teris es Narnis t the 'martial virtues',, as the Times reviewer 
calls them, are highly regarded, The young child has not, without, 
training, the qualities of character needed to master the sterner (or 
more seductive) situations that will confront him, and since reality 
will not adapt itself to his weaimess, his weakness must be tempered to 
confront reality. 
Along with courage goes obedience. This is not an unthinking sub- 
mission to authority, but an enduring loyalty to what the mind and heart, 
making their fullest response, have recognized as goodness and truth. 
These, of course, are not the only virtues which are commended. 
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Besides the emphasis on courage and obedience which, it is implied , 
draw their strength from Faith and Hope, there is the more usual emphasis 
on uneelf ishnees and kindness , which are the appropriate childhood 
expressions of Charity. But the Times is right in stressing the 'martial' 
aspect of the Narnian ethic . It is St. Paul's advice to Timothy, the 
'soldier' of Christ, which comes most readily to mind. Children are to 
'endure hardness' , avoid worldly entanglements , and 'strive for 
masteries' over a elf 
. 
Some account of the Narnisn children will make this clearer than 
any further generalisation about the moral emphases of Narnia. 
Lucy, the most attractive and vivacious of the Pevens eye , is 
distinguished by s soul readily responsive to the heavenly vision. Her 
lesson, in The Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe, is to patiently endure 
the disbelief of her brothers and sister, a lesson continued in Prince 
Caste, where her excited account of Asian's appearance is regarded as 
an idle tale. The moral courage she acquires is revealed in The Voyage 
of the 49 Dawn Treader when she undertakes the task of breaking the spell 
on the Dufflepuds , and braves, alone, the silent corridor of the 
Magician's mansion. When she finds the magic book, she resists the 
temptation to use magic to mate herself beautiful but stoops to eaves- 
dropping on her earthly friends and is suitably abashed by what she 
beers. At every point Asian guides and trains her, whilst the reader, 
who sympathises with her and sees the story through her eyes, shares, 
vicariously, her spiritual education. 
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Edmund is leas sensitive. His vanity, greed and injured pride at 
first expose his to the blandishments of the Witch. Later, harsh treat- 
msnt chastens hin and innocent suffering awakens his sympathies. 
spiritual recovery begin., Mien 'a sacrifice redeems his, and he wins 
his spurs on the field of battle. Unfortunately, his rather passive g 
minor role in Prins Caspian and The Voyage of tht'Dawn Treade? fails to 
give his character much substance. 
The re-education of Sustaoe Clarence Sorubb, the Pevenseys' cousin, 
22 
centres in the dragon episode. A spoilt child is humbled by loneliness 
and hardship, and begins to appreciate his debt to others. Here a 
heroic moral code stressing courage, comradeship, obedience and honour 
(exemplified, and almost caricatured, by Reepioheep the Mouse) is sharply 
opposed to a 'modern' sods that stresses self-expression and freedom from 
restraint. Incidental astir* on educational theories limits rather than 
enhances the theme of the spoilt child. 
These too characters suggest how sternly Lewis thinks children 
. rust resist that tendency to 'travel beastward' which MacDonald depicted 
Sdaamd must resist his 'swinish' appetite; in the Curdis stories .3 
Sus tees must fight the dragon within* 
In The Silver Chair Bustaws and Jill learn to trust and obey 
Aslan's 'signs' (symbols of the Christian revelation). Failure to 'watch 
and pray' leads them both into peril, but ultimately obedience triumphs. 
Their hard-won maturity is displayed, tested and proved in The Lost Battle. 
Digory, in The Yagisien's Nephew, is a sturdy character, whose 
oourags in following Polly into Otherworid, and devotion to his mother, 
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are attractively presented. So is the curiosity which involves him in 
a drams where his ova desires and , more subtly, his concern for others , 
threaten his integrity. 
Susan and Peter Pevensey are comparatively 'fiat' characters, 
little more than vehicles for the child reader's own participation in 
the story. Where he provides a group of children, like Edith Nesbit 
in her Five Children and it and its sequels, Levis fails to endow more 
than one or two of them with life. For one thing, there are too many 
competing interests in his imagined world. Where he provides only two, 
as Eustaoe and his school friend Jill (The Silver Chair and The Last 
Baatt. le ), or Polly and Digory (The Magician's Nephew) v be derives more 
interest from their relationship. 
A foil to the children's sturdy sense of values is provided, in 
The Magician's Nephew, by Uncle Andrew, the magician, with his jaunty, 
fin de sieole dandyism and his dabbling in the occult. He first scares 
the children by appearing 'like a pantomime demon',, and then as a self- 
styled adept and sage with a 'high and lonely destiny' . The pride, 
vanity end cruelty of his art blind him to morality, and he sends Polly 
and Digory into perils which he dare not face himself. Confronted with 
Jadis, the formidable Queen of Charn, he dwindles into a 'little 
peddling magician' 
0 
and then, detained in Narnia, is chastened by a 
purgatorial process of rough, but poetic justice administered by its 
Talking Beasts. 
Moral values are also embodied in the Narnian characters. The 
i)ufflepuds and Coriakin, the Wizard, are engaged in a process of 
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spiritual education. The Duffers, as Lucy calls them, are to attain 
self -hood; Coriaiin is to expiate some sin of pride through the exercise 
25 
of patience and charity. Rilian reveals a weakness of romantic chivalry. 
He succumbs to False Beauty, and suffers a distortion of his intellectual 
and moral judgment, from which he must be delivered 
:' Caspian is tempted 
to fight Evil with its own weapons and to desert duty for personal glory 
?7 
In The Horse and his Boy. Bree, Shasta and Aravie all undergo the 
disciplinary process. Aravie loses her arrogance, Sheahta acquires 
nobility and Brea throve off his servile breading. In The Last Battle 
Tirian masters his impetuosity and stands fast in the evil day. 
Reepioheep and Puddleglum deserve more attention, (and illustrate 
Levis's claim that such invented creatures are 'an admirable hieroglyphic 
which conveys psychology, types of character, more briefly than novelistic 
presentation and to readers whom novelistic presentation could not yet 
28 
reach' .) 
Reepioheep, the talking mouse, is chivalry incarnate. From hie 
glorious d4but on the battlefield of Berune, through all his heroism in 
the quest for the Utter Bast, to his apotheosis in The Last Battle he 
embodies loyalty, courage and glory, with a mind 'full of forlorn hopes, 
death or glory charges , and last a tands' . Nothing daunts him , neither 
nasty boy, slave driver, sea serpent nor magic table. Confronted by 
supernatural darkness, he declares that to retreat would be 'no little 
impeachment of all our honours' . Rearing of invisible foes , he merely 
enquires, '"do they become visible when you drive a sword into them? "'. 
Suetaoe is a perfect foil to him, and their eventual friendship is a 
rare reconciliation of. opposites . 
V2. 
In creating this epitome of the martial virtues Lewis has certainly 
2 
'indulged the pleasure of his heart' .9 Some may find the indulgence too 
uncritical and echo Drinian's '*Drat that mouse . ", without the same 
underlying affection. Most will regard him with the same mingled affec- 
tion and irritation that we feel for Hotspur or Alan Brook. 
30 
Puddleglum, the Marshwiggle, is Lewis 'a nearest approach to a 
Dickensian character= Mark Tapley might be his cousin. The piquant 
contrast of invariably gloomy speech with implicitly optimistic conduct 
is the sole basis of his behaviour, but it provides considerable enter- 
tainment. His first remarks to Jill and Eustaoe are typical: 
"Good morning, Guests ," he is aid . "Though when Ia ay 
good I don't mean it won't probably turn to rain or it 
might be snow, or fog, or thunder. You didn't get any 
sleep, I dare say. * 
He remains as gloomy to the end, for it is not the nature of such a 
character to change. Lost in the darkness of Underland he remarks, 
'"there's one good thing about being trapped down here: it'll save 
funeral expenses*'. 
Yet he makes an admirable guide, philosopher and friend for Jill 
and This taco . His gloomy satisfaction at their squabbles oheoks their 
bad temper; his dogged scepticism guards them from enchantments; his 
courage and grit win their admiration. '"Ha may be a wet blanket"' 
says Jill, "but he has plenty of pluck - and cheek. "* 
31 
It adds to the humour that such a creature should be regarded by 
his fellow Yarshwiggles as incurably 'flighty' . 
The final and most powerful morel appeal of this world of motley 
creatures comes from their fellowship, which is the more valuable in 
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that it arises from the reconciliation of opposites .A parallel to the 
solidarity of the family and the sense of membership in Christianity is 
provided. In fact, Lewis's own address on 'Membership' provides the beet 
appreciation of this quality: 
A dim perception of the richness inherent in this kind 
of unity is one reason why we enjoy a book like The Wind 
in the Willows; a trio such. as Rat, Mole, and Badger 
iyýolizes the extreme differentiation of persons in 
harmonious union which we know intuitively to be our true 
refuge both from solitude and from the oollective. 32 
This sense of fellowship between diverse creatures does not arise, 
of course, from their more juxtaposition, or even interaction, in the 
same plot; a bond of unity has to be forged by shared experience, of 
which heroic enterprise is the most effective. Hence it is in the 
'company' or 'fellowship' vowed to a desperate mission that it usually 
arisen. Perhaps this is why it emerges strongly in the 'Chronicles' 
only among the company who quest for the Seven Lords,, the trio who search 
for -Rilisn, and the fellowship who fight 'the Last Battle'. There are 
partial exceptions - the children's hard-won friendship with Truapkin, 
the oompanionship of Bree and Shaahts, for instance - but only with 
Beepioheep and Puddleglua do the children share a deep fellowship. 
Elsewhere the diverse creatures of Nernia are often merely s 
colourful frieze before which the protagonists play their part. Nor, in 
fact, are all the protagonists sufficiently solid for a strong sense of 
fellowship to eararge from their relationships . Caspian and Tirian are 
flat figures , and , of the children, Lucy alone is a fully rounded 
character, though Eustsoe has individuality and Polly, Mgory and Jill 
are adequately presented. 
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Levis's emphasis on the discipline of pain and pleasure, the 
necessity for courage end obedience, and the value of fellowship, comes 
from the ethical concept that underlies all his work. In the 'ethics 
of Elfland' (as in the ethics of the Nov Testament) moral growth is 
rarely pictured as a smooth unfolding of potentialities, It is pictured, 
rather, as an inner transformation, or re-making, which brings the soul 
into conformity with an already existent spiritual pattern. The Beast 
does not merely become less beastly; he is changed bank into a prince. 
The cub is relatively formless, and has to be 'licked into shape'. 
For some, this last image may recall, possibly with distaste, the 
rough training of Miowgli or Lin, and the comparison with Kipling is not 
without value, But there are fundamental differences. Kipling's is a 
powerful, but limited vision, clear about means but hazy as to ends, 
For ultimate values it substitutes the code of a costs # for a compre- 
hensive fellowship admission to on elite. Consequently, in Kipling's 
stories the 'tough' theory of education is subject to subtle excesses 
and distortions. No one has diagnosed this danger of Kipling's ethic 
more shrewdly than Lewis himself , who shows how its sternness sometimes 
3.3 
becomes sadistic, its submission masochistic, The Times reviewer of the 
3 
'Chronicles of Narnia', 
4 
in stating that Lewis 'enjoys the role of Aslan, 
as he enjoys receiving Aslan's admonitions', suggests that he has 
succumbed to the sass psychological diseases. A stress on authority and 
obedience is always liable to such distortion, but the reviewer produces 
no evidence to demonstrate its occurrence here. 
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Lewis , in fact, has a balanced and sane view of pleasure and pain. 
Asoetiam is never presented as a good in itself in Narnia, though it is 
often necessary. On the other hand, the dangers of indulgence are not 
underrated. There is a genuine 'temperance'. 
Lewis's firm conviction that pleasure is an ally rather than an 
enemy of righteousness saves him from many pitfalls of moralistic 
fiction. The really 'solid' pleasures in Narnis - feasting and dancing, 
the beauty of Nature and the arts, are all the heritage of the righteous. 
As Yeats's 'fiddler of Dooney' observes., 'the good are always merry Save 
by an evil chance' . Lewis's skill lies in presenting virtue as more 
real and exciting than sin. Everywhere in Levis's fiction, notes Wayland 
35 
Hilton-Young, 'right is many-coloured ,$ 
brilliant, clear and gay' . To the 
righteous child, as Lewis learned from MacDonald, morality is no grim 
governess, not even a solemn lawgiver, but a 'sweet air blowing from the 
"land of righteousness"' 
3ý 
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C HAY TEFL XVIII 
THE GRAND = IGN 
It would be a mistake to stress the symbolism and ethics of Narnia 
at the expense of its aesthetic qualities. Everywhere its oolourful 
descriptions and changing scenes may be enjoyed purely for themselves. 
One's initial, and final impression is of a series of brilliant pic- 
tures, an impression which confirms Levis's statement that in the com- 
position of his stories 'images always come first' 
I 
This 'imagist' origin is reflected in the texture of the narrative. 
There is that constant appeal to the senses which was noted in the 
detailed examination of Ransom's arrival on Perelandra. Concrete 
detail, vivid simile and musical names provide the kind of pleasure 
found in Spenser's Paine ieene and Shelley's Witch of Atlas. Born in 
a different age, Lewis would probably have expressed himself through 
the romantic epic. As it is, of course, the style is not only less 
complex than poetry but less complex than in Levis's adult romances. 
yet its images are equally memorable. 
One recalls the beavers' frozen dam 'with flowers and wreaths and 
festoons of the purest sugar', the petrified statue to which life 
returned like 'a tiny streak of flame creeping along the edge of the 
newspaper', the 'withered sun' of Charn, and the hushed corridor where 
Lucy 'stood still and couldn't hear the squeak of a mouse, or the 
buzzing of a fly, or the swaying of a curtain, or anything - except the 
beating of her own heart' 
2 
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memorable sounds linger like the memorable pioturee : the noise of 
running waters as Spring returns to long-frozen Narnia, the ory of the 
gulls at Cair Parevel, the horribly sweet crescendo of the bell in 
Charm, Aslan whispering 'I am myself' 
; 
and the 'gold , tingling, silvery 
voioes' of the stars that sang for joy when Narnia was created. 
Yet such isolated details are not chiefly what one remembers . 
Lewis says of the pictures he 'sees' in the early stage of composition 
that some 'have a common flavour, almost a common smell' 9 and this 
relationship is reflected, and heightened, in the finished story. 
Images and pictures tend to orys tal lis a around some focal point of 
imagination. Such a focal point may appear in the story as a character - 
Mien or Reepioheep - but, generally, images cluster around a place - 
Underland, Calormen and the Western Waste are examples . Lewis has a 
taste for exotic settings, " feeling for the distinctive character of a 
place, as strong as Milton's. 
Beneath such image-clusters, one generally feels the presence, 
as in poetic drama, of some deeper concept or intuition. It may be one 
derived from the common stock of Western European culture, either from 
its mythology or its history. So, for example, the earthly paradise, 
Atlantis , chivalry, Islam, the Dark Ages , and were of liberation have 
all contributed to Narnia. On the other hand, it may be some 'permanent 
aspect of human experience' such as Lewis speaks of in connection with 
the roranoee of H. G. Wells 
: The world of dreams 9 the numinous , and the 
pattern of death and rebirth art 'permanent aapeote' that figure in 
Narnis 
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Images such as these are rather solemn, as archetypal images tend 
to beg but the mood of the 'happy land of Narnia' 
7is 
often gay. It is 
true that the quests, voyages and battles have predominantly serious 
settings and moods, but adventures are, by definition, exceptional, and 
may be expected to bring the grotesque and sinister, or the majestic and 
ethereal in their train. What balances their serious effect is the 
central sore of daily pleasures and settled happiness from which they 
arise, and to which they return. Nernia, in its times of peace and 
plenty, is a world of cosy interiors and smiling landscapes, of singing, 
feasting and dancing. The social pleasures, especially those which 
appeal to children, such as eating, drinking, dressing-up sad asking 
jokes, are warmly depicted. 
Not all the memorable descriptions,, then, are exotic. A note of 
homeliness, the domestic aspect of good fellowship, entere strongly into 
the tales of Narnia. Its appearance in the Christian household of That t 
Hideous Strength had been only partially effective; perhaps Lewis had 
learned how to manage it more successfully from Tolkien's The lord of 
the RIXWX . 
'Homeliness' , something of on acquired test* for Lewis , was a' key 
word' in the vocabulary of his youthful friend Arthur, as described in 
Surprised by Joy. From him he learned to look for more in landscape 
than the romantic counterparts of Wagner's musics 
Often he recalled my eyes from the horizon just to look 
through a hole in a hedge, to see nothing more than a 
farmyard in its mid -morning solitude, and perhaps a grey 
oat squeezing its way under a barn door, or a bent old 
woman with a wrinkled, motherly fees coming back with an 
empty bucket from the pigstye. S 
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In Narnia, Levis's eye is often on the horizon, but it is refreshed by 
frequent glances at the nearer prospect. There is a fine contrast 
between the snowy landscapes of Narnia (The Lion, the Witch and the Ward- 
robe) and the cos y parlours of Mr . Tummus , the faun, and Mr . and Mrs . 
Beaver. As Lenneth Grahame leads Mole from the sinister perils of the 
Wild Wood to Badger's warm hall, so Lewis leads Shashta from his harsh 
adventures in the Calormene desert to the normality, security and 
fellowship of the dwarfs' cottages 
The roof was very low, end everything was made of wood 
and there was a ouokoo-olook and a red-and-white oheoked 
table-cloth and a bowl of wild flowers and little white 
curtains on the thio; c-paned windows .9 
It is an epitome of the domestic charm of the fairy story. 
The kind, and quality, of the humour in the 'Chronicles * varies, 
Unlike Edith Nesbit, Lewis contributes little through his children's 
conversation, which is undistinguished at its beat and an embarrassment 
when it. obtrudes into some intensely imagined scene. The stilted speech 
which the children adopt as Kings and Queens is no more successful, and 
underlines the problem Lewis not himself by making schoolchildren into 
monarobs. As Marcus Orouch has recently observed, 'it was always 
difficult to accept the translation of the schoolboy Peter into the High 
King Peter of Narnia': Fortunately, the appearances of the children in 
their royal guise are confined to short episodes in four of the stories. 
Another artistic flaw, mentioned above, comes from the author's . 
satirical comments on 'modern' education in the opening and closing pages 
of The Voyage of the (Dawn Treader' and The Silver Chair. The whimsical 
oommants on the late Victorian setting of The Pgiaian's Nephew are more 
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entertaining. 
These deficiencies are largely compensated for by the idiosyn- 
oraoiea of the Narnian characters , who provide the staple humour of the 
Chronicles. xeepicheep and Puddleglum, the most fully realised and 
successful of these creations, have already been described. Tummue the 
faun, Truiapkin the dwarf., Bumblebuf f in the giant, and Gl imf a other the 
owl, are some of the other humorous creatures who provide comic relief 
from the tense adventures. The most entertaining oomedy is found in the 
cross-talk between the Narniana and the 'Dufflepuds' in The Voyage of the 
`Dann Treader. Suoh an episode fulfils the promise given by Aslan at the 
creation of Narnia that 'jokse as well as justice oooLe in with epeeoh' 4t 
Humour is the final thread in the pattern of the 'Chronicles of 
Narnis'. (For interlinked romances of this kind the image of a medieval 
tapestry is inescapable. ) Analysable humour does not, however, account 
for their predominantly gay texture, which, despite all the 'battles and 
t2 
dungeons, giants and dragons' of which Lewis speaks, is shot through with 
a sparkling joy. Ultimately this comes from the fact that, though Levis 
has planned the Chronicles as episodes in a 'Holy-Wert., the total design 
in # in Dante's swine pa divine comedy. 
The trend of the separate stories, and their oulmination in the 
final chapters of The Last Battle, establish this comprehensive design. 
'And they all lived happily ever after' is the typical conclusion to the 
fairy story, for which a 'happy ending' is almost obligatory. 'Happy 
ending's however, is a term es inadequate for the finest of the fairy 
stories (what might be called the symbolic romance) as 'sad ending' is 
for genuine tragedy. To bring out the correspondence and contrast with 
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a tragedy's 'catastrophe' we used to adopt Tolkien's suggestion of 
13 Both terms refer to the clash of events which lead to 'euostastrophe'. 
a dramatic, but prepared for, reversal of fortune, but in the first came 
the outcome is tragic, in the second triumphant. All generalisations 
about art tend to simplify and distort, and Lewis finds generalisations 
about tragedy particularly suspect. Nevertheless, some broad contrast 
between the distinctive impressions of tragedy and the symbolic romance 
is useful, and the following definition may serve to indicate the effect 
Lewis has sought: the catastrophe of a tragedy brings death and waste 
attended by pity, admiration sad a sense of grandeur; the eucatestrophe 
of a symbolic romance brings rebirth and consummation attended by joy, 
love and a sense of glory. Hamlet and The Winter's Tale may stand as 
examples of each. 
The 8uoatastrophe of the symbolic romance is a complex, not a 
simple movement. In Levis's endings certain distinctive phases,, or 
moments, may usually be distinguished. The preparatory phase, common in 
the fairy tale, has been defined in the proverb that 'the darkest hour 
is before the down' . As in Perelandra, which is particularly close to 
the 'Chronicles' in this respect, there is some vision of darkness, 
descent to the depths, or disciplinary ordeal. In whatever form evil is 
manifested, it establishes a sense of isolation, or alienation, to which 
the characters variously respond, sometimes by heroic defiance, sometimes 
by a self-despairing commitment to divine grace. Then comes the reversal 
of fortune, Zvil overreaches itself , and a counter current of good, 
which hem been lost sight of for 0 time # over-rules it, 
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Some kind of triumphant revelation follows, often quite complex 
in its unfolding. The essential change of feeling is from destructive 
fear to creative hope, from isolation to fellowship, from alienation to 
communion. As in the fairy story, this usually turns on recovery and 
re-union, but, in addition, there is some vision, or actual 'transla- 
tion', which lifts the characters onto a higher plane. There follows a 
profusion of celestial imagery, and by means of this 'Way of the Affir- 
mation of Images' , to adopt Charles 
Williams' terminology, an attempt is 
made to indicate what Lewis calls 'the real universe, the divine, 
magical, terrifying *no ecstatic reality in which we all live' 
It remains to show how Lewis works out such a Luoataetrophe, and 
how, in so doing, he interweaves picture and sentiment, symbol and 
moral, into his 'grand design' .A selective examination of chapters 
XII-XVI of The Voyage of the`Down Treader' is followed by a more thorough 
treatment of chapters XIII-XVI of The Last Battle. 
The plot of The Voyage of the`Dawn Treader' was outlined in chapter 
xV. Structurally, it is a quest story involving a voyage of exploration 
reoinisoent, in spirit, of the search for the North East Passage. The 
image of exploration is doubly important. The adventures arising from 
Caspian's quest for the seven lost Lords of Narnia have varying degrees 
of moral and spiritual significance, as indicated by changes of tone. 
Reepicheep's quest for the 'Utter lost' has the more constant meaning of 
a quest for divine reality. Beepioheep hopes to reach 'Allan's country' ,9 
encouraged by the following verse spoken over his cradle by a dryad: 
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Where sky and water meet, 
Where the waves grow sweet, 
Doubt not, heepiaheep, 
To find all you seek, 15 There is the utter ant. 
The journey towards the East, land of the rising sun and cradle of 
religion, has a clearly spiritual significance. 
Caspian's company have their blackest hour in the episode of the 
'Dart Island' , where Rhoop, the fourth of the s even Lords , is rescued 
from a mysterious enchantment. In this pall of darkness each individual's 
peculiars nightmare fear becomes a palpable presence. (An odd parallel 
can be found in Nineteen Eighty our where Winston Smith's phobia about 
rats is used to complete his demoraliaation, j Lucy's prayer to Asian 
brings deliverance in a form suitable to the sea voyage. The albatross 
16 
that first 'looked like a oross', and whispered in Aslan's voice, 
'"Courage, dear heart"' to Lucy, leads them into the light, and the dark 
shadow disappears . In his three previous appearances Aalen has chastened, 
rebuked and encouraged; here he delivers the Narnians from their inner- 
most fears . Tolkien uses the same device of a supernatural darkness in 
The Return of the King the primary source probably lies in 'the dark- 
ness over the whole land until the ninth hour' arkxv, 33). 
The mariners now encounter gentler breezes and celmer ease. New 
constellations arouse 'joy and fear'; the I numinous' atmosphere is 
firmly established and skilfully sustained. In a rich sunset they float 
to a fragrant island and, in the charmed air, come upon strange ruins. 
There, at a table richly spread, they find the last three Lords lost in 
enchanted sleep. '"The whole place smells of magic - and danger"' . 
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Their night vigil, the beautiful maiden and her story, the awe 
surrounding Aslan'a table and the stone knife of sacrifice, intensify 
this mood, 
The sensuous appeals are enriched by subtle literary pdrallels, 
one of which perhaps gives us the germ of Lewis's whole story. In 
Dorothy Sayers's translation of Dante 'a Inferno, we read how Ulysses 
17 
sought for 'the uninhabited world behind the sun'; the maiden relates 
how one of the sleeping Lords had said, "'What should we do but seek 
adventure after adventure? We have not long to live in any event. Let 
us spend what is left in seeking the unpeopled world behind the sunrise. " ' 
5y italioj7 Other echoes remind one of Circe's enchanted banquet, the 
'Siege Perilous' of Arthurian legend , and the fairy tale motifs of the 
enchanted sleep and the unknown princess. An unusual, though alight, 
element of love interest is introduced here. Caspian has referred to the 
earthly story of the Prince who kissed the Princess and broke the 
enahantnentt 
'But here, " said the girl, "it is different. Here he 
cannot kiss the Princess till he has dissolved the 
enchantment: 
The moral interest oentres in the theme of 'trust' . Invited to eat 
the banquet, the Narnians have to rely on their estimate of the girl's 
nature. Circe also had a banquet; the stone knife of saorifioe was last 
in possession of the White Witoh. Beepioheep and Luoy, the moral touch- 
stones of the story, have no doubt of the girl's integrity. 
This island is 'the beginning of the end' , and here the story's 
dououeaa ut is prepared . From the princes a' a father , the a ego Ramandu , 
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Caspian learns that he must voyage to the Utter lest and there leave one 
of his crew. Only so can the Lords be roused from their sleep. The 
Lord hoop elects to sleep at the table until Caspian's return, end so 
forget his pest nightmare exis tense . 
There is a strenge but powerful symbolism in the daily clearing 
of the banquet by the flock of white birds from the sun. One of them 
places a' fire-berry' on btamandu'a lips , rather as the angel touched 
Isaiah's lips with a live coal in the vision in the Temple (Isaiah vi). 
The explanation given is that, like the magician who cares for the 
Dufflepuds , hamandu is a former star expiating some failure in his 
ordained role. It is a neat touch to allow the rational Eustaoe to 
express a mild scepticism at this story; 
In our world, " said Bustaoe, "a star is a huge bell 
of flaming gar 
"Even in your world, may son, that is not what a 
a tar is but only what it is made of .... 
18 
(Lewis may have had in mind the sentient stare of Olaf Stopledon's 
star Maker, though one need look no further then the book of Job 
(uicviii, 7) for the morning store that 'sang together' .) 
On the resumed voyage everything 'suffera a sea change' . Sleep 
and food are forgotten an, in the increasing light of a gigantic sun, 
Caspian and his company sail over a crystal see. Lucy's glimpses of the 
Sea People beneath its shallowing waters arouse wonder at worlds unknown, 
a note of cosmic richness (echoed in Caspian's surprised delight at the 
roundness of our own world), Respioheep's plunge into the sea leads to 
the discovery that the water is sweet and strong, 'drinkable light' which 
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fortifies and trenef orms . 
The seemingly endless ocean , the giant sun and the glimpses of the 
Sea people are reminiscent of Perelandra. SO is the mood of sanctified 
pleasure. one recalls Screwtope's complaint that 
'Out at sea, out in His 
sea, there is pleasure, and more pleasure' 
.9 
There are other 'intimations 
of immortality' in the transforming power of the sweet water. 
In his 
sermon 'The Weight of Glory' Lewis had remarkedt 
What would it be to taste at the fountain-head that stream 
of which even these lower reaches prove so intoxicating? 
yet that, I believe g is what lies before us. The whole 
man is to drink joy from the fountain of joy. 2O 
In chapter XVI, 'The Very Ind of the World' , the mariners continue 
eastward into 'the stillness of that last sea' . The silver horizon 
becomes a dazzling see of lilies shot with gold, through which they 
plough a dark green furrow. (Perhaps Lewis's picture of the silver 
current comes from the 'pure river of water of life, oleer as crystal' in 
21 
the Apocalypse. ) A fresh, wild, lonely fragrance pervades the air. 
Gently the Dawn Treader grounds on the shallow bottom. Caspian suddenly 
longs to go further, alone, but is rebuked by his companions , and by 
Allan, who reveals to him that the children must proceed with Reepicheep 
in the boat. 
Reepioheep and the children reach the wave at the end of the world 
and see and scent, beyond the sun, the mountains of Aslan's country. 
Reepicheep, 'translated' to Heaven, as Rsnsom is 'translated' to 
Perelandrs in That Hideous Strength, passes beyond the wave. 
With its clear indiostions of an underlying religious purpose, the 
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children's f insl encounter with Aslan marks the mid point of the 
Chronicles. The denouement of The Last Battle is half anticipated. On 
a verdant shore the children see a lamb of dazzling whiteness (like the 
zz 
Lamb that was the light of Heaven) . The f ire on the grass , and the meal 
of roasted fish, recall the disciples I last meeting with their Lord on 
23 
the shore of Galilee. Reverting to the form of the Lion, Aslan tells 
Lucy and Edmund that they will not return to Nernis, nor to his own 
country except by entering it from their own world. (Again, this anti- 
cipates The Last Battle. ) On Earth they must come to know his by another 
name : 
"This was the very reason why you were brought to Narnia, 
that by knowing no here for a little, you may know me better 
there. " 24 
He mildly rebukes Lucy (es Christ rebuked Peter in John xxi, 22) for 
enquiring about lustaae's future. Then, through the door in the sky, 
the children return to their own world. 
Lewis shows considerable literary toot in his management of the 
religious purpose. The course of the narrative and the reality of the 
obarsoteriaation is never broken by an obtruded moral or a forced inter- 
pretation. You can, if you wish, leave the allegory *lone. The notes 
of love and joy in the relationships of the characters, the sense of 
glory pervading the settings, are allowed to produce the mood of recon- 
ciliation characteristic of the symbolic romance. 
In The Last Battle, the course of the action, until the middle of 
chapter X III, has been more unremittingly sombre than in The Voyage of the 
4 Daen Treader; The theme of deceptive appearances, and the storm and 
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stress of the battle outside the stable, appear to be leading to tragedy. 
(See chapter XVI for an account of the story to this point. ) The sur- 
prising reversal of fortune that follows , with its startling entry of 
new characters, and its successive revelations and transformations, is 
all the more effective. There is a satisfaction in seeing the loose 
ends of the previous stories tied up, and the full cast of characters 
(with the exception of Susan) re-assembled. 
25 
After the 'struggle at the gate of death' the members of Tirian's 
fellowship 'die into life' . The mood recalls MaoTonald's story The 
: sys Golden 
' You have tested of death now ,' said the Old Mon. 
'Is it good? ' 
'It is good, ' said Mossy. 'It is better than life. ' 
said the Old Man, *It is only more life t 
27 
26 
Whether or not the door symbolises Christ, 'the stable undoubtedly 
stands for the after-life. Tirian, reolothed and re-invigorated, finds 
himself in the company of 'the seven friends of Narnis' bathed in the 
light of a poradisal landscape in which stands a door strangely isolated. 
Yet, through its ohiahs , one can still see the figures around the fire, 
Tirian perceives that 'the Stable seen from within and the Stable seen 
from without are two different places'; 
"Yee, " said the Lord Digory. *Its inside is no bigger 
than its outside 
"Yes, " said Queen Lucy. *In our world too, a Stable 
once had something inside it that was bigger than our 
whole world. " 
Lucy then recounts the recent events as seen from inside the Stable, 
119" 
Fmeth hea wandered away dazed; but the dwarfs , wrapped in their die- 
belief , and oonvinoed 
that they are in a 'bleak hole' (en echo of The 
pilgrim's Regress )l sit olose by, The ohapter heading, 'How the Dwarfs 
Refused to be Ta,. en In' , recalls the 'Hard-Bitten Ghost' of The Great 
28 
Divorce and. oddly enough, Chesterton'a remarks on Mr . Pickwick. Even 
Asian (who has appeared in glory, and commended Tirian for his faithful- 
peas) cannot pierce their darkness or shatter their mental prison. 
in chapter XIV, 'Night Falls on Narnia' , Father Time is roused 
from his slumbers in Underland, where we lest saw him in chapter X of 
The Silver Chair. Then the vision of Mark xiii is paralleled: 
.... the sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give 
her light, And the stars of heaven shall fall .... And then 
shall he send his angels, and shall gather together his 
elect from the four winds.... 
All this is appropriately and vividly realized. The giant, like some 
Cyclopean shepherd, calls home the atars, Nernia'a diverse creatures 
stream up to Asian, standing in the magnified doorway which has become 
his judgment seat, some to slink away on the left into his dark shadow, 
others to enter with joy (of. Matthew xxv, 31-46). Among the latter are 
the loyal animals of Tirian's fellowship. 
Narnia crumbles in a final cataclysm. Monsters devour its herbage; 
the waters rise; the sun is put out. 'Universal darkness covers all' 
and Peter shuts the door. But the natural tears are wiped away, and 
they all follow Asian 'Farther up, and farther in'. 
Here they most Reath, the devout and enquiring soul,, who has 
encountered Asian, the hitherto unknown object of his desire. 'Child', 
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Anjou has said q 'all the service thou hast done to Tash ,I account a 
service done to me' . Puzzle, too, has confessed his folly and been 
forgiven. Together they penetrate more deeply into the 'new country', 
which gradually reveals itself to their astonished eyes as the r_, 
archetypal Nsrnia. ('It's all in Plato, ' says Digorya As Jewel exclaims, 
they have 'come home at last' . 
In chapter XVI, 'Farewell to $hadowlands' , the inward and upward 
movement continues. Memories of The Golden Key with its country of 
2 
shadows and, beyond it, 'the oountry whence the shadows fell', 
9underlie 
the narrative. Racing westward as on eagles' wings , they reach Cauldron 
pools, where the picture of redeemed Nsrnia climbing the waterfall , with, 
as All puts it, 'al kinds of reflected lights flashing at you from the 
water and all manner of coloured stones flashing through it, till it 
seemed as if you were climbing up light itself' recalls MacDonald 'a 
picture of the youth and maiden climbing the rainbow. 
'Farther up and farther in' cry the children and the Nernisns ss 
they pass into the paradisal garden of the west, and again MacDonald is 
echoed. 'I was in the land of thought, ' says the narrator of Lilith - 
'farther in, higher up than the seven dimensions, the ten senses; I 
think I was where I am - in the heart of God' 
30 
The re-assembling of Narnia continues. Reepioheep welcomes them 
to the garden, and within they find Puddleglum and Caspian, Car and 
Trumpkin, whilst beneath the phoenix tree sit King Frank and Queen Helen. 
Lucy, chatting with Tumsus, perceives that, 'This garden is like 
the Stable. It is for bigger inside than it was outside' , there is 
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'world within world, Narnia within Narnia' . Gifted with celestial sight 
she sees spread before her the inner Narnia and, beyond it, the Mountains 
of Aslant now disclosed as a world-encompassing range from which 'all the 
real countries' , England among them, jut out as spurs . 
As they advance towards the mountains , Aslan come to greet them, 
'leaping down from cliff to cliff like a living cataract of power and 
beauty'. As He speaks His countenance is changed= 
"There was a real railway oooident, * said Asian softly. 
"Your father and mother and ell of you are - as you used 
to call it in the Shadowlands - dead. The term in overt 
the holidays have begun. The dream is ended: this in 
the morning " 
Qualifiostions about the success of the earlier parts of the story 
have been made in chapter XVI, but these final chapters provide, never- 
theless ,a magnificent close to the 'Chronicles of Narnia' I. The geo- 
graphy, history and characters of the whole cycle are skilfully re-intro- 
duced or recalled, and composed into a series of satisfying pictures . 
palan's role is finally made quite explicit, and the religious purpose 
fully worked out, but the points are not laboured. The apocalyptic 
events, and the Platonic 'machinery' of the archetypal Narnia, surely 
the strangest ingredients yet employed in a children*s story, are clearly 
articulated and firmly related to each other. Yet the story can be read 
with enjoyment, despite some puzzling transitions, by readers of varying 
age and experience. The award of the Carnegie Medal to The Last Battle 
recognized its individual worth, as well as Lewis's total achievement in 
'The Chronicles of Narnia' . 
This achievement can be seen in relation to three things - Lewis's 
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own fiction, children's books since the War, and the symbolic fantasy. 
Narnia is as important a part of Levis's achievement as the theo- 
logical and planetary romances . There in no 'writing down' , no suggestion 
that Levis's imagination is not fully engaged . The themes that figure in 
the adult fiction figure also in Narnia. The same literary terms - 
romance, symbolist', 'sensation' , euoatostrophe - are required for both. 
In both there is the some use of myth, the same attack on Naturalistic 
philosophies, the some debt to MaoIDonald. The some theological concepts 
of the Fall, the cos sie war, heaven and Bell, hierarchy and esohatology 
are needed to interpret them. If there is lose wit in Narnia, there is 
perhaps more humour. The style of Narnia is necessarily simpler, but it 
shows Levis's 'sharp visualising power' to advantage. At every point the 
children's books can sustain a serious comparison with the adult fiction. 
Lewis joins the select rank of writers who have successfully 
transposed their serious, adult interests into books for children. 
Lewis Carroll, Kanneth Grahame and Arthur Ranaome owe their success to 
the same ability. Since the War there have been several new writers, 
Lewis among them, who are likely to win a secure place with these. Their 
work is too individual to classify in rigid categories, but three main 
groups may be distinguished. First, there has been a revolution in the 
writing of historical fiction, brought about by writers combining scrupu- 
lous research with a strong feeling for the atmosphere of time and place, 
and substituting a personal viewpoint for the stereotyped sentiments of 
the past. Of these, Rosemary Sutcliffe is the most notable, but Cynthia 
Harnett, Geoffrey Trease, Henry Treece and Ronald Welch have also written 
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effectively. Secondly, a number of writers have drawn directly on their 
can experience to write realistic stories with authentic backgrounds and 
individual sentiments. Among these Elfrido Vipont, Richard Armstrong, 
William Mayne and Phillips Pearce are mos t notable . Finally , two notable 
writers of fantasy have appeared . One is Mary Norton, first with her 
stories of the amusing witch, Miss Price, and then with her grave, exact 
stories about the 'Borrowers', the little people who live behind the 
aY. irting-board and under the floor. In four beautifully aritten atories31 
she has traced their moving struggle to survive in a hostile, grown-up 
world. The other writer is Lewis himself. Along with Mary Norton, and 
the best three or four of the others , he is likely to maintain a prominent 
place, in the foreseeable future, among those writers for children whose 
books ere reprinted, read and re-read by suocessive generations. 
Finally, Lewis may be viewed in relation to the fairy-story, or 
symbolic romance. Here he has a unique position. Since Tolkien wrote 
The hobbit in 1937, there has been no talented writer working in this 
field except Lewis . It would be too easy to sneer at the fairy stories 
of Miss Enid Blyton. They fulfil a need at the infant stage, and provide 
easy reaoing matter for many, less-able juniors. The stories of Toyland 
are workmanlike productions with a sound, if often insipid, moral basis. 
But it would have been a pity if a form which has produced such imagina- 
tive creations as Kingsley's Water Babies p MacDonald's North Wind, and 
Tolkien's Bilbo, the Hobbit, had petered out in little Noddy. Miss Mary 
Norton is not strictly comparable with Lewis. Apart from her initial 
promise, her stories are sober and realistic studies , owing little to 
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symbolism and fancy. In the symbolic romance for children Lewis has 
had no recent competitor. 
Unless , that is , one incluaes two writers whose books , though not 
written primarily for children, make a great appeal to the older and 
more intelligent among them. They are J . R. R . Tolkien and T. H. White. 
Tolkien's Lord of the kings has already been disoussed; 
2 
and, in general, 
its superiority to 'The Chronicles of Narnia' is clear. T. H. White's 
The Sword in the Stone is not so easily compared . In moral integrity, 
variety of invention and colourful setting it has the same powerful 
appeal. In place of poetic symbolism it offers passages of hilarious 
humour and momenta of intense pathos. Tolkien and White appeal especially 
to the ages between thirteen and maturity, which is precisely the age 
group to which Lewis's stories are likely (with some exceptions) to make 
the least appeal. The combination of young schoolchildren with 'fairies' 
is too much for boys in the thirteen-seventeen age group. The 'Chronicles' 
of Narnia are likely to make their strongest appeal to children between 
seven and twelve, and to adults . To sympathetic readers , of whatever 
age, they have something unique to offer. 
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CHAPTER YDC 
LEWIS AND CONTEbLPORARY CRITICISN 
It is obvious that Lewis's fiction, and his oloaely related 
literary criticism, are not in the main stream of contemporary literature 
and often, in foot,, run counter to it. In hie role of a 'spokesman of 
Old Western Culture' , Lewis is a reactionary on several fronts . 
Although he sides with the literary critics to oppose 'scientism' and 
the increasing threat of a materialist technocracy, he has also expressed 
strong fears about the trends and pretensions of literary criticism 
2 
itself . In hie assay 'Lilies that Faster' ,# 
he views with alarm the trend 
towards a 'Charientooraoy' -a coalition, for their mutual benefit, of 
the Managerial Class and 'the unofficial, self-appointed aristocracy of 
the Cultured'* Moreover, he does not share many of the emphases and 
assumptions of contemporary criticism, particularly those derived from 
the 'realist' novel, and has recently coined the expression 'Vigilant 
oritioism'4- for what he regards as the over rigorous and dogmatic tech- 
pique of the school of B .R. Leavia . 
Since a better understanding of Lewis's fiction depends partly on 
the use of appropriate critical instruments, some account of the 
differences between Lewis and the Vigilante is required,, There is no 
suggestion here that, if Lewis's fiction were to be evaluated by criteria 
nearer his own, it would assume a major importance in modern literature. 
The limitations, to be discussed in Chapter UI, would be unaffected. 
It is suggested, however, that contemporary criticism is in danger of so 
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limiting its criteria and canon that the romance, as written by Lewis, 
and other writers discussed earlier, may be either neglected or unduly 
scorned. 
In contrasting Levis's practice and theory with contemporary 
criticism there are two difficulties* First, the issues involved are 
important, comprehensive and subtle, so that, in a brief account, one 
can only map them out. Secondly, whereas the primary intention here is 
to illuminate Levis's fiction, in an adequate discussion of these issues 
his fiction would have a marginal place. 
The differences between Lewis and Leavis himself may be broadly 
indicated by suggesting that whereas Lewis is Christian, 'romantic' (in 
a some to be defined) and eclectic, Leavis is agnostic, anti-romantic 
(again, in a particular sense) and rigorous. These terms need careful 
definition and, naturally, some qualification. 
The constant references to Lewis's beliefs in the preceding chap- 
ters have been required to elucidate and define his fiction, not to 
equate its literary merit with its orthodamy. Indeed, the distinction 
between literature and belief is one which Lewis himself , without oompro- 
giising his commitment to Christianity, is anxious to preserve. 
Naturally, he has responded to Christian writers in a special way, but 
he has enjoyed and been influenced by writers of varying outlook. He 
states his attitude to the 'problem of belief' quite clearly in kn 
Experiment in Criticism& 
In good reading there ought to be no 'problem of belief'. 
I read Lucretius and Dente at a time when (by and large) I 
agreed with Lucretius. I have read them since I came (by 
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and large) to agree vith Dents., I cannot find that this 
has much altered my experience, or at all altered my 
evaluation, of either. 5 
This makes the severance between aesthetics and belief too absolute -. in 
his latest book Lewis is offering a corrective end, as often happens in 
controversy, overplays his hand - but at least it shows that he has no 
wish to tie artistic standards to a particular creed or code, Leavis $a 
strictures in Revaluations against an explicit 'Christian discrimination' 
would be perfectly acceptable to his. 
This liberal attitude is generally borne out by his literary 
criticism. His enjoyment of William. Dorris, end H. G. Wells,, is not 
dependent on their religious convictions, or lack of them, Shelley was, 
technically, an atheist, and Dryden, technically, a Christian, Lewis 
much prof era bhelley. Again, when Levis 'a appreciation of a writer 
obviously derives strength from shared beliefs, as with Spenser and 
Wilton, this can be taken into account. A declared bias is preferable 
to an affectation of impartiality. 
The agnostic critic is quite as capable as any other, of course, 
of making a just estimate of the artistic merit of Lewis's fiction - 
provided he does not insist on tacitly marking it down wherever it fails 
to square with criteria drawn . zolusively from the practice of liberal- 
agnostic novelists . Not all contemporary critics are agnostic , of 
course. Bapson has recently complained of a resurgenee of Christianity 
in literary oiroles, 
b 
bevis'a particular kind of 'romantioiam' is, perhaps, more 
decisively out of taahiom. The term has several connotations, whioh 
3'28 . 
Lewis , in his prof soe 
to The Pilgrim's Regress , has carefully examined, 
In distinguishing these 'romantioisms' he indicates his own preferences 
very usefully. 
He has always detested the Romanticism which indulges abnormal , 
and anti-natural moods - the macabre, torture and death, (though he 
seems to have felt its fascination immediately prior to his discovery of 
phentostes) . He is equally antipathetic to the Egoism and Subjectivism 
of Rousseau's Confessions and Byron's Don Juan. Elsewhere, he provides 
a theological justification for this dislike by saying that 
To the Christian his own temperament and experience, as 
more fact, and as merely his,, are of no value or importance 
whatsoever :.... they are the medium through which, or the 
position from which, something universally profitable 
appeared to him. 7 
In these two dislikes, Lewis is not particularly at variance with con- 
temporary taste or fashion. 
For a third romanticism, the 'Romanesque' , which he defines as 
'the art dealing with "Titanic" characters, emotions strained beyond the 
common pitch, and high-flown sentiments or codes of honour'8he has an 
acquired taste. He mentions Sidney and Roe tend, and one may add hie 
liking for E. R. Eddison's The Worm Ouroboros, with its '. Vrenge blend 
of renaissance luxury and northern hardness'? Reepioheep is a creation 
in this vein, but the 'Romanesque' is not a central factor in Lewis's 
fiction and may be passed over. 
A fourth Romanticism, the revolt against civilisation in favour 
of the primitive, (pseudo-C eian, D. $. Lawrence, Whitman and Wagner are 
mentioned), is too complex ,e ays Levis, to permit of generalisation. 
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gums of these writers have appealed to him, others have not; revolt 
takes many different forms . What sharply distinguishes Lewis from Leavis, 
here, is Levis's implied depreciation of D. H. Lawrence, confirmed by 
alighting references elsewhere. Many of Levis's admirers will share 
Anne Ridler'a regret that he has spoken, without qualification, of 
'going down' to Lawrence's world, 
10 
11 
A 'solemn and enthusiastio' sensibility to natural objects, as 
in The Prelude, is obviously part of Lewis's own experience, and is 
reflected in his fiction. In the 'twenties he was annoyed by the 
American ' humanists' , who depreciated Wordsworth, but he has his own 
reservations about nature mysticism, and does not over value this kind 
of Romanticism. 
It its in fact, Lewis's lifelong love for the 'marvellous' which 
makes his a 'Romantic' in a sense uncongenial to contemporary criticism. 
Be defines this aspect of Romanticism as follows : 
The marvellous is 'romantic', provided it does not make 
pert of the believed religion. Thus magicians, ghosts, 
fairies , witches , dragons , nymphs , and dwarfe are 'romantic' ; 
angels less so. Greek gods are 'romantic' in Mr. James 
Stephens or W. Maurice Hewlett; not so in Homer and 
Sophocles . In this some Malory, Boiardo, Arioeto, Spenser, Tasso, Mrs. Radcliffe,, Shelley, Coleridge, William Morris, 
and W. Ea. Ed dis on are 'romantic' authors . 
11 
All these authors, with the possible exception of Mrs . Radcliffe, 
have appealed to Lewis, though not exclusively for their provision of 
the marvellous. Shelley and Morris have given him more than the marvels 
of romantic narrative and the exuberant felicity of imagined worlds. 
Yet, in a quite narrow sense, the 'marvellous' is a principle element in 
Lewis's fiction, as the preceding account of Narnis has perhaps made 
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clear, It is not, moreover, a more survival from nineteenth century 
poetry, but. has a much broader basis. Levis's examples of the marvellous 
element in literature are drawn from the Middle Ages, the Renaissance 
and the twentieth century, as well so from the nineteenth. The 'mar- 
vellous' , it in true, figures 
disproportionately in the authors Lewis 
has praised and emulated, but he can find kindred spirits of the first 
rank in almost every century. Only, perhaps., in the twentieth century 
has the 'marvellous' been driven into the by-waters of the prose 
'romance, where it has found a congenial home with science-fiction. 
There Lewis has found much to interest him in writers such as Wells, 
Lindsay, Stapledon and AC . Clarke. 
Levis's liking for the 'marvellous' is partly tempered by his 
classical education - though his liking for the classics is of a rather 
'romantic' kind. He rates the value of classical studies very highly, 
but believes that English literature has drawn on the olassios for 
Matter only, finding its Form and Spirit in a native, romantic strain. 
His account of this tendency shown, by its warm tons, where his own 
sympathies lie. 
Our mother surrendered more to Old French then to the 
classics, but she did not surrender completelyt even in 
the eleventh century she had a spirit of her own oepable 
of transforming and assimilating what she received, 
modifying its gallantries with a homelier affection, 
hardening its heroisms, neglecting its ironies, broadening 
its humour, deepening its pathos, shading its marvels with 
a more awe-inspiring obscurity .... 
12- 
Lewis's Romanticism is evident in all his literary criticism. 
The Allegory of Love showed his interest in Guillaume de Lorris, the 
early Chaucer and Spenser; Rehabilitations his liking for Shelley end 
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Morris . His prof so* to George MacDonald s An Anthology dwelt upon myth, 
and the 'mythopoeio' art; his essay 'On Stories' revealed his taste for 
the prose romance; and the address 'On Three Ways of Writing for 
Children' contained a defence of 'fantasy'. All these romantic themes 
are assembled and developed in An Experiment in Criticism (1961), which 
provides a convenient general statement of Lewis's distinctive approach 
to literature. 
In myth (ohap. V) he finds a value 'independent of its embodiment 
in any literary work'. A good myth introduces us to 'a permanent object 
of contemplation - more like a thing than a narration - which works upon 
us by its peculiar flavour or quality, rather as a smell or a chord does'. 
We do not identify ourselves with its characters, but 'the pattern of 
their movements has a profound relevance to our own life' . Myth is 
fantastic (i. e. ' deale with impossibles and preternatural. '), is grave 
in tone and has a numinous quality . 
13 
Some modern stories have the 'mythical quality' as, for example, 
the plots of Dr. Jekyll and Mr . Hyde , Wells' a The Door in the Wall , and 
the Ents and Lothlorien in The Lord of the Rings. Some 'literary' 
readers lack a taste for myth, and all 'unliterary' readers are without 
it. Myth makes 'Event' almost independent of a particular not of words, 
but those who reed merely for the story fail to enjoy it. 
Lewis's analysis is useful in two ways & it goes for to explain 
his own response to Wagner, George MacDonald, the early wells and David 
Lindsey, and provides a fruitful approach to romances like his own. One 
must approach a work like Perelandra with a receptiveness to description 
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anu narration rather than to charaoteriaetion. Only so can one be 
introduced to 'a permanent objeot of contemplation' , such as the pare- 
disal quality of the planet, or discover in the pattern of Ransom's 
adventures 'a profound relevance to our own life' . The kind of method 
required has recently been employed by Bernard Bergonzi in his study of 
the early H. G . Wells , so summarised in Chapter X 
!4 
The element of the marvellous, or fantastic, in myth leads Lewis 
to consider next the various meanings of 'fantasy' (chap. VI), where he 
is concerned to free the literary form from its unfortunate association 
with a term in morbid psychology. His definition of a 'fantasy' pro- 
vides another insight into his reading tastes: 
As a literary term a fantasy means any narrative that deals 
with impossibles and preternaturals . The Ancient Mariner, 
Gulliver, Erewhon, The Wind in the Willows, The Witch of 
Atlas , Jurgen , The Crook of Gold , the Vera Historie, 
3. oromexas, Blatlnd and Apuleius' Metamorphoses are fan- 
tasies. of course they are very heterogeneous in spirit 
and purpose. 15 
Some of these works have been touched on in the preceding pages . 
As a psychological term, 'fantasy' describes two degrees of mor- 
bidity; either sheer 'Delusion', or the repeated and injurious enter- 
tainment of imaginative constructions - waking dreams of 'military or 
erotic triumphs, of power or grandeur, even of popularity'. Lewis calla 
this last activity 'Morbid Castle-building' . 
But 'fantasy' may also refer to the moderate recourse to reverie 
in which we all indulge, and which is sometimes a prelude to real achieve- 
ment. This 'Normal Castle-building' may be either 'Egoistic' or Dis- 
interested' . In the first type the day-dreamer is always the hero, in 
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the second he is content to be the spectator. Lewis's account of how he 
has beguiled wakeful nights by entertaining himself with 'invented land- 
soapes' immediately brings Narnia to mind, Children, he says , are oleo 
given to feigning whole worlds and people. He concludes that for the 
day-dreamer with talent there is 'an easy transition from disinterested 
castle-building to literary Inventions. 
Seeding may also be divided into two kinds. Soots reading is merely 
'conducted egoistic castle-building',, and there are stories which cater 
solely for this - 'success stories , certain love stories , and certain 
stories of high life' . Readers limited to this motive have 'no objec- 
tion to monstrous psychology and preposterous coincidence. But they 
demand rigorously an observance of such natural laws as they know and a 
general ordinariness.... ' 
NO 
The day-dream must be the sort of thing that 
might, conceivably, happen to them. 
For this reason they ore precisely the kind of people who do not 
like literary fantasy, which they regard as 'silly's 
.... the more completely a man's reading is a form of 
egoistic castle-building, the more be will demand a certain 
superficial realism, and the less he will like the fan- 
tastic. 1 wishes to be deceived, at least momentarily, 
and nothing oan deceive unless it bears a plausible reses- 
blsnce to reality. Disinterested castle-building may dress 
of nectar and ambrosia, of fairy bread and honey dew; the 
egoistic sort dreams rather of baoon and eggs or stook, $7 
Those who, like Leavis , plans the social--psychological novel of 
George Eliot, Henry James , Conrad and D H. Lawrence in a category of 
supremos, almost exclusive importance, may conceivably be led by Levis's 
rehabilitation of myth and fantasy to reconsider the value of these forms 
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His subsequent discussion of 'Realism' (chap . VII) is much more 
controversial, but at least establishes that the 'marvellous', or, more 
modsetly, the 'exceptional', has played a more essential role in great 
literature than much contemporary criticism would suggest. 
Lewis distinguishes presentational realism from realism of content. 
In the first we find 'sharply imagined detail'; in the second probability, 
or 'truth to life'. The two can exist in isolation. Medieval literature 
provides fantastic stories full of presentational realism; in Constant's 
A, aolpbe, and Rapine's dramas the realism of content carries complete con- 
viction, but realism of presentation is quite excluded s 
The two realism are quite independent. You can get that 
of presentation without that of content, as in medieval 
romances or that of content without that of presentation, 
an in French (and some Greek) tragedy; or both together, as 
in War and Peace; or neither, as in the Furioso or Ras seles 
or Candide. 18 
(The last category is rather puzzling, but appears to include 'works 
which, unlike Racine's plays or Constant's Adolphe, handle human senti- 
ments or passions detached from a probable context. ) 
This brings Lewis to his main point, and squarely contrasts hie 
canons of art with those of contemporary criticism. . He believes that 
all four ways of writing can produce masterpieces. The dominant taste, 
he alleges,, 'demands realism of content. And usually realism of presenta- 
tion as well' . The masterpieoes of nineteenth century fiction have 
trained us to expect it. 
No one that I know of has indeed laid down in so many words 
that a fiction cannot be fit for adult and civilised reading 
unless it represents life as we have all found it to b@,, in 
experience. But some such assumption seems to lurk tacitly 
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in the background of much criticism and literary dis- 
ouasion. We feel it in the widespread neglect or dis- 
paragement of the r omantic , the idyllic, and the fantastic,, 
and the readiness to stigmatize instances of these as 
'esoapiem' . We feel it when books are praised for being 
'comments on' , or 'reflections' 
(or more deplorably 
'alioes') of Life. We notice also that 'truth to life' 
is held to have a claim on literature that overrides all 
other considerations . 
19 
If we locate the value of a literary masterpiece in its 'truth to 
life', and equate this with fidelity to 'The sort of thing that happens' , 
we are faced with a difficulty, Lewis maintains . Middiemaroh and War and 
peace satisfy this criterion, but works like Oedipus Tyrannus and Greet 
Expectations are based on extremely improbable situations. Moreover, 
before the nineteenth century, most works were of this kind. The heroism 
of Achilles or Roland, the burden of Orestes,, the holiness of the saint, 
the fun in The Reave's Tale were related because they were exceptional 
and improbable. Hesitating to eliminate these works from our list of 
masterpieces (against the judgment of past generations) we may emphasize 
their posaibility, but this is a desperate stratagems 
For those who tell the story and those (including our- 
selves) who receive it are not thinking about any such 
generality as human life. Attention is fixed on something 
concrete and individual; on the more than ordinary terror, 
splendour, wonder, pity, or absurdity of a particular case. 
These, not for any light they might throw hereafter on the 
life of man, but for their own sake, are what matters . 
20 
Subtle problems are raised by this argument, problems which emerged 
in Lewis's earlier controversy with E AAJti. Tillyard (later published as 
The Personal Heresy). Is human life a generality, and are terror and 
splendour ooncrete? Lewis is not suggesting that a person is less real 
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or immediate than a sentiment or feeling. What he is suggesting is 
that 'truths to life' , in literature, are mental constructions that come 
after the immediate experience of reading, and are of doubtful validity 
and utility* he is, in fact, extending to all literary oritioism the 
kind of corrective offered to the 'character' school of Shakespearean 
criticism by ILias Caroline Spurgeon and Professor Wilson Knight. 
(Levis's own essay, 'Hamlett the Prince or the Poem' is a rather extreme 
example. ) Briefly, Levis's argument here, and later, is that the value 
of literature must be sought in the actual reading, and not in some per- 
manent acquisition of wisdom which may be transferred to the issues of 
real life ('not for any light they might throw hereafter on the life of 
man' ). He does not deny that some literature, incidentally, may have 
such a practical value. Finally, when Lewis says that we read 'for the 
sales' of 'terror, splendour' etc., the average modern reader will 
probably reply that we read 'for our own sake' . I. A. Richards has 
provided the most thorough statement of this psychological approach in a 
theory which defines the value of reading in terms of a re-organization 
of sensibility. Lewis is still not satisfied. He finds the essential 
value in the contemplation or 'enjoyment' of some object outside our- 
selves. Partly a matter of temperament, this divergence of opinion 
ultimately turns an a philosophical issue. The Supernaturalist (whether 
Christian or Platonist, and Lewis is both) pictures his experience as the 
contemplation of ideal forms. The Naturalist, with varying degrees of 
stress on individual psychology and society, pictures it as some change 
in himself . 
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Lewis concludes that most stories cannot be forced into a radically 
realistic theory of literature. We can, therefore, enjoy fantasies (as 
defined above) with a clear conscience; they are less deceptive than 
many stories that have realism of content. All reading is a form of 
'escapism' , and we can escape 
from real responsibilities into realistic 
fiction just as thoroughly as into some literary divertissement. 
For those who dismiss fantasy and fairy stories as childish he has 
two answers. First, the greatest examples were never addressed to 
children at all, and, secondly, there are childish elements in our 
reading which should be retained: 
.... who in his senses would not keep, if he could, that 
facility of suspending disbelief,, that unspoiled appetite, 
that readiness to wonder, to pity, and to admired The 
process of growing up is to be valued for what we gain, 
not for what we 1089.21 
At this point in his argument, Lewis, through his stress on plot, 
invention and the marvellous, has clearly disclosed the tastes and 
principles which determine his intense interest in, and high estimate of 
the romance, It is an interest, and an estimate, shored by few contem- 
porary authors and critics outside his own circle at Oxford, Even his 
former pupil, John Wain, still an ardent admirer, cannot accept Lewis': 
evaluation of the romance, or share the enthusiasm of Lewis's Oxford 
colleagues and friends for its practitioners : 
The literary household gods more George MacDonald , William Morris (selectively), and an almost forgotten writer named 
S. B. Sddison, whose work seemed to as to consist of a 
meaningless proliferation of fantastic incident. All 
these writers had one thing in common; they invented. 
Lewis considered 'fine fabling' an essential part of litera- 
ture, and never lost a chance to push any author, from 
Spenser to Rider Haggard, who could be called a romancer. 
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once, unable to keep silence at what seemed to we a mon- 
strous partiality, I attacked the whole basis of this 
view; a writer's toek, I maintained, was to lay bare 
the human heart, and this could not be done if he were 
continually taking refuge in the spinning of fanciful 
webe . Lewis retorted with a theory that, since the 
Creator had seen fit to build a universe and set it in 
motion, it was the duty of the human artist to create as 
lavishly as possible in his turn. The romancer, who 
invents a whole world, is worshipping God more effeo- 
tively than the more realist who analyses that which lies 
about him. Looking back across fourteen years ,I can 
hardly believe that Lewis said anything so manifestly 
absurd as thing and perhaps I misunderstood him; but that, 
at any rate, is how my memory reports the inoident. 22 
Wain's recollection of Lewis's theory is given a partial corro- 
boration by the address 'On Three Ways of Writing for Children' , quoted 
in Chapter XVII, for there Lewis approves Tolkien $a view that in fairy 
stories man 'most fully exercises his function as "sub-creator"' 
:3 
'Invention' and 'analysis' , so differently esteemed by Wain and Lewis , 
are not, of course, absolutely opposed, The wildest romancer has to 
draw on elements from his own experience; the most meticulous recorder 
of contemporary life makes his own synthesis. The difference is one of 
emphasis. The realistic novelist demands fidelity to observable social 
and psychological conditions, tending to regard departures from such 
fidelity as an abdication of reaponsibility. The romancer insists on a 
creative freedom which, he feels, allows a clearer and more intense 
expression of the abiding elements in our experience. 
Wain's rejection of the theory that the romancer, or 'inventor', 
is 'worshipping God more effectively than the more realist who analyses 
that which lies about him' is natural and justifiable, One could make 
out a aces for the realist on religious grounds by demonstrating that 
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he often exhibits qualities of humility and compassion more effectively 
than the romancer . (This is a point which is discussed in the comparison 
between Lewis and the Catholic novelists in the next chapter. ) 
This is not to say that religious oonviotions are unrelated to 
differing appreciations of romancer and realist. It certainly seems, 
when one has examined the work of MacDonald, Chesterton, Williams and 
Lewis, that vital metaphysical beliefs are conducive to an appreciation 
of the romance. 
Whilst Levis's depreciation of the 'mere realist' is rightly 
objected to by Wain, it is not the realist novel that needs defending 
to-day. Contemporary trends in sociology have, if anything, strengthened 
its position. It is likely to remain the dominant kind of fiction in the 
foreseeable future and, undoubtedly, Lewis underestimates its virtues. 
He reveals, in Surprised by Joy, how he came to 'acquire' a taste for the 
nineteenth century novel from his friend, Arthur; 
4 
and, one suspects, the 
taste is still not deeply ingrained. Nevertheless, it is Levis's 
emphasis on neglected virtues of the romance which needs appreciation by 
the majority of contemporary readers. 
The main bar to appreciation of the romance has been the low 
opinion of Story held by many novelists and critics. EX, Forster 
regretted that Story was a necessary part of the novel, and spoke of it 
sa s 'low, atavistic form' Henry James called it the 'spoiled child 
of art' 
: Lewis realises 9 but regrets., this widespread depreciation: 
It in astonishing how little attention oritiaa have paid 
to Story oonsidered in itself. Granted the story, the 
style in which it should be told, the order in whioh it 
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should be disposed, and (above all) the delineation of 
the characters.. have been abundantly discussed But the 
Story itself , the series of imagined events, is nearly 
always passed over in silence, or else treated exclu- 
sively as affording opportunities for the delineation of 
character. There are indeed three notable exceptions . 
Aristotle in the Poetics constructed a theory of Greek 
tragedy which puts Story in the centre and relegates 
character to a strictly subordinate place. In the Middle 
Ages and the early Renaissance, Boocacio and others 
developed an allegorical theory of Story to explain the 
ancient myths. And in our own time Jung and his followers 
have produced their doctrine of Arohtypes 5ia7. Apart 
from these three attempts the subject has been left almost 
untouched, and this has had a curious result. Those force 
of literature in which Story exists merely as a means to 
something else - for example, the novel of manners where 
the story is there for the sake of the o her so tore 9 or the 
criticism of social conditions - have had full justice 
done to them; but those forms in which everything also 
is there for the sake of the story have been given little 
serious attention. Not only have they been despised, as 
if they were fit only for children, but even the kind of 
pleasure they give hasp in my opinion, been misunder- 
stood. It is the second injustice which I am most anxious 
to remedy. Perhaps the pleasure of Story comes as low in 
the scale as modern criticism puts it. I do not think so 
myself , but on that point we may agree to differ, Let us,, 
however, try to see clearly what kind of pleasure it is } 
or rather, what different kinds of pleasure it may be .2 
Levis retains a child-like delight in a good story, but does not 
rate highly the value of the excitement which arises from * succession 
of events by the mere 'alternate tension and appeasement of imagined 
*nxiety'. That he does value is the 'qualitative difference' between 
the imaginative dangers that the romance provides. In King Solomon's 
Mines, what gripe his attention, in the crucial episode in the tomb of 
kings, is 'the whole sense of the deathly (quite a different thing from 
the simple danger of death) - the cold, the silence, and the surrounding 
faces of the ancient, the crowned and eceptred, dead'. This effect, he 
says 9 is unique: other dangers 'strike different chords from the imagine- 
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Lion' . In the essay 
'On Stories' , from which these quotations are drawn, 
he provides examples from the fiction of Wells., Mosef field , Lindsay, Poe,, 
Homer, Tolkien, Be is More and Eddison. Some of these examples have been 
quoted earlier; others abound in his own fiction. 
Lewis claims that plot is a necessary means of striking such 
imaginative ' chords' . There is as ens a,, he admits , in which the romance 
cannot compete with poetry in the evocation of imaginative 'sensations', 
but not all readers respond to poetry, and in one respect romance comes 
'where poetry will never come'. The tension of theme and plot in the 
story, in one sense its weakness, brings it closer to real life, for, 
in life, too, 'we are always trying to catch in our net of successive 
moments something that is not successive'28 
Of the narrative 'net' itself, Lewis hen surprisingly little to 
say in his essay 'On Stories' , and even An Experiment in Criticism deals 
with it in general terms. This examination of Levis's romances has 
attempted a more particular analysis by drawing attention to the use of 
the established patterns of the quest, the battles the voyages and the 
cycle of death end rebirth. One distinctive pattern of the romance, the 
' euoatastrophs' , (discussed in Chapter XVIII) , provides s perhaps , the 
beat example of the way in which a narrative 'net' can capture distinctive 
'sensations' . 
Lewis, if one is to accept the account of the origin of his 
stories already quoted and discussed, always works from imaginative 
'sensation' to plot, and not from plot to imaginative 'sensation'. Be 
is quits emphatic about this= 
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One thing I am our* of. All my seven Narnien books, 
and my three science fiction books. began with seeing pic- 
tures in my head . At first they were not a story, just 
pictures . 29 
It would be interesting to hear more of the process whereby Lewis 
evolves a plot for his pic tures .It would aleo be 
interesting to dime over 
whether other writers of romance create their stories in the game may, 
One thing is fairly certain. Realistic novelists do not work in this 
way. Some novelists, like Turgenev, begin with a character, some, like 
Henry James, with a germinal situation, and this determines the whole form 
and spirit of their fiction. The romance and the novel have different 
origins . 
In defence of the romance, it may be aaid, then, that where a 
strong original inspiration exists, the resultant story avoids that in- 
consequent succession of events , that merely arithmetical 'and then - 
and then' which so dismayed E. Y. Forster. It exhibits that 'functional 
a 
involvement of suooessive events, whioh is Suzanne Langer'e definition 
of rhyt a So does a good novel, of course. The difference lies in 
whether the co-ordinating power resides in character, sooial analysis or 
imaginative 'Sensation, . 
For the reader to whom the romance appeals strongly, the reasons 
for this appeal are of secondary importance, but Levis's reference to 
Jung's theories warrants some discussion. 
Jung's discussion of archetypes and the collective unconscious is 
of great interest to the reader of Lewis's romanoes in that it uses 
other criteria than those of the naturalistic novel. The romance, Jung 
perceives, is a more 'primitive' form than the modern novel, drawing 
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more directly on the primordial elements of the psyche. It does not 
always choose to project these elements in human terms,, and , when it 
does , rarely provides rounded characters 
in a realistic setting. 
The theory of archetypes suggests why traditional patterns of 
narrative - those 'nets' to capture non-temporal realities - meet the 
news of such writers as Lewis & quest and pilgrimage, disguise and die- 
covert', death and re-birth, are objective-correlatives 
('projections' in 
Jungian terms) of permanent structures and forces of the psyche. 
Speaking of the legend of the Seven Sleepers, for instance, Jung asserts 
that the story gives expression to parallel processes in his 5hs 
reader's] own unconscious which in that way are integrated with con- 
sciousness again' 01 
This therspeutia value no doubt sooompanies such themes as the 
ex plorstion of the unäerworld (The Silver Chair), the threefold harmony 
of the races of Yºlsosndrs, and Ransom's experiences on the auamit of 
Tai Harendrimar. 'The mountain, ' Jung writes, 'stands for the goal of 
the pilgrimage and ascent, hence it often has the psychological meaning 
of the self' 
:2 
One cannot, however, find every key to Lewis's romances in Jungle 
theory of archetypes. The archetypes, as Jung himself admits, are 
'patterns of instinctual behaviour., which draw their imagery from 
cultural *no traditional sources. Literary criticism is primarily con- 
cerned with the images themselves, and only secondarily with their 
origin. Again, Levis would not accept Jung's view of 'tranaoendentel 
intuitions .... as projections , that is,, sa psychic contents that were 
'AAA 
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extrapolated in metaphysical apace and hypostasi$ed' 
3. 
He regards them, 
rather, as broken and imperfect fragments of divine revelation, end 
resists any attempt to reduce 'numinous' experience to purely human 
terms. As regards the archetypes, Lewis, unlike Jung, is a Realist (in 
the medieval sense) and a Platonic t. 
It may be that a high value can be placed on 'fable' only by 
those writers who subscribe to some metaphysical system of belief . This 
would partially explain the distaste for it of the liberal agnostic such 
as Forster, and the high value given to it both by Aristotle and by the 
Christian allegorists. This value is enhanced when the metaphysical 
system is Christianity,, the most historical of religions, For the 
Christian such as Lewis (as also to a large extent for the Jaw), faith 
rests on what God has done in Otis mighty sate and wonders, rather than on 
philosophical speculations on bis nature. Above all, the events centred 
in Christ - the Incarnation, Pension, Crucifixion, Resurrection and 
Second Coming of the primitive ke rygma - are regarded as having unique 
and supreme significance. In them, event and meaning are inseparable. 
Any plot which adumbrates these events, or reveals their counterpart in 
Christian experience, or has some other vital relation to them is, there- 
fore, capable of immense significance. From this arises the interest 
shown in narrative by Lewis and Williams, Dorothy Sayers and Tolkien 34 
It may be said, in conclusion, that in Lewis 'a romances the web 
of events in which the images are captured has in itself a symbolic value, 
and is continuously related to that hierarchical world which is the back- 
ground of all his thought. 
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This analysis of story has served, incidentally, to show how Lewis 
defends the value of traditional and popular aspects of literature. It 
is a task which he considers very necessary, as the final chapters of 
An 8kperiment in Criticism make plain. 
As suggested at the beginning of this chapter,, Lew is's taste is 
eclectic, not rigoris t. He is more concerned to distinguish literature 
from ephemeral works then to erect fences within literature itself . In 
reading, he does not hark after 'truths to life' , but endeavours to Bus_ 
pond disbelief, to preserve appetite and wonder. He appeals to Matthew 
Arnold's plea for a 'free play of mind'. 
The 'Vigilante' , as Lewis calls the Loomis school of critics,, also 
appeal to Arnold, but stress a different aspect of his teaching. They 
carry forward his war with the 'Philistines' , and his replacement of 
dogma by culture. Again, the difference is that between Old Western, 
and Twentieth Century, Dian. As literary criticism tends to fill a gap 
left by religion and philosophy, it becomes more earnest, strenuous and 
rigorist. It does more than develop a conscience; it assumes the solemn 
mantle of the sole guardian of culture, For its practitioners, it 
becomes almost a 'way of life'. 
Lewis cannot take it quite so 'seriously'. As long ago as 1939 
he wrote in kehabilitations s 
The Christian will tabs literature a little less seriously 
than the cultured Pagans he will feel less uneasy with a 
purely hedonistic standard for at least many kinds of work. The unbeliever is always apt to make a kind of religion of his aesthetic experiences; he feels ethically irresponsible, 
perhaps, but be braces his strength to receive responsi_ bilitiee of another kind which seem to the Christian quite illusory. 35 
qAf, 
" 
Directed largely against aesthetes like Pater, who 'prepared for 
pleasure as if it were martyrdom' , this in only partly applicable to the 
Vigilante. By 1961 Lewis needed to switch his attack to a rather 
different front. 
His new attack arises from his analysis of readers into the 'few' 
and the 'many' , the literary and the unliterary. Briefly, he believes 
that the 'many' are not to be blamed for 'liking' the wrong things, 
when, in fact, they do not 'like' reading itself in a way at all com- 
parable with the liking of the 'few'. It is more correct to may that 
they have no taste then to accuse them of bad taste. For them, reading 
is a marginal activity. 
He o snot, therefore , identify the literary Philistine with the 
Philistine as such. Lxperienoe shows this simple transfer of judgment 
to be untrue : 
I have a notion that these 'many' include certain people 
who are equal or superior to some of the few in psycho- 
logical health, in moral virtue, practical prudence, 
good manners, and general adaptability. And we all know 
very well that we, the literary, include no small per- 
centage of the ignorant, the caddish, the stunted, the 
warped, and the truculent. With the hasty and wholesale 
apartheid of those who ignore this we must have nothing 
todo. 36 
In his second chapter, Lewis notes a danger in the study of English 
Literature as a 'subject' regarded as meritorious. In particular, the 
young agnostic of Puritan descent tends to apply to literature 'all the 
scruples, the rigorisa, the self-examination, the distrust of pleasure, 
which his forebears applied to the spiritual life; and perhaps soon all 
37 the intolerance and self-righteousness'. 
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in his eighth chapter, 'On Misreading by the Literary', Lewis 
reverts to this subject. Nowadays, authors are 'reverenced as teachers 
and insufficiently sppreoisted as artiste' 
38 In a subtle form, the 
literary expect 'truths' about 'life' from literature. Some derive from 
tragedies a 'tragic view' of life which Lewis regards as 'wishful moon- 
shine' . Real miseries rarely arise 
from flaws in character, are not 
clothed in purple, and seldom close in grandeur and finality. The 
dramatists knowingly chose the atypical to secure a particular effect; 
critics sometimes forget this. Comedy is no less, and no more, true to 
life than tragedy. The world of farce is as 'ideal' as that of pastoral. 
The Miller's Tale is no more realistic than Troilus . Every work of art 
makes its appropriate abstraction - it is op emia (something made) as well 
as logos (something said): 
One of the prime achievements in every good fiction has 
nothing to do with truth or philosophy or a Weltanschauung 
at all. It is the triumphant adjustment of two different 
Linda of order, On the one hand,, the events (the more 
plot) have their chronological and causal order, that 
which they would have in real life . On the other , all the 
scenes or other divisions of the work must be related to 
each other according to principles of design, like the 
masses in a picture or the passages in a symphony. 39 
This is an aspect of literature which Lewis has often felt the need to 
stress. In 19j6, for instance, in an address on $ir Walter Scott, he 
noted that 'He was not (save very incidentally) saying something about 
the world but making an objet d'art of a particular kind' 
4 
Lewis feels that this aesthetic aspect of Literature is in parti- 
oular danger of being neglected by the increasing numbers who are net to 
study bglish as a subject at the Universities. It is easier to discuss 
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a writer's views than to asses his antis do merit: 
Hence literature becomes for them a religion, a philosophy, 
a school of ethics, a psychotherapy, a sociology - anything 
rather than a collection of works of art. 
' 
(The tendency of modern literature to become the 'religion' of the young 
academic was , it is interesting to note. one of the main 
themes of a 
42. 
recent series of radio talks by Mr. Graham Hough. ) Lewis believes that 
the 'philosophies of life' derived from literature often bear a dubious 
relation to the work of art and tell us more of the reader then of the 
artist. 
Returning more directly to the Vigilant school of criticism, Lewis 
then complains that their advocacy of 'critical reading'. unless care- 
fully qualified, tends to inhibit natural responses. A work of art, he 
points out, must be 'received' before it can be evaluated. Excessive 
suspicion of bad writing may make an immature reader impervious to good. 
if he has been forewarned about the weaknesses of Shelley, or Lamb, or 
gipling, he will find it easy to discover faults and resist seduction. 
Yet the history of literary criticism shows that comparative judgments 
within the pale of literature are notoriously uncertain in comparison 
with judgments as to what is clearly outside the pals. 
Lewis believes that wherever we find people reading, and returning, 
to a work with the disinterested, obedient, attention he has defined 
earlier, we should beware of pronouncing it unworthy of serious dis- 
cussion. This would have the desirable effect of reducing the number of 
literary 'dethronement. ' _ 
These dethronementg are a great waste of energy. Their 
acrimony produces heat at the expense of light. They do 
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not improve anyone's capacity for good reading. The real 
way of mending $ man's taste is not to denigrate his 
present favourites but to teach him how to enjoy something 4"3 better. 
He admits that his own system would lead to a reduction in the 
amount of purely evaluative criticism, but believes that, by and large, 
this would be beneficial. He finds support for this belief in Matthew 
Arnold's view that the important thing is 'to see the object es in 
itself it really is' , and that the beat value judgment is that 'which 
almost insensibly forms itself in a fair and clear mind, along with fresh 
knowledge'. Aooepting Arnold's pronouncement that 'The great art of 
criticism is to get oneself out of the way and to let humanity decide' It 4 
he maintains that he himself has learned far more from editors , oommen- 
tatore, lexicographers and literary historians then from evaluative 
criticism. 
In analysing his own literary development, Lewis carries this 
denigration of evaluative criticism too far, forgetting, perhaps, that 
it may cultivate in the average reader standards which Lewis had the 
ability sad opportunity to develop for himself . His subsequent critique 
of the assumptions of the Vigilant school of critics is more salutary, 
and indicates the differences between their view of literature and his 
own so well that it warrants lengthier quotations 
To them criticism is a form of social and ethical hygiene 
.... They labour to promote the sort of literary experience that they think good; but their conception of what is 
good in literature makes a seamless whole with their 
total conception of the good life. Their whole scheme of 
values, though never, I believe, net out on ale, is 
engaged in every critical sot.... Nothing is for them a 
matter of teste. They admit no such realm of experience 
as the aesthetic. There is for them no specifically 
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literary good. A work, or a single passage, cannot for 
them be good in any sense unless it is good simply, unless 
it reveals attitudes which are essential elements in the 
good life. You must therefore accept their (implied) con- 
ception of the good life if you are to accept their 
criticism. That is, you can admire them as critics only 
if you also revere them as sages. And before we revere 
them as sages we should need to see their whole system of 
values not out, not as an instrument of criticism but 
standing on its own feet and offering its credentials - 
commending itself to its proper judges. to moralists, 
moral theologians , psychologists , sociologists or philoso- 
phers . 45 
As far as Lewis is concerned, the Vigilante are making assumptions 
which lack universal validity and are likely to prove restrictive rather 
than creative. They are pruning the already select ranks of literary 
masterpieces by limited or inappropriate criteria. The territory they 
stake out will not even accommodate the acknowledged masterpieces of our 
European heritage. It certainly fails to accommodate many simple, but 
legitimate pleasures of the common reader. 
A paradoxical truth emerges from the contrast between the critical 
opinions of Dr. Leavis and Dr. Lewis . The 'committed' artist may be a 
liberal critic; the humanist may have dogmatic ideas about literature. 
Lewis, whose fiction is shot through and through with his religious con- 
viotions, has an eclectic tests. He does not need to share a writer's 
assumptions in order to enjoy his creations. Leavis , for whom literature 
is almost an ultimate value, a way of life, is, necessarily, more fasti- 
dious. For Lewis a new aesthetic experience offers not a new insight to 
integrate into one's soul, or, finding it wanting, to reject, but a 
window on the world. In reading literature, 'we seek an enlargement of 
our being' ; 
4b 
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We want to see with other eyes, to imagine with other 
imaginations, to feel with other hearts, as well as with 
our own. 'rie are not content to be Leibnitzian monads. 
We demand windows. Literature as Logos is a series of 
windows, even of doors. One of the things we feel after 
reading a great work. is, 'I have got out'. Or from another 
point of view, 'I have got in'; pierced the shell of some 
other monad and discovered what it is like inside. 
º-7 
This, incidentally, goes a long way towards explaining Lewis's fondness, 
in his own reading, and in his own fiction, for imagined worlds and 
unusual characters . His own eyes are not enough for him; he will see 
through those of others. 'Even the eyes of all humanity are not enough. 
I regret that the brutes cannot write books. ' 
0 
Those who find Lewis's pies for a more catholic criticism congenial, 
will not view all fiction, particularly the romance, through the spec- 
tacles provided by the Vigilante. If Lewis 's attack on the demand for 
realism of content and presentation, and his defense of fantasy, myth and 
the marvellous in all its forms, have any validity, the way is clear for 
a sympathetic estimate of his own achievement. 
Lewis is shrewd enough to see that for some of his readers this 
may appear to be the motive behind his whole arguments 
Inevitably all this will seem to some an elaborate 
device for protecting bad books from the castigation they 
richly deserve, It may even be thought I have an eye to 
my own darlings or those of my friends. I can't help that. 
I want to convince people that adverse judgments are 
always the most hazardous, because I believe this is the 
truth. 9 
Lewis makes a valid plea for a sympathetic judgment of the Romance. One 
could, after all, in an unsympathetic mood., view Henry James's adverse 
comments on the 'baggy monsters' of other novelists as more propaganda 
for his own highly selective method, and Rliot's exposure of the limits- 
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tions of prose as a puff for his own verse dram*,, Realising, however, 
that the more a writer's thoughts and feelings are integrated, the more 
his theory ana practice will go hand in hand, we refrain from taking such 
a joundioed view . 
This review of the issues at stake between Lewis and certain con- 
temporary critics paves the way for an assessment of his fiction in the 
final chapter. In Chapter XX an attempt is made to throw further light 
on the content of his fiction by comparing it with the work of Francois 
Mauriao and Graham Greene. 
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0 HAP TER XX 
LEW IS , YAUR?. AC AM GEE= .. ý. 
So far in this thesis., Levis's fiction has rarely been compared 
with the work of contemporary novelists. Such a comparison has largely 
seemed irrelevant or profitless. His affinities have been shown to lie 
with writers of the past, or with recent writers whose work lies outside 
the mainstream of the novel - Charles Williams and J. R. B. Tolkien in 
particular. Neither the content, form nor style of the vast majority 
of psycho-aooiologioal novels, aiming at realism of content and presenta- 
tion, offers a fruitful basis for comparison. When, however, as with 
Franoois Yauriao and Graham Greene, religious themes and beliefs figure 
in the novel, comparisons, and contrasts of attitude, if not of form, are 
not only possible s, but inviting* 
Till We Have Faces, with its comparatively novelistic technique, 
and its move towards a more inward presentation of human weakness, offers 
the easiest opportunity for a comparison with the work of the Catholic 
novelist, Francois Yauriao. 
In writing Till We Have Pease it is clear that Lewis set out to 
present a 'sinner' from the inside, an attempt not made on a large scale 
in the central phase of his fiction. The viewpoint is shifted to the 
consciousness of the rebel. Orual is allowed to tell her own story. The 
sinner is allowed to present her case, to attempt a self-justification, 
and in so doing she turns the spotlight on what seem to her to be the 
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inconsistencies sue hardness of the 'righteous' , of the god of the Grey 
Mountain and of Psyche herself . 
Lewis is adopting, belatedly, a technique which is characteristic 
of Mauriao and Greene. One is reminded of Therese Deequeyrouz' indict- 
went of her family, for example. In so doing, his fiction is brought 
into contrast with the fiction of these Catholic novelists in a way which 
throws light on the similarities and, more interesting, the differences 
between them. These differences go to the very root of their respective 
themes sad treatment. 
Till We Have Faces may be most profitably compared with Maurieo'a 
The Knot of Vipers; reokoned by many critics, though not all, as one of 
his masterpieces. This story of the miser, Louis, an atheist set in a 
'righteous' family, is conveyed (like Orual's story) through his own 
diary, but the oorreapondence is more than formal, as Mauriao'a preface 
reveals: 
The man here depicted was the enemy of his own flash and 
bloodCoorual in, in effeo t, the enemy of Redival, Ps yehe , Bardia, /. His heart was eaten up by hatred rtirual has a 
similar obsessive hatred of the 'gods! and bywarioe 
/rual's pursuit of powe_rf . Yet, I would have you, in 
spite of his baseness , feel pity, and be moved by his 
predicament .... What it was that he truly loved you may dis- 
cover who have the strength of mind # and the courage, to follow his story to the end, to the ultimate moment of con- 
fession which death out short, 
With minor changes thda can be applied to Orusl herself. go can 
certain key passage. in the novel. Chapter XI, in which the first phase 
of the miner's self-discovery crystallises, is particularly close. As 
with Orual, the unaccustomed self-examination required in the setting- 
down of past experiences thrown a growing light on the heart. "It is 
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.... when I study myself .... and when 
I find my mind to be at its clearest, 
that the temptations of Christianity most torment me, " writes Louis. "If 
I could reach the point of feeling satisfied with myself, I could fight 
this sense of pressure with more hope of success: A little later he 
adds # "Don't think that I am painting 
too pretty a picture of myself .I 
know my heart - it is a knot of vipers . They have almost squeezed the 
life out of it. They have beelavered it with their poison, but, under- 
neath their squirming it still beats". Through a similar process of 
introspection, and through similar spiritual pressures, Orual comes to 
picture herself s with horror, as a'swollen spider.... gorged with men's 
stolen lives' * Again, just as the genuine affection of the child Marie 
has its long-term effect in Louis' final conversion, so Psyche's love et 
last breaks through Oruel's defences. 
Mauriso's story has a clearer and more powerful effect then 
Lewis's because (apart from having a richer psychology) it is presented 
in contemporary terms, in the solid, bourgeois society of Bordeaux which 
Mouriso always renders with suoh obsessive power . Lewis's study, with 
all its subtlety , is handicapped by its remote setting and sometimes 
confusing symbolism. Because of them it is unlikely to become a popular 
work. 
A basic differenoe between Mauriso and Lewis is revealed by their 
treatment of the 'religious' characters in whose society the sinner is 
placed. The miser's family, with the exception of the child, Marie, are 
typical of the pious Pharisees and hypoorites who throng Mauriso'a novels. 
The 'rational and moderate faith' of Hubert, the miser's son, never clashes 
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with self-interest. The miser's wife dispenses charity to the poor but 
treats her servants harshly. Their 'lukewarm' Christianity leads them 
to spy on their father, and they have not enough charity to recognise 
repentance when they see it. 
In contrast, Orual has to deal with a sister whose beauty of 
character and sacrificial love invest her with an aura of saintliness. 
Elsewhere, too, Lewis's religious characters (with obvious satirical 
exceptions) are presented sympathetically. Ransom, the Dimbles, 'George 
MacDonald', the Green Lady, Lucy, and Sarah Green are pious but not hypo- 
crites. Their goodness may not be conveyed in each case with complete 
success - Ransom, in That Hideous Strength, is too remote and oondee - 
pending - but in the last four Lewis has considerable success in conveying 
the quality of saintliness. 
Mauriec, with engaging frankness, has admitted, ' I nearly always 
make a mesa of my virtuous characters' . In his journal he offers aoms 
thing of a defence by asserting that 'the devil loses his rights over 
the creature who is stripped before his Creator. And that is why the 
novel about sanctity will never be written '3 
'Never' is on overstatement, but exceptions are, admittedly, herd 
to find. One of the few saintly characters in a true novel who sustains 
critical examination is Alyosha in The Brothers Karamazoy. Lewis himself 
has emphasised that 'bad' characters are easier to depict than 'good' , 
but finds exceptions to this generalis, etion in the otherwise unremarkable 
novels of George YaoDonald. 
One rare, and all but unique, merit these novels must 
be allowed. The 'good' characters are always the beet and 
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most convincing. His saints live; his villains are a tage y 
The some cannot always be said of Lewis, but his relative success 
in depicting saintliness owes a great deal to his early encounter with 
Mac Donald through the d is o ove ry of Phantea tee . 
The difference in this aspect of characterization between Maurice 
and Lewis is partly accounted for by a difference in their personal 
histories. Mauriso, obsessed by the claustrophobic families of his native 
Landes in whose midst he was reared, is continually concerned with the 
self -deception of the righteous and the suffering it causes . The Pharisee 
is a constant figure in his fiction. Maurice can escape neither the piety 
nor the pretences of this society which, on an artist, he has had 'imposed' 
upon him. 
In contrast, Lewis's portraits of the Pharisee and hypocrite are 
fewer, and as frequently drawn from non -Christians as from Christians . 
The portrait of the Pharisee in the Divorce 
is 
a satire on respectability. 
It is the philosophical idealists who provide the hypocrites in the 
Regress, Lewis, it mast be remembered, vas not oppressed by religion 
as a child, and, in any case, approached Christian belief and practice 
afresh, from the outside, after a period of atheism. When be again 
encountered Christians, both in his books and in real life, he wee the 
more disposed to feel the attraction of the 'severer virtues' . 
His account of his response to Chesterton's books is particularly 
illuminating: 
I liked his for his goodness. I oan attribute this tests 
to myself freely (even at that age) because it was a liking 
for goodness which had nothing to do with any attempt to be 
good myself, I have never felt the dislike of goodness 
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which seems to be quite common in better men than me. 
"smug" and "smugness" were terms of disapprobation which 
had never had a place in my critical vocabulary. I 
looked the cynic 's nose p the odors c anum via or bloodhound 
sensitivity for hypocrisy or Pherisaism. It was a matter 
of taste: I felt the "oharm" of goodness as a man feels 
the charm of a woman he has no intention of marrying. 
He reacted in the same way to the good men who became his friends , 
recognising, for example, the morel superiority of Johnson, a company 
commander who was 'a man of conscience' 
7 Later, he was fortunate, at 
Alford, to find attractive friends who 'believed, and acted on the belief, 
that veracity, public spirit, chastity, and sobriety were obligatory' 
Msuriao, on the other hand, is always recalling social groups,, Christian 
at least in name, that seethe with passion and hate. 
The difference affects all their fiction. They exhibit, in fact, 
two opposite solutions of the artistic problem presented to the Christian 
writer by his faith. The novelist, as Christian, is a citizen of two 
worlds, the earthly and the heavenly, and he can hardly avoid making a 
connection between them. In doing no,, he will place either the one or 
the other in the foreground, though the choice will be made for him by 
his temperament, experience and limitations rather than by an act of will. 
Lewis places the spiritual realm in the foreground, seeking to convey its 
nature by whatever narrative patterns, personages, myths, symbols and 
metaphors seem most appropriate. For it is an inescapable fact that any- 
thing like a complete sketch of the spiritual realm is extraordinarily 
difficult to present in terms of a naturalistic study of society. There 
are very few Dostoievskys. Ysuriao has taken the other way, gaining 
immense advantages as a novelist, but risking failure as the Catholic 
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apologist which s oae expect him to be, He has to trust that a faithful 
rendering of society will disclose its aberrations from the divine order . 
'It is quite impossible, I said to myself , to reproduce the modern world 
ae it exists, without displaying the violation of a holy law 29 
'To reproduce the modern world as it exists', in this lies Ysuriao's 
difference from Lewis. Martin Turnell has neatly stated their contrasting 
approaches in speaking, in terms rather different from those used above, 
of the choices before the Christian novelist. 
He may adopt a radically Christian standpoint, disregard 
(in so for as he can) the changes which have taken place 
in the past four hundred years , and write resolutely again t 
the grain of his age. Alternatively, he can accept the 
situation in which he finds himself and try to give a 
Christian interpretation of the modern world . 
1O 
Turnall speaks of Claudel as an example of the first type, and of 
Mauriao and Graham Greene as examples of the second. Both, he points 
out, are liable to severe criticism. 
It has been said of Claudel that he is outside the 
modern crisis and therefore remote from our present anxie- 
ties; it has been said of the other two that, instead of 
interpreting the modern age in the light of Christian 
belief, they have pushed compromise to the point at which 
it becomes complicity. 11 
Like Claudel, Lewis writes 'against the grain' of his age, but 
there must be qualifications to a first impression that he is 'outside 
the modern crisis sad therefore remote from our present anxieties' . For 
instance, he strenuously combats, rather then ignores,, the contemporary 
climate of thought. Behaviourist psychology is attacked in That Hideous 
Str_erth, soientifio imperialism in the planetary romances , linguistic 
philosophy in The silver Chair. Where he moat differs from Msuriso and 
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Greene, and it is the severest and most obvious of his limitations, is 
in a general avoidance of any detailed treatment of the twentieth century 
social scene. There is a similar avoidance of current social issues in 
his non-fiotion, a fact regretted by aome of his admirers . When Chad 
Walsh pointed this out to him he denied that it wes symptomatic of an 
indifference to social issues or the Christian attitude toward them. 
They were, he said , 'not my vocation' o He felt his gift was for the 
affirmation of the gospel itself and left its application to society to 
those better qualified. No doubt he felt that the scholar's life gave 
one little experience of the harsher aspects of life in an industrial 
society . 
The some limitation of experience, and a complete difference of 
temperament, prevent him also from attempting those full-scale oase 
histories of the sinner, rendered with close attention to the current 
manifestations of the world and the flesh, which are the staple ingredient 
of the fiction of Kauriao and Greene. He has no Therese Deequeyroux, no 
'whisky priest' or Pinkie Brown. 
Avoiding the danger of 'complicity' , Lewis , like Claudei, invites 
the charge of harshness and smugness , and both terms have been applied to 
him. The harshness of the Regress and the complacency of Ransom in That 
Hideous Strength have been noted: There are touches of cruelty in 
Sare wtao, and irritating as ides in The Chronicles of Narnie, it is true,, 
but elsewhere the author of The Problem of raja and The Abolition of Van 
is not unduly narked by these vines. 
'ßmugness' surely implies a complacent aooeptsnoe of one's ova 
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security and superiority with a corresponding indifference to, or con- 
tempt for, those who do not share it. It is, in fact, the sin Sorewtape 
tries to impose on his 'patient's' fiancee. This hardly squares with the 
concern to communicate end shore his beliefs and values which is the 
driving force of Levis's apologetics and fiction. What Jacques Riviere 
has said of Claudel may be applied to Lewis: 
It in not our taste that he cares about pleasing; he 
demands our soul so that he can offer it to God. He wants 
to force our innermost consent. He is determined, in spite 
of ourselves, to wrench us from doubt and dilettantism. 
Lewis, however, appears to have a calmer temper and greater urbanity. 
If, on the other hand, an unabashed spiritual joy, a oonfident 
and aggressive exercise of reason, and a belief in objective values, are 
to be regarded, in themselves, as 'smug' or 'harsh' , then Lewis cannot 
escape the charge. His own defence is to affirm his belief that these 
f actors , and the numerous pleasures of life , are as real , and as valuable , 
as the pain and suffering on which others feel obliged to dwell exclue- 
ively. His comments on this subject in Sore= have been quoted1,5 Of 
the kind of 'realism' associated with the fiction of Zola, he remarks 
that blood, sweat and tears are not more real than traditional sanctities 
and joys. 
Yet an assured religious faith may be charged with smugness and 
harshness in a subtler and deeper fashion than this # as Lewis himself., 
in his role of apologist, is inevitably aware. The issue is raised in 
a crucial passage of The Great Divorce. The last wraith has disappeared, 
having rejected the Lady's invitation, and chosen the Hell of his self- 
imprisonment. The Lady, apparently defeated, yet with joy unimpaired, 
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has passed on with her chorus of Bright Spirits. 
, And yet.... and yet.... ' , said I to my Teacher, when all 
the shapes and the singing had passed some distance into 
the forest, 'even now I am not quite sure. Is it really 
tolerable that she should be untouched by his misery, 
even his self-made misery? ' ib 
This problem is one that has obsessed another novelist of very different 
temperament from Lewis - Graham Greene. Lewis 'a answer to his own 
question, attributed in the book to George MacDonald, gains greatly in 
significance when considered against the background of Greene's treat- 
ment of the theme. 
In The Heart of the Metter, Sc obie , the chief of polies s questions 
the morality of individual happiness in the strongest terms. "Point me 
out the happy man, "' he ruminaten bitterly, '"end I will point you out 
either egotism, selfishness , evil - or else an absolute ignorance. "' 
17 
Greene himself had expressed the same view more generally in his travel 
book, Journey Without Mops. 'I find myself always torn between two 
beliefss the belief that life should be better then it is and the belief 
18 
that when it appears better it is really worse. ' The implication is that 
the sensitive man must always be oppressed by the pain and suffering of 
others. 
An obsessive, ambiguous sense of pity constantly leads Greene, as 
it leads Scobie, to identify himself with the weak, the failures, the 
fallen. Any move towards joy or peace is constantly infected by a fatal 
sympathy for the sinner. The strength and the weakness of the world 
Greene presents lies in its pity. It in at the centre of his 'dark 
1 
theology' whose tenets p as exemplified in his fiotion, oonneot, or con- 
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fliot, with Lewis 'a in a way that bares their deepest intuitions . 
Green's conversion to Catholicism at the age of twenty-two seems 
to have left his innate pessimism intact. The doctrine of Original Sin 
needed, for him, no documentation. It squared with his experience. Like 
Newman, he felt that the human race was 'implicated in some terrible 
aboriginal calamity'. His public sohooldays had been as unhappy as 
Levis In and he had less compensations . With him, pessimism was more than 
theoretical. Several times in his youth he inserted a cartridge into his 
six-cylinder revolver, span the chambers, and pulled the trigger. Only 
the dangerous gamble could give him an appetite for life. 
His early reading made a lasting impact on him for, as he says, 
'it is only in childhood that books have any deep influence on our lives' 
ý 
Lewis found the key to his future beliefs in the 'holiness' of MacDonald's 
phsntaates . Greene found his pattern of evil in Marjorie Bowen's novel, 
The Viper of Milan A 
I was not on the classical side or I would have dis- 
covered, I suppose, in Greek literature intend of in miss 
Bowen's novel the some of doom that lies over success - 
the feeling that the pendulum is about to swing. That too 
made sense; one looked around and saw the doomed every- 
where - the champion runner who would one day sag over the 
tape; the head of the school who would atone, poor devil, 
during forty dreary undistinguished yeara.... Anyway she had 
given me my pattern - religion later might explain it to me 
in other terms , but the pattern wen already there - perfect 
evil walking the world where perfect good can never walk 
again, and only the pendulum ensures that after all in the 
and j us tine is done, 
This sombre vision dominates all Greene's fiction. In his first 
novel, The Man Within (1929, the protagonist, Andrews, speaks of to 
terror of life, of going on soiling himself and repenting and soiling 
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himself again'.. The same mingling of pity and terror is found in all 
his subsequent ohareatere with any sensitivity. Everywhere a 'dull shabby 
22 
human meaioority' oalle out for our pity. 
In Brighton kook, the grimmest statement of this 'dark theology' , 
which the rest of the novel does little to offset, comes from the young 
gangs ter , Pinkie Br own : 
I'll tell you what life is . It'a jail. It's not knowing 
where to get some money. Worms and cataract, cancer. You 
beer 'em shrieking from the upper window - children being 
born. It's dying slowly. 23 
Lewis does not approach this bleak social comment, though he has 
his visions of darkness . In Perelandra Weston provides a complementary 
picture of the grim reality underlying life's deceptive facade. '"Inside 
what do you get? Darkness, vorm, heat, pressure, salt, suffocation, 
stink"' . Yet Greene can find these elements in the contemporary scene - 
on the foreshors of Brighton, the atheist state of Tabasco, the seedy 
coast of west Africa. In Lewis the grin philosophy does not pass 
uno hallsngsd . The vision of Hell gives way to a vision of Heaven, 
Such visions are notably absent from Greene's fiction. only 'the 
1g 
hint of on explanation' appears. In The Lawless Roads he says of him- 
self, 'One began to believe in heaven because one believed in hell, but 
for a long while it was only hell one could picture with a certain 
intimacy'. He has yet to provide any intimate vision of heaven in his 
fiction. 
ft first Lew is 'a convers ion involved ' no belief in s future life' 
;? 
but when that belief did re-waken the shafts of Joy had done their work, 
in terms of his fiction, the 'black hole' was offset by the island of 
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Sweet Desire. 
For Greene's characters this life itself is the 'black hole' and 
only an inkling of Divine Grace percolates the gloom. Rose, remembering 
the alum where she and Pinkie were born, recalls that 'in the hole were 
murder, copulation, extreme poverty, fidelity and the love and fear of 
She herself has a touching faith in Heaven but she receives little God' ;8 
comfort from Piniie I 
"Of course there's Hell. Flames and dem notion, '* he said 
with his eyes an the dark shifting waters and the lightning 
and the lamps going out above the black struts of the 
Palace pier , "torments 
"And Heaven too, " Rose said with anxiety, while the rain 
fell intermittently on. 
"Ob, maybe 911 the Hoy aaid, maybe: 
29 
Pinkie's one-aided vision is doubtless nearer to the Spirit of the 
fge than ksnsom's mountain-top ezperisnoe. Modern litersture provides 
numerous versions of äe11 from Beudelaire's 'Un Saison en Wafer' to 
Sartte'e ' Haie C1oe' . Huxley, Orwell and Golding 
provide 
notable 
examples. Versions of Heaven are rarer. 
In his contrast between the earthy, respectable, "-religious Ida, 
with her naive insistenoe on 'right and wrong' , and the two Catholics , 
pinkie # the doomed sinner,, and Rose,, the potential saint, Greene makes 
that 'complete divoree.... between goodness and respeotabilityt which in 
another constant element of his fiction. Crudely stated in Brighton 
Rook, it acquires subtlety in the later novels, and is another link with 
Yauri. o . 
Lswia, like Greens, bringe out the distinction between respeet- 
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ability and goodness, crime and sin, virtue and faith, but he is careful 
not to carry the dichotomy too far. '"Nothing, not even the beat and 
noblest, can go on as it now is, " says George MacDonald in The Greet 
Divara_e. '"Nothing, not even vhat is lowest and moist bestial, will not 
be raised again if it submits to death. 132Greene's divorce of morality 
and theology is powerful but too reckless. It is here that his novels 
most antagonise the reader. In the version of Catholicism that figures 
in his fiction, divorce is worse then adultery, murder not so deadly as 
marriage outside the Church. Moral injunctions (the Ten Commandments 
inoluded) take aeoond place to the pronouncements of the Church. 
Yet Greene is never at ease with these implications of his Faith. 
His sympathy for the ainner is boundless , and extends , to the point of 
rebellion, to those at loggerheads with the Church's teaching. Its 
strength derives from the ro-inforoement given it by Christ's compassion 
for the fallen: its weakness from the element of faith which it looks . 
pity and Charity are not quite synonymous . 
This brings one book to the vital role of pity in Greene': mature 
fiction sa seen in The Power and the G lory, The Ionia try of, Fear, The 
Heart of the latter, The Wist American and The Burnt out Case. 
Pity is the key to the charecter of Arthur Rowe, the 'mercy- 
killer' of The Ministry of Fear. Its obsessive hold over him (and 
Greene) is clearly revealed in the penetrating comment that' *Adolescents 
don't feel pity. It's a mature passion"' 
: 
Pity, a fatal possession, is 
yet an essential quality of maturity. Without it, the adventure story 
is easy to write. With it, pity for the vanquished, however despicable, 
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complicates matters. That Lewin 'a 'Chronicles of Narnia' should be 
largely free from it is understandable. Its relative absence from That 
Hideous Strength is a more serious limitation. 
Yet pity always leads Greene's characters into an impasse. Rowe 
feels 'dangerous pity stirring in the bowels' 
34- 
Faced by his judges - 
'He wanted to warn then - don't pity me. Pity is cruel, Pity destroys. 
Love isn't asfe when pity 'a prowling around' 
35 Mr . Prentice, in the aame 
novel, also loo's this truth. '"Pity is a terrible thing. People talk 
about the passion of love. Pity is the vorst passion of all= we don't 
outlive it like sex :" 
34 
Saobie presents both its strength and its weakness with the 
greatest subtlety. He is Greene's finest achievement. His 'Terrible 
37 
impotent feeling of responsibility and pity' controls the whole power- 
ful, concentrated lotion. The 'terrible promiscuous passion which so 
few experienoe'3is both the sign of his superiority to the shallow 
people who surround him, and the fatal weakness which leads him, step 
by step, to the sins that hurt himself 9 other people, and his God t 
Pity smouldered like decay at his heart. He would never 
rid himself of it. He knew from experience bow passion 
died away and how love went, but pity always stayed. 
Nothing ever diminished pity. The conditions of life 
nurtured it. There was only one person in the whole world 
who was unpitiable - himself . 
39 
Tor doobie, the second half of the commandment 'Thou shalt love thy 
neighbour as thyself' has no reality. 
Sven in Green's literary criticism the concept of pity is supreme. 
The highest praise he oan find for Henry dames is that tit is in the 
final justice of his pity, the completeness of an analysis which enabled 
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him to pity the most shabby, the most corrupt, of his human actors,, 
that he ranks with the greatest of creative writere' . 
40 
With the role of pity in Greene's fiction fresh in mind, it is clear 
how Soobia, or any other of Green's characters , would respond to the 
question posed by Lewis in the Divorce - '"Is it really tolerable that 
she should be untouched by his misery, even his self-made misery? "' 
4/ 
Soobie would have found it intolerable. He would have gone back to the 
Grey Town with the wraiths. 
on more than one occasion, Greene finds some warrant for this 
tendency of his characters to dawn themselves for others in the history 
of Father Damien, and of the Frenchman, Peguy. The priest in Brighton 
Rook refers to Peguy as one who '"lived in sin all his life, because he 
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couldn't bear the idea that any soul could suffer damnation"', Some 
people, he adds, consider that be was a saint. Soobie makes his impact 
beosuse he has some, at least, of the elements of saintliness . 
What does Lewis find, through YsoDonsld, to say in reply to the 
doubts expressed about the happiness of the saved? The anewer, so vital 
to this aspect of Levis's beliefs, needs quotation at length: 
'Would ye rather he still had the power of tormenting 
her? He did it many a day and many a year in their earthly 
life. ' 
'Well, no. I suppose I don't went that. ' 
'What then? ' 
'I hardly know, Sir. What soae people say on earth is 
that the final loss of one soul gives the lie to all the joy 
of those who are saved. ' 
lye sss it doss not. ' 
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'I f eel in s way that it ought to. ' 
'That sounds very aeroiful t but see what lurks behind it. ' 
'what? ' 
'The demand of the loveless and the self-imprisoned that 
they should be allowed to blackmail the universe: that till 
they consent to be happy (on their own terms) no one also 
shall taste joys that theirs should be the final power; 
that hell should be able to veto Heaven. ' 
'I don't know what I want, Sir. ' 
'Son, son, it must be one way or the other. Either the 
day must come when joy prevails and all the makers of misery 
are no longer able to infect it: or also for ever and ever 
the makers of misery can aestroy in others the happiness they 
reject for themselves .I know it has a grand sound to say 
ye'll acoept no salvation which leaves even one creature in 
the dark outside. But watch that sophistry or ye'll make a 
Dog in a Manger the tyrant of the universe. ' 
'But dare one soy - it Is horrible to say - that pity 
moat ever die? ' 4.3 
MacDonald's reply to this further question has a peculiar relevance to 
goobie, and to the comments on the permanence of the sense of pity 
scattered through Greene's novels. 
'Ye swat distinguish. The action of Pity will live for 
avert but the passion of Pity will not. The passion of 
pity, the pity we merely suffer, the **be that draws men to 
concede what should not be conceded and to flatter when they 
should a eak truth,, /ihis goes to the heart of Seobie's 
wealaýss the pity that has cheated many a woman out of her 
virginity and many a statesman out of his honesty - that 
will die. It was used es a weapon by bad men against good 
ones their weapon will be broken. ' 4'+ 
Almost every phrase of this paragraph could be related to Soobie's 
story. MsoDonald ends with a description of the action of Pity. 
'And what is the other kind - the action? ' 
'It's a weapon on the other aide. It leaps quicker than 
light fron the highest place to the lowest to bring healing 
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and joy, whatever the coat to itself . It changes darkness 
into light and evil into good. But it will not, at the 
cunning tears of Hell, impose on good the tyranny of evil. 
Every disease that submits to a cure shall be cured = but 
we will not call blue yellow to please those who insist on 
still having jaundice, nor make a midden of the world's 
garden for the ask* of some who cannot abide the smell of 
roses .' 
4-s 
'The smell of roses' - this is an apt symbol for the heavenly joy 
which Lewis dwells on at the close of his story. Even at his most peni- 
tential and aus tar e, ? J. Eliot captures something of the gems positive 
note in his Your 4aartets. Across the brooding meditations breaks, from 
time to time, the laughter of children in the hidden 'rose-garden'. 
Greene has no roses. 
The application of MacDonald's description of charity to Soobie's 
story gains support from the ultimate strictures on The Heart of the 
Matter found in a sympathetic study of Greene by the Catholic critic, 
Marie-Beatrice Mesnet. 
Pity is one of the harmonics of love in the presence of 
suffering, but not love itself .... Pity is not a substitute 
for love; when separated from it, it is ultimately des- 
truo tive ,a negative sharing of a failure. Love, in 
Berdyaev's words, is "an eternal affirmation" of human 
personality. Love is fire and must often hurt in order to 
achieve its *ads. Pity is the easy wry, on escape for the 
wear, who cannot face truth directly or tolerate any 
impediment to their self-centred peace. It is the flaw in 
Soobie's strength; sentimental pity will drive him to his 
on destruction, first to professional delinquency, then 
to adultery, murder (of flt) and sacrilegious communions , 
and finally to suioide. I&ä 
Soobis, she points out, himself recognizes the deficiency in his 
faith. '"I have lost the trick of trust"' he realises , and confesses to 
God in agony, O'AYou were faithful to me, and I wouldn't trust you, "' 
She attributes the flaw in Soobie's pity to a lock of the 'sense of 
trust' w7 
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This is s fair judgsent. It is the missing element of trust (and 
joy) which gives Green's Catholicism its depressingly negative quality - 
our final impression from his long aeries of novels. Marie-Beatrice 
Meant locates the week spot when she shows how pity, in Greene'e fic- 
tion, is linked with a disturbing element of masochism, end a marked 
absence of religious assurance. But the issue is complex. His characters 
can never be dismissed out of hand because of the element of 'pure love 
4S 
implied in their supreme act** Yet her final feeling is of 'a certain 
uneasiness at finding that none of these characters seems capable of 
being at one with his deeper self , or reaching the inner vision in this 
life. They have lost their way in the dark. ' 
49 
In Lewis's ability to convey the 'inner vision' lies his chief 
strength. Set alongside Green's novels, his fiction reveals many 
defioienoies, it is true. There is a comparative detachment from the 
conditions of the poorer masses of society - from economic, social and 
legal pressures (That Hideous Strength provides only a partial excep- 
tion) . There are no comparable studies of contemporary men and women in 
a closely specified setting. But in this ability to convey the ardours , 
as well as the anguish, of faith Lewis has something that Greene lacks. 
His fiction provides at least some inkling of the 'weight of glory' ,a 
fact that alone makes it tolerable, and possible, for MacDonald to answer 
Lewis's next question as he does. 
'Do you ocean then that Hell - 611 that infinite empty 
town - is down in scow little crack like this? ' 
'Yee . Aºll Kell is smaller then one pebble of your 
earthly worlds but it is smaller than one atom of this 
world p the Real world, Look at you butterfly. If it 
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swallowed all Hell, Hell would not be big enough to do 
it any harm or to have any taste. ' 
'It seems big enough when you're in it, Sir. ' 
'And yet all loneliness, angera, hatreds, envies and 
itchinge that it contains., if rolled into one single 
experience end put into the scale against the least moment 
of the joy that is felt by the least in Heaven, would have 
no weight that could be registered at all. Bad cannot 
succeed even in being bad as truly as good is good. If all 
Hall's miseries together entered the consciousness of yon 
was yellow bird on the bough there, they would be swallowed 
up without treos, as if one drop of ink had been dropped 
into that Great Ocean to which your terrestrial Pacific 
itself is only a molecule: 60 
In Greens's fiction there is no such assurance. Writing of the 
sense of evil in Henry James , he seems to be writing of himself .' His 
religion was always a mirror of his experience. Experience taught him 
to believe in supernatural evil, but not in supernatural good. ' 
51 
One can, 
of course, recognize and admire Greene's artistic integrity, whilst 
regretting the sad def ioienoies in his religious view. 
The judgment of Martin Turnell, another Catholic, on both Mauriao 
and Green is shrewd , though severe. Af ter referring to Soobie as 'the 
52 
police officer oorroded by a curiously sentimental form of 1 pity , heoon- 
oludes, 'Where both novelists are most open to criticism is the poor view 
that they take of human nature and the quality of their religion as it is 
exhibited in their work' 
153 
Apart from a defioienoy in the ug alit of their religion, Maurieo 
and Greene are faced by their naturalistic conventions with a difficulty 
in its presentation that does not confront Lewis in the acme form. In 
their world, the operation of religious judgment an human affairs often 
produces an sesthetio disloc*tioa. Y. Jean-Paul Sartre's wholesale 
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ettaolc on Mauriao along this line, with its deveatating oonolueion - 
'God is not an artist, neither is M. Mauriea' - is well-known More 
surprising is the qualified support 
it receives from the Anglican critic, 
Martin Jarnett-Kerr. After a critical analysis of Therese Deegueyroux, 
in which he trams the intrusive comments of the author, he concludes 
'that the transposition from 'she-subject' to 'she-object', from part- 
icipatory narrative to external comment, is sudden, unprepared for, and 
therefore jolting - the author himself is clearly unaware of what is 
happening, an* the resulting jolt that he gives us betrays a loss of grip 
56 
on his part' . Of a more blatant example of the author's intrusion, in 
Le Dssert de 1'kºmour, he complains,, 'Here the author bursts frankly into 
the narrative, wagging an admonitory finger' 
5b 
Unlike Turnell, he argues 
that in Le Noued de Viperes, the divine action is better managed. Here 
ysuriso conveys , more persuasively then Greene ever does (except, per- 
haps, for the account of Soobie'a suicide), a sense of divine pressure, 
even of joy. 
Greene uses three techniques to present the verities of the Faith. 
Least successful is his use of a priest, whose arguments are often 
embarrassingly week, sophistical or heartless . Readers have felt the 
same difficulty over Harcourt-Reilly in Eliot's The Cocktail Party, A 
second, more successful method, is the frequent employment of dreams. 
More compelling is the rarer success in making the sequence of events 
themselves bring home to consciousness the working of Divine Grace. In 
Soobie's final, agonised soliloquy we are aware, with him, of a yearning, 
divine presence, of someone who 'seeks to get in' . Here, at least, is 
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an awareness of that 'inexorable love' which is the conetant theme of 
Levis's fiction. 
This comparison of Lewis with Greene and Pdauriso has served to 
indicate clear differences in their treatment of society, sin, and 
religious belief . The weaknesses , and strength, of Levis's religious 
romances can be more clearly appreciated when viewed against the back- 
ground of such realistic novels. In the next and final chapter the 
limitations and achievement of Levis's fiction are summarised. 
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C ON LUS IOO 
Though the beat scene in Lewis's fiction owe their imaginative 
power to the intensity of his religious vision, the sustained engagement 
in Christian apologetics is sometimes responsible for limitations end 
faults . The apologist has to ass sable evidenoe, expound arguments, and 
give his faith a logical and systematic expression. What was implicit 
has to be made explicit. Intuitions become theories; personal convic- 
tion are publicly asserted; sentiments are more sharply defined. The 
area of legitimate doubt contracts. This leads to coherence and power, 
but threatens an accompanying loss of richness and spontaneity. 
The novelist works in a different way. Be entertains a variety 
of opinions,, and works out the situations he has chosen, or that have 
imposed themselves an his, with a passionate but detached curiosity. He 
has an insatiable thirst for what exists, and a comparative unconcern 
for what ought to exist. He is often impelled to pose a problem, but 
rarely constrained to provide a solution. Luce Keats 'a 'chameleon poet' 
he has the gift of 'negative capability' - 'that is, when a man is 
capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries s doubts, without any irri- 
table reaching after fact and reason',, Keats complains of Coleridge, 
presumably thiakiag of him as philosopher and theologian, that he 'would 
let go by a fine isolated verisimilitude caught from the Penetralium of 
mystery, from being incapable of remaining content with half .. knowledge '. 
I 
As theologian, Lewis , lime Coleridge, seeks to link intuition to doctrine, 
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to compose s mental structure that askes sense of experience (or to 
explain where, and why, such a structure is not to be expected). In his 
fiction, too, he is always seeking to 'complete the picture' 
Z 
His plots 
move, inevitably, towards an ordered grouping, a ceremonial procession, 
a visionary enlightenment, an adumbration of cosmic harmony, of the Greet 
Dance. In this process there is a necessary rejection, as well as an 
ordering, of experience. 
To perhaps a majority of modern critics this intellectual rejecting 
and ordering by the artist is anathema. In various forms the theory of 
Negative Capability underlies much modern criticism and influences 
novelists therelves. Didacticism, once a standard element in theories 
of literature, is generally deprecated, though in the emphasis on 'commit. 
meat' , 'engagement' , sad 'realism' it survives in new forms . The psrti- 
culer combination of these elements in the criticism of Dr. P. R. Lesvis, 
with its stress on 'openness to life', its ethical and sesthetic earnest- 
ness, and its demand for 'speoifioetion' in the novel's setting, has been 
very influential in discussions of fiction. This approach is accompanied, 
at least in Lesvis hirelf, by a distaste for metaphysics, and a rejection, 
implied rather than stated, of fantasy end myth. This critical code under. 
lies Leavis's admirable evaluations of such novelists as George Eliot, 
Hmnry Jesse and Joseph Conrad, from whose practice it is in port adduced, 
but it bears severely on Levis's fiction. 
where Levis can justly be accused of carrying the process of 
rejecting and ordering too far, the foult usually arises from the desire 
of the apologist to 'complete the picture', to see things from the divine 
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viewpoint. This exoeeaive tendency is usually associated with either 
his choice of narrative framework, his 'point of vies', or his super- 
natural machinery. Since these are also largely responsible for the 
artistic success of such of his work, the tendency towards excessive 
manipulation of experience is an inescapable danger of his method. His 
artiatie virtues and defects are closely related. 
Often, his assumption of a near-omniscient viewpoint, and his 
excessively externalised presentation of the spiritual world , produce 
effects like those that seriously mar the spiritual and aesthetic value 
of many episodes in Paradise Lost. Milton's role of omniscient narrator, 
and his constant transposition of Christian doctrine into the material 
actualities of epi, e, precludes or, more seriously, distorts certain 
aspects of spiritual experience - such of the 'numinous' aspect of 
worship is dissipated, and the reverent humility of the creature before 
his Maker is threatened. God the Father 'as a school divine' strikes a 
chills the material splendours of Heaven can be repellant. Signifi- 
oantly, Lewis , in his own assessment of Alton Is epic, does not allow 
these faults enough weight. His own fictional form. though usually less 
crippling to the religious purpose than epic, can produce similar distor- 
tions . 
These distortions are frequent in The Pilgrim's Regress " When, 
for ememple, Jobn and Vertue are led back by their Angelic guide through 
the country they have previously traversed , they see everything with 
changed eyes, The land itself is 'a knife-edge between Heaven and Hell' ,3 
the characters encountered earlier are little more than wraiths, the 
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Angelic guide explains everything in terms of black and white. Neither 
aestthetioally nor spiritually is this very attractive or convincing. 
The reader may be prepared to allow that in a spiritual pilgrimage there 
will be 'a reversal of pre, -oonoeptions', but this transformation is too 
sudden, too arbitrary. The narrative framework is over rigid and sohe- 
matto, the heavenly interpreter too harsh sad argumentative; the 
supernatural machinery conventional. 
The advano" from this to The Great Divorce is immense. There the 
framework of the Grey Town and the Bsavenly Counter is intensely imagined 
and infinitely suggestive . The spiritual commentator e George MacDonald , 
is wise and charitable. The machinery of wraiths and Bright Spirits 
allows for a genuine dialectic in the spiritual analyses. 
Between these two extremes of the harsh diagram and the illuminating 
symbol Lewis Is work is to be located . 
Two factors in Lewis's psychology underlie this aspect of his 
fiction and are responsible for both success and failure. They are his 
innate tendency to visual se 'preternaturals' and the marked rationality 
of his theology. This second tendency, which he shares with IdIton, 
sometimes dissipates out and sometimes offends piety. It can produce, 
on the one hand, brilliant symbols of s world beyond and , on the other, a 
cartoon, even a earioature, of Christian theology, which on arouse, more 
readily than theology itself, the distaste of the ubeliever. Fortunately, 
Levis , unlike Hilt n, is not so rash as to represent the Trinity in anthro- 
pomorphio teams . Nor son it be s aide of ter the 8e ass , that he often 
falters in his presentation of angelic beings. The eldils and dslan are 
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among his triumphs. 
The tendency to caricature (not the less dangerous for being partly 
intentional) appears most clearly in Leats's treatment of the infernal. 
Hare his taste for the occult sometimes over-rules his discretion. In 
Sere= and ? hMt g StrMrth the it and excitement of the attack 
on contemporary values through a revelation of the infernal are bought 
at a price. What is absent from the Apostles' Creed and peripheral in 
the New Testament is made central. A dimly apprehended mystery, figure. 
tively expressed, becomes literal and concrete. This gives offence both 
to the humanist and to the liberal Christian - an offence that goes 
beyond the unavoidable clash of Louis's 'classical' or 'credal' theology 
with 'modernistic' versions of Christianity. The unbeliever, entertained, 
perhaps, but unconviaaed, terries veer his sceptical distaste for the 
preternatural figures to the more soberly presented features of the 
Christian case. the pious non-intellectual is disturbed or even misled. 
screw is not a book to recommend to the simpler-minded seeker after 
Christian belid. Its appeal is to the sophisticated believer. 
The further criticism mat be levelled at the supernatural machinery 
of these two books, that in the expression of infernal appetite and 
cruelty there lurks a disquieting appeal to the reader's sadism. To point 
out that there will always be readers who misuse what an author provides 
is not, here, an entirely satisfactory answer. When, in the Divorce, a 
human oharsoter shows a devouring appetite for anther's personality, our 
response of shocked disassociation is mediate and unequivocal. We are 
horrified by the female ghost's demand for someone 'to do things to' ,4 
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appalled when she says of the husband whose earthly life she made 
miserable, '"How can I pay his out if you won't let me have him? "' But 
how are we to take sow of dorewtape's gloating comments? our amused 
participation in his satirical commentary on human folly has half 
identified us with bis point of view. Presumably, a sudden withdrawal 
of sympathy should prevent us from actually sharing the tormentor's enjoy- 
sent of human pain. But can we avoid entertaining it for a fleeting 
moment? And is this,, spiritually, a defensible technique on the author's 
part, seeing that he has led us into this position? 
Similar moral questions arias over the fate of the leaders of 
Dt. I. C A. in That Hideous Streneth. The 'poetic justice' that overtakes 
Wither and Pilostrato, Prost and Streik, is dealt out with a savage glee 
that is dtseoDeerting. Ysn, is the true sense, they may no longer be, 
but 'llen are w. s and mot weep when even the shade Of that which once was 
great is passed sway'. 
Usewhere the reader is liable to be disturbed in a way that is a 
more legitimate and unavoidable part of forceful apologetics. A belief 
as sharply defined and expressed as Lewis's is bound to disturb the 
reader in some way, pleasant or unpleasant. In the preaching of the 
gospel, St. Paul believed that there was an inescapable, even essential, 
offence to human pride and intslleo t. "I have noticed so writes Chad 
Walsh, "that Lewis Is boom have an unsettling effect on readers who 
completely disagree with his or are only half in accord 
This emotional disturbance and intellectual offence is comparable 
to the effect of the fourth book of Gulliver's Travels on Victorian 
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critics such as ? hack rsy, whose romantic and progressive ideals it out- 
raged . The susceptibilities of readers sharing the liberal, humanis tie 
ideals exemplified in the fiction of E. Y. Forster Sad Virginia Woolf are 
as violently offended by the unabashed supernaturalism of Lewis 'a fiction 
as were Tennyson's readers by Swift's picture of human bestiality in the 
Yahoo. . 
The limitations imposed by Lewis's methods (related, of course, to 
limitations in his . zperienoe) are not confined to the treatment of the 
supernatural. The practice of viewing character from the outside, from 
the position of a near-oanisoient arbitrator, often precludes the 
fullest kind of engagement with human weakness and . in. In Sorewtape 
the central figure is so patently a cypher, so obviously the more arena 
of oonflio ting forego , that the reader is never deeply involved in his 
fate, or strongly identified with his emotional life. This limitation 
is, in part, but only in part, the price which Lewis pays for the other, 
satirical effects at which he is aiming. 
In the Dim ree, the wraiths who visit Heaven are more inwardly 
represented, but we see them predominantly in the contest of Heaven. 
How far Lewis suoeessfully balances sympathy with judgment is a critical 
question on which readers are likely to differ. A. 0. Deane in the 
gus_tator complained of the 'metallic hardness of its tone, its air of 
disdain, untouched by sympathy, for the various weaknesses of human 
nature.... ' My own view, indicated above, is very different, Admittedly 
Lewis rarely achieves the seas balance of charity and truth as George 
YaeDonald; nor has he 111110ms's gift for conveying the power of love 
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in a saintly characters such as Sybil C oningsby . In the Regress there 
is a frequent harshness , but in the Divorce it is hard to find this 
alleged insensitivity. Necessary qualifications and hesitations are 
expressed, and the objectifying of spiritual issues does not produce the 
same distortion of focus as in Screwtape. There is not the same invita- 
tion to tale the symbols literally. The speculation is more avowed, and 
the more attractive for being so. 
The broader limitations in Lewis's primary experience are obvious. 
His academic, scholarly life has not provided his with the first-hand 
experience of the common lot which is needed to make a Fielding, a 
Dioksns or even a lesser writer like Grabes Greens. Nor has it allowed 
his to explore the higher levels of the social scale, and so draw on the 
material that has fascinated novelists like Meredith and Henry James. 
In the two fields in which the true novelists have been strong he is 
weak. In this respect he has the sane limitations , and merits , as other 
writers whose decisive social contacts have been made within the hall , 
st idies and residences of the alder University towns. His really 
interesting characters are mostly educated, masculine and adult, though 
he partly transeends this original limitation in his 'Chronicles of 
gamin'. 
Wisely, Lewis has not attespted to trespass for outside his own 
social domain, however far afield his speculation and imagination have 
taiun him. 8a has realised, and accepted, the limits of his experience, 
and cultivated his distinctive strengths , as carefully as , in another 
way, did Joe Atistea. Yet, whilst keeping within these limits, his 
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fLotion has reached a wider public than is normally reached by writers 
from within the academic and theological spheres . 
Ewen in his directly theological works Lewis has rarely ventured 
to male pronouncements on, or even to sake a survey of,, the norm tech- 
nical, or practical aspects of social and political life. He told Chad 
wash that '8ooisl Christianity' was not his 'vocation', and pictured 
himself as concerned with the 'spadework' rather than with the 'blue- 
prints' of a Christian society? In the some way, his fiction is con- 
earned, so this thesis has Sndsavoured to show, more with Man's inner 
nature than with men in their social contests. 
Within its chosen field, Lewis 'a fiction displays s unique con- 
bination of powerful intuitions with a clear didactic purpose, of 
Orthodox Christian beliefs with a speculative imagination. Compared with 
most creative writers , he was late in arriving at his nature vision, 
Even The Pilgrim's Regress , published at the age of thirty-tour , is 
esbryonio. Yet the unproductive years before 193 were not wasted. The 
interior debate between Reason and Intuition, in which the tough, scep- 
tical intellest was finally reconciled with the enraptured imagination, 
eventually produced a personal philosophy of reeurkablc coherence and 
power. lisanwhile, voracious reading and industrious study had placed a 
wealth of material at the service of the isginatian, helped to hammer 
out a firm structure of thought, and discovered literary vehicles appro- 
priate to the new vision, The ground was long in preparation, and the 
seed grew slowly, but once the 'weather in the soul' was set fair the 
harvesting was rapid end abundant. At Oxford, in the war years, every- 
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thing conspired to assist Lewis in his creative work, especially the 
stimulus of Christian colleagues, Later. in the pos t.. war period , 'The 
Chronicles of Narnia' provided a kind of second harvest. It is probably 
safe to assume that with The Last Battle, in 1956, the last sheaf was 
brought in. In the Autumn of his life Lewis has gleaned his mind through 
his scholarly and devotional works* 
Paul Claudel has something to say of the artist which, though it 
hardly allows for the abundance, variety and self-renewal of the major 
writer, is largely true of those artists of the second rank, like himself 
and Levis. who make a limited,, but nevertheless authentic and unique 
contribution to literature. 'Every artist, ' he deelares, 'comes into the 
world to say a single thing, a single, quite small thing; it is that 
which it is a question of finding, whilst grouping the rest of his work 
around it. '8 Claudel himself provides an illustration of his own dealer*- 
tion, end the 'sole thing' which he has to say is, clearly, his affirms- 
tion of Heavenly joy. 'Joy, ' states Charles Du Has, categorically, 'is 
the first and last word of all Claudel. '9 This may be oonfidently applied 
to Lewis, His major these of the crucial nature of human choice, and his 
oosprshenuive image of the Holy War, both derive from his intuition of 
Joy. In the title of his personal record , Surprised by Jos, he rightly 
indicated the heart of his vision. According to the intensity and deli- 
osoy of their response to this central affirmation, and their appreciation 
of the romantic form through which it is conveyed, successive generations 
of readers will enjoy and esteem his fiction. 
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APPENDIX A 
'THE SCHUI TAPS LETTSIIS' ADD JOHN N GCMAN'S 'ID EMU COBS' 
The following resemblances are worth notings 
1. The oblique, iranioal method. The devils, who understand (in 
part) the nature of spiritual reality, are amazed, and delighted, to see 
man suocumb to temptation, quarrel among themselves and pervert the 
gospel . Like Sorewtspe they *ask to exploit these failings . 
2o The revi. n of intellectual fashion., u in the critique of 
ministers vho undermine Christ's divinity (Dialogue ZVI) which resembles 
Lenin's treatment of 'The Historical Jesus' orevtspe XIII) . 
3. The proaotion of a special vocabulary to coabat righteousness. 
Avaro notes with pleasure how My English vassals, for instance, oooe*only 
worship as under the false names of industry, frugality, prudence, or 
laudable ears' . As a defence against faithful preachers of the gospel he 
advocates the ensouregsment of such terms as 'enthusiast' , 'tethodist' , 
'snabaptist', and 'fanatic' (KVI). Elsewhere Impiator discourses on the 
usefulness of the word 'but' (VII). 
4. the devils' delight it the prospect of human perdition, 
Infidelis boasts of those thousands of supposedly good people shoe he 
has 'eondnoted very safely down to the dark abodes of ever-growing 
snguish' (III). Ispiator soya of hardened youths , 91 oom only employ 
then in my deepest Mines' QC VII) . 
3s6. 
5. Diaoordans'a employment of a distorting telescope (Prejudice) 
end an inverting glass (Pelee Reasoning) whereby 'I cause offence to be 
taken, where none is offered nor designed' (VIII),, This comes close in 
thought to $orewtape'a third letter. 
or course, there are important differences . Infernal Conference is 
for longer and more diffuse than 8cýpe, containing extensive para- 
phrases of biblical narratives , and long, frequent catalogues of vices , 
minutely sub-classified. Its author was a Baptist minister in a period 
not noted for its ecumenical spirit, and the numerous attacks of its 
devils on Methodists , Quakers , Presbyterians , Anglicans and , above all , 
papists are hardly balanced by some softer blows at his on communion. 
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B dYPSMIX 
gC iErBý FICTION AM THE C (5NIC VOYAGE 
The following accounts have been found useful: 
1. Soienoe Fiction 
Fisan, Peter, 'That Thing from Another World' in The 
Twentieth Century Sept. 1955, pp . 280-88. 
Moore, Patrick, Science and Fiction 1957. 
Crispin, Edmund, editor.. Beat aft science fiction stories 1958. 
Menzies , Ian S ., 'New Trends in Soience Fie tion' in The Nov Sciw 18 Sept. 1958, pp. 461-63 " 
Mitchell , Stephen 0.., 'Alien Vision= The Techniques of 
Science Fiction' in Modern Fiction Studies vol. 4 no . 4, Winter 1958-599 pp" - 
2. The Coe&i* Voyage 
Nicholson, Marjorie Hope, Voyages to the Noon 
C ompeny , ]lee York, 1948* 
ths Ysomill sn 
Contains illustrations ,a full bibliography and an index . 
Deals especially with the period stretching from the publt- 
cation in 1610 of Galileo 's Siderius Nuncius to the first 
successful balloon assents of the Montgolfiers in 1783-84. 
Shackleton, Roger, editor, in his edition of Fontenelle's, 
Entrettens our la P urýtjs des Mondes , 
1955. 
Green, Roger Lsnoelyn, Into Other Worlds& Space-Flight in 
Fiction from Lucian to Lewis 
' 
London and Nov York, 1957. 
Dedica 'To C ,S. Lewis' . 
Clarks, AZ ., The liploration of S 2nd d 1c59. 
Mainly an account of the scientific factors involved in 
apace-travel, but there is some discussion of fiction. 
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APPS mix C 
THE ANTIWITY OF MAN 
I am indebted to B. L. Green's Into Other Worlds for the following 
information on Greg, Cromie and Arnold. 
1. Percy Greg (1836.89)s, Across the Zodiac (1880) 
Greg's Mira is older than Barth and its civilisation has 
progressed further. A scientific intelligentsia, who have 
'disproved' religion, dominate the planet and run it on 
utilitarian Lines. They are opposed by 'The Children of 
Light', believers in an Almighty Raker. Green classes it with 
those works by Wells, Huxley and Orwell which give 'forecasts 
and warnings of our future on this Barth' . (Green p. 111) 
2. Robert Cromie (1856-1907) a APluage into Dace, (1890) 
His chief character, a aoientiat Henry Harnett, makes 
this 'interesting prophecy regarding More t 
'I tell YOU q the planet More is old. Rude and hardy 
vegetation has everywhere, as you see, been sup- 
planted by delicate growths. Those pretty animals 
are delicately shaped , but s** how sensitive they 
are, -a thousand of them would not face a tiger. 
The inhabitants that we shall find will be creatures 
for surpassing ourselves in every attribute of mind 
and body. They will have developed social, moral 
and physical conditions such as we cannot isagine. 
They are at the pinnacle of their perfection. 
Before them is no further progress. Their only 
change must be towards decay. ' (Green P. 116) 
Compare this with the eords of the Oyarsa of Yalaosndrs= 
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'... J[alaoandrs is older tan h your own world and 
nearer its death. Most of it is dead already. 
My people live only in the handramits" the heat 
and the water have been more nd will be less. 
Soon now, very soon, I will and my world end give 
beak my people to Ysleldil. ' ( gP . 157-58 ) 
30 
4. 
Edvin Lester Arnold (1857-1935),, Lieutenant Gulliver Jones: 
His Vaostion (19(5 ) 
Green describes this as 'the most haunting end convincing 
picture of the immeasurably ancient world of Mare. before the 
discovery of Yalaoandra' depicting 'a golden ago of pale and 
shadowy sunlight'. Green pp. 122,123) 
H. G. wells, The War of the Worlds (1898) 
The antiquity of Mars is partioularly stressed in the 
following passages 
It must be, if the nebular hypothesis has any truth, 
older then our world; and long before this earth 
ceased to be molten, life upon its surface oust 
have begun its course. The fact that it is scarcely 
one-seventh of the volume of the earth must have 
accelerated its cooling to the temperature at which 
life would begin. 
Nor was it generally understood that since Mars 
is older than our earth, with scarcely a quarter of 
the superficial area and remoter from the sun, it 
necessarily follows that it is not only more dis- 
tant from life's beginning but nearer its and. 
(chap . 1) 
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APPIRM D 
VF+Iitö IN 3ARLI t FICTION 
yew writers have chosen Venus as the setting for their cosmic 
adventures . Bernerdin do at, Pierre, author of Paul et Virginia, 
'described a terrestrial paradise and placed it in the planet Venus' 
(Green p . 164) , thus anticipating Levis. 
Olaf Stapledon in Lost and 
pirsa Ron (1931) took his exp], orsrs to Venus , where they found a world 
consisting of scattered islands in an ocean subject to tremendous 
currents and storm. Like Levis,, he pictures a time when the aloud 
envelope will have thinned sway (ca. Perelandra p . 243) . The most 
elaborate account of Venus is provided by John Wino in A Trip to Venus 
11897). Its mein similarity to Perelandro lies in its account of 
'Wools', a beautiful land lying in the erster of a great volcanic 
island, 'a paradise of eternal spring, of glorious flowers and trees 
and creatures' resn p. 167) 
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AA=3X s 
CHAD) N'S LITEkATURS 
The following works have been found particularly useful. 
Eyre, Frank, 20th Century Children's Books, 1900-1950.. 1952 
Green, ]Roger Lancelyf, Tellers of Tales new ed. 1953 
Lewis's children's books are discussed on pp. 259-60 
Meigs , Cornelia, and others , ACritics]. History of Children's Literature 
New York. 1953 
The Lion. the Witch and the Wardrobe is discussed on p. 480. 
Muir,, Percy, *glish Children's Books. 16W-1900.1954 
Arbuthnot, Key Hill, Children and Books Scott, Poreamn and Company, 
U. S. A., nee ed. 1957 
The Library Association, Chosen for Children t an account of the 
which have been awarded the Library Association Carnegie Pedal 
1936-1957. Library Association, 1957 
Darton, P .J. Harvey, Children's Books in Britain t Five Centuries of 
Social Life second ed ., with an introduction by Cathleen Lines. 
and additions to the bibliography, 1958 
Crouch, Marcum, Treasure Seekers and Borrowers : Children's Books in 
Britain, 1900-960. The Library Association, 1962 
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AI"p M3X F 
IN[& CF AUT1% S WHD HAYS INFLUEbCL UNIS 13 FICTICK 
major refersnoes are underlined. 
Augustine, influence on We apologetics.. 71-72. 
Apuleius, source ofd, DC passim; L's central change in A's story of 
Psyche, 133. 
Barfield , Owen, 14,23; ' priael unities' , 233-34; ' primal unities' and 
L, 235-39. 
Bergson, Bears, expands We taste, 14. 
Bushaa, John, and OBP, 167; 3.84. 
Buaysnº, John, 331 ooaparison of Pilgrim's Progress and Re ress, - . n . 
6, 
Walsh on B. and L., 521 53,55; theme of personal salvation, 56; 
74; his blend of rosanes sad theology, 246. 
Cbesterton, G. K., read by L. whilst convalescent, 13; 16; Iyenlasting 
=, 17; Othode. Ys, 30,39-40; Everlasting Man and Re ess , 
48-49; 'speculation', 75; a major influence on L., 1U-18s 
f orsrnnner is apologeti a, 115 , 8s t es , 115.16,0r_, 
116-17; 134,236,249; OR value of fairy stories p 289; OrUodomy 
and 'Ithioa of Elf land' , M- 292; vitro of C. and L. an "fairy 
stories , 295; 319,339; influence of his 'goodness' , 357-8 " 
Dante, 200,212,215,235,239,314,326-27. 
Davidsºan, Joy, 28. 
Edddison, I L, The W®ra Ou roboros , 55,328; 329,337,341. 
tarter, Austin, 71. 
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Freud, Sigmund, 43-44,279. 
Gr ahaate , Kenneth, The 
Wind in the Willows , 55s, 1781,241,242p 247* 248,9 
231; and "fellowship's 303; 309,322. 
Haggard, ]Rider, hre, 55; 184; She sad Perelondra, 190; 337; King 
S oloson's Min.. , 340. 
Herbert, George, 16. 
Hooker, Bishop, L's admirotion for, 69; the loll and Natural Lev,, 73. 
Huxley, Aldous, Brave New Worlds 55,219. 
dung, C . G., and mountains , 209; mandalas , 210; archetypes and fairy 
tales,, 294; 340; archetypes and the romance, 342-43; views differ 
from L's , 343- " 
Kingsley, Charles , rater Babies and Narnia, 247; 249,323. 
y, ipling, Budysrd, 250; A Diversity of Creatures,, 270; his ethic and 
that of L., 304; 348 . 
Lindsay, David, Arcturus, 55, and 'spiritual canni bliss' , 86; a major 
influence, UI il_t Arcturus , 157, its plot, Visiak's comments , 
157-38, We account at, 158-59, its 'north rnness' and its per- 
sonages, 179, its metaphysic, 159-60, its food and drink, 160, its 
new colours, 160-61, its 'lived dialectic', 161; 186,330,331, 
341 
Luther , Mar tin, W. 
MacDonald, George , his Phantss tes discovered by L, 9 114% Unspoken 
canons , 12; 16; 'i es orable love' , 18; 27,55; 'bright shadow' 
of Phantast.., 57; 'inexorable love's 57-58; views as represented 
in Diý_, 62; role of 'fear' 9 65; 'quality at the real universe' , 
394. 
67-8; rejection of Calvinism, 70; influence of Unspoken Sermons, 
70; influence on yes , 72; views on Nature, 74-75; 'specula- 
tion' , figurative aspects scripture, 75; influence Unspoken Sermons 
on Norewt'ape 79-80; 85; L's encounter with in Divorce, 95,96,97, 
gas 100,101,104; L's spokesman in Divorce,, 106-107; 109; a 
major influence, especially through Phantastes, 1114 its symbols 
of evil, 112.114, its 'holiness', 114, images of death and rebirth, 
115-116; fairy food, 160; as a symbolist, 162; Phentaatee and 
Perelandra, 186 (and note); 241,244,247,249,251; a major 
influence on 'Chronicles of Naraia', Ul- as a 'series of sensa- 
tions', 251, ethics, 251 52 , theological concepts, 2529 influence of 
Phantas tee , 252-53, of the Princess books, 253, of At the Beek of 
the North Wind, 253.54; a 'series of sensations' It 255; Phantastes , 
Lilith and Otherworld , 261; Phantastes and Lith, 268; North 
Wind, 272; role of 'fear' , 275; 291,292; L on his 'mythopoeio 
art', 293; role of 'fear' in fairy-stories, 2a6-ß Cardiff, 299; 
morality, 305; Golden May and death, 318; Golden Key. L_ and 
LB, 320; 322,323,331,337,339; his 'good' characters , 356-57; 
holiness in hen= 363; on human and divine, 366; views on 
'pity' as represented in Dim, 368-70; 381. 
Maeterlinck, Maurice, 11; and the occult, 144. 
MacGowan, John, 79; parallel of Infernal Coaferenos with l; e= 
110.111 and 385-86 (APPZNDIX A). 
Maclsnas, Stephen, L's debt to in Sorsw _, 84. 
Milton, John, 8,16,21-22,23,53; Baron A Oblates , 142; Msron and 
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L's Devine, 180; PL, Paradise Regained and Perelandra, 185; 187, 
189,196,286, spiritual faults of PL and L's fiction, 377- 
Morris , Williem, 10,21,54-55; 'northernneaa' , 255; 327,329,337" 
Nesbit, Edith, 55; her trilogy, sap. The Amulet, and time-travel, 243; 
248; The Amulet, 249; 261. 
Orwell, George, parallels of his fiction with L's fiction, 55,218, 
226-27,313" 
Otto, Rudolph, and the 'numinous' element in L's Asian, 274-76, 
potter # Beatrix, and the Idea of Autumn, 3; L's love for her books $ 243. 
Iwo., Amends, 23. 
Ruskin, John, 249. 
Shelley, Percy B., in Rehabilitations 
,$ 
21; Prometheus and Perelandra, 
187; Prometheus, 189,190,196; Asia's descent in Prometheus, II, 
and Perelandra, 211; 212,306,327,329,330,348- 
Spenser , Edmund, 16,53; and ID, 239; 3o6,329,330,337" 
Stapledon, Olaf, 55; Last and First mien and Ste, 151; read 'with 
delight' by L., influence on Weston's 'planetary imperialism' and 
'man-moulders' of ý, 12i 154,219,220,315,330,390" 
Statius , and the Pa yohomaohio , 6S. 
Swift, Jonathan, and OBp. 174; influence of Gulliver, 176,243; 380. 
Tolkien, JA fit., L. meet. , 16; 23,24,25; 'Fairy Stories' , 54; 55; 
a ms jor influence on L., ?. 1-2U= read and admired by L., 121-22, 
plot and themes of his Lord of the Rings , 122-23, comma heritage 
with L., 123, theme of Good T Evil, 124, heroic virtues , 124-25, 
'diversity of creatures'. 125, artist as 'sub-creator', 125, things 
396. 
and 'sensations' , 125-26, narrative patterns , 
126-27; Rivendell 
and 062v 178; and T BS.. 238; 241,2489 249,257; 'Fairy Stories' , 
289; L. on his 'Fairy Stories' , 294; 308; the 'Euoatestrophe* , 
311-a2; 313,323,324,331,338,341,344. 
Verne, Jules, 151,162,164. 
Wagner, Richard, his Siegfried and 'Joy',, synopses of his operas , 7; 
and 'Northernness' , 170; 331. 
Welle 
,qä. 
G,, 151; a major influence on the planetary romances,, -, Us 
influence of War of the Worlds and PM,, 152, read by L. at school, 
152, debt sohnouledged in OSP, 152-53, his technicalities and 
social criticism, 153, speoifia debts of L. to FIMv 153.154, 
'planetary imperialism', 154, Bedford and L's Weston., malevolent 
beings and 082,155, his Selenites and L's fear of insects , concept 
of space in FXK and 218, 'extra-terrestrial' note, 156, F, VO[ quoted 
and commented on by L., 157; Time Machine, 164; 165,166; Bedford 
and Cavor, 167; 168; and the 'cosmic bogey' in Perelandra, 169; 
Star Begotten 169-70; his 'archaic' Mars, 170; his Martians and 
L's Malaoandrians , 192; Selenites and T15 , 219; 220,255,261, 
307,327,330,331,332,341; antiquity of Mon # 389 (APPENDIX B), 
Wilkins , John, views on a plurality of worlds , and possible rational 
creatures , 147.3.49; 150. 
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